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PREFACE

A preface affords an author or editor a privileged space
wherein, side-stepping the narrow scholarly constraints
of academic rhetoric, he may self-reflexively comment
on the work he has created. The Mussau Project has
filled-albeit intermittently-the hours and days of a
decade and a half of my life. I take the opportunity
thus presented to share a few of what, for me, were
some of the more emotionally charged and remark-
able moments, particularly the experiences offieldwork
in the remote, often physically challenging, but always
exquisitely beautiful Mussau Islands. Unforgettable is my
memory of first sight of Eloaua's uplifted coral lime-
stone cliffs and forested plateau, seen through a gray
dawn from the rail of the Dick Smith Explorer. I recall
the curious mix of emotions and thoughts racing
through me as the ship pulled closer up the Malle Chan-
nel. How would we be greeted; with reserve and hesi-
tation, even suspicion, perhaps, regarding our unusual
work? Would Eloaua's sites prove to be productive,
yielding the sorts of materials we sought so as to an-
swer a host of questions and competing hypotheses?
Seemingly mundane problems loomed large for the mo-
ment: would we get all of our gear across the reef
safely? What sort of lodgings might be found? Would
our chloroquine supply prove an adequate defense
against the infamously virulent malaria ofNew Ireland
Province? Except for the latter I myself came down
with malaria at the end of the 1985 season), in the event
it turned out I need not have worried, for we were
warmly received from the first hour, and subsequent
weeks and months of fieldwork based out of Eloaua
Village were among some ofthe most enjoyable I have
ever experienced in the Pacific. And, as this volume at-
tests, the archaeological record proved rich beyond
expectations.

Then too, it would be hard to ever forget the se-
quence of events on a baking hot Sunday afternoon-
August 11, 1985 to be exact-when the first hint of the
unique undisturbed deposits at Talepakemalai began to
turn up 65 cm down in test unit 14. Trowelling in wa-
terlogged sands that within a few days would yield the
first evidence for a Lapita stilt-house settlement pat-
tern, sherd after large sherd appeared, most covered

with classic dentate-stamped designs, and with them
whole Conus-shell rings, a pig tusk pendant, and large
obsidian flakes. Coming after days of tedious excavat-
ing in shallow, disturbed deposits where the sherds were
highly fragmented and eroded, this turn of events was,
as I penned in my field journal, "very exciting to say the
least." Later, when unit 14 had been expanded into a
12 m2 excavation, it was the setting for another dra-
matic moment as Baua Sagila gently picked up a small
piece ofporpoise bone which had been lying face-down
in the waterlogged sands, turning it over in his hands to
reveal an exquisitely carved human representation. A
sea deity of the Lapita people? And there have been
sad memories too, as when we returned to Eloaua the
next season, only to hear that Baua had passed away,
having choked to death on a fish spine just a few weeks
before.

Other scenes that fill my memories of Mussau have
nothing to do with archaeology, but are just as pre-
cious. They include chasing after a school of tuna fish in
the dugout canoe TwoMile, kilometers off Cape Forster
in a running sea, salt spray stinging our eyes as one of
the most dramatic sunsets I have ever witnessed gilded
the western horizon. Or the wonder of a school of
bottle-nosed porpoises chasing up the wake ofmy tiny
Metzler inflatable boat as we rode across the Malle
Channel to Boliu Island, breaking to either side so close
that we could reach out and touch their backs as they
leaped passed. Or our nocturnal "expedition" to Ekaleu
Island to hunt the massive coconut crabs, swarming
about under towering coconut palms of an abandoned
plantation dating to the early German colonial period.
I think also, of watching mesmerized as more than a
hundred great Frigate birds glided low over our house
late one afternoon headed for their roost on tiny
Enusagila Island.

The people of Eloaua, too, have left their mark
with me. Ave, John, Baua, Eric, and other members of
the impromptu "Giaman Club" that convened under
our makeshift lab tarp in the evenings to drink my tea
and tell tales of Mussau in the "time belong ol
tumbuna," as well as the remembered upheavals of the
German colonial period, and ofWorldWar II, enriched



my appreciation of their world immensely. Nor will I
forget our pre-dawn parting in 1988, shivering on the
beach at Eloaua, as Ave, John, Meis, and the others
prepared to launch TwoMile on a 200 kilometer voyage
to Manus, John holding a battered World War II U.S.
military compass in which he had utter faith. Invited by
the Manus people to come for a time and teach them
the Mussau technique of cutting large dugouts from a

single log, they saw this as a great adventure, a way of
recapturing-I suspected-something of their cultural
past handed down in traditions of elaborate exchange
networks between these archipelagoes in the days of
their ancestors. They literally stood betweentwo worlds,
these Eloaua friends of mine, bent on continuing the
voyaging traditions of their ancestors while guided by
a surplus military compass! (I have not seen them since,
but I had word from Ave that the trip was successful.)

Most of all I remember their eager participation in
our project, their openness to my patient explanations
in pidgin English of such bizarre concepts as radiocar-
bon dating, and their amazement that the very ground
they knew so intimately-that they had dug and gar-

dened for generations-could yield such material wit-
nesses of theirown deep past. Their own cultural inter-
pretations of that material record often differed from
mine, as when the first preserved wooden house posts
were revealed in Area B at Talepakemalai, and Aimalo
and Ave pronounced these to be the foundations of a

famous "haus matmat" (burial house) that their grand-
fathers had said once stood on this spot. The event was

nonetheless as symbolically charged for them as for me,
perhaps more so, as each man knelt to lay his hands on
the post and touch a piece of this world that had been
brought back from the past. Nor does it particularly

concern me that each of us makes of this material evi-

dence what we will, according to our own cultural can-
ons, for I have accepted enough of the "postmodern
turn" to know that there is always scope for multiple
histories, different ways of knowing the past.

Much has been written of the "people without his-
tory," which is in reality only a Western intellectual con-
ceit, dependent on the assumption that history requires

written texts. Colonial education schemes and mission-
ary teachers extended and promulgated this view, as in
the Seventh Day Adventist text I was shown in which
the "history" ofMussau begins with the arrival of the
first SDA missionaries in 1930! All that came before
was presumably not worth knowing (or unknowable),
a void of history-less, pagan "savagery." Yet our Mussau
friends had clearly never quite accepted this Western
view of their past, and still valued the oral and aural
"texts" through which generations of their people had
constructed and passeddown theirown histories. I think
it was the unexpected excitement at the realization that
here was yet another, previously unperceived material
"text" of their past-the archaeological record-that
so fired the interests of John, Ave, Meis, Baua, Eric,
and the others. Without their help, encouragement, in-
terest, and most importantly, their friendship, that world
would lie buried still. I hope that this volume, along
with the carefully curated collection of artifacts to be
deposited in their country's National Museum, in some
small way helps to repay the debt we owe them, pro-

viding a firmer basis for making them a people with
history.

Patrick Vinton Kirch
El Sobrante
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CHAPTER 1

THE MUSSAU PROJECT IN THE CONTEXT
OF LAPITA ARCHAEOLOGY

PATRICK V. KIRCH

From its inception as a part of the
1985 Lapita Homeland Project,
through two additional field seasons
in 1986 and 1988, followed by a
lengthy period of laboratory analysis
nd report preparation, the Mussau
oject has now spanned more than 15
s, involving collaboration with 20 col-

leagues and students. How does one begin to
summarize the complex history of such a research
project, retaining at least something of the flavor of
ideas, hypotheses, strategies, hunches, setbacks, unex-
pected discoveries, and a great deal of simple drudgery
in both field and lab that lie behind the results presented
in this monograph? Archaeological knowledge and un-
derstanding ofthe Lapita cultural complex has advanced
tremendously over this time period, in no small part
due to the results ofthe Lapita Homeland Project (LHP)
and Mussau Project in particular (Kirch 1997). Yet it
seems necessary to provide the reader with an account
ofthe research issues andproblems as these were conceived
in themid-1980s when ourwork began, for only in that con-
text can one understand fully the various decisions re-

garding which sites we dug, and how we excavated
them and analyzed their contents. Such is my aim here,
to review the core research problems around which the
Mussau Project was framed, in the context of what
was known then about Lapita. I also review the history
of the Project, discussing the work of each field season
and showing how our research strategies evolved in re-
sponse to the results we were obtaining, how we modi-
fied both the questions we sought to ask of the ar-
chaeological record, and the methods we applied. First,
however, some background remarks on the Lapita cul-
tural complex and the history of its definition are rel-
evant.

THE LAPITA CULTURAL COMPLEX:
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

As related in greater detail elsewhere (Kirch 1988d,
1997:6-11), Lapita pottery was brought to scholarly
notice by the German priest Otto Meyer (1909, 1910),
who found decorated potsherds at his mission station
on Watom Island, near New Britain. Archaeologist W.
C. McKern (1929) excavated Lapita pottery in Tonga in
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1920, mistakenly thinking that it was a late prehistoric
variant of Fijian ceramics. Avias (1950) linked theWatom
sherds with finds from New Caledonia, but it was fi-
nally Prof. E. W. Gifford of Berkeley who, after exca-
vating at the "Lapita" type site (Site 13) on the Foue
Peninsula of New Caledonia in 1952, recognized the
significance of this distinctive ceramic horizon which
spanned the ethnographic abyss separating Melanesia
and Polynesia (Gifford and Shutler 1956). Further field-
work at Watom, the hle des Pins, Fiji, Tongatapu, and
Samoa during the 1950s and 60s produced an accumu-
lation of data, permitting Golson (1971) to distinguish
a Lapita ceramicsenes, the key aspect of an otherwise ill-
defined cultural complex. Moreover, Golson argued
that the great similarities in Lapita designs bespoke a
"community of culture" that had once linked the early
populations of the southwestern Pacific, again shaking
long-held ethnographic conceptions about the separate-
ness of Melanesian and Polynesian prehistory.'

A major advance in Lapita archaeology came dur-
ing the early 1970s, with the Southeast Solomon Islands
Culture History Programme organized by Roger Green
and Douglas Yen (Green and Cresswell, eds., 1976).
This project reoriented the geographical focus of Pa-
cific archaeology out of Polynesia into Melanesia, and
Green's own fieldwork in the Reef/Santa Cruz Islands
applied sophisticated sampling and areal excavation
methods to several Lapita sites for the first time (Green
1974a, 1976, 1978). Green's goal was to achieve a
broader definition ofthe Lapita cultural complex beyond
that of a ceramic series, including settlement patterns,
subsistence economy, non-ceramic aspects of material
culture, and so forth (Green 1979a). Lapita studies had
now reached a level of sophistication in which nuanced
debate was possible regarding contrasting models of
colonization, trade, exchange, dispersal, and the like
(Groube 1971; Clark and Terrell 1978; Green 1982,1985;
Spriggs 1984). However, there was by no means uni-
formity of opinion on what Lapita "meant" for Pacific
prehistory. In particular, such issues as whether Lapita
represented a fairly rapid intrusion and expansion of
Austronesian-speaking peoples into Oceania began to
be hotly debated, as were interpretations of Lapita
economy, these ranging from an oceanic "standlooping"
mode of existence (Groube 1971) to a fully horticul-
tural economy (Green 1979a).

By the early 1980s, however, most archaeologists at
work in the southwestern Pacific would have agreed

with the following statements regarding Lapita. First, it
was a well-marked ceramic "horizon" (albeit character-
ized by local variants and by temporal changes in par-
ticular areas, thus properly a ceramic series), with a dis-
tinctive design corpus and stylistic "grammar" (see Mead
et al. 1975; Green 1978). Less certain were the relation-
ships ofsome contemporary plainware assemblages (e.g.,
that ofthe early Anutan An-6 Site; Kirch and Rosendahl
1976) to the typical dentate-stamped Lapita ceramics.
Second, the geographical range of Lapita (Fig. 1.1) was
known to extend from Mussau, Watom, and Ambitle
in the Bismarck Archipelago, to Vanuatu and New
Caledonia, Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa (with a somewhat
enigmatic gap in the main Solomon Islands). Third, most
sites of the Lapita complex dated between the later
second millennium BC until about the mid-first millen-
nium BC, although claims had also been made for much
later persistence of Lapita pottery in some sites (e.g.,
Hedrick 1971; Poulsen 1968). Fourth, there seemed to
be a proclivity for siting Lapita communities either on
small offshore islets or on the coastal terraces of larger
islands, which combined with evidence for extensive
shellfish gathering and fishing, suggested a strong mari-
time orientation to some investigators. Fifth, communi-
cation and material exchange between Lapita commu-
nities was increasingly evident in the archaeological record
(e.g., Ambrose and Green 1972), prompting a consid-
eration of models of Lapita people as itinerant "trad-
ers" (Clark and Terrell 1978). Sixth, continuous ceramic
sequences in Western Polynesia demonstrated a found-
ing role for Lapita in Polynesian origins, thus directly
linking Lapita with one major "segment of culture his-
tory" in the Pacific (to use Romney's term [1957]). Far
more contentious was the relationship between Lapita
and other cultural complexes which appeared to fol-
low it in Melanesia, such as the Mangaasi ceramic com-
plex of Vanuatu (Garanger 1972). Some held that
Mangaasi had developed directly out of Lapita (e.g.,
Spriggs 1984), while others viewed the former as a cul-
tural replacement. Such then was the "state of play"
among those concerned with Lapita archaeology and
its significance for Pacific prehistory, immediately prior
to the Lapita Homeland Project in 1984-85.

THE LAPITA HOMELAND PROJECT

At the 15th Pacific Science Congress held in Dunedin
during February 1983,Jim Allen (then of the Australian

2
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National University) approached me, along with vari-

ous others, with an offer to participate in an interna-
tional research program he was in the initial stages of
developing. To be called the "Lapita Homeland Project"
(LHP), this program would target the critical geographi-
cal region of the Bismarck Archipelago, thought to be
the likely immediate "homeland" of the Lapita cultural
complex,2 but largely terra incognita in terms of archae-
ology and prehistory (Fig. 1.2). Allen had been impressed
with the great success of the Southeast Solomon Is-
lands Culture History Programme in the 1970s, which
had placed several field teams in a circumscribed geo-

graphic region, following a loosely coordinated set of
research strategies (Green and Cresswell, eds., 1976).
He argued that a similar effort, this time focused far-
therW on the islands surrounding the Bismarck Sea,
could lead to comparable advances in our knowledge
and understanding ofMelanesian archaeology and pre-

history. Having been a participant in the Southeast
Solomons work, and also having some prior involve-
ment with Lapita sites there and in Western Polynesia
(e.g., Kirch 1978, 198 1), I tentatively signaled my inter-
est in the LHP concept.

During 1984, Jim Allen led a reconnaissance trip to
the Bismarcks region of PNG (Allen et al. 1984), to

locate promising sites and localities for field work by
the intended LHP participants, and to liaise withPNG
government officials at both the national and provincial
levels. The University of Papua New Guinea and the
National Museum and Art Gallery both expressed their
support for the LHP concept, and the various provin-
cial administrators also indicated a willingness to grant
the necessary permits. Within this framework, Allen
(1991) laid out six main research questions that the LHP
was intended to address:

1. What was the nature of late Pleistocene/early
Holocene human occupation in the Bismarck
Archipelago?

2. Was horticulture part of the subsistence strategy

throughout the Holocene in the Bismarck Archi-
pelago or was it a later introduction?

3. What was the nature of ceramic development or

introduction and its subsequent evolution in the
region?

4. To what degree is the distribution of Lapita sites in
the region a reflection of cultural preferences, or a

reflection of subsequent human and/or natural
alterations to the landscape?

5. How far might studies of contemporary trading
systems in the region elucidate the nature of past
long distance and local exchange patterns?

6. What was the technological range of obsidian
exploitation, and what measures of specialization
and production can be determined from these data
through time? (Allen 1991:3).

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN
LAPITA ARCHAEOLOGY

I turn now to a consideration of the central problems
and issues that oriented the Mussau Project throughout
its duration. The following five problems provided the
core "research design" for our Project. Building upon
the initial research questions of the LHP, these Mussau-
specific research issues were outlined in my two NSF
research proposals (Kirch 1986, 1987b), and discussed
as well in the conclusion to an edited review of Lapita
archaeology published while the Mussau fieldwork was
ongoing (Kirch 1988e). In the following paragraphs I
outline each of these issues as we conceived of them
during the period of the Mussau fieldwork from 1985-
88, but also note, where relevant, how our understand-
ing of these problems has changed since then.

LAPITA ORIGINS

At the time our Mussau fieldwork commenced in 1985,
nothing was more contentious than the issue of Lapita
origins. Gifford (Gifford and Shutler 1956), Golson
(1971, 1972), and other early investigators of Lapita
had drawn attention to stylistic parallels between Lapita
ceramics and certain island Southeast Asian assemblages,
with the implication that Lapita origins would ultimately
be traced westwards back across Wallace's Line. This
model of an island Southeast Asian origin was given
wide exposure in several books and articles by Peter
Bellwood (1979, 1980). In particular, Bellwood com-
bined the archaeological record of early ceramic as-
semblages extending from Taiwan, through the Philip-
pines, Sulawesi, and Talaud Islands, and on into Melanesia
(Lapita) with the emerging historical linguistic interpre-
tation of a rapid expansion and dispersal of
Austronesian language-speakers in the third and second
millennia BC. Thus at the time of the LHP, Bellwood
wrote:

In the Western Pacific ... Austronesian colonists
between 1500 and 1000 BC left an extremely clear-cut
trail of pioneer archaeological sites across about 6500
km of ocean and islands (many previously uninhabited),
from the Admiralty Islands (north ofNew Guinea) to

4
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as far east as Samoa, in western Polynesia.... The
resulting Lapita culture, which represents colonisation
of virgin territory in most locations where it has been
found, is generally well-dated and well-studied in terms
of artefacts and economy and suffers from few of the
chronological problems which beset the often mixed
and undated assemblages from Island South-East Asia
(1985:252).

Beliwood's seemingly straightforward interpretation,
however, was coming under increasing scrutiny and at-
tack from some archaeologists, particularly in Australia.
In anticipation of the LHP, Allen (1984) laid out a series
of research questions in a provocative article meant as
an intellectual stimulus to LHP project participants. In
direct opposition to the views of Bellwood and others
(e.g., Spriggs 1984) that the Lapita cultural complex was
the archaeological manifestation of a major movement
of Austronesian-speaking peoples out of island South-
east Asia, Allen argued that "the concept of pottery,
canoes and horticulture coming simultaneously from the
west, as the cultural baggage of Austronesians passing
through [Melanesia], is not substantiated in the data"
(1984:194). Rather, Allen tentatively drew attention to
the possibility of a local Melanesian origin of the Lapita
complex, out of cultural developments that might be
traced back into the Pleistocene:

What is evident in the data from the Bismarcks is that a
sufficient time period elapsed to allow for a local
cohesive social and economic universe to have
developed, one that could receive technologies from
outside its immediate region, as well as develop internal
technologies; and that could subsequently bring them
together in such a way as to lead to both the Lapita
expression and the later development of the Bismarck
region (1984:194).

Allen's contention of a local Bismarck Archipelago
"homeland" in which Lapita developed out of local
antecedents found some support in Anson's (1983, 1986)
analysis of the limited Lapita ceramic assemblages then
available from this region. Although his sample sizes
were quite limited, Anson argued for the presence of a
distinctive "earlier Lapita period in the Bismarck Archi-
pelago which predates the Lapita expansion eastward
into the Pacific by some centuries" (1986:164).3 In ad-
vancing this argument, Anson placed much weight on a
single radiocarbon age determination of 3900 + 260 BP
(GX-5499) from the Eloaua ECA Site, then the oldest
acceptable radiocarbon date from any Lapita site, and
predating Lapita sites in the SE Solomons by as much
as seven or eight centuries. If correct, this would indeed

provide a considerable time period for local Lapita cul-
tural development in the Bismarcks. However, Anson
glossed over the fact that Egloff's ECA excavations
had also yielded a much younger date of 3300 + 180 BP
from thesame 'coraloven"feature, raising suspicions about
the veracity of the older of the two dates. Clearly, one
priority for renewed archaeological excavations atECA
would have to be a resolution of this chronological
problem, for more than the dating of the ECA depos-
its themselves rode on it.

Thus at the time our Mussau fieldwork was under-
taken, the debate about Lapita origins had become
somewhat polarized, with the model of Lapita repre-
senting an intrusion of Austronesian-speaking peoples
out of island Southeast Asia being dubbed the "fast
train to Polynesia" model, which stood opposed to the
"indigenous Melanesian origins" model championed by
Allen, and by 1988 even more stridently by Peter White
(White et al. 1988:416).4Myown viewpoint, influenced
substantially bymy respect for a holistic anthropologi-
cal approach which takes account of historical linguistic
and human biological evidence as well as the archaeo-
logical record, was closely aligned with Bellwood, and
the results of our first two expeditions to Mussau only
reinforced my stance, as I stated in my preliminary re-
ports (Kirch 1987a, 1988b). Nonetheless, it was clear to
myself and otherLHP participants that, even if Lapita
had resulted from a population intrusion originating
from farther W, the Lapita cultural complex as it was
manifested in archaeological sites of the mid-second
millennium BC in the Bismarck Archipelago did involve
some element of local cultural borrowing and fusion.
Such a revised model for Lapita origins was presented
by Roger Green to a group of Lapita scholars at the
14th Congress of the Indo-Pacific Prehistory Associa-
tion assembled inJogyakarta in 1990, which he called
the "Triple-I" model for "intrusion/innovation/inte-
gration" (Green 1991b:298). Some variation of Green's
Triple-I model has now been adopted by most Lapita
researchers, including Spriggs (1997) and myself (Kirch
1997:46-47). This has been one substantive outcome of
theLHP and the Mussau Project.

LAPITA ECONOMY

Also contentious was the matter of what kind of
economy had fueled the remarkable Lapita expansion
from the Bismarcks eastwards into the previously unin-
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habited archipelagoes ofVanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji,
Tonga, and Samoa. If Lapita truly reflected an
Austronesian dispersal as Bellwood proposed-then
its economy should have included a significant array of
tropical root, tuber, and tree crops, since reconstructed
terms for these plants were known for Proto-
Austronesian language (Pawley and Green 1984; Blust
1985). Bones of domestic pigs, dogs, and chickens had
been recovered from some Lapita sites, although usu-
ally in limited numbers (Green 1979a), but direct
archaeobotanical evidence for plant cultivation was re-
stricted to carbonized remains of coconut shell. More-
over, most Lapita sites consisted of dense shellfish and
fishbone dumps, indisputable evidence for intensive ex-
ploitation of marine resources. An evaluation of such
sites in Tongatapu led Les Groube to hypothesize that
the Lapita adaptation had been that of "Oceanic
strandloopers" with a "restricted maritime/lagoonal
economy" who "expanded ahead of colonization by
agriculturalists" (1971:312). In Groube's view, agricul-
ture (including pig husbandry) was introduced later (at
least in Tonga).

In his 1979 synthesis of Lapita archaeology, Green
had to adduce indirect evidence in support of his con-
tention that the colonization oftruly oceanic islands (lack-
ing food plants in general) had to have included a hor-
ticultural component. He cited settlement size and du-
ration of occupation, the presence of subterranean pits
probably used for starch paste storage, and a range of
material culture typically associated with horticultural
societies (cooking ovens, pottery, vegetable scrapers and
peelers; see Green [1979a:37]). The presence of pig
bones Oacking in Groube's earliest Tonga sites) was also
critical evidence in Green's favor. In my own work on
the Lapita-to-Polynesian transition as evidenced on
Niuatoputapu Island in the northern Tongan archipelago,
I had also argued that the founding adaptation had in-
cluded a dual horticultural-maritime economic base
(Kirch 1978).

By the early 1980s, it was also evident that simple
diffusionist models for the origins of Oceanic horticul-
tural and agricultural systems were no longer tenable
(Yen 1971, 1973, 1982, 1991). Golson's excavations at
Kuk in theNew Guinea Highlands had raised the pos-
sibility of an independent invention of agriculture, in-
volving water control in swampy valley floors, as early
as 9000 BP (Golson 1977, 1990). Yen, building on ear-
lier studies by Barrau (1965) and other ethnobotanists,

drew attention to a wide range of cultivated plants that
seemed on botanical grounds to have a Melanesian geo-
graphic origin (e.g., such tree crops as Canarium and
Inocarpus, the Australimusa section bananas, or the
Cyrtosperma giant taro). Moreover, there was the nag-
ging problem of rice (Oryza sativa) which linguists such
as Blust (1996) reconstructed as a key part of the Proto-
Austronesian economy, but which had never been im-
portant in Oceania. If, as Bellwood averred, Lapita
marked an early Austronesian intrusion into the New
Guinea region, why had such an important crop as rice
not been transferred with them? On the other hand, if
Allen's (1984) model of Lapita as emerging out of a
much older cultural adaptation to the environment of
the Bismarck Archipelago was correct, perhaps an in-
digenous Melanesian form of horticulture had been a
part of the Lapita cultural complex from its inception.
These were intriguing, even provocative, ideas but they
required a great deal more direct archaeological evi-
dence in order to test hypotheses which were based
largely on comparative botanical, ethnobotanical, and
linguistic data. One of my great hopes in joining the
LHP was that the Mussau sites might provide such ar-
chaeological materials.

LONG-DISTANCE EXCHANGE

Soon after he began excavating Lapita sites in the Reef/
Santa Cruz Islands, Green (1974) realized that he was
dealing with the residue of communities which had been
involved in quite complex and in some cases areally ex-
tensive networks of trade or exchange. Ambrose and
Green (1972) demonstrated that Bismarck Archipelago
obsidian had moved southeastwards out to the Reef/
Santa Cruz sites, a distance of -2000 km, part of a
suite of imported materials in these sites (Green 1974,
1976). Likewise, in Lapita sites of Fiji and Tonga, there
was evidence for the interisland movement of certain
materials, such as stone adzes, obsidian, and chert (e.g.,
Kirch 1978, 1988a). These discoveries had prompted
consideration of a "trader" model for Lapita (Clark
and Terrell 1978; see Green 1982 in response). Allen
(1984), however, had drawn attention to the presence
ofNew Britain obsidian in pre-Lapita sites to suggest
that long-distance exchange was in operation in the Bis-
marck Archipelago from an early date, and that the
Lapita networks were only a later manifestation of a
long-standing tradition.
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Obtaining new empirical data that could bear on
the interpretation of Lapita long-distance exchange was
thus a key aspect of our Mussau Project, throughout its
three seasons. Among the specific questions that con-
cerned us were: Was complex exchange present from
the beginning of Lapita occupation in Mussau, or did it
develop over time? Were there changes in the qualitative
types of exotic materials imported, as well as in their
quantitative rates of flow (as reflected in rates of depo-
sition)? Was there any evidence, at any of the Mussau
Lapita sites, for specialized production of materials used
for exchange? Were exotic materials differentially dis-
tributed within the Mussau Lapita sites, in such a man-
ner that might shed light on the social mechanisms or
correlates of material exchange?

Clearly a full analysis ofLapita exchange, even within
the more restricted ambit of the Bismarck Archipelago,
would require carefully controlled data sets from well-
dated sites throughout this region, a task well beyond
the resources of the Mussau Project, or even the LHP
itself. Thus my approach to this problem has been to
focus on Mussau as just a single node or locale within a
larger set of such nodes, whose linkages and inter-con-
nections have changed over time, changes which can
only be incompletely tracked from the Mussau perspec-
tive. That is, from the archaeological record of Mussau
we can trace the changes which occurred at a single
node-albeit one that was likely quite central-within
the larger Bismarcks sphere. A great deal of our work
has been directed toward this end, through careful analy-
ses of obsidian, ceramics, chert, other exotic stone
manuports, and evidence for specialized shell object
production at Site ECA. This has allowed us to con-
struct a dynamic model of Lapita exchange, as reflected
in this single node, utilizing such analytical variables as
content, magnitude, diversity, network size, directional-
ity, centralizntion, specializntion, and complexity (see Plog
1977). What must be left to the future is the combining
of other such single node-based analyses, requiring simi-
lar studies of other sites and site-complexes, into a broad
areal model of Lapita exchange in Near Oceania.

LAPITA SOCIETY

Issues of cultural origins, economic adaptations, or long-
distance exchange of goods are all matters potentially
resolvable from direct material evidence, to a greater

or lesser extent depending on the particular circumstances
of the archaeological record in any locality.5 Inferring
the nature of prehistoric social formations is far more
problematic, often requiring extensive spatial data and
complex chains of indirect inference, argument by eth-
nographic analogy, and so on. Yet to the extent anthro-
pological archaeologists aspire to be social scientists-
or even social historians-understanding the social or-
ganization and structure of past societies must be a key
objective. Certainly for a phenomenon so central to
Oceanic prehistory as Lapita, we should like to be able
to lay some claim to knowledge of Lapita societies as
well as their material base.

The very fact that the Lapita cultural complex ex-
hibits complete disregard for the ethnographic distinc-
tion drawn for so long between Melanesia and Polynesia
by cultural anthropologists (Thomas 1989) makes the
use of ethnographic models much more difficult in this
case. This is because ethnographers have typically seen
fundamental differences between the social systems of
these two regions, Melanesia the home of "big man"
societies while Polynesia is the classic locality for the
"chiefdom" (Sahlins 1963). How then, could Lapita rep-
resent a "foundation" culture from which this diversity
of social forms simultaneously arose? How, indeed, ex-
cept perhaps for the possibility that the ethnographers
have been misled to overemphasize difference, and to
ignore the "devolution" ofmany island Melanesian so-
cial formations in the face of colonial encounters? Re-
consideration of the Melanesian ethnographic record
suggests that the "big man" model might more prop-
erly be restricted to New Guinea itself, where it is asso-
ciated mostly with Non-Austronesian speaking peoples
(Scaglion 1996).

Prior to the LHP, Brian Hayden (1983) had put for-
ward a rather speculative model for Lapita society as
consisting of an early form of chiefship. In some ways
more useful was Friedman's (1981, 1982) model oftrans-
formation in early Oceanic societies, which although it
did not specifically refer to Lapita, clearly applied to the
problem of Lapita social formations in its implications.
Drawing upon both comparative ethnographic and his-
torical linguistic evidence, Friedman proposed that early
Oceanic societies were organized as "prestige-good sys-
tems" characterized by the following: "(a) generalized
exchange; (b) monopoly over prestige-good imports
that are necessary for marriage and other crucial pay-
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ments, i.e., for the social reproduction of kin groups;
(c) bilineal tendency in the kinship structure (asymmetri-
cal); and (d) tendency to asymmetrical political dualism:
religious-political chiefs, original people-newcomers,
etc." (1982:184). The significance accorded to prestige-
good exchange by Friedman is noteworthy to the ar-
chaeologist, for it opens up one possible material line of
investigation into Lapita social structures. During the
Mussau fieldwork, we attempted to pursue this avenue
through investigation of internal spatial differentiation in
Lapita sites, especially the large ECA Site.6

Subsequent to the Mussau fieldwork itself, another
kind of model for Oceanic societies has energized com-
parative ethnographic analyses, and also has consider-
able promise for archaeology and prehistory. This is the
concept of the "house society," deriving from Claude
Levi-Strauss' original proposal of the societe.a maison
(1982), and now being applied by a number of ethnog-
raphers to the analysis of Austronesian societies (e.g.,
Carsten and Hugh-Jones 1995; Fox 1993; Fox and Sather
1996; Kirch 1996; McKinnon 1991; Waterson 1990,
1995). In such "house societies," the fundamental social
unit is typically a group of people (not all ofwhom are
necessarily consanguines or affines) who affiliate to a
"house" which endures through time, carries a proper
name, is associated with an estate of land, has its own
prerogatives and rituals, and so forth. As Fox explains:

Throughout the Austronesian-speaking world, houses
are given great prominence .... Although a house has a
physical referent, the category of "house" may be used
abstractly to distinguish, not just households, but social
groups of varying sizes. The "house" in this sense is a
cultural category of fundamental importance. It defines
a social group, which is not necessarily the same as the
house's residential group (1993:1).

Application of the "house society" concept in Oce-
anic archaeology is still embryonic, although Green and
Pawley (1998) have productively used Proto-Oceanic
historical linguistic reconstructions and archaeological
data from Lapita sites to argue for important transfor-
mations in Lapita houses, with social implications. I have
likewise proposed that the Lapita peoples ordered their
social world around "houses" in which ancestors played
a central role, and that the anthropomorphic represen-
tations so commonly displayed on early Lapita pottery
were linked to a cult of ancestors (Kirch 1997:132-44,
188-91).

WHATHAPPENED TO LAPITAAFTER500BC ?

A final issue that concerned us was in some ways as
perplexing as that of origins: what had become ofLapita
after about 500 BC, when throughout the southwestern
Pacific the distinctive ceramic series seemed to disap-
pear, often quite abruptly? For Western Polynesia (Sa-
moa, Tongatapu, Niuatoputapu, Futuna, and'Uvea) this
was not a problematic issue, for a continuous ceramic
sequence beginning with an Early Eastern Lapita phase,
and ending with Polynesian Plainware, had been dem-
onstrated at many sites (Green 1974b; Davidson 1979;
Kirch 1988a). The clear implication was that Lapita had
not ceased to exist; rather, it was transformed into some-
thing new, which we called "Ancestral Polynesian" cul-
ture (Kirch 1984; Kirch and Green 2001). There was
direct cultural continuity, andthe Eastern Lapita culture
was directly ancestral to the later ethnographically at-
tested cultures of Polynesia.

Outside ofWestern Polynesia, however, continuity
between Lapita and post-Lapita phases was less clear-
cut, or in some cases ambiguous (Spriggs 1984). In Fiji,
the break between Lapita (Sigatoka Phase) and Navatu
Phase (paddle-impressed) ceramics was seen by some
as evidence for cultural intrusion and possibly replace-
ment (e.g., Frost 1979), although others were inclined
to see continuous development. In Vanuatu, Garanger
(1972) had excavated sites with distinctive incised, re-
lief, and applique decorated ceramics whose relation-
ship-if any-to Lapita was quite uncertain. Chrono-
logical issues regarding Mangaasi were also unclear, so
that whether Mangaasi followed Lapita temporally or
had overlapped with the latter, was unresolved (Spriggs
1984; Green 1985). In New Caledonia, the work of
Frimigacci (1975), building upon the earlier excavations
of Gifford and Shutler (1956), revealed incised and
applique ceramics with apparent Mangaasi affinities that
likewise followed after Lapita. However, in New
Caledonia issues were further complicated by the pos-
sibility that a plainware with paddle-impressing (termed
Podtanean by Green and Mitchell 1983) had been con-
temporaneous with Lapita, giving rise to the possibility
that Podtanean, and not Lapita, had been the direct ante-
cedent to the later incised wares.

In the Bismarck Archipelago itself the transition
from Lapita to whatever came after was wholly enig-
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matic. Much of the region appeared to have been
aceramic during the past two thousand years, although
pottery production was ethnographically documented
for certain locales, such as Manus (May and Tuckson
1982). Specht (1968, 1972) had defined a two-thou-
sand year ceramic sequence for Buka in the nearbyNW
Solomons, but whether this represented a continuity from
Lapita was uncertain. Likewise, Vanderwal (1978) and
others had proposed that the earliest ceramics along the
Papuan coast had a probable origin in Lapita, but this
putative link was not empirically established. In sum,
for most of Near Oceania, it was not possible to
archaeologically test the competing hypotheses that later,
ethnographically attested cultures had their origins in
Lapita (as was the case in Western Polynesia) or, that
there had been significant cultural replacements after
about 500 BC.

This issue could only be resolved through the time-
consuming work of local sequence definition in many
different localities throughout the Bismarcks and adja-
cent parts of Near Oceania. Well-stratified and accu-
rately dated ceramic as well as non-ceramic assemblages
were required to test the possibilities of continuity or
of more abrupt change that would imply cultural re-
placement. Our own contribution to this effort would
therefore have to be the definition of such a sequence
for Mussau, based on the excavation of sites that car-
ried the local cultural record forward in time into the
last 2,500 years. We hoped that it might indeed be pos-
sible to find and excavate a series of sites that would
yield a continuous sequence bridging the Mussau "eth-
nographic present" with Lapita, through a series of in-
termediate phases. This would permit the application
of the "direct historical approach" to Mussau prehis-
tory, a much more powerful method than mere ethno-
graphic analogy (Trigger 1989). Thus while our greatest
emphasis was always on Lapita sites per se, we did de-
vote considerable energy to the excavation of non-
Lapita sites, especially during the 1986 and 1988 field
seasons.

THE MUSSAU PROJECT:
SPECIFIC RESEARCH DESIGN
AND STRATEGY, 1985-1988

While the five major problems discussed above ori-
ented our research throughout its promulgation over

several years, the specific objectives and research strate-
gies we applied on site and in the lab evolved substan-
tially over the course of the three field expeditions, and
through our continued studies. As some problems and
questions were resolved others would arise. To give some
flavor of this continuing and constantly changing con-
text within which our research was conducted, I de-
scribe below each of our field expeditions along with
the specific objectives that we outlined for each season,
and a review of the work actually accomplished. This
account has been drawn primarily from our several
grant proposals to the National Science Foundation,
National Geographic Society, and Wenner-Gren Foun-
dation for Anthropological Research (Kirch 1985, 1986,
1987b), from preliminary field reports submitted to
these agencies and to PNG government officials, and
from my field diaries.

THE 1985MUSSAU EXPEDITION

By 1985, substantial funding for the LHP had been se-
cured (from the National Geographic Society, Austra-
lian National University, and other sources), and some
19 separate field projects involving 24 qualified archae-
ologists were scheduled to be undertaken between May
andSeptember (Allen 1991:3). Transportationwas largely
provided by the LHP's chartered vessel, the Dick Smith
Explorer, a 65-foot steel-hulled yacht which would per-
mit field teams to travel to remote localities indepen-
dent of the frequently tenuous local means of trans-
port.7 Likewise, most excavation and survey gear, and
food, was to be centrally provisioned.8 Among the ar-
chaeological innovations were the use of standardized,
pre-printed field recording forms (a duplicate set of
which were to be retained centrally at the Australian
National University), coordinated radiocarbon dating
through the ANU Radiocarbon Laboratory, and an
agreement among project participants to submit samples
of their obsidian specimens for centralized analysis at
the Australian Atomic High-Energy Commission's Lucas
Height's PIXE-PIGME laboratory (Bird et al. 1978;
Duerden et al. 1980).

The Mussau sub-project of the LHP was under
my direction, and scheduled for approximately two
months from late July through late September, 1985.
Mussau had been an obvious choice for LHP field-
work because it was one of a few localities within the
Bismarck Archipelago alreadyknown to have two Lapita
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sites, based on limited reconnaissance survey and test
excavations by Brian Egloff and other staff ofthePNG
National Museum in 1973 and 1978 (Egloff 1975;
Bafmatuk et al. 1980). Jim Allen and Jim Specht had
briefly visited Mussau in 1984 on their Bismarck recon-
naissance, making contact with local officials and find-
ing a third Lapita deposit (Allen et al. 1984:8-11).9 Egloff
had declined an offer to continue work on the Eloaua
Lapita sites under LHP auspices, and Allen suggested
that I might therefore begin where Egloff's earlier field-
work had left off, a plan I concurred with. Specifically,
I resolved to do several things: First, I wanted to fill in
some critical information on the ECA and ECB Lapita
sites, such as defining their exact areal size and extent,
the nature oftheir stratigraphic sequences, and their chro-
nologies.10 Second, I wanted to test the newly discov-
ered EHB Site on Emananus Island, to see if this con-
tained similar ceramics and other cultural materials to
ECA and ECB. Third, I proposed to carry out a more
thorough survey of the Mussau group, concentrating
especially on the cluster of smaller islands to the SW of
the main island, these being the most likely location for
Lapita settlements."

On July 22, 1985, 1 flew from Seattle, Washington,
(where I was then Director of the Burke Museum at
the University of Washington) to PNG, spending sev-
eral days in the capital of Port Moresby to meet with
staff of the University of Papua New Guinea and of
the National Museum and Art Gallery.12 Plans were
made to have the National Museum's Assistant Curator
of Anthropology, John Saulo (a Mussau islander him-
self), join me later during the field season. I flew to
Kavieng, the provincial capital ofNew Ireland Prov-
ince on July 30, and spent a day visiting the in-progress
excavations at Panakiwuk rockshelter some distance
down the coast, under the direction ofLHP members
Jim Allen and Chris Gosden. 3 Awaitingme in Kavieng
were Sally Brockwell and Pru Gaffey, two archaeology
students from the Australian National University, who
had signed on as assistants with theLHP andwho would
accompany me in that capacity to Mussau. 4 In the late
afternoon ofJuly 31, after a hectic day assembling ad-
ditional gear and food supplies from the Chinese trade
stores in Kavieng (and withdrawing in small bills our
entire field budget for wages, there being no banking
agency in Mussau), the Dick Smith Explorer weighed an-
chor and set her course for Mussau.

The passage was wet and squally as the ship plugged

along at 6 knots under a combination of sail and motor
power, but we avoided a heavy thunder and lightening
storm centered over New Hanover Island to the SW.
Just after dawn the 650-m high peak of Taleanuane on
"Big Mussau'I was sighted ahead, and Captain Taffy
Rowlands posted a lookout to the masthead, since prior
experience had shown that the World War II vintage
Admiralty Hydrographic charts of these seas were of-
ten highly inaccurate with regard to reefs. An hour later
the Dick SmithExplorerwas running up the Malle Chan-
nel, fairly close off the SE coast of Eloaua, and I could
readily discern from the characteristic "stair-step" to-
pography that the island consisted of several elevated
limestone terraces. We dropped anchor outside the reef
off of Eloaua Village, and soon five or six dugout ca-
noes came out to greet us, one bearing Eric Kop, the
local Council member for Eloaua and Emananus. I went
ashore with Ericwho introducedme to Ave Male, uncle
of John Saulo and traditional leader of the Eanaiyu
clan which claimed the ECA Site area (Fig. 1.3). Ave
Male had hosted Egloff on his previous field trips, and
readily agreed to our proposed work as well, gener-
ously offering to put one of his two houses at our dis-
posal.16 Delighted that local arrangements could be so
quickly secured, we returned to the ship, offloaded our
14-foot aluminum launch (Lapita, as she was named,
powered by a 25-hp Johnson outboard, gave us the
ability to freely reconnoiter the various islands of the
Mussau group) and our gear. The Dick SmithExplorer
did not tarry, hoisting anchor at 11:30 am for a quick
return to Kavieng.

Over the next several days, Sally, Pru and I recon-
noitered Eloaua and Emananus Islands, locating the
ECA, ECB, EHB sites and making arrangements with
the local land-holders to excavate at each of these. It
was clear to me that the ECA Site-by far the largest
of the three Lapita sites we had visited-should be the
first to demand our attention, andwe commencedwork
at ECA on August 6, assisted by a crew of nine Eloaua
villagers. As the details of our archaeological fieldwork
at ECA are given in Chapter 4, they will not be re-
peated here. Suffice it to say that my initial plan was to
use a series of widely spaced transect excavations to
define the site's areal extent and to clarify stratigraphy.
Not only was this field strategy successful for those
objectives, it led us to discover that the area with Lapita-
ceramic deposits was not confined to the approximately
2-m high former beach terrace as suggested by Egloff
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FIGURE 1.3 Senior leaders of the local Eloaua community lent their support to the Mussau Project from the first field
season. From right to left, Ave Male, traditional landholder of the Talepakemalai site; Ororea; Aimalu Lavatea,
traditional landholder of the ECB site; and, Bauwa Sagila.

(1975), but that waterlogged deposits continued into a
lower (1-m asl) sandy flat to theN of the airfield. Here,
over the next few weeks, we gradually opened a 12-m2
excavation-designated Area B-yielding a stunning
array of classic decorated Lapita pottery (including many
partially reconstructable vessels, some with anthropo-
morphic face designs), shell objects, obsidian, and other
small finds (Fig. 1.4). Most remarkably, we uncovered
the anaerobically-preserved bases of 16 wooden posts
or stakes in the waterlogged layer, indicating that our
Lapita settlement had originally consisted of stilt houses
constructed out over a tidal reef flat. This was the first
clear indication of such a settlement pattern for Lapita
(although Chris Gosden would soon find similar pre-
served posts in his Arawe Islands sites off New Brit-
ain), and was tremendously exciting.

These unanticipated discoveries at ECA resulted in

our concentrating primarily on that site during the course
of our 51 days in Mussau (during that time we opened
up 41 m2 of test pits and areal excavations at the ECA
Site). However, we also took time out to survey and
test excavate the ECB and EHB sites, both of which
proved to be quite small in extent and lacked the water-
logged deposits found at ECA. We also made recon-
naissance surveys over much of Eloaua and Emananus
islands, to Emussau, Ebolo, and Boliu islands, and to
parts of the main Mussau Island. In mid September we
heard via radio that the Dick Smith Explorer was experi-
encing engine trouble in Manus, and that we could not
depend on her for transport back to Kavieng. We
packed 17 boxes with pottery and other samples, leav-
ing them in Ave Male's care until the ship could be re-
paired and pick them up on her return to New Ireland.
After a farewell feast with the Eloaua villagers,17 Sally,
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JURE 1.4 Excavations in progress at Area B of the Talepakemalai (ECA) Site, 1985. This initial 6 m2 excavation
leaIed the first anaerobically preserved remains of wooden stilt houses of the Lapita period.

u, and I flew out to Kavieng on the Talair 6-seater
on, on September 20. In my field journal, I was

making detailed logistical notes for a return visit.18

1E 986MUSSAU EXPEDITION
D ITS OB/ECTIVES

er returning to Seattle, and as soon as my responsi-
ties as Burke Museum Director permitted, I pre-
ed and submitted a research proposal to the Com-
ttee on Research and Exploration of the National

phic Society (NGS). This proposal outlined plans

for a second field season in 1986, with several objec-
tives: (1) expansion of the Area B excavations at ECA,
to expose more of the stilt-house structure and its as-
sociated materials; (2) further sampling of other por-
tions ofECA, especially those dominated by plainware
ceramics; (3) additional, systematic sampling of the ECB
and EHB sites, combined with additional survey for
Lapita sites; and (4) systematic sampling of one or more
post-Lapita shell middens which had been discovered
during the 1985 reconnaissance forays. The NGS
awarded this grant, and with the budget of $22,500
assured, I was able to make plans for a return to Mussau
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in late August of 1986.
During the interval between the 1985 and 1986 field

seasons I also began laboratory analysis of the 1985
season collections, which had in due course been air
freighted to Seattle after transport by the Dick Smith
Explorer from Mussau to Sydney. 19 A Mussau Project
laboratory was established in the Burke Museum, and
cataloging of the large volume of ceramic sherds and
other materials commenced, with financial support from
the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Re-
search, which had awarded me a grant of $6,211 for
this purpose. Meanwhile, 15 samples of wood, char-
coal, and shell were submitted to the Radiocarbon Labo-
ratory at the ANU for dating, another admirable aspect
of the LHP's central coordination. Before departing
Seattle for the 1986 field season, I completed a prelimi-
nary report on the 1985 results for submission to the
Journal ofFieldArchaeology (Kirch 1987a). In addition, a
grant proposal was developed and submitted to the
National Science Foundation (NSF) to support a phase
of intensive laboratory analysis of the combined 1985
and 1986 collections (subsequently funded in January
1987, for $59,920).

To assist me in the 1986 season, I invited the par-
ticipation of two University of Washington Anthro-
pology graduate students, both of whom had prior
field experience in the Pacific: Terry L. Hunt andMarshall
I. Weisler. My plan was that Hunt and Weisler would
assist me in the expanded ECA Site excavations, then
undertake additional work at ECB, EHB, and other sites
under their own direction.20 Based on my 1985 experi-
ence, I also made a number of critical logistical arrange-
ments for the 1986 season. I purchased a 12-foot Metzler
"Maya-S" inflatable dingy which we airfreighted to
PNG, to assure our own local interislet transport,21 and
also procured three hand-operated marine bilge pumps
to allow us to better excavate the waterlogged deposits
at the ECA Site. Along with a large supply of water-
proof labels, plastic bags, and a great deal of cotton
wool for packing the fragile pottery, we were now far
better equipped to handle the particular challenges of
excavating at ECA.

Accompanied byHunt and Weisler, I arrived in Port
Moresby on August 24, 1986 and after visits to the Uni-
versity and National Museum, we flew to Kavieng on
August 26. Three days were spent procuring a variety
of supplies (including arranging for a large drum of
gasoline to be shipped by small boat to Mussau22), and

picking up a 4-hp Mariner outboard engine which I
had ordered. I also renewed acquaintances with Mr.
Drew Wright ofPNG Fisheries Research, whom I had
met in 1985 andwho was interested in our evidence for
prehistoric fishing as recovered from faunal remains
from the Lapita sites. Wright agreed to send his assis-
tant, John Aini, up to Mussau later on during our field
season to help us collect contemporary fish specimens
for reference materials.

On August 29, we flew to Eloaua on a chartered
Talair "402" aircraft loaded to its maximum capacity
of 650 kg with gear and supplies, including our inflat-
able boat. We were again warmly received by brothers
Ave andJohn Male, and other members of the Eloaua
community, and re-established our field quarters at Ave's
house. After a few days of orienting Hunt and Weisler,
including a trip to Lomakunauru on the main island, we
recommenced excavations at ECA on September 1,
which continued until September 25. Again, as details
of the 1986 season at ECA are given in Chapter 4, here
I need only comment that we were able to expand the
Area B excavation-with the stilt-house remains-to
24 m2, obtaining a greatly increased sample of deco-
rated ceramics, shell objects, and other materials (Fig.
1.5). The marine bilge pumps worked admirably both
to keep the excavation units free of standing water, and
to provide a steady flow for wet screening (Fig. 1.6). In
addition, we dug a number of additional transect units,
greatly clarifying the geomorphology and micro-stratig-
raphy of the site. One of the remarkable results of the
1986 season was a vastly increased sample of anaerobi-
cally-preserved plant remains, including many species
of domesticated nuts and seeds, particularly from cer-
tain organically-rich deposits just S of the Area B exca-
vations. In analyzing these materials, I was greatly as-
sisted by Ms. Holly McEldowney, an ANU doctoral
candidate who was carrying out her own fieldwork in
Manus, and who was able to join us in Mussau from 17
September until 3 October. McEldowney and I col-
lected modern reference specimens of most of the plant
taxa represented in the ECA deposits, and made pre-
liminary identifications of these materials in the field.
Mr. John Aini of Fisheries Research also joined us from
5-19 September, assisting us in preparing a large num-
ber of fish skeletal reference specimens which were to
prove invaluable in the subsequent identification of our
archaeological fish fauna by Virginia Butler (see Volume
I.23
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FIGURE 1.5
Excavations

in progress at the
expanded Area B

locus, Talepakemalai
(ECA) Site, 1986.

Note the standing
water which had
to be pumped

continuously to keep
the excavation dry.

After closing down the ECA excavations on 25
September, I continued to work in our field lab (Fig.
1.7), processing shell midden and ceramics, while assist-
ingHunt and Weisler in beginning their own excavation
projects (Figs. 1.8 and 1.9). Several small cave and
rockshelter sites on Eloaua (EHM, EHN, EKO) were
tested by them during the last week of September (see
Chapter 5). Hunt began renewed transect excavations
at the ECB Site on October 6, and later carried out
expanded transect tests at EHB on Emananus Island
(see Chapter 4). Meanwhile, Weisler excavated a late pre-
historic midden site (EKS) on Emussau Island from 5-
9 October (see Chapter 7).

On October 2, we organized a reconnaissance trip
from Eloaua Island to Tanaliu on the farNW coast of
Mussau, 30 km distant by sea. This was too far to travel
with our little Metzler inflatable and its 4-hp motor, so
the large dugout canoe Two Mile was engaged for the
trip (Fig. 1.10). One objective of this trip was to locate
a reputed source of clay inland of Tanaliu that might
have been used by prehistoric potters on Mussau. Leav-
ing Eloaua at dawn we made Tanaliu by 10:30 am, and
were guided by several Tanaliu villagers to the clay
source, some two hours walk inland at an elevation of

- 250m asl. A sample was procured for laterXRF analy-

FIGURE 1.6 Naomi Kavi and Liah Aite operating one of
the marine bilge pumps which we adapted for use in
the Talepakemalai excavations.
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FIGURE 1.7 The field laboratory was set up adjacent to Ave Male's house in Eloaua Village, which was also our home
throughout the Mussau Project. Here shell midden is being sorted, counted, and weighed, while potsherds dry in
the sun.

FiGURE 1.8 Marshall Weisler records stratigraphy in one of
the ECA transect units.

FIGURE 1.9 Terry Hunt excavating at the ECA Site
(note the pump hose necessary to keep the pit from
flooding).
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FIGURE 1.10 Loading the dugout canoe Two Mile for a reconnaissance trip to the N end of Mussau Island. In the
distance, the large island of Mussau displays its classic "stair step" topography of uplifted limestone terraces.

sis and comparison to our prehistoric ceramics. During
the day, we also were shown two large rockshelters,
one of which (Site EKQ) had calcareous sand-tem-
pered sherds on its surface and looked especially prom-
ising for excavation. Arrangements were negotiated for
Weisler to return to Tanaliu and spend several weeks
excavating theEKP andEKQ rockshelters. We returned
from our successful Tanaliu reconnaissance well after
dark, having a slightly hair-raising experience of trying
to find the narrow passage through the reef off Eloaua
without the benefit of lights!

I flew out of Eloaua on October 10, 1986, leaving
Hunt and Weisler with their respective field objectives
of excavations at ECB and EHB, and at the newly dis-
covered EKP and EKQ rockshelters; the two of them
remained in the field carrying out this work until No-
vember 7. As previously, we were given permission by
thePNG National Museum to export all collections to
Seattle for intensive analysis, a phase ofthe Project which
was to occupy the next two years.

LABOATORYINTERLUDE, 1986-87

By the close of the 1986 field season, we had obtained
a significant sample of materials from ECA and eight
other sites, including approximately 60,000 potsherds,
nearly 3,000 obsidian flakes, about 800 non-ceramic
portable artifacts, 21,726 vertebrate faunal remains, and
more than 5,000 anaerobically-preserved plant remains.
Fortunately, the NSF proposal which I had submitted
prior to departing for the 1986 field season was awarded
effective January 1, 1987, providing funds for three
graduate research assistants at the University of Wash-
ington to help conduct specialized analyses of ceramics,
obsidian, and fishbones, and for an undergraduate as-
sistant to help with cataloging and database prepara-
tion. The grant also included funds for a
zooarchaeological consultant (Dr. Alan Ziegler, a spe-
cialist in New Guinea fauna), and necessary laboratory
supplies and equipment.

The research design for this analytical phase of the
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Mussau Project was oriented around five specific ob-
jectives, which I posed as a series of questions. These
are given below exactly as they were specified in the
NSF proposal (Kirch 1986), with comments on the labo-
ratory methods we used to address them:

1. In morphological (functional)andstylistic terms, what
was the sequence ofLapita ceramic change in Mussau?Is a
distinct, 'formative"Laphase indeedrecognizableon ceramic
cniteria? Whatarethefomal relationshipsbetween theMussau
Lapita assemblagesand those knownfrom othersites in the
Bismarcksandfromsitesfartherto theeast?Answeringthese
questions required a formal, descriptive analysis of the
large sample of excavated ceramics, using the proce-
dures and systems developed by Rye (1981), Mead et
al. (1973), Donovan (1973), Anson (1983) and others
(e.g., Kirch and Yen 1982) for Oceanic ceramic assem-
blages. Important data classes included vessel manufac-
ture and forming processes, vessel form and details of
rim and lip variation, and formal attributes of motifs
and design fields. An attribute-based approach was cho-
sen, and data were coded for entry into a computerized
database, initially using the MINARK application (for
subsequent changes in our database software as the
Mussau Project evolved, see Chapter 3). Before we were
able to undertake this analysis, however, it became evi-
dent that we would need to do emergency conserva-
tion treatment of the thousands of sherds from the
waterlogged ECA deposits, as these were beginning to
exude salts and in some instances were rapidly deterio-
rating. Consultingwith Objects ConservatorLauraWord
of the Bishop Museum, we decided to hand treat every
sherd by applying a consolidant (B-72 Acryloid) to all
exterior surfaces. This was a major task, requiring hun-
dreds of hours of painstaking work, all of which had
to be done under a fume hood because the consolidant
and the acetone in which it was suspended were both
toxic.24

2. What is the extent ofheterogeneity inMussau Lapita
ceramiccomposition? To whatextentwereMussau ceramics lo-
calymanufactudorimported?What wer thedangingconfigu-
rations ofceramic importation overtime?The matter of ex-
change or trade of Lapita pottery had already emerged
as a major topic of discussion and debate, in part from
Green's earlier work in the Solomon Islands (1976), and
from Anson's (1983, 1986) studies of "Far Western"
Lapita ceramics. However, with the exception of
Anson's pioneering application ofX-Ray fluorescence
(XRF) compositional analysis, virtually all work on the

characterization or sourcing of Lapita ceramics had been
confined to petrographic analysis of temper or non-
plastic inclusions, through the examination of ceramic
thin-sections underpolarized light (Dickinson and Shutler
1979). For the Mussau ceramic assemblages, we pro-
posed a staged sampling procedure, beginning with mac-
roscopic sorting, moving to binocular examination of
temper and paste characteristics, and finally to compo-
sitional analysis using energy-dispersive X-Ray fluores-
cence (ED-XRF) by means of a scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) microprobe. This technique was for-
tunately available to us at the University ofWashington,
and Terry Hunt was engaged to carry out this research,
which became the basis of his doctoral dissertation
(Hunt 1989).

3. What rangeofexoticlithic materialswe reimpored into
theMussauLapitacommunities,andwhat temporal changes oc-
curredin thediversityandfrequency ofsuch imports? Towhat
extentdidthe importation ofexotic lithics changeafter - 2500
BP uwth thecessation ofclassicLapita?A1len (1984) haddrawn
attention to the movement of obsidian within the Bis-
marck Archipelago well before Lapita, a finding that
was amplified by results of excavations in New Ireland
rockshelter sites during the LHP in 1985. It was also
well known that obsidian had been a significant com-
ponent of Lapita long-distance exchange as far to the
E as the Santa Cruz group (Ambrose and Green 1972;
Green 1976, 1979a). But the changing configurations
of obsidian (and other lithics, such as chert) movement
between Lapita communities needed to be worked out
in detail, and with extensive samples. While we took full
advantage of the LHP program of PIXE-PIGME
sourcing of obsidian from our Mussau assemblages, it
was not possible to use this expensive technique on all
of the approximately 3,000 obsidian specimens ob-
tained. Thus I proposed to apply the method of rapid
heavy liquid (sodium metatungstate) density sorting
which had been developed by Roger Green (1987), tak-
ing advantage of the fact that the main Melanesian
sources (Talasea and Lou) could be-at least partially-
discriminated on this specific gravity basis. Melinda S.
Allen, then a graduate student at the University ofWash-
ington, agreed to take on this project (see Volume I).

In addition to the obsidian, the ECA and other site
excavations had yielded a collection of some 300 or so
"manuports" (many of which were evidently oven
stones), revealing a considerable diversity of lithologic
types. A further objective was to at least characterize-
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if not source-these using relatively standard petro-
graphic methods. For this work Prof. John Sinton of
the University of Hawaii Institute of Geophysics was
engaged as our initial consultant, although the work
would ultimately be completed by Prof. William
Dickinson of the University of Arizona.

4. Whatwas the extent ofmarine exploitation inMussau
Lapita economny? Whatdiversityofresourcesand biotopeszere
exploited, whatwas the intensityofexploitation, whatspecific
stratv erepratce,andhowdldthffehangeavertime?Can
thelong-term effectsofhumanpredationofreeflagoon resources
bedetectedarchaeologically? This objectivewas seen as criti-
cal to several key problems in Lapita archaeology. It
was, for example, relevant to the Lapita origins debate,
since it had been suggested that sophisticated marine
exploitation was an aspect of early Austronesian devel-
opment in island Southeast Asia (Bellwood 1985). Sec-
ond, the ability of the Lapita economy to support an
unprecedented phase of dispersal and colonization into
Remote Oceania must have required, in part, a success-
ful adaptation to tropical reef-lagoon ecosystems. There
was also the related question ofhuman exploitation pres-
sures on marine and littoral resources, andwhether Lapita
populations practiced a kind of "strandlooper" adap-
tation (e.g., Groube 1971).

During the 1985 and 1986 field seasons, we had
obtained a large assemblage of faunal materials, the ver-
tebrate faunal material all being returned to our Seattle
laboratory, while close to a metric ton of molluskan
remains had been identified and weighed in the field
(with samples returned to confirm identifications). We
had also spent time in 1986 collecting modern fish ref-
erence skeletons which, when combined with a refer-
ence set I had made on Tikopia in 1977-78 (deposited
in the Bishop Museum, Honolulu), allowed us to iden-
tify a large number of the excavated fishbones.25 The
time-consuming task of sorting and identifying more
than 15,000 fishbones was undertaken by Virginia But-
ler, then a University ofWashington graduate student
pursuing an interdisciplinary Ph.D. in zooarchaeology
and ichthyology. Butler continued to work on the fish
fauna from Mussau for the next three years, eventually
preparing a remarkably thorough study and analysis (see
Volume M11.

5. Tov ntzwe rer landanimal
husbandrycomponents oftheMussauLapita economy?Is there
evidenceforthedewnent orintensifcation ofterrtlpro-
duction over time?During the 1970s and early 80s, there

had been considerable debate as to whether Lapita com-
munities depended entirely on marine exploitation for
their subsistence, or whether they also possessed a hor-
ticultural complex (Groube 1971; Green 1979a; Kirch
41978, 1979, 1982). Our discovery that the waterlogged
deposits at ECA contained large numbers of well-pre-
served plant remains, especially ofvarious Oceanic tree
crops such as Canarium almond, Terminalia almond, or
Tahitian chestnut (Inocarpusfagiferus) hadgreatlystrength-
ened the arguments in favor of a horticultural, and more
specifically an arboricultural, basis for Lapita economy.
Further laboratory study of the approximately 5,000
plant remains, along with secondary evidence such as
shell peeling and scraping tools, and the bones of do-
mestic pig and chicken, was thus seen as another im-
portant aspect of our Project. I took full charge of this
work, having experience in Pacific ethnobotany gained
in part through my long association with Douglas Yen.
A preliminary analysis of the ECA plant remains was
submitted for publication in 1988 (Kirch 1989).

While this intensive phase oflaboratory analysis was
in its early stages, in the spring of 1987, I organized a
graduate seminar at the University of Washington on
the topic of the Lapita cultural complex, in which all of
the graduate research assistants were enrolled, along with
several others with interests in Oceanic prehistory. My
objective for the seminar participants was to critically
read, review, and evaluate every available report, paper,
or monograph dealing with Lapita-published or un-
published-to arrive at an assessment of the state of
our knowledge. Just assembling the scattered literature
was a formidable task. Seminar participants divided up
this large domain topically, Virginia Butler for example
taking on fish faunal analyses, Melinda Allen and Gwen
Bell reviewing lithic assemblages, and Terry Hunt as-
sessing what had been done with ceramic technological
and compositional studies. The exercise proved to be
rewarding beyondmy expectations, with each partici-
pant producing a thoughtful, in-depth evaluation of our
knowledge in some eight areas, including spatial and
temporal boundaries of the cultural complex, environ-
mental correlates of settlement patterns, ceramic and
lithic sourcing and technological studies, a reconsidera-
tion of the Mead system for analyzing Lapita designs,
and vertebrate and invertebrate faunal assemblages. Not
only did this provide us with the necessary comparative
base in which to place the new Mussau evidence, but
collectively it amounted to a thorough, yet critical re-
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view of the Archaeology oftheLapita Cultural Complex,
and was published under that title by the Burke Mu-
seum (Kirch and Hunt, eds., 1988).

By the end of 1987, the laboratory team which I
had assembled at the Burke Museum had made sub-
stantial progress in meeting the objectives listed above.
We had prepared a preliminary synthesis of the results
from both field seasons for publication in the final re-
port of the LHP (Kirch et al. 1991), as well as several
other papers reporting specific results (Kirch 1988b,
1988c, 1989; Kirch and Hunt 1988b; Kirch et al. 1987;
Kirch, Swindler and Turner 1989). It had also become
evident to me, however, that a third field season would
be essential to fully resolve a number of the research
questions which had emerged in the course of our work.
Thus in December of 1987 I submitted a second pro-
posal to NSF, requesting $94,663 to support a third
expedition to Mussau, along with an additional phase
of laboratory analysis. NSF awarded the grant onJune
1, 1988, and plans were draw up for fieldwork from
September through November.

THE 1988MUSSAUEXPEDITION
AND ITS OB/ECTIVES

In my 1987 NSF proposal, I specified five new objec-
tives for the third phase of the Mussau Project, which I
again reproduce here verbatim. These provided the
framework around which our 1988 field season was
organized.

1. What is the internal spatial structure oftheECA Site
asevideedarchitecturally, and bythedistribution ofcultural
materials? To what extent does spatial differentiation indicate
functional specialization?In my proposal, I observed that
"Lapita sites are notorious for their lack of meaningful
stratigraphy, extensive post-depositional disturbances,
and paucity of architectural features" (Kirch 1987b:9).
Only Green's RL-2 Site in the ReefIslands (Green 1976,
1978), and two incompletely-reported sites in New
Caledonia (Frimigacci 1980), had yielded significant ar-
chitectural or spatial-distribution data on Lapita settle-
ments. In this context, the ECA Site was seen to have
particular significance, because: (1) at more than 70,000
m area ECA is the largest Lapita site on record, with
the greatest potential for internal structural differentia-
tion; (2) it was the only Lapita site then known to have
well-preserved evidence of wooden architecture; and
(3) our prior excavations had demonstrated some de-

gree of spatial differentiation in the distribution of ce-
ramics and other artifact classes. We therefore proposed
to continue excavations at ECA in 1988, with particular
emphasis on defining the full extent of stilt-house oc-
cupation at the site, and carrying out further systematic
transect excavations that would help to refine our knowl-
edge of the site's internal structure.

2. Whaturethetednicalprssesandductionsquences
usedtomanufactureshellartifactsatECA?Towhatextentwas
theproduction ofshell 'ornaments,fishhooks, orotherartifacts
functionallyspecializedwithin thesite?Duringthe course of
the 1986 field season, and more particularly as I ana-
lyzed the sample of excavated material culture in the
laboratory, I had come to the conclusion that the ECA
Site had been a specialized center for the manufacture
of certain kinds of shell artifacts. Many such shell 'orna-
ments' had been found at other Lapita sites, but little
attention had been paid to their manufacture, or to the
possibility that rather than being merely objects ofbodily
adornment, these had functioned as "exchange valu-
ables" in a manner directly analogous to the shell valu-
ables known ethnographically from many parts of
Melanesia. A comparative analysis of data from 10 ex-
cavated Lapita sites (Kirch 1988c) convinced me that
while many sites yielded small quantities of such fin-
ished objects, only three sites (including ECA) showed
evidence for their manufacture. This strongly suggested
that certain Lapita communities, including those in
Mussau, might have specialized in the production and
exportation of shell exchange valuables, perhaps in op-
position to the flow of imported ceramics, obsidian,
or other exotic materials.

This hypothesis, however, needed to be tested
against further data from theECA Site, in particular by
paying close attention to manufacture detritus from such
mollusk species as Conus litteratus, C. leopardus, Trochus
niloticus, Spondylus sp., and Trdna maxima, fromwhich
the putative 'valuables' were made. In prior field sea-
sons we had tended to treat such materials (unless they
were obviously manufacture stages of shell artifacts)
simply as components of the site's shell midden. In the
1988 season, my objective was to pay close attention to
the quantities of incipiently worked or rejected material
of these taxa, as well as to the more obviously recog-
nizable stages of artifact reduction, broken specimens,
and completed items. My goal was to be able to esti-
mate the quantities of shell being worked at the site
(and within particular areas of the site), as well as to
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describe the full sequence of production of these im-
portant artifact classes. I hoped that in doing so we
would open up the analysis of Lapita long-distance ex-
change to incorporate another important component,
beyond pottery and obsidian which had received the
majority of archeological attention.

3. W1a wasthe ntofmaineinvetebrateexploitation
inMussau Lapita economy? What diversity ofresourcesand
biotops wereexploited, whatwas the intensityofexploitation,
whatspecificstra u practiced,andfw daicddthsechange
overtime?Can thelong-term effectsofhumanpredation ofreef
lagoon resourcesbedetectedardeologiay?Althoughby 1987
our database for vertebrate and invertebrate marine
fauna from ECA was already the largest for any Lapita
site, our analyses had raised several questions that re-
quired further fieldwork to answer. Moreover,
Nagaoka's (1988) review of shell midden analyses from
Lapita sites throughout the SW Pacific revealed that de-
spite sweeping generalizations regarcding Lapita marine
exploitation, a mere handful of sites had any quantita-
tive data on invertebrate faunal materials, and these were
uneven as to recovery methods and biases. What was
now required, in my opinion, was to engage a qualified
marine biologist to work with the archaeologists, in the
field, to apply more sophisticated and biologically in-
formed analyses to the problems of Lapita marine ex-
ploitation. In particular, we wished to resolve the thorny
question of whether the level of Lapita predation on
local reef-lagoon invertebrates had been sufficiently in-
tensive or sustained as to result in measurable effects on
the molluskan populations themselves. Elsewhere in the
Pacific, Swadling (1976, 1977a, 1977b) and Anderson
(1979, 1981) had demonstrated such effects, using met-
ric and morphological measures.

Fortunately, two Australian marine biologists, Ian
Poiner and Carla Catterall, had recently conducted studies
of contemporary human predation effects on the ecol-
ogy and population biology of Strombus luhuanus, one
of the dominant gastropods in our ECA midden as-
semblage, and an important food resource in many parts
of island Melanesia. Dr. Catterall agreed to join us in
the field in 1988, to undertake biological control sam-
pling of the contemporary Mussau molluskan popula-
tions, mapping of the microenvironmental zones on
the Eloaua reef and lagoon areas, and to develop a
joint protocol for metric and morphological analysis
of the archaeological molluskan materials.26

4. What was theextentandrole ofarboriculturalproduc-

tion in theMussau Lapita economy?Is there evidencefor the
deo ument orinn so ofiterrriaprc tonovertime?
Our 1985-86 excavations had yielded a large collection
of anaerobically preserved plant remains, representing
24 taxa of domesticated or arboriculturally significant
species (Kirch 1989). As this was the first substantial
direct evidence for Lapita horticulture, we felt it would
be worthwhile to expand our sample. Moreover, these
finds raised questions of whether the characteristic
forms of Melanesian arboriculture described by Yen
(1974, 1991) had their origins in the Lapita cultural com-
plex.

All of our plant remains from the first two excava-
tions seasons had been recovered by standard sieving
procedures, however, and several colleagues had posed
the question ofwhether application of finer sieving (e.g.,
1 mm mesh or smaller), combined with flotation, might
yielded additional plant taxa. Although I was dubious
(given the range of domesticated taxa known ethnobo-
tanically from Near Oceania) that flotation would sig-
nificantly increase our sample, it was essential that this
be empirically tested. Thus in our 1988 fieldwork we
resolved to apply extensively flotation and fine-screen-
ing in the ECA excavations. Also, since the modern
Eloaua islanders continue to practice intensive
arboriculture-cultivating much the same range of spe-
cies as witnessed in our archaeobotanical samples-there
was scope for an ethnoarchaeological study of Mussau
tree cropping. The only prior ethnobotanical study of
such Melanesian arboriculture had been Yen's pioneer-
ing work in the Santa Cruz Islands (Yen 1974), and ad-
ditional research along these lines in Mussau would cer-
tainly add much of ethnobotanical interest. For both
the flotation work and the ethnoarchaeological study, I
engaged Dana Lepofsky, then a University ofWashing-
ton graduate student who had prior training in
paleoethnobotany. Herwork withme on Eloaua in 1988
resulted in a superb ethnobotanical study of contem-
porary arboriculture (Lepofsky 1992), as well as a de-
tailed metrical analysis of the archaeobotanical assem-
blages (Lepofsky et al. 1998).

5. What was thechronologyandnatureofthe transition
from Lapita topost-Lapitaphases?How is this transition re-
flecedin ceramics,mal4adtur4s istecstrat, longidis-
tanceexchange, andsettlmentpattern?Despite our testing
of several post-Lapita sites during the 1986 field sea-
son (such as EKU and EKS), I was concerned that we
had not yet adequately sampled the non-Lapita archeo-
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logical record of Mussau, and resolved to see if we
could not expand our definition of the local cultural
sequence from Lapita through to the early contact pe-
riod.27 For this, it would be necessary to choose at least
one additional site for extensive excavation, preferably
one of the shell middens on Boliu or Ekaleu islands
which we had discovered during reconnaissance, and
which did not appear to contain Lapita pottery but rather
were characterized by Terebra-shell adzes and Trochus-
shell armrings. To carry out the excavation of such a
site, I enlisted the assistance of Jason Tyler, a recent
graduate of the University of Washington with prior
excavation experience.

Accompanied by Lepofsky and Tyler, I flew to Port
Moresby via Honolulu and Sydney on September 8,
1988, where we spent several days meeting with staff
of the National Museum and University, and making
the usual formal arrangements. We arrived in Kavieng
on September 16, and after securing the necessary sup-
plies and provisions, once again flew by chartered Talair
aircraft to Eloaua on September 20. Two days were
spent acquainting Lepofsky and Tyler with local field
conditions and re-clearing the ECA Site.28 On Septem-
ber 22, we commenced excavations at ECA, and as in
1986 Lepofsky and Tyler were to assist me in this work,
taking on their own research projects later in the season
(Figs. 1.11 and 1.12). The main emphasis at ECA in
1988 was on excavating a 130m long transect along the
W250 grid line (with pits every 10 m), but we also
opened an additional 4 m2 at Area B, and two 4 m2
units at theN end of the W250 transect, designated as
Area C. This work, combined with additional augering,
gave us a much clearer understanding of spatial differ-
entiation within this large and complex site.

Lepofsky initiated a program of flotation and fine
water-sieving of 1 liter samples taken from a large num-
ber of stratigraphic contexts, to check that our field
methods were not biasing the recovery of certain kinds
ofcultural materials, such as fine plant remains. Although
the results of this work were largely negative, they were
necessary to dispel any suggestions that we were recov-
ering a sample biased to macroscopic remains. At the
same time, we also undertook an intensive analysis of
the abundant invertebrate faunal materials (primarily
mollusk shells) being recovered from the W250 transect
units. Prof. Catterall, accompanied by her assistant Mike
Ritchie, had arrived on Eloaua on September 23, and
with their aid we not only quantified all molluskan re-

mains by counting and weighing, as in previous field
seasons, but also measured certain metric variables on
literally thousands of shellfish remains (Fig. 1.13). This
was a daunting task, and required a huge effort on the
part of all of us, since after an already exhausting day
of digging in the equatorial sun, we would then mea-
sure shells with calipers by kerosene lantern light, often
until midnight.29 The database thus obtained, however,
was essential for testing hypotheses regarding shellfish
size changes in the ECA midden deposits.

While Lepofsky, Tyler, and I were excavating at
ECA, Catterall and Ritchie spent their days undertaking
a detailed ecological survey of the reefs and lagoons of
the Eloaua, Emananus, and Boliu islands, from which
they were able to produce a detailed environmental
map.30 In addition, they sampled the range of marine
and littoral microenvironments for mollusks, and col-
lected control samples that would prove essential for
interpretation of the archaeological assemblages.

On October 6, Catterall and Ritchie departed via
the weekly Talair flight, while Nick Araho (Assistant
Curator of Prehistory, National Museum ofPNG) ar-
rived on the same plane. Araho joined in helping us
complete the ECA transect and Area C excavations,
which were finished on October 14. The next two weeks

FIGURE 1.11 Dana Lepofsky and Eric Kop sort
anaerobically preserved plant remains from the
Talepakemalai (ECA) Site in 1988.
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FIGURE 1.12 Jason
Tyler and John Male i
wet-screening along
the W250 transect

excavations at
Talepakemai (ECA)

in 1988.

FIGURE 1.13 Mike Ritchie
records metric data

on control samples of
mollusks collected from
the reefs around Eloaua
Island, during the 1988

field season. Our Metzler
Maya-8 inflatable boat

hangs under the
floorboards in the

background.
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were spentm completing the analysis of shellfish samples,
flotation analysis, and packing of the ECA collections
for air freighting to Seattle. Meanwhile, Lepofsky started
on her ethnoarchaeological study of contemporary
Mussau arboriculture, while I assisted Tyler in starting
an excavation program on Boliu Island at the EKE Site.
I had decided that EKE held the greatest promise for
providing a well-stratified record of the post-Lapita
period in Mussau, and Tyler excavated there from Oc-
tober 16 through November 24, at times assisted by
Nick Araho (Fig. 1.14). (Tyler also tested the EKL Site
on Enusagila Island, from November 25 to December
1.) I also decided that it would be useful to at least test
another post-Lapita midden deposit on Eloaua Island,
and for this chose the EHK Site at Elunguai, and as-
signed Araho the task of supervising that excavation
(see Chapter 8). With all of these projects safely under-
way, I departed Eloaua on October 29,31 leaving
Lepofsky, Tyler, and Araho to carry out their respective
tasks. Tyler and Lepofsky remained in the field through-
out November, returning to Seattle in early December.

POST-1988ANALYSES

At the end of the 1988 season, I reached the decision
that sufficient fieldwork hadnow been undertaken, and
that the Project should move into the final phase of
laboratory analysis and publication.32 Followingmypro-
fessional relocation to the University of California, Ber-
keley, inJanuary 1989 (which required setting up a new
Oceanic Archaeology Laboratory and moving all of
the Mussau collections from Seattle, a time-consuming
task), I organized a conference of all Project partici-
pants on 19-21 January 1990, at the Archaeological Re-
search Facility, Berkeley. Following amemorable reunion
dinner at the Berkeley Faculty Club, research presenta-
tions were given over the next two days by Allen, Bell,
Butler, Catterall, Hunt, Kirch, Lepofsky, Tyler, and
Weisler; Prof. Roger Green of the University of
Auckland participated as discussant. Problems of stratig-
raphy and data correlation were ironed out, and plans
drawn up for the publication of a final monograph. I
hoped that this might be accomplished within a year or
two, but a number of factors intervened to delay
completion of the Mussau Project for a full decade.
Chief among these was a disappointing failure of sev-
eral participants to complete their manuscripts in a timely
manner. Fortunately, most reports were eventually

FIGURE 1.14 Nick Araho (PNG National Museum)
supervises test excavations at the Boliu Island Site
(EKE) in 1988.

forthcoming.
The delay occasioned by recalcitrant collaborators,

however, did permit us to extend certain kinds of analy-
sis beyond what was originally planned. Under my su-
pervision, several Berkeley students have studied parts
of the Mussau collections, including: (1) a spatial analy-
sis ofECA Area B by Steve Midgley; (2) a stylistic study
of the EHB Site ceramics by Deborah Cembellin; (3)
an analysis of the somewhat enigmatic EKE ceramics
by Scarlett Chiu; and, (4) re-firing experiments withECA
ceramics to determine their original firing temperatures
by Emily Dean. In addition, William Dickinson ana-
lyzed samples of both the ECA ceramics and the stone
manuports using petrographic methocds.
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In his Preface to Guild Naquitz, a monograph on a
Mexican cave excavation that took some 20 years to
complete, Kent Flannery wrote that he had become
converted to "what might be called the 'Paul Masson'
approach to archaeology: 'I will publish no site . . . be--
fore its time"' (1986:xvii).3 I too, seem to have con-
verted to this approach, although such was not my in-
tention when I began fieldwork in the Mussau Islands
in 1985. Having maintained (up to that time) a solid
record for relatively rapid publication of primary site
reports, I naively thought that the Mussau results would
likewise be brought to publication within two or three
years. Expansion of the Mussau Project into a major
international collaborative effort involving more than
20 participants from seven different institutions, andtwo
more field expeditions in 1986 and 1988, however, put
the end to any such notions of prompt publication.

Modern archaeology has increasingly become a com-
plex science, involving a variety of field and laboratory
specializations and often collaboration with natural sci-
entists as well. While this team approach to research is
essential, it unquestionably makes the preparation, co-
ordination, and final publication of results a much more
challenging task. Some Mussau Project team members
met all deadlines and produced results on schedule; to
them I will forever be grateful. Others have had to be
cajoled and prodded, but eventually have come through.
In the end only two participants did not produce re-
ports, despite a decade of promises. Perhaps that is not
too bad a record. In any event, directing the Mussau
Project-my first experience in running a large interna-
tional research effort-has taught me many invaluable
lessons about the advantages as well as the pitfalls of
contemporary archaeology.

NOTES TO CHAPTER I

'On these ethnographic concepts and their history, such as the
role played by the great Polynesian scholarTe Rangi Hiroa (Pe-
ter H. Buck) iin maintaining that the Polynesian past was en-
tirely divorced from that of Melanesia, see Kirch (2000).

2 This suggestion was based primarily on Green's idea that
"the original Lapita adaptation was to an area with a complex
continental environment, which possessed a wide range of
resources that related communities could assemble through
exchange. This I place in theNew Britain-New Ireland area..."
(Green 1979a:45).

3The sample size issue was not trivial, as pointed out by Kirch
et al. (1987). In the case of Mussau, Anson's sample of sherds
fromECA (provided by Egloff's excavations) was restricted to
a mere 16 sherds.

4Of course, it had never been the position ofBellwood (1979,
1985), Spriggs (1984), or others that Lapita represented a cul-
tural group "passing through" Melanesia on its way to
Polynesia. The term "fast train" was not used by them, al-
though it was the title of a short commentary on LHP radio-
carbon dates authored by biogeographerJaredDiamond (1988).

'This is a point not always fully appreciated either by the lay
public, students, and even some professional archaeologists.

What may be "reconstructed" for any given prehistoric culture
ortime period is verymuch influenced by the particular nature
ofthe archeological record, including specific depositional and
post-depositional circumstances. For example, the shallow
stratigraphy of most Lapita sites and the fact that they have
often been extensively reworked by post-depositional garden-
ing, has greatly hampered certain kinds of archaeological inves-
tigation.

6 One line of evidence which has been so productive for archae-
ologists concernedwith prehistoric social organization in other
parts ofthe world has been mortuary analysis. With the excep-
tion ofWatom, however, Lapita sites are remarkable for their
dearth ofhuman skeletal remains. This then is one example
ofhow the nature of the archaeological record controls what
avenues one may pursue, specific objectives or goals notwith-
standing.

7Frommyviewpoint this was a mixed success. Although some
LHP teams did benefit from the use of the Dick Smith Ex-
plorer, it was not essential in the case ofMussau, which can be
reached at lesser expense by chartered plane. Moreover, our
field collections (the bulk ofwhich consisted of fragile pottery)
suffered greatly by being transported from Mussau to Sydney
in the ship's hold, the constant motion ofthe vessel shattering
and in some cases pulverizing sherds. In hindsight it would
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have been better to air freight all collections directly out of
Mussau, which is what we did in subsequent field seasons.

8 I am forever indebted to Sally Brockwell andPru Gaffey, who
by the end ofJuly had already had more than their fill of the
tinned spaghetti which seemed to be the primary food stuff
provided to expedition participants by the LHP organizers,
andwho hastily advised me that we should purchase our own
supply of more appetizing foods in Kavieng before sailing to
Mussau. A quick visit to the Chinese trade stores netted a

somewhat bizarre array ofcanned meats and vegetables which,
combined with fresh fish, lobster, and coconut crab obtained
periodically in Mussau, meant that our tinned spaghetti could
be conserved for the gastronomic pleasure of the Dick Smith
Explorer's crew on the long return voyage to Sydney!

'During their seven-day stay in Mussau, Allen and Specht
recorded 16 new sites, although most of their site descriptions
were minimal. They recognized that theECA Site previously
tested by Egloffwas much larger than the latter had indicated,
and suggested that "the site offers scope for further testing of
areal differentiation" (Allen et al. 1984:9).

10In particular, there was the matter of the single radiocarbon
date of 3900 BP for ECA, obtained by Egloff (Bafmatuk et al.
1980), and whether this accurately represented the age of the
"early Far Western Lapita" style, as Anson (1983, 1986) averred.

11 This view was based on the proclivity of Lapita sites to be
concentrated on small, coral islands or islets, frequently off-
shore from a main high island, as in the Santa Cruz/Reef
Islands (Green 1979a).

12 At the National Museum, I was able to examine Egloff's
collections from ECA and ECB, and determined that a final
report of his 1978 excavations was unlikely to ever be com-
pleted, which made it more critical that I spend some time on
the ECA Site to resolve the problems mentioned earlier.

13 Elsewhere (Kirch 1997:23-25) 1 have related the excitement
felt by all of us at the results emerging from Panakiwuk and
otherNew Ireland sites, which were yielding the first evidence
for a deep Pleistocene sequence in the Bismarck Archipelago.

14 Iwould like to take this opportunity to thank Pru and Sally
for their cheerful assistance during the exciting 1985 field sea-

son. I can only hope that the marvelous finds which we jointly
uncovered can in some small measure make up for the hard-
ships they put up with. For, as it was later related to me by a

third party, when they signed on to my part of the LHP they
thought they were "going to work in the Bismarck, not the
Gulag, Archipelago."

15 The main island of Mussau is locally referred to as "Big
Mussau," in distinction to the small offshore islet ofEmussau,
from which the name of the group derived.

16During the course ofour project, there were onlytwo houses
in the village constructed ofWestern materials; one belonged
to Ave Male and one to Tamengei. These were actually adapta-
tions ofthe traditional Eloaua house, being raised on wooden
piles, but with rough sawn timber floors and walls, and roofs
of corrugated iron. Ave's house, which we rented during all
three expeditions, provided a very comfortable field base, al-
though it had neither plumbing nor electricity. However, po-
table if slightly brackish waterwas available from a nearby well.

17 To this feast I was able to contribute a basket containing
seven Nicobar Pigeons (Caloenas nicobarica) which I had pur-
chased afew days before fromsome Tench islanders. The Tench
people evidently raise these pigeons in a semi-domesticated
state, and bringthem as exchange itemswhen they occasionally
travel to Mussau. Tench, which is highly isolated and no more
than 1 km in area, has not to my knowledge been anthropo-
logically documented since the German Siidsee Expedition in
1908. I made several inquiries about arranging transport to the
island in 1986 and 1988, in the hopes that we might be able to
carry out archaeological tests, but this proved impossible.

18 A preliminary report on the 1985 field season (Kirch 1986)
was published in the Report ofthe 1985 Field Season volume
edited by Allen (1986).

19 I would like to acknowledge the generosity of the National
Museum and Art Gallery ofPapuaNew Guinea (and especially
of the Director, Soroi Eoe and Curator of Prehistory, Pamela
Swadling) for allowing us to remove all ofthe excavated collec-
tions for extended study in the United States. Without this
privilege, it would not have been possible to carry out such
detailed and exhaustive analyses of these materials as are re-
ported in this monograph.

20 As Director of the Burke Museum at this time, it was not
possible for me to be absent from Seattle for more than about
two months at a time. My plan was thus for the three of us to
work intensively at ECA for 6-8 weeks, and once Hunt and
Weisler had been thoroughly introduced to the field situation,
leave them to continue the Project'swork for an additional two
months after I returned to Seattle. This plan worked quite well,
and I used it again in 1988 with two otherU.W. students, Dana
Lepofsky andJason Tyler.

21 While it is possible to hire dugout canoes, the prices re-
quested are often exorbitant; moreover, canoes are not always
available when needed.
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2 It was impossible to purchase gasoline, whichwe needed for
our outboard engine, in Mussau. Moreover, we could not take
gasoline on the chartered aircraft which carried our other sup-
plies, so shipping the gasoline by the small interisland boat
T7kana was the only option. Fortunately, the Tikana was able
to carry the 55-gal drum to Eloaua a few days later, where she
dropped the drum outside the reef, we lashed a line to it, and
towed it ashore!

23Thework ofpreparing a Mussau fish reference collection was
continued by me in 1988, and in the endwe obtained some 70
specimens. These are curated in the Oceanic Archaeology Labo-
ratoryatUCBerkeley.

241Here I would like to acknowledge the assistance of Debra
Connelly Prentice, who carried out much ofthis work.

25 Loan of the Tikopian fish reference collection was kindly
arranged by Toni Han of the Bishop Museum.

26Mussau seemed a particularly suitable locality to undertake
such work, because the Eloaua islanders have been staunch
SeventhDay Adventists since missionization in 1930. As such
(following the dietary restrictions ofDLeuterononmy), theydo not
eat shellfish and thus there had been little or no human collec-
tion pressures on the Eloaua mollusks for nearly four decades.

2' It may be worth noting that in Melanesia, as elsewhere in
Oceania, the "direct historical approach" is an extremelypower-
ful tool for historical analysis. Unfortunately, many archaeolo-
gists not trained in the North American anthropological tradi-
tion fail to recognize this, seeing the ethnographic record as
relevant only for "analogic" interpretation ofthe archaeological
record. In Mussau, there is every reason to think that the con-
temporary islanders have a direct historical link to the Lapita
sites we were excavating, albeit a "link" that more properly
should be conceived as a "chain" extending over more than
three millennia of cultural change. The fundamental point is
that there is, in all likelihood, direct continuity from past to
present.

28 As in prior seasons, Ave andJohn Male and other friends in
Eloaua greeted us warmly. I was increasingly concerned during
the 1988 season, however, to observe evident changes in the

social fabric ofthis little community, especially amongthe teen-
age and young adult male population. Exposure to Western
videos (including pornography), alcohol, and an evident break-
down in the authority of the local SDA church elders were
having disturbing effects. Among the events which occurred
on Eloaua during our stay were the nocturnal disturbance of a
recent grave site (to obtain the cranium which several young
men evidently thought would give them supernatural pow-
ers), several burglaries, an attempted rape, and the robbery and
beating of a visiting Korean Trochus-shell buyer. These events
became one desideratum inmy decision not to continue field-
work beyond the 1988 season.

29 This work had to be carried out in Mussau itself since in
1988 there was no boat transport out ofMussau, and air freight-
ing several hundred kilograms of molluskan shells back to an
overseas laboratory would have been prohibitively expensive.

30 Catterall and Ritchie had come equipped with diving gear,
and our Metzler inflatable boat gave them the flexibility to
cover the diversity of habitats necessary.

3 On my return through Port Moresby I gave a seminar at the
University ofPapuaNew Guinea on the results ofour Mussau
work, in which I also proposed that the Lapita design system
was fundamentally focused on representations of the human
face, an interpretation independently derived by Spriggs (1990b).

32 There was, of course, always the temptation to return to the
field for yet another field season, which doubtless would have
added important new data. However, this possibility had to be
balanced against the consideration that we had already obtained
a massive collection of materials and data, analysis and report-
ing ofwhich would only be exacerbated and delayed through
further fieldwork. There was also the consideration that Eloaua
had become an increasingly dangerous locality (from a social
perspective) in which to bring a foreign field team, including
graduate students (see fn 28, above).

33 The reference, for those unfamiliar with American wines, is
to a marketing ploy once used by the Paul Masson winery (a
purveyor of rather low cost "jug" wines), which claimed it
would "sell no wine.. . before its time."
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CHAPTER 2

THE MUSSAU ISLANDS:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENTS

PATRICK V. KIRCH

WITH CARLA CATTERALL

* Lying just S of the equator, amidst
some of the greatest biogeographical
diversity anywhere in the vast Indo-

1Ej Pacific, the Mussau Islands offered a
= ~. remarkable range of habitats, mi-
= croenvironments, and resources to their

indigenous inhabitants. My aim here is to
summarize the salient aspects of this envi-

ronmental canvas from the perspective of
human ecology. Attention will also be paid to features
of the environment with direct relevance to archaeo-
logical interpretation. In the second half of the chapter
I turn as well to the ethnographic record for Mussau-
imperfectly as it is known-for insights this may pro-
vide to the prehistorian seeking to recover the longue
duree ofhuman history in these islands.

GEOGRAPHICAL OVERVIEW

The Mussau Islands, part of the St. Matthias Group
which also includes Emira (also known as E Mira or
Emirau) to the SE (and sometimes includes isolated,
tiny Tench Island as well),I are situated at approximately
1400 40' E longitude and 1° 25' S latitude. They form

the N point along the arc of the Bismarck Archipelago,
and are some 150 km NW of New Hanover Island
(Lavongai). The Manus (Admiralty Island) group lies

- 200-250 km to the SW. On unusually clear days it is
possible to see the high peak of New Hanover from
higher elevations on Mussau, but Mussau and Manus
are not intervisible.

The Mussau group proper (Fig. 2.1, 2.2) is domi-
nated by a single large high island, bearing the same
name, and by 1 1 other small islands and islets that form
a cluster to the SW of the main island (Table 2.1). The
largest of these two offshore islands are Eloaua and
Emananus (Fig. 2.3), which together with diminutive
Eunakuru and Enusagila, make up an atoll-like forma-
tion enclosing a lagoon.2 Eloaua and Emananus are both
permanently inhabited, and seem to have been continu-
ously occupied since the early Lapita period (- 3500
BP). This lengthy period of occupation is reflected in
various aspects of their natural history, such as the ex-
tent of secondary growth and orchard gardens, and the
development of anthropogenic soils on the low-lying
calcareous flats. The only airstrip in the group is on
Eloaua, an 800-m long packed coral runway constructed
by the SDA mission in the early 1970s, capable of land-
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TABLE 2.1 Geographic characteristics of the Mussau Islands.

ISLAND NAME GEOLOGICAL TYPE

Mussau High island, volcanic core with elevated limestone terraces

Eloaua Elevated limestone (makatea) with peripheral unconsolidated
sand beach terraces

Emananus Elevated limestone (makatea) with peripheral unconsolidated
sand beach terraces

Boliu Elevated limestone (makatea) with peripheral unconsolidated
sand beach terraces

Enoanaulu Elevated limestone (makatea)

Ebolo Unconsolidated sand cay
Emussau Unconsolidated sand cay, possibly on minimally uplifted

limestone core
Ekaleu Unconsolidated sand cay, possibly on minimally uplifted

limestone core

Ebanalu Elevated limestone (makatea)

Tapatu Unconsolidated sand cay, possibly with minimally uplifted
limestone core

Eunakuru Unconsolidated sand cay

Enusagila Unconsolidated sand cay

SIZE MAXIMUM
(KM2) ELEVATION

(M)

348.0 650

7.5 48

4.0 45

1.0 26

1.0

0.5
0.4

0.3

0.25

0.3

0.3

0.05

58
1.5
2

3

1 7

6

1.5

2

ing small aircraft (4 or 6-seaters) in good weather.3
A deep channel (the Malle Channel) lies between

the Eloaua-Emananus "atoll" and the other offshore
islets, most of which sit amongst a complex of reefs
and lagoons, rich in fish and shellfish resources (Fig. 2.3).
Ekaleu Island, at the NW end of the Malle Channel,
was the setting for an early German coconut plantation,
and is still covered in tall coconut palms, with an aban-
doned European-style house that sits atop a large, late
prehistoric shell midden.4 Ebanalu, Enoanaulu, and Boliu
islands all have small hamlets and gardens, whereas
Emussau, Ebolo, and Tapatu are unoccupied. Emussau,
however, has a late prehistoric midden site which we
test excavated (Site EKS, see Chapter 7).

The modern population ofthe Mussau group num-
bers less than 2,000 persons, and is concentrated at sev-
eral places on Mussau Island proper, as well as on Eloaua
and Emananus. The administrative center is at Palakau
at the head of Schadel Bay, and the SDA mission school
is located at Boliu on the opposite side of the bay. There
is a concrete wharf at Palakau but no airstrip, so that
persons flying in or out of the islands must commute
between Palakau and Eloaua by canoe or boat. Rough,
unpaved roads connect Palakau to communities at Tavol,
Etasitel, Roitano, and Lomakanauru on the E and S

coasts, and to the logging mill at Alamul on the SW.
More remote settlements, such as Tanaliu and Etalat in
the N part of Mussau can be reached only on foot or
by canoe. There are no roads at all into the interior.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
AND RESOURCES

When one has been accustomed to working in other
parts of the Pacific-such as Hawai'i or the Society Is-
lands-where there is a long tradition of natural sci-
ence investigations and hence a rich scholarly literature,
it can be exceedingly frustrating to begin work in a group
of islands like Mussau, for which the number of natu-
ral science citations can be counted on the fingers of
one hand. Aside from ourselves, only two organized sci-
entific expeditions have ever worked at Mussau, the fa-
mous Siidsee Expedition of the Hamburgische
Wissenschaftliche Stiftung in 1908 (Thilenius 1927), and
the Danish NoonaDan Expedition in 1962 (Wolff 1966),
each for relatively short periods. The Siidsee Expedi-
tion concentrated largely on ethnography (Nevermann
1933), although they did make some geographical and
geological observations, while the NoonaDan Expedi-
tion made botanical and zoological collections. As far
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FIGURE 2.3 Aerial view of the NW part of Emananus Island, showing one of several lagoonal basins, flanked by coastal
mangroves.

as I have been able to determine, however, the latter
collections have never been fully reported, or analyzed
for their biogeographical significance. The only other
scientific collecting on Mussau was for birds, by A. F.
Eichhorn under the auspices of the great amateur orni-
thologist Lord Rothschild, the specimens being worked
up by Hartert (1924). There has been no systematic study
of the geology, geomorphology, climate, soils, flora,
fauna, vegetation patterns, or biogeography of Mussau.
Aware of this dearth of geographical and environmen-
tal data for the islands, we made many observations of
our own during the three field seasons, collecting her-
barium voucher specimens of the common secondary
forest plants on Eloaua (159 specimens were deposited
with the Herbarium Pacificum ofthe Bernice P. Bishop
Museum), obtaining rock samples, and carrying out our
own marine ecological survey and mapping (under the
direction of Dr. Carla Catterall). The notes that follow
are made from these observations, combined with what
can be gleaned from more general surveys ofPNG and
Melanesian natural history.

BASAL GEOLOGY

Structurally, Mussau lies astride the Emirau-Feni Ridge,
the N face of which plunges steeply down into the

6,000+ m deep Manus-Kilinailau Trench (Exon et al.
1986, fig. 2). It is thus on the N sector of a major geo-
physical province, sometimes labeled the New Ireland
Basin, an "arcuate feature extending 900 km northwest-
ward from the Feni Islands in the east to Manus Island
in the west" (Exon et al. 1986:39). The basin has a com-
plex stratigraphy and geological history commencing
with Eocene/early Miocene volcanics, and continuing
with the deposition of late Miocene/Pliocene carbon-
ates (in some areas with renewed and continuing
volcanics). While there are no published studies of
Mussau geology, what little information we have is con-
sistent with this general New Ireland Basin sequence,5
and some inferences may be drawn from the limited
geological data available forNew Ireland,New Hanover,
and Manus (Brown 1982; Exon et al. 1986; Francis 1988;
Hohnen 1978; Jaques 1980; Stewart and Sandy 1986).

The only extant geological map of Mussau is the
1:1,000,000 scale Geology ofPapua New Guinea (1972)
published by the Department of Lands, Surveys, and
Mines, Port Moresby. At this greatly reduced scale, only
two formations are indicated for the Mussau group.
The interior portions ofMussau Island proper are shown
as consisting of unspecified volcanics ofupper Miocene/
Pliocene age (map unit Tm-p8), whereas the outer fringe
ofMussau and the smaller offshore islets such as Eloaua
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and Emananus are depicted as limestones, marl, and
raised coral reefs of Quaternary age (map unit Qs8).
This highly generalized picture accords with our own
field observations made during reconnaissance surveys
to Mussau Island in 1986 and 1988. It was evident to us
that, especially on the S, W, and N, Mussau has an exten-
sive "apron" of carbonates which overlie the volcanic
core. Along the E coast, a number of streams have
penetrated this volcanic core, and we were able to col-
lect nine samples of igneous rock from these stream
beds, derived from the island's interior.' These samples
fall into two distinct groups: (1) a generically related suite
of plutonic (intrusive) diorite-gabbro; and (2) much
finer-grained igneous rocks of probable volcanic and
hypabyssal origin, with geochemistry of mafic andesite
or basalt, and aphanitic textures. The gabbroic plutonic
rocks presumably represent the deeply eroded plutonic
roots of a local volcanic edifice.7

In the S part of Mussau Island (for example, the
area inland of Lomakunauru) the massive limestone for-
mation rises in a series of relatively level plateaux, with
abrupt escarpments separating them (Figure 2.5). This
suggests that the limestones are of biogenic reefal ori-
gin, with the scarps representing different uplift inter-

vals. The main terraces have elevations of approximately
40, 120, and 200 m asl.

The offshore islands such as Eloaua are entirely
devoid of volcanics, an important point for archaeo-
logical investigations, since any volcanic stones (worked
or natural) found in our excavations are clearly imports
to these islands, even if only from Mussau Island. (A
detailed petrographic analysis of manuports from the
Lapita sites will be provided in Volume III.) Most of
these islands, including Eloaua, Emananus, and Boliu,
consist of elevated reef limestones and conglomerates.
On Eloaua, at least two major uplift terraces are present,
one at an elevation of - 26 m and a higher one (which
forms the central, cultivated plateau) at - 46m asl. These
have not been dated, but corals in growth position were
evident in various exposures, and I would presume them
to be of relatively late Pleistocene age. On other islands,
such as Emussau, Ebolo, and Ekaleu, it is uncertain
whether the low-lying (- 1.5-3 m asl) unconsolidated
marine sands that make up the islands are anchored to
an underlying block of limestone, or whether they have
merely formed on an exposed reef platform.

All of the offshore islands show abundant geo-
morphological evidence for a mid-Holocene sea level

FIGURE 2.4 The view from Eloaua Island across the Malle Channel, with the large island of Mussau in the distance.
Part of Boliu Island is visible to the right. John Male stands near a small dugout canoe, while the stilt posts of a
former house protrude from the tidal flats.
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FIGURE 2.5 Aerial view of the S part of Mussau Island, in the vicinity of Lomakunauru Village, where the terrain
consists of a series of elevated limestone terraces. Emussau and Eloaua islands are visible in the left-hand distance.

stand at between + 1-1.5 m, in the form of wave-cut,
solution notches, and in the deposition of unconsoli-
dated calcareous sand aprons and beach terraces at - 2
m asl (current beach terraces, as on Eloaua Island, are
only - 1 m asl). Both Eloaua and Boliu islands have
narrow "necks" of unconsolidated Holocene sands con-
necting blocks of elevated limestone, in each case join-
ing what had previously been two separate islets during
the former mid-Holocene high-stand.

To summarize, the Mussau Group probably origi-
nated during the Tertiary through volcanic island-arc
formation, as part of the same regional tectonics that
formedNew Ireland and Manus. The Miocene/Pliocene
volcanics were subsequently capped with extensive sub-
marine deposits of Quaternary limestones, marls, and
conglomerates, which were then elevated through tec-
tonic uplift in the late Quaternary. This uplift progres-
sion advanced in a series of discrete stages, creating a
"stairstep" topography in the S part of Mussau, and on
the offshore islets. These latter were the last to be el-
evated, presumably during the late Pleistocene. We saw
no evidence for Holocene tectonic activity, but geomor-
phological indicators of a mid-Holocene (6-3 kyr) higher
sea level stand of - + 1.5 m are very clear (see below).
This is interpreted as a local reflection ofthe widespread

mid-Holocene high stand thought to have resulted from
a combination of eustatic and/or geoidal changes
(Dickinson, in press). For the archaeologist, two points
are of significance: (1) the limited range of volcanic
rocks present in the group, and their restriction to the
interior of Mussau Island; and (2) the mid-Holocene
sea level changes which had important consequences
for shoreline progradation and beach terrace forma-
tion in the past 3-4 kyr.

CLIMATE

Situated just 1025' S of the equator, Mussau falls within
the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone gCZ), probably
the most important influence on its climate. The ITCZ
is "an organized zone of high cloudiness and rainfall
containing deep convective (cumulonimbus) clouds"
(McAlpine et al. 1983:15). Thus, while there is limited
seasonality with aNW monsoon season from mid-No-
vember to the end of March, and a SE trades season
from mid-May until the end of September (Reynolds
1972), seasonality is not nearly so pronounced here as in
parts of the Bismarck Archipelago situated farther S.
The days are hot and humid, the nights only marginally
cooler. Afternoon thunderstorms and heavy doudbursts
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are common, as the cumulonimbus clouds rise to fre-
quently spectacular heights during midday.

McAlpine et al. (1983:150-61) propose a climatic
classification specific to the PNG area, in which they
define eleven distinct climates. Mussau falls within their
"Lowland Climate 3" zone, which is "lowland humid."
Key aspects of this climate are a mean annual rainfall
of - 2,700 mm (range 2,000-3,500 mm), mean annual
temperature range of 23-300 C, and a net annual water
surplus (precipitation/evaporation ratio 1-2).

No specific meteorological data are available for
Mussau, but the general climatic conditions ofthe group
may be inferred from other stations in the general re-

gion. The two meteorological stations geographically
closest to Mussau, both of which fall within the same
overall "lowland humid" climatic classification, are

Kavieng (New Ireland) and Momote (Manus). For the
"standard period" from 1956-70, Kavieng had a mean

annual rainfall of 3,282 MM,8 while Momote had a mean

of 3,382 mm. Monthly figures at both stations show
relatively little seasonal variability (all data are as reported
in McAlpine et al. 1983, appendix). Mean annual evapo-

ration is 1,369 mm at Kavieng, and 1,673 mm at

Momote, indicating a substantial water surplus at both
stations. Temperature data are not available for Kavieng,
but at Momote the annual mean is 27.2, with mean

maximum of 29.9 and mean minimum of 24.40 C. Rela-
tive humidity averages 75% at Kavieng, and 77% at

Momote. At Momote, mean daily recorded sunshine
averages between 4.0 (March) and 6.1 (September) hours
per day, indicative of the typically cloudy conditions
within the ITCZ.

From these data, we may infer that Mussau also has
an annual rainfall in excess of 3,000 mm, high positive
water balance, mean temperature in the high 200s C, and
high relative humidity (roughly 75%). From the perspec-
tive ofhuman inhabitants who practice tropical horti-
culture, these conditions are virtually ideal for the culti-
vation of a wide range of root, tuber, and tree crops,

which indeed thrive in Mussau. The limiting factors for
horticulture are not climatic (although occasional
droughts can cause some damage to gardens9), so much
as edaphic and hydrologic.

SOILSAND OTHER L4NDFORM FEATURES

As with other aspects ofMussau natural environment,
there has been no professional study or survey of the

islands' soils, and I can only make a few general state-
ments based on our limited observations combinedwith
what has been written of soil development in similar
climatic and geological conditions elsewhere in PNG
(Bleeker 1983). In Mussau, human habitation and land
use (primarily for gardening) is confined to the coastal
areas and elevated limestone plateaux, so that the un-
derlying parent material for soil development consists
of reefal limestones, marl, and carbonate conglomer-
ates of varying ages and degrees of weathering. Our
observations were that soils were relatively shallow, par-
ent limestone often lying only 50 cm or even less be-
neath the surface, with frequent limestone outcrops. The
dominant soils are most probably rendolls, a widespread
type of mollisol which forms on limestone in a wet,
humid climate with low to moderate seasonality (Bleeker
1983:1 12-14).10 Such soils have "moderate to high fer-
tility levels" with relatively moderate to high amounts
of available nitrogen and phosphorus, although potas-
sium may be more limited (1983:113). On the Eloaua
plateau, which is extensively used for swidden garden-
ing (with the dominant crops being taro, yam, and sweet
potato), these soils seem to produce good yields, but
the frequent occurrence of limestone outcrops is a draw-
back.

A second category of soils is restricted in its distri-
bution to the unconsolidated calcareous sand terraces
fringing the offshore islands and parts of Mussau Is-
land. These soils are anthropogenic, consisting of
midden deposits rich in organic materials such as char-
coal, shellfish, bone, and other detritus of human occu-
pation, with a calcareous sand matrix.'1 The middens
which have produced these soils are of both Lapita (as
at site ECA) and post-Lapita ages (as at sites EKE and
EHN). Well drained and organically enriched, they are
prime soils for the cultivation of such root crops as
Colocasia andAlocasia aroids, and for introduced manioc
(Manihot esculenta). Consequently, they have been exten-
sively gardened, and the mechanical action of digging
sticks used to make planting holes and to harvest tubers
has thoroughly churned the upper 30-40 cm of these
soils, with obvious negative consequences for the ar-
chaeological record.

The geomorphology of the Mussau Islands is
strongly controlled by the basal geological structure. A
radial drainage pattern dissects the volcanic interior of
the main island, and some of the larger streams con-
tinue through the surrounding limestones to reach the
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sea, as at the head of Schadel Bay, and along the E
coast. In other areas such as the SE tip of Mussau, and
on all of the offshore islands, there is no surface drain-
age at all, the limestone karst absorbing all rainfall like a
sponge. In these areas, water for drinking, cooking, and
bathing must be obtained either by rain catchment, or
by digging shallow wells near the shoreline to tap the
Ghyben-Herzberg aquifer of slightly brackish water (see
Wiens 1962:317-26 on such aquifers).12

FLoRA AND VEGETATION PATTERNS

The flora ofNew Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago
is essentially an extension of the East Malesian floristic
zone (van Steenis 1950; van Balgooy 1971), a region ex-
ceedingly rich in biodiversity. New Guinea itselfhas been
estimated to have on the order of 1,465 plant genera
(Paijmans 1976), although not all of these would be
present throughout the Bismarcks, or on Mussau. Cer-
tainly, however, for islands of their size the Mussau
group are floristically rich, immediately evident to some-
one such as myself who has had prior experience col-
lecting plants in the tropical central Pacific. Compared
with Niuatoputapu or Futuna in Western Polynesia,
where I had made reasonably comprehensive botanical
collections as part ofmy ethnoecological fieldwork, the
diversity of plant taxa in Mussau was initially almost
overwhelming. There is, of course, no guide to the flora
of Mussau, and indeed for the entire Bismarck Archi-
pelago the best source is Peekel's Flora ofthe Bismarck
ArchipelagoforNaturalists (IllustrierteFlora desBismarck-
ArchipelsfiirNaturfreunde), authored between 1895 and
1945 by this German priest, but only translated from
the manuscript and published recently (Peekel 1984).
Peekel worked primarily onNew Ireland, but most of
the taxa he records are also present in Mussau, and his
Flora was an invaluable asset during our 1986 and 1988
expeditions. My prior familiarity with the widespread
coastal flora common to the Solomon Islands and West-
ern Polynesia, assisted by Peekel's Flora, and where nec-
essary by collecting and pressing voucher specimens,
allowed us to discern the main vegetation associations
present on the offshore islands such as Eloaua and
Emananus, which are described below.13 The montane
vegetation of the interior of Mussau Island is an en-
tirely different matter, one best left to botanical special-
ists.

VEGETATION PATTERNS OF THE OFFSHORE ISLANDS

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are vegetation maps of Eloaua and
Boliu islands, prepared in the field in 1988 by Dana
Lepofsky of our project. They are representative of
the spatial distribution patterns of the various vegeta-
tion associations discussed below.

Strand Forest and Littoral Vegetation
The immediate strand vegetation of Mussau consists
largely of widespread halophytic taxa, many of them
pioneering species with floating seeds that are readily
dispersed by ocean currents. Growing over beach sand
itself one finds the beach morning-glory (Ipomoeapes-
caprae), and immediately above the high-water mark such
shrubs as Pandanus tectorius, Scaevolafrutescens, and
Messerschmidia argentea, as well as various grasses. On low-
lying sand cays such as Eunakuru and Enusagila, there
are thickets ofPemphis acidula.

In many areas, the littoral forest literally overhangs
the ocean, the limbs of great Calophyllum inophyllum
trees-often festooned with Dendrobium orchids and
other epiphytes-shading the water's edge. Along with
Calophyllum (whose wood is very important for carving
canoes, bowls, and other implements), other common
littoral trees are Bamrngtonia asiatica (used for fish poi-
son), Terminalia wappa, T samoensis,Pandanustectoius,P.
obtusifolia,Hemandiaozigera,Eythrinawriegata, Theia
populnea, Cerberamanghas,Ficussp., Guettardaspeciosa, and
Cordiasubcordata. Hibiscus tiliaceous also grows densely in
some areas just behind the strand. In some areas iron-
woodtrees (Casuarina equisetifolia) arecommon, andmay
form monospecific stands (noted as "ironwood forest"
on the maps). Coconut palms (Cocos nucifera) are also
frequent immediately along and inland of the strand, in
some places as planted groves.

Mangrove Swamps
Saline mangrove swamps occur at places around the
coast of Eloaua, Emananus, Boliu and Ebolo islands,
and completely cover Tapatu Island. They are also very
extensive around the perimeter of Schadel Bay on
Mussau Island, at places nearly 1 km wide.14 Both
Rhizophoraapicdata and Brugueragymnorhiza are present,
as is Xylocarpus moluccensis, and Cenops tagal. Thickets of
Acrostichum fern occur on the inland margins of these
swamps where Guettarda trees are found; Nipa palms
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FIGURE 2.6 Vegetation map of Eloaua Island, prepared by Dana Lepofsky.

are also common in places. These swamps are the habi-
tat for particular species of mollusks (e.g., Telescopium,
Cerithidea) and for certain crustacea. It is probable that
the area in mangroves is now more extensive than it
was at the time of the mid-Holocene higher sea-level
stand. The Lapita site ofEHB on Emananus, and the
later prehistoric midden site of Elunguai (EHN) on
Eloaua, both have mangrove swamps separating them
from the sea, but were probably situated on open
beaches at the time they were occupied.

Remnant Primaryv Forest
Little of this association remains on the offshore is-
lands, due to several millennia of intensive land use. On
Eloaua and Boliu, small areas cling to the steep lime-
stone escarpments or in areas where there is no soil (as
at the SE tip of Eloaua). Calophyllum sp., Syzigium sp.,
and Intsia bijuga were dominants, but some Pometia,
Terminalia, andPandanusdubius were also noted.

Late Second Growth
These areas consist of mature trees estimated at 40-60
years old. Again, due to intensive land use, there are
only small areas with this association. Among the taxa
noted here are Calophyllum sp., Intsia bijuga, Syzigium sp.,
Pometiapinnata, Ficus spp.,Pandanus dubius, and others for
which we were only able to obtain native Mussau names.

Arboricuftural Zones
On the offshore islands, substantial tracts on the low-
lying calcareous beach terraces have been plantedto a range
oftree crops, and thus form an anthropogenic vegetation
association, an "arboricultural zone." Among the domi-
nant trees planted in these zones are breadfruit (Artocarpus
altilis), coconut (Cocos nucifera), the tropical almond
(Cananum indicum) , Tahitian chestnut (Inocarpusfagzferus)
vi-apple (Spondias dulcis), several species ofPandanus, the
Malay-apple (Syzigium sp.), andmany others (Lepofsky
1992). Human habitations are frequently dispersed within
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this zone as well (Fig. 2.8). The extensive macroscopic
plant remains preserved at the ECA Site on Eloaua re-
veal that such arboriculture has been practiced in these
islands since at least the initial Lapita period. A full dis-
cussion of this topic is deferred to Volume II.

Swamp Taro and Sago Cultivations
In a few low-lying, naturally swampy areas on Eloaua
Island, plantings of giant swamp taro (Cyrtosperma
chamissonis) and/or sago palm Wetroxylon sp.) have been
made.

Swidden Cultivations and Second Growth
On both Eloaua and Boliu, the major parts of the el-
evated limestone plateaux on which the best soils are
located are extensively used for shifting cultivations (Fig.
2.9). New gardens are cleared annually; individual fam-

FIGURE 2.7 Vegetation map
of Boliu Island, prepared
by Dana Lepofsky.

ily plots are delineated by logs which are laid out in a
rectangular grid. Today the primary crops are dryland
taro (Colocasia esculenta) and manioc (Manihotesculenta),
but it is certain that prior to the historic-period intro-
duction of manioc, yams (Dioscorea spp.) would have
been the other important crop. Indeed, a few Dioscorea
alata plants are still grown, and feral D. bulbifera andD.
nummulaina are common throughout the second growth.
A minor crop is sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum). Also
common throughout this zone is Cordylinefrutcosum, the
leaves ofwhich are used for parceling foodwhen cooked
in the earth oven, and the roots of which are occasion-
ally cooked as food. Morinda citrifolia plants are also fre-
quent although they do not seem to be purposively cul-
tivated. The young second growth in which gardens are
repeatedly cut includes Macaranga sp. and much Panda-
nus tectorius, along with other specieswe did not identify.
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FIGURE 2.8 Aerial view of the NW coast of Emananus
Island, showing habitations dispersed among coconut
palms and other economic trees of the arboricultural
zone.

TERRESTRIAL FAUNAL RESOURCES

Without doubt, the most important category of terres-

trial (in the broad sense of non-marine) resources in

Mussau were birds. Hartert (1924) enumerated 39 spe-

cies present in Mussau, based on the collections ob-
tained by A. F. Eichhorn for Lord Rothschild, but this
can only be a partial list, given the tremendous avifaunal
diversity of the Bismarck Archipelago. Indeed, our ar-

chaeological faunal assemblages added four species to

Hartert's list (Steadman and Kirch 1998). Among the
species known to have been taken by the prehistoric
inhabitants of the offshore islands (for food, feathers,
bone, or other uses) are petrels (Pterodroma sp.), the
BrownBooby (Sula leucogaster), Osprey (Pandion halzaetus),

Golden Plover (Pluvialisdominica), several species oflarids
(Sternafuscata, S. hirundo,Anousstolidus,A. minutus), fruit
doves and pigeons (Ptilinopus spp., Ducula sp., Caloenas
nicobanrca), a cockatoo (Cacatus sp.), barn owl (Tyto sp.),
and the Glossy Starling (4plonis metallica). The domestic
chicken (Gallus gallus) is also represented in our
archaeofaunal collections. A full account ofthe bird bones
recovered from the Mussau sites has been published
elsewhere (Steadman and Kirch 1998).

Aside from the avifauna, terrestrial animals which
would have been of food value to the indigenous in-
habitants are more restricted than in New Guinea or
the larger islands of the Bismarcks. There are several
species of fruit bat or "flying fox" (Pteropus spp.) which
were doubtless hunted and provide a sweet meat, as well
as fur that is sometimes used for ornamentation. Other
taxa of true bats are also present (e.g., the genera
Hipposideros, Dobsonia, ANytimene), but theirvalue as food
resources is doubtful. The only marsupial present is the
Spotted Cuscus (Phalanger maculatus), which attains a
length of - 1 m, including its long tail. Based on evi-
dence fromNew Ireland cave excavations, this is prob-
ably a prehistoric introduction into the Bismarcks
(Flannery and White 1991). The rat fauna ofMussau is
entirely unknown, although some larger species ofRat-
tus are certainly present, along with the Pacific Rat (R.
exulans). The herpetofauna is also not adequately re-
corded, although we observed that various lizards are
common (including varanids [Varanidae], geckos
[Gekkonidae], skinks [Scincidae], and scale-footed liz-
ards [Pygopodidae]), as are snakes (families probably
represented in Mussau include Typhlopidae, Boidae,
Colubridae, Elapidae, and Hydrophiidae). Frog families
likely to be represented include Hylidae and Ranidae.

Several species of terrestrial crustacea are quite com-
mon in the littoral forests. The hermit crab (Coenobita
cf. olliven) inhabits dead gastropod shells, and larger in-
dividuals are especially fond of making their homes in
the shells of Turbo spp.; these hermit crabs are good
bait for hook-and-line fishing. Large numbers of land
crabs in the genus Cardisoma, which grow to have claw-
to-claw spans of 20 cm or more, patrol the under-
growth, scurrying about from their subterranean bur-
rows. They were said to have been eaten prior to the
conversion of the Mussau people to Seventh Day Ad-
ventism, but their main relevance to archaeology is as
bioturbators (Specht 1985). The Cardisoma burrows are
easily 10 cm in diameter, and we found that these pen-
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FIGURE 2.9 Young taro (Colocasia esculenta) plants growing in a swidden garden on the elevated limestone plateau
of Eloaua Island.

etrate as much as 80-100 cm bs, although they do not
go below the water table. When prospecting for buried
midden deposits in the coastal beach terraces, one is
well advised to examine their burrow tips, which fre-
quently contain sherds, obsidian flakes, or other artifacts.

Most notable of the terrestrial crustacea, however,
is the noble Birgus latro, or Coconut Robber Crab. This
formidable creature with massive claws and a leg-to-leg
span of up to 50 cm is nocturnal, and feeds on coconut
meat which it obtains by husking and breaking open the
coconut shells.15 Prized for its succulent flesh, it is rare
or endangered in many parts of the Pacific."6 Owing to
the SDA dietary restrictions, the Mussau populations
of B. latro have not been subject to human predation in
recent years (other than by hungry archaeologists); the
abandoned coconut plantation island of Ekaleu is par-
ticularly overrun with them. That the Lapita people en-
joyed them as well is indicated by carapace fragments
recovered from ECA and other sites.

MARINEAND LITTORAL
ENVIRONMENTAND RESOURCES

In Mussau as elsewhere in much of the SW Pacific, the
sea was always far more important than the land as a
source of animal protein. The offshore islands, and parts
of Mussau Island, are surrounded by extensive reefs
and lagoons which are prime habitats for a diversity of
fish and shellfish, and the open seas and channels can
be trolled for game fish. Mussau sits within the zone of
highest biogeographic diversity within the vast Indo-
Pacific faunal province (Stoddart 1992), and although
no detailed inventories have been prepared, one can
safely assume that there are several thousand species of
edible fish, rays, eels, sharks, mollusks, and crustacea in
the Mussau waters. Both the Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia
mydas) and the Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)
occur in these waters, and there are several genera of
porpoises (including Grampus, Tursiops, and Delphinus).A
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more extensive discussion of fish and shellfish resources
is deferred to Volume II, in which the archaeological
faunal materials are analyzed.

The dense mangrove swamps rimming Schadel Bay
are the prime habitat of Crocodylusporosus, the Estuarine
Crocodile, labeled by an expert in herpetology as a
"man-eating monster" (Loveridge 1946:45). Adults range
in length from 5 up to 10 m, making them easily ca-
pable of overpowering "the average man or woman
when taken unawares" (1946:46). I was given several
accounts of crocodile attacks by my Eloaua friends,
with sufficient detail of circumstance to leave no doubt
as to their veracity. Curiously, although these crocodiles
are clearly substantial "meat packages" whose flesh is
quite palatable,'7 not a single crocodile bone was recov-
ered from the thousands of excavated vertebrate re-
mains in our sites. This suggests that the fear and re-
spect accorded these ferocious animals have always
outweighed any interest in hunting them for food.

In addition to animal foods, the marine environ-
ments ofMussau are rich in edible seaweeds, which are
regularly harvested by the Mussau people (primarily by
women). At least five different species were collected
by them, and we were told that baskets of dried sea-
weed used to be traded to communities on the main
island.

As part of our intensive study of prehistoric mol-
luskan exploitation carried out in 1988, an environmen-
tal survey of the reefs and lagoons surrounding Eloaua,
Emananus, Boliu, and Emussau islands was made by
Carla Catterall andMike Ritchie. Dr. Catterall has kindly
contributed the following section summarizing the re-
sults of this survey.

SHALLOW-WATER MARINE HABITATS
OF THE OFFSHORE ISLANDS
(by Cara Catteral/)'8

There are extensive shallow-water marine areas within
the Mussau environmental system, consisting mainly of
living coral reefs and associated habitats, which occur in
two major sub-systems. The first of these is adjacent to
the S part of Mussau Island, and is henceforth referred
to as the Southern Mussau system. The second occurs in
association with Eloaua and Emananus islands, and
forms an elevated coral atoll-like system to the S, to-
gether with several smaller islets and cays. This system is
referred to henceforth as the Eloaua Atoll system (Fig.

2.10). The latter is separated from the reefs associated
with Mussau Island by a deep channel - 1 km wide (the
Malle Channel).

METHODS USED FOR HABITAT ASSESSMENT

A qualitative assessment, description, and map of these
shallow-water marine habitats was made during a 15-
day period in September, 1988. The first stage of map-
ping consisted of delineation of foreshores and of the
edges of both shallow-water and deep-water features,
based on a detailed map produced by the Royal Austra-
lian Survey Corps (Edition 1-AAS, Series T601, Sheet
8894), at 1:100,000 scale (from 1973 aerial photogra-
phy, supplemented by patrol reports and hydrographic
charts). This map was then transferred to a smaller-scale
version on waterproof paper, which was extensively
annotated during 3 days spent systematically inspecting
shallow-water areas from a Metzler inflatable boat, with
frequent pauses to assess the underwater habitat, either
by looking over the side with a face-mask, or by snor-
keling around less easily resolved areas. During this time,
records were made of: water depth; topography; sub-
strate (relative percentages of sand, rubble [coral detri-
tus], rock, and live coral); type and dominant genera of
coral formations present; approximate cover and domi-
nant genera of algae or seagrass (low 5-30%, moderate
30-65%, dense 65-100%); and, various other features
of biological significance.

A detailed map showing the spatial distribution
of a large number of habitat categories was then drawn
in the field. These categories were then cross-checked,
pooled, and rationalized into a more simple and eco-
logically meaningful set of generalized habitat types,
which were in turn cross-checked against an enlarged
aerial photograph of the area. Following map compila-
tion, limited quantitative surveys of shellfish density and
species composition were also made within selected
habitat types.

MAP AND DESCRIPTION OF

SHALLOW-WATER HABITAT TYPES

The variety and spatial arrangement of major shallow-
water marine habitat types now present in the Eloaua
Atoll system are shown in Figure 2.1 1. Figure 2.12 shows
an idealized cross-section through part of an atoll sys-
tem to indicate the typical topographic and depth char-
acteristics ofeach habitat type. Figure 2.13 presents quan-
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FIGURE 2.10 Aerial view of part of the Eloaua Atoll system of reefs and lagoons. The small islet in the left foreground is
Enusagila; much of Eloaua Island is visible in the middle distance. The main high island of Mussau looms in the far
distance.

titative data on the areal extent ofthe main habitat types.
Such a pattern is typical of tropical Pacific coral reef
areas, such as those found in the Pacific atolls and on
the outer Great Barrier Reef of Australia. Comparable
descriptions of such systems can be found in Wiens
(1962). These reefs characteristically contain a high di-
versity of habitat types and of species, arranged in a
complex spatial pattern, and have developed in a con-
text of clear water and low nutrient availability.

Where terrestrial runoff from continental areas (or
other factors) leads to sedimentation and nutrient en-
richment, there are typically a variety of associated
changes within the adjacent coral reef ecosystem. These
include a differentiation between inshore areas (where
mangrove swamps and seagrass beds are more likely to
develop) and offshore areas. Within the Mussau envi-
ronmental system these processes have led to a pattern

in which the Southern Mussau system include consider-
able areas of mangrove swamp (mainly N of the
mapped area, adjacent to the large, mountainous island
of Mussau), and a higher proportion of seagrass beds
than the Eloaua Atoll system, where few mangroves oc-
cur and the small land areas consist of uplifted coral
platforms which provide little nutrient or sediment run-
off.

The following are descriptions of each of the habi-
tats distinguished in Figure 2.11. The tidal range in the
Mussau area is usually less than 1 m.

Sand or Rubble Flat (5):
Areas 0.5 to 1 m deep at low tide, these habitats are
composed of shallow sand or rubble with variable al-
gal cover and little else. Three subcategories can be dis-
tinguished. S1 (shallow sand bank) consists of drifts of
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FIGURE 2.12 An idealized cross-section through part of an atoll system to indicate the typical topographic and depth
characteristics of each habitat type.

relatively coarse 100% unvegetated sand. S2 (rubble
plain) consists of areas with some sand together with
rubble (40-95%); there may also be an algal cover of
Caulerpa spp., and/or sparse seagrasses. S3 (sand plain)
consists of areas of 100% (or almost) sand cover, some-
times of a fine and silty nature, which may have a sparse
to dense algal cover of Caulerpa spp. (including C. racemosa
and C. cupressoides), and/or a cover of filamentous algae

FIGURE 2.13 Areas covered by habitat types
within the Eloaua Atoll system, part of the
Southern Mussau system, and the entire
mapped area (as shown in Figure 2.1 1).
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which can vary from a surface film to a thick covering
of aggregated algal strands and mats.

Seagrass Flat (G):
Areas mainly 0.5-1 m deep at low tide, these habitats
have a substrate of sand and/or rubble in varying pro-
portions, which supports a moderate to high cover of
seagrass. The seagrass community in different places is
dominated by varying mixtures of Cymodeocea (mainly
C. rotundata, but may include C. serrulata), 7balassia
hemprichii, andthe large Enhalusacoroides. Species ofthe
alga Qulepa (especially C. racemosa) and/orHalimedamay
also occur in a sparse to dense mixture with the seagrass
in Thalassia and Enhalus beds. Among the edible mol-
lusk species typically occurring in seagrass flats are
Anadara,Acrosterigma, and Gafrarium.

Coral Mosaic Flat (F):
Typical "reef flat" areas are 0.5-1 m deep at low tide
and are composed of a spatial mosaic of live (some-
times partly dead) coral patches (1-2 m diameter) inter-
spersed with areas of sand and rubble. The cover of
coral clumps may vary in different areas, from some
areas which consist of sand and rubble with as little as
10% live coral cover to areas consisting of sand with a
60-90% cover of coral clumps (microatolls). There may
be a sparse to moderate cover of seagrass (mainly
Thalassia and Cymodocea) or algae (mainly Caulerpa) on
the sand and rubble sections of the coral flat. Impor-
tant molluskan taxa found in this habitat include the
large bivalves Hippopus hippopus and Tridacna spp., and
gastropods ofthe family Strombidae (Lambis, Strombus).

Rock Platform/Reef Crest (P):
This is the shallowest habitat type, being mainly - 0.5m

S G F
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deep at low tide. The substrate consists mainly of cor-
alline rock, formed from dead coral slabs and boul-
ders, which may form a relatively smooth plain as a
result either of wave action, or the cementing effect of
coralline algae. In other areas, the rock platform may
be topographically complex, and include large boul-
ders thrown up during storm surges, or deeper sec-
tions which contain actively growing coral colonies (of-
ten Acropora spp.). Sections of some rock platforms
may have a thin cover of sand, and algae (especially
Caulerpa). Seagrass may be present at sparse to moder-
ate densities. Rock platforms are usually present on the
outer exposed edges of reefs, and are often better de-
veloped in less sheltered situations. This is a prime habi-
tat for the Tridacna clams, as well as many other smaller
bivalves and gastropods, including Conus spp.

Subtidal Basin (B):
This category includes basins and slopes of sand inter-
spersed with large coral formations ("bommies"), at
depths of 1.5-2 m at low tide. Coral cover varies in dif-
ferent places, from scattered microatolls (usuallyAcropora
or Porites spp.) comprising as little as 5% of total cover,
to more densely arranged coral formations constituting
up to 50% cover, in a spatial mosaic interspersed with
sand patches. The latter resembles a deeper version of
some types of coral flat. The sand may be fine and silty,
and may have a surface film of filamentous algae, espe-
cially in places where the coral cover is low. The subtidal
basins are habitat for such mollusks as Chama, Spondylus,
andHyotissa.

Reef Slope/Edge (E):
The outer slopes and drop-offs off coral reefs, which
often lie on the seaward side of the reef crest make up
this habitat type. This is a transitional zone, which slopes
from 1 m at low tide to 10-20 m, with increasing dis-
tance from the reef. The zone is topographically very
diverse, and is typically biologically very rich. A variety
of coral species and formation occur, including many
Acropora colonies of varying sizes, and massive Porites
coral heads which may reach 2-4 m in diameter and
height, reaching almost to the surface from deeper ar-
eas. The considerable variation in the nature of the reef
slope is associated with the degree of exposure to pre-
vailing winds. The slope itself may be rapid or gradual,
live coral cover mayvary from - 10% up to - 90%, and
the remaining substrate may consist of either sand, rock,

or both. High rock cover usually occurs in exposed situ-
ations, and high sand cover in more sheltered situations
such as lagoonal slopes.

Lagoon (1):
Large areas of deep sand (3-5 m) are enclosed within
coral reefs in this habitat type. There may be sparsely
scattered (5% cover or less) live or dead coral "bommies,"
which may support a sparse to dense cover of algae
(mainly Caulerpa). The sand cover is often 100%, espe-
cially in deeper lagoons, and the sand may be very silty,
and may have a surface film of filamentous algae.

The different habitat types described above each
support different assemblages of plant and animal spe-
cies, a fact recognized by the contemporary Eloaua
people. For example, they stated that the gastropods
Anadara andAcrostenggma occur mainly in seagrass beds,
and this was consistent with the results of our quantita-
tive faunal survey. The distribution and relative areas of
the different habitats are thus a major determinant of
the numbers and kinds of shellfish present in the Mussau
environmental system. For example, in the present-day
Eloaua Atoll system, the lack of mangroves means that
the gastropod Telescopium should be virtualy absent from
the area, and is only expected to be common near
Mussau Island, where there are substantial mangrove
stands.

Variation in faunal assemblages within and between
archaeological sites may result from: (1) underlying dif-
ferences in the availability of different faunal taxa, as a
consequence of changes in the area covered by differ-
ent habitats; (2) differences in human exploitation tech-
niques, or cultural selectivity; and (3) direct or indirect
effects of exploitation on the population density and
age-structure of various species of the shallow water
marine fauna. A knowledge of the habitat distribution,
and ofwhether it may have changed over time, permits
some prediction of the organisms available to prehis-
toric collectors, and may also be used in the interpreta-
tion of changes in the midden assemblages. It follows
that baseline information useful in the interpretation
of midden assemblages includes the answers to the fol-
lowing questions: (1) What habitats are present, and
where?; (2) what is the relationship between habitat type
and density of various faunal taxa?; and (3) how are
contemporary habitats likely to differ from those present
at the time of archaeological site formation? These are
matters that are taken up more fully in Volume II.
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COASTAL GEOMORPHOLOGYAND
IMPLICATIONS FOR HOtOCENE SEA-LEVELS

One outcome of fieldwork I had carried out in Futuna
(Kirch 1981), Tikopia (Kirch and Yen 1982), and
Niuatoputapu (Kirch 1988a) during the mid-to-late
1970s was a conviction that the coastal zones of SW
Pacific islands were highly dynamic environments dur-
ing the Holocene, with major consequences for the ar-
chaeological records of these islands. Green (1979a:32)
had made the general observation that Lapita sites
tended to be situated "on raised coral platforms, ma-
rine terraces, and marine sand beaches from which the
sea had fairly recently retreated." This was confirmed
bymy experiences in Tikopia and Niuatoputapu, where
the earliest Lapita settlements had been established on
beach terraces now both inland of the modern shore-
line, and elevated between 2-5 m above the modern tidal
range. This geomorphological setting strongly suggested
that these Lapita sites had been formed during a period
when the relative sea level was somewhat higher than at
present, and that there had been a retreat in sea level
(and concomitant coastal progradation) during the post-
Lapita period (i.e., the last 3 kyr).

With this background, I was predisposed to pay
careful attention to geomorphological and geoarch-
aeological indicators of possible sea level changes dur-
ing my fieldwork in the Mussau Islands.

At the time we were carrying out the Mussau field-
work, a series of geomorphological studies from vari-
ous Pacific Islands independently began to yield abun-
dant evidence for a mid-Holocene higher sea-level stand
over much of the region (e.g., Ash 1987; Bloom 1980,
1983; Chappell 1982, 1987; Isla 1989; McLean 1980;
Miyata et al. 1990; Montaggioni and Pirazzoli 1984;
Pirazzoli and Montaggioni 1986, 1988; and, Yonekura
et al. 1988). Such evidence includes cemented coral plat-
forms and degraded microatolls (paleo-low-tide indica-
tors), incised shoreline notches (paleo-high-tide indica-
tors), and paleobeach ridges and terraces (paleotidal
range indicators), many ofwhich can be dated by radio-
carbon or other techniques. Continued study of such
features, both by geomorphologists and by archaeolo-
gists, has now produced a substantial body of evidence
confirming such a mid-Holocene high-stand (e.g., Allen
1998; Dickinson 1998, 1999, in press; Dickinson et al.
1994, 1998; Fujimoto et al. 1996; Kirch 1993a). The
vertical magnitude of such a high-stand has been vari-

ability estimated for different islands and subregions of
the Pacific, from as low as + 0.8 m in French Polynesia,
to perhaps + 3.0m in parts oftheW Pacific. The timing
of this peak highstand is also a matter of considerable
discussion, but a broad concensus is emerging that this
occured between an envelope of - 6-4 kyr BP. Given
the association of numerous Lapita age sites with
paleobeach terraces, this high-stand must have persisted
until at least - 3 kyr BP. Based on rapid progradation of
beach sands that commenced at the To'aga (Samoa) Site
around 2 kyr BP, as well as similar evidence from Tikopia
and Niutoputapu (Kirch 1993a), sea-level retreat to the
modern stand was certainly in train by this time.19 Ex-
planations for this dynamic sequence of changing Ho-
locene sea-levels will presumably need to combine glo-
bal eustatic changes with regional hydro-isostatic
changes, such as those resulting from thermotectonic
subsidence, local volcanism, lithospheric flexure, or other
geotectonic processes (Dickinson, in press).

In Chapter 4, I present detailed geoarchaeological
evidence for a dynamic coastal environment of Eloaua
Island during the period that the ECA, ECB, andEHB
Lapita sites were formed, including older shorelines and
paleobeach terraces. This evidence is corroborated by
two kinds of general geomorphological observations
made during ourMussau fieldwork, which can be briefly
described here. (1) The first is the presence of low-ly-
ing aprons of unconsolidated calcareous beach sands
which form the modern coasts of much of Eloaua,
Emananus, and other offshore islands in the Mussau
group today. The berms ofthese beach terraces are typi-
cally - 1 m above the modern mean tide level. These
unconsolidated sand aprons are frequently the setting
for modern Mussau villages and hamlets, but show no
evidence of archaeological deposits older than - 1 kyr
BP. (2) In a number of islet localities, these low-lying
sandy aprons abut, on their inland perimeters, with
paleobeach terraces that are typically - 1 m higher than
the seaward aprons, and thus - 2 m higher than modem
mean sea level. It is on such paleobeach terraces, espe-
cially that in the central part ofEloaua Island (Fig. 2.14),
that archaeological deposits of Lapita age are found,
such as the ECA and EHB sites (see Chapter 4). It is
our contention that these slightly elevated paleobeach
terraces formed as a result of the mid-Holocene high-
stand, and that the seaward, low-lying sandy aprons de-
veloped during the subsequent phase of sea-level re-
treat to the modern stand. (3) The third indicator of a
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higher sea-level stand consists of incised shoreline
notches typically found along the cuffed limestone coasts
where the sandy terraces and aprons are absent. As has
been documented for other limestone coasts (e.g.,
Pirazzoli 1996; Stoddard 1965; Yonekura et al. 1988),
such notches form through a combination of corro-
sion and bioerosion, from wave action at high tide, and
from solution. An example of such an incised shoreline
notch is shown in Figure 2.15.

I obtained measured profiles of five such incised
shoreline notches, one at Esapinoaka Island (a small is-
letN of Boliu Island), two on Boliu Island (the first at
Talinganitavao Point on theNW side of Boliu, the sec-
ond at Etangatumanusa), and two on Eloaua Island.
The cross-sections of these profiles are depicted in Fig-
ure 2.16. In all three cases, it is clear that the maximum
extent of incision lies - 1-1.5 m higher than modern
mean high water. In four cases, a "double notch" is
present, with the lower notch being actively incised to-
day while the upper notch is partially coated with sta-
lactites and flow stone, indicating no active incision. Thus,
these upper incisions indicate a period of higher rela-
tive sea level. Given the absence of evidence for local
tectonic uplift, the most plausible interpretation is that
they formed as a consequence of the mid-Holocene
high-stand, which therefore must have been - + 1 m.

This evidence for local coastal dynamism has im-
plications both for the archaeological record ofMussau,

FIGURE 2.14 Geological map
of Eloaua Island, showing the

central areas of uplifted
limestone with their sharp

escarpments, and the
distribution of late Holocene

paleobeach terraces of
unconsolidated marine sands.

and for interpretations of marine ecology and human
subsistence patterns during the past few thousand years.
Archaeologically, understanding the temporal pattern of
changing sea levels-from a mid-Holocene high-stand
followed by a fall in relative sea-level and rapid coastal
progradation-is essential to interpretating the forma-
tion processes at Lapita sites such as ECA and others.
As will be seen in Chapter 5, it is also critical to under-
standing why there are no pre-Lapita archaeological de-
posits in the coastal EKQ rockshelter on Mussau Is-
land. But these coastal processes have also affected the
areal extent and character of the marine microhabitats
of the Mussau offshore islands, with major implications
for the distribution and extent of human-exploited re-
sources, including mollusks, crustaceans, seaweeds, and
inshore fishes. These are issues that will be taken up in
greater detailed in Volume II of this series.

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC RECORD

The ethnographic record for Mussau is almost as im-
poverished as that for the islands' natural history. The
primary source is Nevermann's 250-page volume (1933)
in the monumental ErgebnissederSiidsee-Expedition series,
at first glance a seemingly comprehensive ethnographic
account. However, the expedition was in the Mussau
group only from 9 August to 26 September, 1908, and
ethnographic inquiries were made using an interpreter
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FIGURE 2.15 A typical incised shoreline notch along the coast of Boliu Island. Jason Tyler stands with the stadia
rod on the currently eroding solution platform. Note the actively incising notch, relating to modern sea level, at
-+0.5 m, and the higher notch at -+1.5 m, relating to the mid-Holocene high-stand.

with Pidgin English as the medium of translation, a far
from satisfactory method. Not surprisingly, a large part
ofNevermann's volume deals with material culture, and
those sections on social organization, religion, and so
forth are superficial and of questionable accuracy. None-
theless, the expedition achieved a remarkable amount
in such a short stay, and provides a record which is not
now possible to replicate. Other early German sources
include Parkinson (1901, 1905, and 1907) who made
brief visits to Mussau in 1900, Danneil (1901), and Meyer
(1900). In 1925, E. W. Pearson Chinnery, Government
Anthropologist to the Territory ofNew Guinea, spent
slightly more than two months in the St. Matthias Group,
and published a set of ethnographic "notes" only slightly
less extensive than those of Nevermann (Chinnery
1925).20 Although the majority of his text deals with
Emira rather than Mussau, he does provide additional
useful information. I am not aware of any ethnographic

fieldwork subsequent to Chinnery's survey.
There is good reason to suppose-on the evidence

both of archaeology and of linguistics-that Mussau
has been continuously inhabited since the mid-second
millennium BC,21 and that the population presently in-
habiting the islands has to a large extent descended from
those who occupied the Lapita villages on Eloaua and
Emananus. This is not to downplay the important cul-
tural changes which have occurred between ca. 1500 BC
and the "ethnographic present," or to suggest that there
have not been significant external relations and quite
possibly additional immigration. However, a continu-
ous historical sequence linking the Lapita period in
Mussau with the ethnographic record is significant, be-
cause it opens the possibility for a "direct historical ap-
proach" within Near Oceania, and not just in Western
Polynesia where continuity from Lapita to Polynesian
cultures is well established (Kirch and Green 2001).
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FIGURE 2.17 Views of a traditional hamlet at Palakau and house at Enai, taken during the Sudsee Expedition
of 1908 (from Nevermann 1933, plate 10). Note that the Palakau hamlet is set among large economic
trees of the arboricultural zone, with small house gardens adjacent.

THEMUSSAULANGUAGEAND
ITS EXTERNAL AFFINITIES

The language of Mussau has never been comprehen-
sively studied, although Chinnery (1925) collected a short
vocabulary and Nevermann's (1933) monograph con-
tains many terms.22 Blust (1984), a trained linguist who
specializes in Austronesian languages, was able to work

with several Mussau speakers resident in Manus, and
obtained a more extensive 570-word list, which allowed
him to make some specific assessments of synchronic
and diachronic phonology. Blust's work was sufficient
to establish that Mussau is an Austronesian language,
and part of the Oceanic subgroup. Blust (1978) felt that
there was little basis for subgrouping Mussau with the
languages of the Admiralty group (Manus), nor does it
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FIGURE 2.18 A contemporary village on Eloaua Island, showing a mix of sago-leaf thatched houses, and houses with
rough-cut planking and corrugated metal roofs. Like its predecessor shown in Figure 2.17, this hamlet is situated in
the arboricultural zone.

seem to fit well with any of the other first-order sub-
groups which Ross (1988) defined for the Near Oce-
anic region. It is clearly not a part of the New Ireland
group of languages. Ross (1988, 1989) was uncertain
about whether Mussau comprised a separate subgroup
or should be linked with the Admiralty cluster, although
he suggests that Mussau may represent, like the Admi-
ralty group, a separate first-order subgroup within the
Oceanic cluster. In his most recent overview of
Austronesian subgrouping, Ross says the following:

... the Admiralties family and the St Matthias group, are
each clearly defined by a set of innovations, and Proto-
Admiralty has been reconstructed ... The St Matthias
group may yet prove to be specifically associated with
the Admiralties family; it is not closely relat[ed] to its
southern neighbors on New Ireland (1995:89).

Ross (pers. comm., 1988) also has looked at the ques-
tion ofwhether there are any affnities with Micronesian
languages, and "noted that the very features that link
the Admiralties and Mussau also link both with
Micronesia." However, the evidence is not sufficient to
say whether these features are retentions, shared inno-
vations, or mutual borrowings.

If, after further linguistic study, Mussau does prove
to be a first-order (or even relatively high-order) sub-

group of Oceanic, this has significant implications for
culture history, given the putative linkage between the
earliest Lapita phase in Near Oceania and the emplace-
ment of the Proto-Oceanic dialect linkage.23 Alterna-
tively, if it proves to be related to the Admiralty cluster,
this could imply that there was originally a dialect link-
age between Manus and Mussau, which would be en-
tirely consistent with the archaeological evidence for
material exchange between these island groups.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

According to Chinnery (1925:205-6) Mussau societywas
divided into two exogamous groups, namedE Veli (with
the valusu pigeon as its totem), and Saitalai (with the sava
eagle as its totem). (We were given identical informa-
tion by Ave Male in 1985.) Chinnery provides a lengthy
list of subgroups under each of these main exogamous
divisions. Inheritancewas supposedly matrilineal (Chinnery
1925: 129). Chinnery uses the term "chief" to describe the
political leaders (the Mussau term is vau or vaum), but
does not say whether these positions were hereditary.

Mussau never seems to have been densely settled,
with population concentrated in small pockets here and
there. Parkinson (1907) thought the total population to
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be not more than 1,000, while Nevermann (1933:38)
based on his partial census of several villages, doubled
that estimate. Still, a population of only 2,000 in a group
of islands with a total land of area of 363 km2 gives an
approximate density of only - 5.5 persons/km2, a rather
low number in comparison with other parts of
Oceania.24

SETTLEMENTPATTERNS, LAND
USE, AND SUBSISTENCE

The settlement pattern observed in the early German
colonial period seems to have been one of dispersed
hamlets or small villages comprised of clusters of dwell-
ings, situated near the shore, and generally set among
groves of fruit and nut trees, not unlike the situation
today. Chinnery (1925:205) gives the term masiliki for
these hamlets. Referring to Emira, he adds that "for-
merly, it was said, large chief's houses, with carved posts,
occurred" (1925:147). Nevermann's photos of a ham-
let and house in Enai on Mussau Island are reproduced
here as Figure 2.17. These can be contrasted with the
contemporary settlement pattern and house types, as
seen in Figure 2.18.

Parkinson (1907) described the Mussau huts (called
ale) as "very prinmitive," with Pandanus-leaf thatched roofs
just high enough to allow one to stand upright. There
was no special sleeping place, but in each "there was a
hearth and beside it a little heap of stones the size of a
fist which are probably made hot for the purpose of
preparing food."

Taro (ast), bananas (uri), and breadfruit (ulu) were
the main starch staples, according to Parkinson (1907),
the first two crops grown in "extensive gardens" near
the villages. He notes that coconuts were sparse, espe-
cially on the offshore islands, but that there were more
of them on the SE side of Mussau Island. He saw nei-
ther dogs nor fowls; pigs were present but not numer-
ous on the small islands, but raised "in great numbers"
on the larger island. Nevermann (1933:83-107) elabo-
rates considerably on Parkinson's observations, although
again much of his text deals with material culture. He
confirms taro and banana as main staples, but also lists
a significant number of the tree crops by native name
(presumably the botanical identifications were unknown
to him), including tauno (Pometiapinnata), i (Inocarpus
fagiferus), aitabagi (Terminalia whitmoret), natu (Burckella
obokta), malai (Spondiasdukcis), ta (probablyDranomelon

dao), alinaca (Barrmngtonia magnfica), and ieri (Pandanus
kaernbachii).35 One aspect of arboriculture which was
evident in 1908, but which is now completely absent
due to the impact of missionization, is the cultivation
of betel nut (Areca catechu). The swidden cultivations
are also described, garden clearing being men's work,
while the planting, weeding, and harvesting was done
bywomen.

According to Nevermann (1933) the main animal
food was fish, including sharks and bonito, but other
flesh foods noted include cuscus, dolphins, birds, wood
maggots, grasshoppers, mussels, snails, and octopus. Pigs
were raised on both Mussau and Emira, and wild boar
hunted as well; pigs are said to have been eaten prima-
rily for festivals, when manywere consumed.

MATERIAL CULTURE

Nevermann (1933) describes and illustrates the mate-
rial culture ofMussau quite extensively, and there is no
need to repeat here a long list of objects. I will, how-
ever, comment on some items that are reflected in the
archaeological record; Figure 2.19 reproduces some of
Nevermann's illustrations of these specimens.

Of household equipment, Parkinson (1907) noted
wooden bowls and coconut shell water containers. Co-
conut scrapers consisted of a wooden stool-like arrange-
ment with a Cardium shell lashed to it, of which
Nevermann (1933:103-4) illustrates several variant ex-
amples. Ofsome interest, becausewe recovered archaeo-
logical examples from Site ECA, is a taro peeling knife
('taroschabemuschel') made from pearlshell with a
ground cutting edge (1933:106, fig. 52); such implements
are still used on Eloaua today. Parkinson (1907) also
mentions a kind of short pestle made of Tridacna shell.

Parkinson (1907) saw several kinds of fishing nets
(he gives the terms uben and kea for these), but says no
fishhooks were noticed. Nevermann (1933, fig. 31),
however, illustrates a few crude one-piece hooks of tor-
toise shell. Nevermann illustrates several kinds of fish
nets, poles, and spears, and some rather crude angling
hooks made of tortoise shell.

According to Parkinson (1907), all of the "axes"
(adzes, called iama) were made of Terebra shell, and he
explicitly notes that no adzes of stone or Tridacna were
seen. Nevermann (1933:117-20) concurs with this state-
ment, noting that TrMiacna adzes were, however, observed
on Tench Island. The apparent absence of Tridacna adzes
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FIGURE 2.19 Mussau artifacts collected by the SCudsee Expedition of 1908: (a) taro-peeling knife of pearl shell; (b)
Triton-shell trumpet; (c) obsidian 'knives'; (d) bone spatula; (e) Trochus-shell armband; (f) coconut grater; (g, h)
hafted adzes with shell blades.
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in Mussau is of note, because they do appear in the
archaeological record, althoughin late period sites Terebra
adzes are more common.

Parkinson (1907) reported that the Mussau men
wore no clothing, but that some of them covered the
glans penis with a Cypraea shell, "in exactly the same
way as they do in Manus." He gives the Mussau name
for this shell as bule. Nevermann (1933, fig. 22) illus-
trated a number of these shells, which had incised or
carved designs. Parkinson also mentions "rather crudely
ground armrings" (mare) of Trochus shell, worn by both
men and women, along with "small tortoise shell rings,
in the nostrils." The armrings are again illustrated by
Nevermann (1933, fig. 15), and we recovered examples
of these from post-Lapita period sites in Mussau. Of
particular note is the use of a backstrap loom on Emira
(but evidently not in Mussau), a technology most likely
introduced from Micronesia. (The loom is well illus-
trated by Nevermann [1933, plate 9].) The main woven
objects were a narrow belt worn for dancing, a loin cov-
eringworn bywomen, and a large mat for wrapping the
dead (Chinnery 1925:196).

Given the archaeological record of obsidian import-
ing and use in Mussau, Nevermann's comments
(1933:116) on obsidian "knives" (obsidianmesser) are
of some interest. He observed that obsidian was used
for shaving and for skinning animals, and gives a Mussau
word, palane, for these flakes. He says that the Mussau
people obtained these flakes by searching in the bush
or at the edge of the bush, particularly along the E coast
ofMussau Island (at Enai, Etasitel, and Etalat), and that
not all locations where obsidian could be found were
known to everyone.26 Since we know that obsidian does
not occur geologically in Mussau, this strongly suggests
that the Mussau people in Nevermann's time obtained
flakes by scouring the sites of old villages or hamlets.
This in turn raises the possibility that obsidian found in
some archaeological contexts (especially in the post-
Lapita period) could well have been recycled from ear-
lier occupation sites, and need not imply direct impor-
tation from an external source.

TPADEAND EXCHANGE

Given the extensive archaeological record for long-dis-
tance (external) exchange, especially in the Lapita pe-
riod, the ethnographic record of exchange or trade is
of some interest. Parkinson (1907) commented that ca-

noes he saw on the offshore islands were small, and not
adapted to open water voyaging; he estimates that the
largest might hold eight or ten people. But in a later
(1905) visit to the E coast of Mussau, he saw "big, well
made canoes which I had not observed on my previ-
ous visit. These magnificent barks, some ofthem up to
twenty-four meters in length, are carefully and not inar-
tistically carved and painted at both ends" (1907). These
he estimates could hold 30 to 40 people. Despite the
presence of these canoes, however, he says that the is-
landers are "not seafarers, and probably never leave their
coasts." However, Parkinson goes on to note that on
Emussau he was shown a spear from Manus, "a sign
that there is occasional communication with these West-
ern neighbors" (1907). Apparently the Emussau people
told him of five such visits from Manus people, noting
that they did not like to receive these visitors because
they were "warlike and quarrelsome." Parkinson also
relates a vague account ofimmigration "from the north,"
and noting the presence of a Micronesian type loom in
Emira, speculated on contacts from the Micronesian
region.

Nevermann (1933:163-78) treats "trade and com-
merce" in somewhat greater detail, although much of
his account deals with canoe technology. He concludes
that their canoes were not suitable for long sea trips
(although this may simply reflect his European bias),
and concludes that this is the reason that a regular trade
was never established withNew Hanover, despite inter-
visibility of these island groups. Nevermann goes on to
discuss local trade within the Mussau group, and be-
tween Mussau and Emira (1933:174-77). He notes that
on the main island most communication between vil-
lages was along the beach or by canoe, as the paths were
rough and limited. A main article of trade between the
S part of Mussau, where reefs are extensive, and the
NE coastal villages was dried seaweed, which thewomen
from the S villages would pack in baskets. Similarly, the
Malakat people in theN traded calabashes and strings
of wooden beads to those in the S (Enai). Other trade
goods mentioned are pigs, pig tusks, and Dasyurus teeth
for necklaces, red dye obtained from root (turmeric?),
taro corms, bananas, and fish. The Emira people traded
their loom-woven fiber belts, skirts, and mats to Mussau,
as well as carved spears. Chinnery reports that "in the
old days of trade with St. Matthias [Mussau], the people
ofE Mira distributed large numbers ofpais [belts] and
kaijo [loin coverings] in the way of exchange for the
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taro, pig, and betel nut brought by the St. Matthias trad-
ers" (1925:201). Nevermann implies that there were
quite formal exchange relationships between four vil-
lages of the E coast of Mussau and counterpart vil-
lages in Emir.

Regarding longer-distance relationships with other
island groups, Nevermann (1933:175-76) repeats some
of Parkinson's account regarding stories of a Manus
chief (Po Sin) who spent some time in Mussau before
returning to Manus by way ofNew Hanover. He also
recounts another story of a voyage by some people of
Eboliu Island, who around 1883 sailed to Manus to
present a festival.27 Since Nevermann had convinced
himself that the obsidian flakes found on Mussau were
of local origin, he discounted the possibility that they

had been derived through external trade, although he
notes that this was Hellwig's theory.

To sum up the limited data on trade and exchange
available from the earlyGerman colonial period, therewas
quite extensive and regularized trade among the various
villages and hamlets of the Mussau group itself, and
between certain communities in Mussau and Emira.
There are sufficient hints at connections with Manus to
also make it clear that the Manus group was well known
to the Mussau people, and that either Manus people
came to Mussau on occasion or vice versa (or both).
However, such contacts seem to have been more irregu-
lar and infrequent. Curiously, despite the fact that New
Hanover is visible from Mussau in clear weather, there
seems to have been no contact between these groups at all.

NOTES TO CHAPTER2

I There has been some inconsistency in the application of the
name "St. Matthias." Some authors (e.g., Nevermann 1933)
apply it to the combination of Mussau, Emira, and Tench,
which is the sense used here as well. Others (e.g., Chinnery
1925) use it as a synonym for Mussau. The name was given by
Dampierwho sighted the group on February 25, 1700, but did
not land.

2 I say "atoll-like" because strictly speaking they do not fit the
definition of an atoll, since they incorporate elevated reefs
(makatea) as well as unconsolidated sands (motu); moreover,
the origin of this atoll-like structure appears to be entirely as
a result of tectonic island-arc uplift, rather than through sub-
sidence.

I The Eloaua airstrip is not an officially maintained airfield,
and has no regular maintenance staff, radio, or navigational
facilities. In rainy weather landing on the field can be danger-
ous due to a thick mat of slick algae which has grown over
the crushed coral, making the plane's brakes largely ineffec-
tive! More than once we watched as the "scheduled" weekly
Talair plane overflew the runway, wagged its wings to indi-
cate the pilot's displeasure at the look of things, and turned
back for Kavieng without landing.

'I had hoped to excavate this shell midden during the 1988
season, but could not secure permission from the landhold-
ers.

5Hohnen (1978, fig. 25), although he does not deal with Mussau
specifically, depicts it as beingpart of a Quatemaryvolcanic arc
including the Tabar and Lihir islands. I am dubious of this,
because the volcanics ofthe latter are clearlymuch youngerthan
that of Mussau, and Tabar and Lihir also lack the massive
limestone capping that surrounds Mussau Island. It thus seems
more likely that Mussau had its origins in the same Tertiary
volcanic arc withNew Ireland and Manus. This is apparently
also the view ofExon et al. (1986:49). Only actual geological
fieldwork, of course, can resolve this matter.

6These samples were petrographically studied in thin-section
by Prof. William Dickinson, and will be discussed further in
relation to archaeological manuports in Volume Im.

7R. Herzenberg (in Thilenius 1927:440) also reported on a
single rock sample collected by the Siidsee Expedition in
Mussau in 1908, which he examined in thin section: "Das
Gestein ist epidotisierter Porphyr."

8Rainfall at the Kavieng Station (New Ireland) has a median
of 3,078 mm, with lowest and highest recorded annual fig-
ures of 1,631 and 4,865 mm respectively.

'In 1988, the islands had been suffering from several months
of drought when we arrived in early September. The effects
were immediately evident as the plane flew low over Eloaua,
and we could discern the parched condition of the second-
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ary forest on the limestone plateau. In the gardens, the greatest
impact was on the drylandtaro (Colocasia esculenta) crop, while
sweet potatoes and manioc suffered much less.

0Bleeker (1983:113) notes that on "coral terraces" rendolls
may grade into rhodudalfs and rhodustalfs, and these soil types
may also be present in Mussau.

11 These soils are essentially the same as those described from
the larger islets of Micronesian atolls, under the rubric "Arno
loamy sand" (Wiens 1962:345-46), in which there is a highly
organic layer, black to very dark gray when wet, which de-
rives its coloration in large part from anthropogenic input of
charcoal and ash.

1 While living on Eloaua, we used such a well to obtain water
for bathing and washing our kitchen implements; it was, how-
ever, slightly too brackish for our drinking needs.

13 In this work I acknowledge the help of Dana Lepofsky,
who did most of the plant collecting and pressing in 1988,
and whose vegetation surveys of Eloaua and Boliu islands
were especially useful in preparing this overview.

14 The Schadel Bay mangrove swamps are particularly noted
as the territory of the large salt-water crocodile, Crocodylus
porosus, and as such are shunned by Mussau people.

1"For an account of these creatures, and their ability to climb
coconut palms and thus obtain the nuts, see O'Brien (1922),
one of the classics of South Seas lore.

16 To the initiated, the rich, oily contents ofthe digestive pouch
(despite its rather disgusting appearance) are even more deli-
cious than the meat of claws and legs. One must be cautious,
however, that in catching or cooking a crab one does not
puncture the gut which runs through this pouch, or the con-
tents will be spoiled.

1' This I personally verified in a Chinese restaurant in Port
Moresby which serves crocodile meat sauteed in black bean
sauce. The particular crocodiles are raised commercially for
their flesh and skins, but I have no reason to think that the
wild flesh would be any less tasty.

18 Catterall thanks Mike Ritchie for help in all aspects of the
fieldwork, and Melissa Giese and Kenn Tews for assistance
with the production of the habitat map.

19 Fujimoto et al. (1996) have argued this mid-Holocene high
stand was followed by a -2 m low stand between - 3-1 kyr BP

201 am grateful to Holly McEldowney for securing for me a
xerox copy of this rare publication, which is so obscure that it
is not even listed in Taylor's comprehensivePaczficBibliography.

21 Whether the group had a pre-Lapita population, as has now
been demonstrated for Manus as well as New Ireland and
New Britain, remains an un-answered question.

22 There are evidently some differences between the speech
of Mussau and that of Emira, but whether these are only
slight dialectical differences as Chinnery (1925) maintained,
is not clearly established. Isolated Tench evidently has its own
distinct language.

231 I use the term "dialect linkage" here in the sense defined by
Ross (1995:46); others have used the term "dialect chain".

24 In this regard, Mussau reflects a widespread Near Oceanic
pattern oflow population density, which contrasts strikingly
with the situation in Remote Oceania. As I argue at greater
length elsewhere (Kirch 2000), these differences may, at least in
part, reflect the effects ofendemic malaria and other infectious
and debilitating disease in Near Oceania, which have continu-
ally suppressed population growth.

25 The Mussau names are as given by Nevermann (1933:83),
but without his complicated system of diacritical marks. I
have supplied the scientific binomials based on Lepofsky
(1992, table 1).

26 "Auf St. Matthias finden sie sich bei Enai, Etasitel, und
Etalat vor allem am Buschrande und auf Emir an einigen
Uferstellen und mitten im Busch" (1933:116).

27 "Um 1883 fuhren Eboliu-Leute nach der Erzahlung des
Dolmetschers Makiroar nach der Groflen Admiralitatsinel,
um dort zu einem Fest zugegen zu sein" (1933:175).
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CHAPTER 3

EXCAVATING THE MUSSAU
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD:

AN INTRODUCTION

PATRICK V. KIRCH

* During the course of our three expe-
ditions to Mussau, 13 archaeological
sites were excavated (Table 3.1), with
sample sizes ranging from a single 1

2 test as in sites EHN and EKL, up
to the 84 m2 excavated at Talepakemalai

(ECA), the largest Lapita site. Sites cho-
sen for excavation-on Eloaua, Emananus,

Boliu, Emussau, Enusagila, and Mussau is-
lands (Fig. 3.1)-include open shell middens,
rockshelters, and a cave site.' Although our research
objectives dictated that our primary focus would be on
sites containing Lapita pottery, six non-Lapita sites were
investigated in order to extend the definition of the
Mussau cultural sequence over the past two millennia.
Chapters 4 through 9 provide detailed excavation re-
ports for each of these 13 sites, describing site location
and geomorphological settings, stratigraphy, features,
cultural content, and chronology as determined by ra-
diocarbon dating. To avoid repetition, common aspects
of excavation strategy and methods are summarized
here; only procedures specific to individual sites are dis-
cussed in the appropriate excavation reports.

SAMPLING THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RECORD: SITE CHOICE AND
EXCAVATION STRATEGIES

Archaeologists make sampling decisions-both con-
sciously and unconsciously-at a hierarchy of levels
during the course of their field and laboratory investi-
gations. The choice of areas to be surveyed (and the
survey methods used), selection of sites for subsurface
testing and excavation, excavation strategy, recovery tech-
niques used and materials retained as well as discarded,
and decisions made in the laboratory regarding which
materials to study intensively and by what methods-all
of these impinge on the sample of the archaeological
record from which we ultimately draw our conclusions
and interpretations of the past. In the Mussau Project,
sampling decisions at each of these levels evolved over
the course of three field seasons, as our knowledge of
the local archaeological record expanded, and as our
research goals developed (see Chapter 1). When we com-
menced work in Mussau in 1985, the islands' archaeo-
logical recordwas virtuallyunknown. The extensiveECA
Lapita site had been tested by Egloff (1975; Bafmatuk
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TABLE 3.1 Features of Mussau archaeological site classes.

Site Class Lapita Non-Lapita Terebra-Shell Obsidian
Pottery Pottery Adzes

Open Sites
1 . Large shell middens A + - - +

2. Large shell middens B - +/- + +

3. Small shell midden scatters - - - +/-
Rockshelters +/- +/- +/- +

Explanation: + present; - absent; +/- may be present or absent in particular sites.

et al. 1980), who also reported the presence of a sec-
ond, smaller Lapita site on Eloaua Island (ECB). How-
ever, the size and extent of site ECA itself were un-
known, and the chronology of its occupation sequence
was controversial (see Chapter 4). Beyond these two
sites, a one week reconnaissance byJ. Allen andJ. Specht
in 1984-preparatory to the Lapita Homeland
Project-had recorded 16 new sites, although in most
cases the information obtained consisted of no more
than a map coordinate locality and a few brief lines of
description (Allen et al. [1984:8-11]; see also site inven-
tory forms in the Prehistory Section, PapuaNew Guinea
National Museum). For the most part, then, our 1985
season was carried out in archaeological terra incognita.

In 1985 and 1986, while excavating the ECA Lapita
site and testing the smaller ECB and EHB Lapita sites,
we also reconnoitered Eloaua, Emananus, Boliu, Ekaleu,
Emussau, and Ebolo islands, with brief forays onto the
main island of Mussau at Lomakunauru and Palakau.
We utilized informants' knowledge ofthe landscape by
inquiring about locations of old village sites, and about
localities where they had observed pottery, obsidian,
shell midden, or other cultural artifacts while gardening,
or hunting in the forest. When time permitted, we
walked the coastal terraces and interior portions of the
offshore islands looking for surface indications of sites.
By the close of the 1985 season, we had reached some
tentative generalizations concerning the surface archaeo-
logical record ofMussau. The archaeological landscape
appeared to consist of several primary kinds of sites:2
(1) open shell middens containing classic dentate-stamped
Lapita pottery, represented by sites ECA, ECB, and
EHB; (2) open shell middens with occasional non-Lapita
pottery sherds, or with pottery wholly absent, but with
Terebra-shell and Tridacna-shell adzes on their surfaces;

(3) small shell-midden and obsidian scatters, lacking
pottery or shell adzes; and (4) rockshelters and caves
situated in limestone escarpments. The first two classes
of sites were frequently spatially extensive, with areas
ranging from 1,000 up to 72,000 i2; these sites were
invariably found on the immediate coastal terraces, - 1-
2 m asl. The small shell and obsidian scatters, in con-
trast, usually covered only a few tens of square meters,
and were generally situated on the upraised, interior por-
tions of the islands (- 10-40 m asl), in terrain utilized
today for shifting cultivations.3 Rockshelters are not com-
mon in the areas surveyed, and their presence depends
upon the necessary geological conditions, such as verti-
cal escarpments in the upraised reef limestone, where
former wave-cut notches or solution caves produced
habitable spaces. It was also apparent by the close of
the 1985 season that other classes of archaeological fea-
tures-although common on some Pacific islands-
were wholly absent from the Mussau archaeological land-
scape. For example, there was no evidence of con-
structed stone architecture: no walls, stone-faced ter-
races, platforms, pavings, or other constructions that
could represent either habitation or agricultural activi-
ties. Rather, the cultural remains produced by past gen-
erations of islanders in Mussau were largely concen-
trated in a limited range of discrete, depositional envi-
ronments: primarily large coastal shell middens of both
Lapita and non-Lapita affiliation, and to a lesser extent
in smaller shell-midden scatters and in rockshelters. Some
of the key features of these major site classes revealed
during initial reconnaissance are summarized in Table
3.1. Our excavation strategies obviously had to be for-
mulated specifically for these kinds of depositional con-
texts.

This knowledge of the Mussau archaeological land-
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scape gained during our 1985 reconnaissance-ampli-
fied and refined by more intensive surface survey in the
1986 and 1988 seasons4-informed our choice of sites
to be excavated. Since our primary interest was the
"Lapita period,"5 it was necessary that all sites yielding
Lapita ceramics be investigated by subsurface sampling.
This was a main objective of both the 1985 and 1986
field seasons. It was also essential to set the study of the
Lapita period in Mussau within a broader temporal con-
text, by identifying depositional contexts pre-dating
Lapita (if these existed), as well as contexts bridging the
Lapita period sites with the ethnohistoric period. This
entailed subsurface sampling of open shell midden sites
lacking Lapita pottery, as well as rockshelter deposits.
Sampling of potential non-Lapita sites began during
the 1986 season, with the testing of several caves and
rockshelters (sites EHM, EHN, EKO, EKP, EKQ) as
well as the EKS and EKU open midden sites.6 During
the 1988 expedition, further sampling of non-Lapita
sites became a major objective, with excavations at the
EKE, EHK, and EKL shell midden sites (Table 3.2).

In sum, at the first level of sampling-decision mak-
ing-that of site choice for excavation-we were guided
by two main considerations: (1) the nature of the ar-
chaeological landscape and of depositional contexts as
informed by reconnaissance and intensive survey, and
(2) our specific research goals. The focus on Lapita re-
sulted in a greater emphasis on sites containing Lapita
pottery, but the sample of six non-Lapita sites also pro-
vided valuable information on the later prehistoric pe-
riod.

Having selected sites for subsurface investigation, a
second level of sampling decisions involved excavation
strategy. Here again, both the nature of the archaeologi-
cal landscape as well as specific research objectives came
into play. To a certain extent, each site had to be taken
on its own terms, and the particular excavation strategy
and procedures employed are discussed in the site re-
ports that follow (Chapters 4 to 9). However, all exca-
vations were guided by several common strategic goals:
(1) to determine the geomorphological context respon-
sible for a site's depositional history; (2) to determine
the depth and nature of cultural deposits, and where
feasible, the spatial boundaries and areal extent of the
site; and (3) to define micro-stratigraphic and deposi-
tional history. For certain sites, a fourth goal was also
defined, to assess the nature of internal patterning or
differentiation in cultural content.

For the large shell middens, these research objec-
tives were best addressed through the use of a systematic
transect excavation strategy, in which 1-m2 excavation
units were excavated along transect lines carefully posi-
tioned in relation to geomorphological features and to
surface archaeological distributions.7 The use of system-
atic transects is also effective in defining site boundaries
and in providing an overview of stratigraphic varia-
tion. This systematic transect strategy had been used by
me in previous archaeological studies on Tikopia (Kirch
and Yen 1982), on Niuatoputapu (Kirch 1988a), and in
the Manu'a Islands (Xirch et al. 1990; Kirch and Hunt,
eds., 1993) in coastal beach-ridge and terrace environ-
ments, and its application in Mussau was based on these
prior experiences. The cave and rockshelters required
different strategies, usually of deep vertical tests within
the level floor areas with their concentrated deposits.
Likewise, once we had discovered the presence of wa-
ter-logged, anaerobically preserved wooden post ar-
chitecture in theECA Site, our excavation strategy was
modified to include areal exposures in order to expose
a large contiguous area of deposit.

EXCAVATION METHODS

All of the excavations carried out during the Mussau
Project followed standard methods and techniques.
Horizontal metric grid control was established prior to
the beginning of an excavation, and sites were mapped
either with compass-and-tape, or with the aid of a Leitz
telescopic level and stadia rod. Elevation profiles were
taken along key transects, and correlated to sea-level
through the use of elevation readings with the aid of a
tide chart.9 On large shell midden sites, a datum peg
was established, and excavation units were designated
with a coordinate system; e.g., a unit designated
W250N150 would be situated 250 mW and 150 mN
of the site datum.

Excavation always proceeded by "natural" stratig-
raphy, that is, by sedimentary units ofdeposition. How-
ever, if a natural stratum proved to be fairly thick (e.g.,
more than about 10 cm) it was usually sub-divided into
two or more levels. The level is thus the minimal unit of
vertical control in our excavations. A single level may or
may not correspond to a stratigraphic layer, depending
upon whether the latter was subdivided into more than
one level. However, levels never cross stratigraphic
boundaries.
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TABLE 3.2 Summary of Mussau excavations, 1985-1988.

Island Locality

Eloaua Talepakemalai

Eloaua Etakosarai

Site Site Type

ECA Open midden

ECB Open midden

1
areal ex.

1985, 86 Transect

Emananus Etapakengaroasa

Eloaua
Eloaua
Eloaua
Mussau
Mussau
Emussau
Mussau
Boliu

Eatulawana
Epakapaka

Sinakasae

Eloaua
Enusagila
TOTAL

EHB Open midden

EHM
EHN
EKO
EKP
EKQ
EKS
EKU
EKE

Cave
Rockshelter
Rockshelter
Rockshelter
Rockshelter
Open midden
Open midden
Open midden

EHK Open midden
EKL Open midden

The main tool used to excavate was the Marshailtown
trowel,10 aided by whisk brooms and paint brushes for
fine work. Excavated sediment was transferred to buck-
ets using plastic dust pans, and the bucket contents then
sieved (see Recovery Methods, below). Artifacts found
in situ were three-dimensionally plotted; all other mate-
rials were provenienced by unit and level, with each lot
or item numbered sequentially within each level. Thus
the field code ECA/W250N150/6/42 would refer to
the 42nd item or lot1" recovered from level 6 of unit
W250N150 in Site ECA. Vertical control was main-
tained either by recording the depth below surface, bs,
(from theSW corner ofthe unit), or by measuring depth
with telescopic level and stadia rod and converting this
to depth below site datum. During and after excava-

tion, a photographic record was made using both black-
and-white and color 35-mm film. Upon the comple-
tion of excavation, at least one stratigraphic profile of
each unit was drawn at 1:10 scale, and the layers de-
scribed according to a standard set of criteria, includ-
ing grain-size, lithology, color (Munsell system), struc-

ture, nature of stratigraphic boundaries, and so forth.
Sediment samples were taken from selected stratigraphic
profiles for laboratory analyses of grain-size and other

characteristics. Sediment sampling followed the proce-
dures outlined by Stein (1985, 1987).12

Certain terms widely used in archaeological par-

lance nonetheless vary considerably in their definitions,
and therefore we wish to be explicit regarding their
meaning in these monographs:

Grid Unit (or simply, unit): the horizontal unit of
control, a lxl m block. Units may be further specified
as test units or transect units.

Level: the vertical unit of control within a unit. Lev-
els never cross natural stratigraphic boundaries, although
theymay be of artificially defined thickness within natu-

ral strata. This was necessary sometimes to subdivide a

thick deposit for purposes of vertical control." Levels
are numbered with Arabic numerals from top to bot-
tom.

Layer: a natural sedimentary and depositional stra-

tum, defined in terms of lithology, structure, grain-size,
color, boundary contacts, and similar criteria. One layer
may correspond to one or more levels. Layers are num-

bered with roman numerals from top to bottom; fa-
cies distinctions are sometimes designated with letters
(e.g., Layer IA).

Analytic Zone: an aggregate of levels across two or

Year Dug Method Area
2)

1m)

985, 86, 88 Transect, 84

Periods
Represented
Lapita

1 9 Lapita

9 Lapita1985, 86

1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1988

1988
1988

Transect

Test pits
Test pit
Test pits
Trench
Test pits
Test pits
Transect
Transect

Transect
Test pit

3
1

2.5
5
2

4

5

19

5

159.5

Lapita
Lapita
Lapita
Post-Lapita
Lapita
Post-Lapita
Post-Lapita
Lapita to
Post-Lapita
Post-Lapita
Histonc
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more units, combined for purposes of analysis and re-
porting of cultural content. Levels combined into an
analytic zone are regarded as being chronologically and
stratigraphically equivalent. Analytic zones are designated
with capital letters, from top to bottom; subzones are
numbered with numeric subscripts.

RECOVERY TECHNIQUES AND BIASES

Although in a few regions of the world archaeological
sites continue to be excavated without screening, most
prehistorians would not dream of digging into the earth
without also passing their loosened dirt through a sieve.
The object ofthis time-consuming task, obviously, is to
recover artifacts and other culturally deposited materi-
als not detected during the process of digging itself.
Yet, as a spate of experimental studies have demon-
strated, the mere application of screening in-and-of-
itself does not assure a high rate of recovery, and vari-
ous factors including mesh size, use of water, and me-
chanical actions, can significantly affect recovery rates.
Moreover, the use of different screening techniques ei-
ther within a single site, or between sites, can thwart
inter-site comparability. Butler (1988) and Nagaoka
(1988) have discussed such problems of non-compa-
rability of faunal data sets from various Lapita sites,
resulting from a variety of screening methods and mesh
SZS14sizes.4
As the Mussau Project progressed, we became in-

creasingly concerned with the problems of recovery
and sample bias, especially after Butler (1988) and
Nagaoka (1988) undertook systematic reviews of the
Lapita faunal evidence prior to the 1988 expedition. In
1985, we had little choice in recovery methodology,
because the screening equipment had been provided in
advance by the organizers of the LHP. We were sup-
plied with several sieves of 7mm and 5 mm mesh, and
a single sieve of 3 mm mesh.15 We used the 5 mm mesh
as much as possible, taking control samples with the 3
mm mesh to determine whether there was significant
size bias in the assemblages retained by the 5 mm sieves.
These tests indicated that the 5 mm mesh sieves were
retaining most ofthe small faunal remains, as well as all
potsherds and obsidian flakes, and in 1986 we there-
fore equipped ourselves with a number of new 5 mm
mesh sieves, as well as additional 3 mm sieves.16 In 1986,
we also initiated the regular use of wet-sieving at the
ECA Site and, where feasible, at other sites (such as

EKS and EKQ).
We remained concerned about possible bias in the

dominant use of 5 mm mesh in our excavations, how-
ever, and at the urging of Virginia Butler conducted
additional comparative sieve tests in 1988 (see Volume
II). Butler's analysis of faunal suites recovered through
the 5 and 3 mm meshes revealed no statistically signifi-
cant differences between the fish remains recovered;
we are thus satisfied that our screening methodology
has not introduced significant bias into our assemblages.
For persons working with the Mussau Project collec-
tions in the future, a database has been compiled indi-
cating mesh size, and use of wet or dry sieving, for all
units and levels of all sites. Thus sampling decisions can
be made explicitly on the basis of recovery technique.

During the 1988 season, we devoted substantial time
and labor to the systematic subsampling of every unit
and level excavated at the ECA Site with 1-liter bulk
sediment samples, which were both floated and fine-
sieved through 0.125-inch mesh to recover minute flo-
ral and faunal materials. This labor-intensive workyielded
only marginal improvements in recovery rates, but re-
assured us that our main sieving techniques were not
yielding biased results.

Recovery is affected not only by excavation and
screening methods, but by what is retained for analysis
and further study. I determined early on that we would
save for analysis 100% of all cultural materials retained
in whatever sieve size was being utilized, for every ex-
cavated unit.17 This procedure reflects the view that ex-
cavation itself is already an act of sampling a universe
(the site) of unknown-but almost certainly not ran-
dom-distribution, and that apriori sub-sampling for
faunal remains or other particular classes of material
would only lessen our ability to understand site struc-
ture. We thus concur with Leach and Leach (1979) in
their stated justification for collecting "massive residues"
from excavations at Palliser Bay, New Zealand:

this approach was adopted in the belief that the analysis
of cultural samples will only reveal information about
the samples and not the population from which they
derive. Cultural evidence is not distributed randomly;
therefore, random sampling will not reveal cultural
distributions (1979:5).

The wisdom of saving all cultural materials retained
by the sieving operations was questioned by team mem-
bers more than once as-already exhausted by a long
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day of digging in the tropical heat and humidity-we
worked long into the night sorting, weighing, and count-
ing staggering quantities of shell midden. Indeed, the
processing of invertebrate midden materials consumed
a large amount oftime and labor; at theECA Site alone,
we processed 1.43 metnrc ton of shell midden during the
three seasons.

Although 100% of all excavated and sieved cul-
tural materials were returned to the field laboratory,
budget restrictions dictated that onlysome materials could
be shipped to the United States, for study and curation.
Thus, sampling decisions again had to be made to ana-
lyze under field conditions certain classes of cultural
materials which would then be discarded. The follow-
ing classes of materials were retained for permanent
curation: (1) non-ceramic artifacts; (2) diagnostic sherds,
as well as large representative samples of plain body
sherds;18 (3) vertebrate faunal remains; and (4) paleobo-
tanical remains except for unmodified wood and co-
conut endocarp (found in site ECA only), which were
sampled. Procedures for processing invertebrate faunal
materials varied from site to site, and will be discussed
in Volume II. Minimally, shell midden from each level
was bulk weighed prior to discarding. For a large num-
ber of units, shell midden was first sorted to taxonomic
class, each class being weighed individually. During the
1988 field season, this procedure was extended by also
counting shell MNI for individual taxa, and by taking
extensive series of individual shell measurements (see
Volume II).

RECORDING SCHEMES
AND DATABASES

The field and laboratory recording schemes and data-
bases used by archaeologists in the complex process of
converting an in situ depositional context of cultural
materials-asite-to a curated "archaeological record" are
not trivial matters, for such systems of recording, index-
ing, and retrieving data impose a certain structure by their
very existence.'9 The importance of standardized record-
ing procedures was recognized by the organizers of the
1985 Lapita Homeland Project, who provided all field
teams with pre-printed excavation recording forms, in
self-carbon duplicate sets. The intent was that each field
team would retain the top copy, submitting the dupli-
cate to the Australian National University, where data
would be coded and entered into a LHP-wide data-

base using the MINARK software program."
For the 1986 and 1988 expeditions, we modified

the field recording forms, with improvements based
on our 1985 experience. The "level form," an example
of which is shown in Figure 3.2, provides the primary
record for each excavated level. The sheet records pro-
venience data, sieve size and wet/dry recovery data,
whether depth was recorded below datum or below
surface, start and end depths for the level, diagrams of
all features at the start and end of excavation, descrip-
tions of sediment, recovered finds, etc., and a listing of
all objects provenienced by x, y, and z (depth) coordi-
nates. These forms were kept on a clipboard and filled
out by the excavator. In addition, the site director and
supervisors maintained daily logs, and recorded strati-
graphic profiles of excavated units in standardized
bound field notebooks.2" In addition, three preprinted
forms were used to assist in processing and recording
of excavated materials in the field laboratory: (1) The
first was a "small finds form" on which the washed
and sorted pottery sherds from each level were enu-
merated according to sherd type (rims, body sherds,
etc.) and decorative technique (these sets of classes were
not mutually exclusive). Also recorded on the small finds
sheet were data on coral oven stones, and on worked
shell debris (chipped Trochus and Conus shell detritus from
the manufacture of shell artifacts) determined during
the processing of shell midden. (2) The second form
recorded weight and NISP/MNI counts of mollusks.
(3) The third form (used in 1988 only) recorded stan-
dard measurements on individual midden shells. Ex-
amples of these field laboratory forms are illustrated in
Figure 3.2.

Upon our return from the field, finds were un-
packed and checked against the level and small finds
forms, catalog numbers written on all objects with in-
delible ink, and the following standard data set was
coded for entry into the computer database: (1) item
code, or catalog number, based on the site/unit/level
provenience; (2) item type, whether artifact, faunal or
floral sample, or other material; (3) raw material; (4)
class (e.g., rim sherd, flake, adz, or specific taxon in the
case of floral and faunal materials); (5) count (1 in the
case of individual artifacts); (6) weight (in grams); and
(7) a free-form comments field. These data fields were
coded not only for all excavated artifacts, but for all
floral and faunal materials (including those discarded in
the field), and other kinds of samples.
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The software and hardware utilized for this Mussau
Project Database have changed several times over the
life of the Project, reflecting the rapid changes in com-
puter technology during the mid-1980s to late 1990s. A
prototype of the database with over 14,000 entries was
developed at UC Berkeley using the UNIX platform
of the Quantitative Anthropology Laboratory. Data
entry was conducted mainly with two networkedSUN
3/50 workstations in the Oceanic Archaeology Labo-
ratory; the database software used was Sybase SQL.
While SQL software is powerful, it also has a steep
learning curve. Furthermore, the multi-user environment
was frequently over-taxed, resulting in delays of up to
45 minutes for complex relational queries of the data-
base. In 1991, therefore, as data analysis was in full swing,
we transferred the database (which now exceeded
16,000 records) to a stand-alone 386-processor 33-MHz
PC, with a math coprocessor and a 120 MB hard disk.
The new database software chosen was Borlan's PARA-
DOX for DOS. This software proved much easier for
the laboratory staff to learn, while continuing to allow
completely relational queries. Although this dedicated
machine was, in theory, slower than the SQL server,
independence from the over-taxed network environ-
ment meant that all queries could be accomplished in a
matter of minutes. Furthermore, data were readily trans-

ported to Borlan's QUATTRO-PRO spreadsheet pro-
gram, which provided a variety of basic statistical rou-
tines and graphical displays. For more complex statisti-
cal analyses, we used the SPSS and SAS software pack-
ages. More recently, given rapid improvements in the de-
sign and costs ofPC computers, we upgraded this con-
figuration to a Pentium II-processor PC computer
(233 MHz, 64MB, 6.4GB), with the software also up-
graded to PARADOX 7 for Windows.

The final configuration ofthe Mussau Project Data-
base is diagrammed in Figure 3.3. The core of the data-
base is theMUSSAU.DB table, which includes a total of
22,727 records representing some 231,874 individual arti-
facts, faunal and floral remains, radiocarbon samples, and
other materials. Each record in the MUSSAU.DB table
consists of entries for: (1) item code, or catalog number;
(2) item type; (3) raw material; (4) class; (5) count; (6) weight;
and (7) free-form comments. Linkedtables (e.g.,CLASSDB,
RAW.DB, SITE.DB, ZONE.DB, SITENAME.DB, and
MOLCLASS.DB) provide additional dataon analytic zones
and extended labels. Detailed provenience data are linked
to MUSSAU.DB by the special tables OFFSET.DB and
XYZ.DB while information on sieve sizes and wet/dry
sieving methods for all units and levels are provided in the
SIEVE.DB table. In addition to the main MUSSAU.DB
database table, the project database also includes several

FIGURE 3.3 Structure of the Mussau database system.
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eciaizeddata analysis tables, includingMUSCERAMDB
andECASHRD.DB which provide ceramic analysis data,
andFISHECA.DB and OBSID.DB which provide data
on fishbones and obsidian.

It is our intention that the computerized database

created for the Mussau Project should become a part
of the permanent archival record of our excavations
and analyses. Copies of the database have been depos-
ited with the Archaeological Research Facility at the
University of California, Berkeley.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

All sites have been labled with the site designation system in
use by the National Museum of PapuaNew Guinea. In this
system, the initial letter "E" stands forNew Ireland Province,
while the second and third letters indicate the individual site,
beginning with "AA" for the first site record (EAA, thus being
the first site reported forNew Ireland Province).

2In his preliminary report on archaeological investigations in
the Arawe Islands, Gosden (1989, 1991a) questions the basic
notion ofthe archaeological site: "the last 10 years have seen a
shift towards the analysis of regional artefact distributions as a
whole, rather than a concentration solely on the archaeological
'hot spots' defined as sites" (1991:205). While I agree with
Gosden that it is essential to take a 'regional'-as well as geo-
morphologically informed-approach to archaeological land-
scapes, the fact remains that in both Mussau and the Arawe
islands (as in much ofthe Bismarcks), 99% of the archaeologi-
cal record is concentrated in 'hot spots' with discrete bound-
aries. Sites do exist, despite the fact that they need to be concep-
tually and analytically seen as components of larger archaeologi-
cal landscapes. The apparent reality of sites in the Arawe Islands
is evident in Gosden's own report, for in spite of his theoretical
discussion, Gosden proceeds to use the 'site' as his primary
conceptual unit.

I Many ofthese shell scatters were identified by informants as
former locations oftemporary garden houses, with ages ofno
more than a few decades.

4In all, we have formally recorded 29 sites, primarily on the SW,
coral limestone islands of Eloaua, Emananus, Emussau, Boliu,
Ebolo, Ekaleu, Ebanalu, and Enoanaulu. While we do not
claim to have discovered or recorded every small shell midden
scatter on these islands, we believe that most large open shell
midden deposits have been identified. However, on the main
island ofMussau our survey remains limited to reconnaissance

of a few areas, primarily at Lomakunauru, Roitano, the coast S
of Palakau, and the Tanaliu area in theNWpart ofthe island.

I I define this term minimally as the period of time during
which pottery of Lapita style, in the sense ofMead et al. (1975),
was produced and used.

6 Some of these did prove to have Lapita occupation compo-
nents.

7For example, as most ofthe open shell middens were situated
on coastal terraces, the transects were usually oriented so as to
bisect the terrace, providing an array of excavation and strati-
graphic samples that cross-cut the geomorphological features
of the site.

I I cannot overly stress the effectiveness ofthe systematic transect
strategy for the first phase of subsurface sampling at ECA, for
it was this strategy that led to the discovery of the waterlogged
Area B deposits. The failure of Egloff and his colleagues to
discover this key part of the ECA Site, in contrast, is largely a
reflection of their use of a strategy confined to the testing of
surface midden concentrations, and not informed by a geomor-
phological analysis ofthe site.

9We used theNOAA tide chart (NOAA 1987), with our tidal
information based on Truk Island Publon Harbor), applying
the necessary temporal and height correction factors stipulated
forEmirau (station 3089;NOAA 1988:331). By recording the
time at which sea level readings were made, and by checking this
with multiple readings at different times and on different days,
it was possible to tie our site elevation profiles to modem mean
sea level with a minimal error factor.

lOIn 1985, the experience of having cheaply manufactured, riv-
eted trowels break one after another convinced me that the
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slight cost of shipping Marshalltown trowels (the long-stand-
ing tool ofchoice in North American excavations) toPNG was
worth the expense.

11 The term "lot" refers to a set of items of the same class, e.g.,
a group of plain body sherds, or of obsidian flakes.

12 We also took control sediment samples along two modern
beach slopes where the depositional environment was known,
for comparison with the archaeological samples; see Chapter 4
for details.

13Because our 1985 excavations were undertaken as a part ofthe
Australian-organized LHP, we fell into the habit of referring to
levels as "spits," using the OldWorld term common in Austra-
han archaeological jargon. Our field forms likewise use the term
"spit." In this monograph, however, we exclusively use the
more common American term "level."

14 Screen mesh sizes reported in the literature as having been
applied on Lapita sites include: 10-12mm (Liley 1986), 9 mm
(Best 1984), 7.1 mm (Best 1984), 6 mm (Liley 1986), 5 mm
(Green 1986, Best 1984; Kirch 1987a), 2.5 mm (Best 1984), 1/
2" (Gifford and Shutler 1956), and 1/4" (Kirch and Yen 1982:
Kirch 1988a). Other excavators have not bothered to report
screen mesh size at all (e.g., Poulsen 1968).

15 The single 3 mm sieve was unfortunately in poor condition,
and broke before the end of the field season.

16 In North America, mesh sizes of 1/4" and 1/8" are routinely
used, with most zooarchaeologists insisting that the 1/8" mesh
is essential to avoid bias toward larger elements in faunal as-
semblages. The 5 mm sieves we used in Mussau are slightly

finer than 1/4" (being approximately 3/16"), while the 3 mm
sieves are slightly finer than 1/8".

17 By "cultural materials," we mean anything not obviously
deposited in the site by natural processes. Cultural materials
therefore includes not only ceramic sherds, lithic flakes, and all
other classes of artifacts sensu strictu, but coral oven stones,
non-local stone manuports, vertebrate and invertebrate faunal
materials, and preserved plant remains.

18 Diagnostic sherds include rims, carinations, bases, and any
sherd bearing decoration. 100% of plain body sherds from
both the 1985 and 1986 excavations were saved, but only repre-
sentative samples of plain body sherds from the 1988 season at
ECA.

19 Some30-plus years excavating experience has convinced me
of the importance of formal recording procedures in archaeo-
logical excavation. Depending solely upon "free-form" note
taking is a certain recipe for ensuring that important data will be
lost. This does not by any means lessen the value of free-form
observations, which are to be encouraged by all participants,
but which should in my view be in addition to formally struc-
tured records.

20Regrettably, this well-planned scheme did not materialize,
through no fault of the organizers, as some team directors did
not use the pre-printed forms, and funds were not available for
data coding and computer entry.

21 We used the excellent "Anthropology Field Notebook" de-
signed and published by the staff of the Bishop Museum in
1974. These books, hardbound with 47 leaves, are printed on
water-proofpaper, have recto pages in metric graph paper (suit-
able for 1:10 section drawings), and verso pages in two ruled
columns.
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CHAPTER 4

THREE LAPITA VILLAGES:
EXCAVATIONS AT TALEPAKEMALAI (ECA), ETAKOSARAI (ECB),
AND ETAPAKENGAROASA (EHB), ELOAUA AND EMANANUS ISLANDS

PATRICK V. KIRCH

From - 1500 sc until sometime in the
; early-first millennium Bc, three villages

stood on the shores of Eloaua and
Ä1 i { 1 Emananus islands, each visible to the

k\ others. One, to which we have given
/X, Ai the contemporary Mussau place-name

of Talepakemalai (and the formal PNG
site designation ECA), at times covered as

much as 82 ha or more and was made up of
numerous stilt or pole-houses built out over a shallow
reef flat. The other two, whichwe call Etakosarai (ECB)
and Etapakengaroasa (EHB), were much smaller-mere
hamlets really. These three settlements are among the
earliest and the most westerly of any Lapita sites known
in Near Oceania, and thus are of critical importance in
our emerging knowledge of the Lapita cultural com-
plex and its significance for Oceanic prehistory.

This chapter presents the detailed results of exca-
vations conducted at these sites from 1985 to 1988. My
emphasis here is on aspects of stratigraphy, depositional
sequence, spatial and stratigraphic distributions of ma-
terial culture, and chronology. Analyses of faunal and
floral remains recovered from these sites are reported

on in Volume II of this monograph series, while the
ceramics and portable artifacts-as well as an interpre-
tive overview of the sites-will be the subject of Vol-
ume III.

THE TALEPAKEMALAI SITE (ECA)

Talepakemalai has a distinctive history in the annals of
Lapita archaeology. When the LHP was conceived in
1983-84, ECA was the earliest and the most westerly
Lapita site known, making it of obvious importance to
the Project's objectives. The discovery-early duringthe
1985 field season-of extensive waterlogged deposits
with preserved stilt-structure posts was the first indica-
tion that Lapita settlements had included pole dwellings
situated over reef flats, raising new issues of survey
design and sampling. The 1985 excavations yielded an
unprecedented array of ceramics and non-ceramic ob-
jects, and the 1986 season added numerous well-pre-
served macrobotanical remains indicative of extensive
arboriculture (Kirch 1989). Talepakemalai, with an area
in excess of 82,000 m2, remains the largest Lapita site
on record (Kirch 1997:167), and its various deposits
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span atime range from the mid-second millennium until
the early-first millennium BC. Over this time span Lapita
pottery changed radically, so that the early assemblages,
rich in finely executed dentate-stamped vessels, might
hardly be seen as a part of the same tradition as the
later pottery, characterized by large, globular jars with
incised decorations and notched rims. Yet the ceramic
progression is particularly well documented at
Talepakemalai, making this site a key to the interpreta-
tion of the Lapita ceramic sequence in the Bismarck
Archipelago.

THE SETTING

Talepakemalai occupies the larger part of a coastal ter-
race of unconsolidated calcareous sands forming an
isthmus between theN and S upraised limestone blocks
of Eloaua Island (Fig. 4.1). This sandy terrain lies - 1-
2.36m asl, with the higher ground situated away from
the present shoreline and closer to the edge of the S
upraised limestone block. The history of the site's dis-
covery is described below, and resulted from the con-
struction of a small-plane landing strip across the wid-
est part of this coastal terrace (see also Chapter 1). An
aerial view of this part of Eloaua Island is shown in
Figure 4.2.

The geomorphology of the unconsolidated sand
flats within which Talepakemalai is situated offers sig-
nificant clues to the depositional history and formation
ofthe site. Fortunately, the airstrip running across this
part of Eloaua Island provided an ideal transect from
lagoon shore to seaward shore, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Walking this transect in 1985, I recognized that a series
of alternating depressions and ridges along both shore-
lines were probable indicators of former beaches, evi-
dence for coastal progradation. lt also became appar-
ent that the central part of this transect, on which the
aircraft landing strip itself had been situated, was some-
what higher than the modern beach terraces.1 In order
to obtain precise elevation data on these topographic
features, I surveyed several elevation transects across
the coastal plain using a Leitz telescopic level and stadia
rod; selected transect profiles are shown in Figure 4.3.
As can be seen in the diagram, the modern beach ridges
on the seaward and lagoon shores stand at - 1 m asl.2
Inland of the modern beach terrace, however, one rises
up onto a slightly higher terrace, which stands between
1.8-2.35 m asl.

I realized early on during the 1985 season that this
somewhat higher terrace most likely represented a
paleobeach ridge that had formed in relation to a some-
what higher sea level than at present. My reasoning was
based on the assumption that unless there had been a
major change in local reef topography and/or coastal
wave energy regimes, the - 1 m differential between
high water and beach ridge should have pertained in the
past as well as at the present. Thus the - 2m asl terrace
was likely to have formed at a time when the local sea
level was - + 1 m higherthan at present. This hypothesis
fit well with what we knew about a + 1-1.5 m higher
sea level in the mid-Holocene, as described in Chapter
1. Moreover, as we began to plot the distribution of
surface pottery sherds over the cleared transect of the
airstrip, we discovered that these archaeological remains
were found almost exclusively on the higher, paleobeach
ridge and terrace.

This slightly higher, central part ofthe Talepakemalai
Site, through which the airplane landing strip was cut
and which corresponds to the area of surface pottery
and shell midden distribution, is coveredwith a degraded,
second-growth vegetation dominated by Pandanus
tectonius,Moinda citnfolia, andMacaranga sp., alongwith
low shrubs, ferns, and grasses. This degraded scrub con-
trasts markedly with the dense climax forest bordering
the site on theN and covering part of the waterlogged
zone (e.g., theN end ofthe W250 transect). WorldWar
II aerial photos of Eloaua show the distinctly degraded
Pandanus scrub occupying the same area as today.3 This
second-growth vegetation pattern is the result of short-
fallow cultivation by the Eloaua villagers, who regularly
cut and burn root-crop gardens here (particularly of
Dioscorea yam and sweet potato, with some taro). They
regard the dark loamy soil found in this area as espe-
cially fertile, prized for gardening.4 In fact, the dark loam
is an anthropogenic soil, consisting of an extensively
reworked Lapita midden deposit, heavily enriched with
finely dispersed charcoal, bone, shell, and other organic
matter (see Chapter 2). How long the ECA Site has
been gardened in this manner cannot be determined,
although thorough chumning ofthe cultural deposit over
the higher portions ofthe site, and the small, fragmented
and worn potsherds suggest that such gardening on the
site has a long antiquity. Utilization of anthropogenic
midden soils for root-crop cultivation is not unique to
Eloaua, and is a regular occurrence throughout theSW
Pacific.5 The ECA situation is paralleled, for example,
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FIGURE 4.2 Aerial view of part of Eloaua Island, showing the small plane runway which cuts across the ECA Site,
and was responsible for its initial discovery in 1973.

by the Lapita occupation zone on Niuatoputapu Island
in Tonga (Kirch 1988a:38-41) where an identical an-
thropogenic midden soil is regarded by the island's in-
habitants as the best edaphic environment for the culti-
vation ofDioscorea esculenta yams.

Being prime agricultural land, theECA Site area is
subdivided into a number of discrete, named land sec-
tions, held by different clans. Five land section names
were given to me byAve Male: Talevungateo (7ok Pisin
translation, 'placeem igatwada'), Etanamakapa ('olgeta
kaikaipinis'), Talepongakosa (.liklik hill longgraun'),
Taleliubua (no translation obtained), and Talepakemalai
(.olestapundadispeladiwainam belongemmala?; the malai
tree is the vi-apple, Spondias dulcis). The Talepakemalai
tract, belonging to Male's clan, includes that part ofthe
ECA Site where we focused our excavations (Areas A,
B, and C). We have therefore appropriated this garden
toponym as the name for the site, although strictly speak-

ing it applies only to the N-central portion of the entire
ECA Site area.

SITE DISCOVERYAND PRIOR EXCAVATIONS

As is sometimes the case in archaeology, the discovery
of Talepakemalai resulted from a succession of seren-
dipitous incidents. In 1973, the S.D.A. mission com-
menced clearing of a small aircraft-landing strip on
Eloaua Island to allow-for the first time-access to
Mussau by air, in this case by the mission's single-engine
plane. A small gas-powered tractor equipped with a
rear-mounted grader blade was shipped to the island
to assist the islanders in leveling the ground for the air-
strip. After clearing the scrub brush along a 3040 m
wide strip across the island, and following minor grad-
ing and leveling with the tractor, the airfield surfacewas
paved with a layer of crushed coral limestone obtained
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FIGURE 4.3 Elevation profiles across the ECA Site, showing geomorphic features associated with the mid-Holocene
higher sea level. (A) E-W profile across Eloaua Island; (B) N-S profile through the central part of the ECA Site.

from a small quarry at the foot of the first uplifted
terrace escarpment.6 During the clearing and leveling
operations, "broken pots and some bones were un-

covered and noticed by villagers working on the
project" (Egloff 1975:15).

At the same time that the SDA airstrip was under
construction, Brian Egloff of the PNG National Mu-
seum and Art Gallery made a trip to Mussau "as an

ethnographer to collect weaving, but on the first day
[Site] ECA was located and I tried to define the site

before the medical boat arrived to pick me up" (Egloff,
pers. comm., 1985). According to the published report
Deku Malua, a teacher at the Malakut Primary School,
brought Egloff a large pot sherd decorated in fine den-
tate-stamping of classic Lapita style, tipping him off to
the presence of the site (the sherd is illustrated in Egloff
1975, fig. 14a, and also in Bafmatuk et al. 1980:80).
Egloff immediately recognized the significance of a

primary Lapita site in the Bismarck Archipelago, at a

time when only the Watom and Ambitle sites were yet

known, and he conducted several trial excavations in

three areas adjacent to the air strip (see Egloff [1975,
map 4] for excavation locations). These tests yielded
pottery (much of it with Lapita-style decoration), some
obsidian flakes, and a small sample of vertebrate faunal
material. These finds were soon reported in a short
monograph (Egloff 1975). In this report, the ECA Site
was summarized as follows:

Site ECA proved to be an extensive midden with
considerable potential. Six one by two metre units were
excavated with cultural debris being generally encoun-
tered no deeper than circa 30 cm below the surface of
the ground. However, one specific area of the site, that
being where units AA, AB, and B are located is

particularly rich in cultural debris and appears to have
undisturbed midden lying in a shallow depression in the
surface of the coral sand subsoil (Egloff 1975:15).

The ceramics were reported in detail, and Egloff
noted the presence of "pedestalled vessels," remarking
that similar pedestalled pottery had recently been re-

covered from archaeological sites at Collingwood Bay
in eastern Papua (1975:29-30). Unfortunately, "material
suitable for radiocarbon dating was not recovered,"7
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and therefore no direct assessment of the site's age was
possible.

In 1978, Egloff organized a second trip to Eloaua
accompanied by two staff members of the PNG Na-
tional Museum (Francis Bafmatuk and Resonga Kaiku).
Kaiku was enrolled in an undergraduate degree pro-
gram in archaeology at the University of PNG, and
"the second trip was basically designed to provide
Resonga with sufficient data upon which to construct a
thesis" (Egloff, pers. comm., 1985).8 The team "con-
ducted a test excavation" of unspecified dimensions on
theN side of the landing strip in a garden belonging to
Ave Male (re-examination of this area in 1986 revealed
that the 1978 excavation extended - 9 x 2 m9). The only
published report of this National Museum excavation
is a popular article by Bafmatuk et al. (1980). This article
reports the first two radiocarbon dates for the ECA
Site, both run on samples from a single "coral oven"'0:
3030 + 180 BP (GX-5498) and 3900 + 260 BP (GX-
5499). The discrepancy between these two dates did
not go unremarked by the excavators, who opined that
the uppermost sample could have been contaminated
by charcoal from recent gardening (Bafmatuk et al.
1980:80). They believed that the lower, and older, sample
had produced a correct age determination: "The low-
est sample, dated at close to four thousand years ago, is
considerably older than the dates obtained from Lapita
sites in Eastern Melanesia and certainly ranks as one of
the oldest Lapita-associated dates in Melanesia"
(1980:80). The early GX-5499 date continued to be cited
for the next several years (e.g., Allen 1984:188; Anson
1986:162) as evidence for initial Lapita occupation in
the Bismarck Archipelago - 4,000 BP. Anson (1986) em-
phasized the older ECA date of 3900 BP in his argu-
ment for a distinctive "Far Western" Lapita style ante-
dating the earliest Lapita to the east which was "present
in the Bismarck Archipelago for several centuries be-
fore moving eastward" (1986:162)." However, as our
excavations and extensive radiocarbon dating of mate-
rials fromECA were to demonstrate, the 3900 BP date
is unquestionably too old to be an accurate age for cul-
tural occupation at Talepakemalai and must be rejected.

In sum, at the commencement of our 1985 field
season, two prior test excavations had been carried out
at ECA, with only the initial 1974 results available in
published form. While the ECA midden deposits were
known to be extensive, lying on both sides of the land-
ing strip, the boundaries of the cultural deposits and

therefore the areal extent of the site had not been de-
termined. The range ofceramic variation could be partly
ascertained from Egloff's 1975 monograph, but the
faunal sample (especially invertebrate remains) was in-
adequate to interpret the site's economic prehistory, and
non-ceramic artifacts were extremely limited. The age
of the site was suggested by the two radiocarbon dates
cited above, which as they derived from the same puta-
tive "coral oven" yet had ages 870 years apart, hardly
inspired confidence in an interpretation of a 4,000-year
old occupation. Four problems thus defined the initial
research objectives for our 1985 season at ECA: (1) to
determine the areal limits of the site; (2) to refine the
stratigraphic interpretation; (3) to ascertain the chronol-
ogy of occupation; and (4) to obtain and analyze an
expanded sample of ceramics, material culture, and fau-
nal-floral materials.

EXCAVATION OB/ECTIVESAND STRMATIGRAPHY

As the work at Talepakemalai proceeded over the course
of three field seasons, our research objectives evolved
considerably, requiring changes in excavation strategy
and in specific procedures. At the start of the 1985 sea-
son, we had no idea that the site would prove to be so
extensive or would contain a waterlogged component
yielding abundant organic materials as well as ceramic,
lithic, and shell artifacts, all necessitating special excava-
tion and recovery techniques. During the 1986 and 1988
seasons special efforts were made to address these con-
ditions, and particular research questions were also out-
lined (see Chapter 1). The following summaries of the
three seasons of fieldwork at Talepakemalai provide an
overview of the changing research objectives and exca-
vation strategies applied during that period.

THE 1985 SEASON

Initial objectives at ECA were defined on the basis of
the priorPNG National Museum test excavations. Ar-
riving on Eloaua in early August 1985, and following a
reconnaissance of the ECA Site with Ave Male as my
guide, I decided that the highest priority was to define
systematically the boundaries of the site's cultural de-
posits, including the construction ofan accurate site map.
For this purpose, a series ofintersectingsyteatictraets
with test units positioned at regular intervals wasdemed
to be the most appropriate excavation strategy. I had
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previously applied a transect approach in defining large
open midden sites in both Tikopia and Niuatoputapu
(Kirch and Yen 1982; Kirch 1988a), and these provided
a methodological precedent. The systematic transect

units were expected to yield a representative sample of
ceramics and other cultural remains, thus meeting our
objectives of defining the site's cultural content.

A datum was established - 20 m S of the landing
strip near its E end (see Fig. 4.1), on the highest part of
the paleobeach terrace, and a coordinate grid system

was staked out running out from this datum in four
cardinal directions. This main site datum has an eleva-
tion of 2.36m asl. A primary E-W transect was laid out
along the NO line, with test excavation units positioned
every 100 m parallel to the landing strip, beginning at

ElOONO and extending to W500NO.12 Excavation of
these units rapidly revealed that the cultural deposits
through this central part ofthe site were uniformly shal-
low, generally consisting of between 15-25 cm of dark
loam containing highly fragmented and worn sherds
along with some bone and shell midden. These depos-
its had been extensively reworked through intensive gar-

dening; only in one unit (W1O0NO) did two pits or pos-

sible postmolds extend below the reworked garden soil
into the basal calcareous sands. The initial NO transect

units also served to define the E andW boundaries of
the site, and demonstrated that these coincided with low,
swampy depressions marking former shorelines.

The second phase of transect testing commenced
along perpendicular N-S transect lines, at W100, W200,
and W400. At the same time, intensive systematic sur-

face walking and recording the presence of sherds, shell
midden, fire-cracked rock, and other cukural debris also
helped to define precisely the areal extent of the site.
Rather than several concentrations of midden as de-
picted in Egloff's map (1975, map 4), we determined
that cultural materials were distributed more-or-less
continuously over an area of at least 72,500 m2 (the area

within the dashed line labeled "limits of surface pot-

tery" on Fig. 4.1). It was also evident that this area of
surface distribution of cultural materials corresponded
to a former beach terrace, - 0.8-1 m higher than those
portions of the coastal flat bounding the site on the E,
N, andW.

Just as these surface survey and transect operations
were beginning to suggest that defining the site's bound-
aries would be a straight-forward matter-and that the
cultural deposits might prove to be uniformly thin and

heavily disturbed by gardening activities-the situation
became complicated in Unit W200N100 (originally des-
ignated TP-13). This square was positioned just 7 m
east of the trench excavated in 1978 by Bafmatuk,
Egloff, and Kaiku (1980), and we therefore fully ex-
pected our new excavation to reveal the same shallow,
single-component stratigraphy reportedby them. 13When
proceeding to excavate below the dark loamy garden
soil, we were therefore surprised to discover pottery,
obsidian, bone, and shell midden extending well into
the white, calcareous beach sands down to 100 cm, where
the deposit became strongly cemented, prohibiting fur-
ther hand excavation. The large sherds in the lower white
sand layer of Unit W200N100 lacked the broken and
worn sherd edges typical of those from the upper gar-
den soil. These finds contradicted the simple stratigraphic
interpretation of the site suggested by Egloff (1975),
and by Bafmatuk et al. (1980), at least for this N por-
tion of the site, and made further testing essential.

Another transect unit was opened up 50m farther
N along the W200 line (W200N150, originally desig-
nated Test Unit 14), even though this location lay be-
yond the putative former shoreline, and despite the scar-
city of cultural materials on the ground surface. (Based
on the surface survey and geomorphology, the
W200N150 location was initially judged to lie beyond
the site's periphery.) While the upper 65-70 cm of this
unit yielded only limited cultural material, at - 70cm bs
we encountered a concentrated deposit of large, un-
weathered sherds, nearly half of them carrying classic
dentate-stamped Lapita decoration. At this depth the
sandy deposit became waterlogged, and it was clear
that we were at the tidally-fluctuating contact with the
brackish-water Ghyben-Herzberg aquifer. Directly as-
sociated with the thick deposit of sherds were abun-
dant large obsidian flakes, two whole Conus-shell rings,
a small Conus-shell bead, and a perforated pig-tusk pen-
dant. Our collective fieldnotes and my personal journal
for this day reveal the dual sense of exhilaration and
confusion created by the emerging finds in the
W200N150 pit. Testing what we thought would be the
N edge of the site, we had unexpectedly encountered
an extremely rich, undisturbed Lapita deposit, inundated
by the island's freshwater lens.

At this point I temporarily halted the systematic
transect excavation strategy, and chose two locations
for expanded areal excavations. AreaA consisted of a
2 by 3 m block defined by Units W228-229/N100-
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102, 20 mW of the 1978 PNG National Museum
excavation (and 28 mW of our TP-13). Situated on the
higher beach terrace (- 1.90 m asl) just above what we
interpreted as the former shoreline (represented by a
N-dropping slope of - 0.8 m), AreaA was anticipated
to reveal the stratigraphy of this elevated terrace, and to
confirm whether cultural materials extended apprecia-
bly below the disturbed dark loamy garden soil (Fig.
4.4). Indeed, the lower white sands yielded consider-
able plain pottery, dominated by large jars with restricted
orifices and flaring rims. However, only three sherds
had dentate-stamped designs.

A second 6 m2 areal block was laid out to incorpo-
rate the W200N150 (rest Unit 14) pit which had pro-
duced the striking Lapita finds in waterlogged deposits
below 70 cm depth. This block-designatedArea B-
was defined by Units W200-201 and N149-151.14 Strip-
ping off the dry, upper deposits (the dark garden soil,
followed by a gray sandy deposit), we found that cul-
tural materials were infrequent, especially in the grey
sandy deposit as one approached the water table at 60-
70 cm bs. Just as the deposit turned white and became
increasingly damp and sodden, a thick concentration of
Lapita sherds appeared along with obsidian, bone, and
shell midden. Unequipped for a proper .wet site" ex-
cavation, we faced several technical problems. First was
the matter ofremoving the brackish waterwhich seeped
continually into the pits. Lacking pumps, we resolved
this problem by always keeping one unit lower than the
others, and using buckets to bail out the sump. As we
proceeded deeper, the Area B excavation would flood
completely overnight, requiring an hour or more of
heavy bailing each morning. The water table fluctuated
tidally, and we began to use a tide table to plan work
around predictable periods of low tides and hence lower
water tables in the excavation. Gradually, we were able
to extend the Area B excavation well into the water-
logged deposit.

A second problem was that the thoroughly satu-
rated sherds were extremely soft and fragile when first
exposed, although they became relatively hard after dry-
ing. Experiments with different drying conditions re-
vealed that rapid sun-drying was detrimental, sometimes
resulting in severe shrinkage, warping, and cracking.
Therefore, as sherds were removed from the water-
logged sands, they had to be carefully laid out on trays
(we used damaged sieving screens for this purpose) and
kept in cool, shady conditions to dry out slowly over

several days. The floor of our field house became an
obstacle course of hundreds of sherds drying in the
most protected situation we could afford them.15

We were now excavating in a completely undis-
turbed deposit, for not only were the sherds, artifacts,
and faunal materials in an excellent state of preserva-
tion, but we encountered matching sherds making up
large portions of vessels lying intact just as they had
been discarded and broken (ig. 4.5). Taking advantage
of several days of low tides, we approached the base
of the thick concentration of Lapita materials, and ex-
posed a deposit of coral reef rubble which appeared
to represent the pre-cultural surface. When we had first
broached the waterlogged deposit in the W200N150
(TP-14) test, the highly decomposed top of a vertical
wooden shaft or post had appeared. At first we thought
this might be the base of a rotted tree root, but expos-
ing more of this object as we proceeded into the wa-
terlogged zone, the wood preservation became increas-
ingly good. On August 28, taking advantage of a par-
ticularly low (+ 0.7 m) tide, we brought the Area B ex-
cavation to its base, and removed the object, which
proved to be the worked base of a wooden post which
had been set upright into the coral reef rubble. Adz
marks were visible on the tapered point of the Post,
which was - 65cm long. There was little doubt that this
post was directly associated with the Lapita materials
(as radiocarbon dating would subsequently confirm),
and the realization that we had a site with intact Lapita
wooden architecture occasioned excitement both among
the archaeologists and our team of Eloaua workers.16
Several other smaller wooden stakes appeared in Units
W200N151 and W201N151 as we cleared the deposits
down to the coral rubble layer.

At this juncture-despite the exciting nature ofthe
Area B finds-it was essential to call an intermission in
the ECA Site work, in order to test two other Lapita
sites: ECB on Eloaua and EHB on Emananus Island.
Neither of these sites proved to contain a waterlogged
component as at ECA, and after sufficient transect tests
were completed, I decided to conclude the 1985 sea-
son with a further expansion of the Area B excavation
at ECA. We therefore gridded out another 6 m2 area
adjacent to the existing block, comprising Units W198-
199/N149-151. This excavation expanded and clari-
fied our understanding of the Area B stratigraphy, and
yielded additional well-preserved wooden posts, form-
ing the corner of a structure. Since we had determined
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FIGURE 4.4 The completed Area A excavation, during the 1985 field season.

that the Lapita materials had been deposited sub-tidally
and had not been disturbed, it appeared that the posts
were the supports for a stilt- or pole-house that had
been elevated above the reef flat at a time when the
island's shoreline was situated - 30-40 m S of Area B.
After completing this 6 m2 expansion to Area B, the
base of the excavation-with wooden posts left in
situ-was protected by laying down a sheet of thick
plastic, followed by back-filling.

THE 1986 SEASON

On 1 September 1986 we recommenced the
Talepakemalai Site excavations. I intended to expand
the Area B areal excavation block by at least double to
expose more of the stilt-house architecture and to in-
crease the sample of associated cultural materials. Also,
it was critical to refine our model of the site's geomor-
phology and depositional history, in regard to former

shorelines and to the progradation of the coastal flat
that buried and preserved the Area B wooden architec-
ture. The systematic transect approach was again the
most appropriate, this time utilizing close-spaced
transect units extending outwards from the AreaB block
in order to fit Area B into a micro-stratigraphic and
geomorphological context.

Having learned from the difficult experience of
excavating the waterlogged Area B deposits without
adequate equipment in 1985, we arrived on Eloaua in
1986 armed with the tools to allow us to tackle the
site's unique conditions. I had purchased in the United
States two sizes of manually-operated diaphragm-type
pumps intended for use as bilge-pumps on small ma-
rine craft.'7 These not only allowed us to continually
remove water from the pits, but the outflow could be
used to wet-sieve the excavated sediment, greatly en-
hancing the recovery of cultural materials. Without wet-
sieving, the water-saturated sand could be passed
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through 5mm mesh only with great difficulty; the use
of the water-outflow from the pumps allowed us to
screen materials through 3 mm mesh, and to recover
fme bone and floral materials without significant break-
age.Wewere also equipped with customized, preprinted
field recording forms (see Chapter 3), better surveying
and photographic gear, and-very importantly-an
abundant supply ofwaterproof labels, plastic bags, and
cotton wool for packing and protecting the fragile wa-
ter-logged pottery.

With Terry Hunt and Marshall Weisler as excava-
tion supervisors, I engaged a team of 13 to 15 Eloaua
islanders to assist in the excavations.'8 The back-filled
12 m2 Area B block from 1985 was re-opened, and the
plastic sheeting which had protected the floor of the
excavation was removed. A new block of six squares
adjoining the 1985 excavation on the E side was gridded
out (Fig. 4.6), comprising Units W195-197/N150-151.
This was matched several days later by a S expansion
(Fig. 4.7), comprising Units W198-200/N147-148. In

total, we exposed 24 m2 at Area B, within which we
defined two alignments of anaerobically preserved
house posts meeting at what appeared to have been a
reinforced corner. Initially, I had hoped to trace these
alignments to additional comers, and eventually expose
an entire stilt-house outline. This goal was thwarted by
the shear volume of cultural materials recovered, and
by the massive amounts of time and labor necessary to
wet sieve, recover, and process them. I decided that it
was a higher priority to conscientiously recover all ver-
tebrate and invertebrate faunal materials retained in the
5 and 3 mm mesh sieves, as well as 100 percent of the
ceramic assemblage, and than to merely sample the cul-
tural materials in the interests ofexposing morewooden
architecture. An additional consideration was that as the
excavation grew in area, the volume of water to be
pumped increased proportionally. As the full 24 m2
reached the sub-water table level, the task ofpumping
out the excavation each morning (the pits would natu-
rally fill with water during the night) became more time

FIGURE 4.5 A finely decorated, flat-bottomed Lapita dish, as exposed in situ in the 1985 Area B excavation.
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consuming, to a point where the entire 15 member team
was engaged in pumping and bailing for as much as
two to three hours before excavation could commence
(Fig. 4.8).

Simultaneously with the expanded Area B excava-
tions, we laid out a series of transect test units along the
W200 grid line which had been tested by the W200N100
(FP-13) andW200N150 (F1P-14) pits in 1985. Units were
laid out at 10 m intervals along the W200 line, begin-
ning at W200N1 10 and ending at W200N200 (see Fig.
4.1). A second series of four units were laid out along a
perpendicular axis following the N140 grid line, at 20-
m intervals. These two transects were positioned to re-
veal a detailed picture of the stratigraphic context sur-
rounding Area B over a distance of 100 m N-S and 80
m E-W. The N-S transect along the W200 line further-
more extended across a major geomorphological tran-
sition: a drop of - 0.8 m in elevation (from 2.01 asl at
W200N100 to 1.20 asl in the vicinity of Area B), which
we interpreted as the approximate location of the
former shoreline of Eloaua Island.

These transect excavations verified that the W200
transect indeed crossed a former shoreline feature, so
that at the time of the mid-Holocene higher sea-level

stand the Area B stilt-house had once stood on a reef
flat over open water. Unexpectedly, the W200 transect
pits lying between AreaB and Unit W200N100 exposed
a deeply buried zone of fine, silty textured calcareous
sediment that contained a high quantity of anaerobically
preserved organic materials, especiallywood fragments,
coconut husk and endocarp, and remarkably, a variety
of seeds, nut shells, and other floral remains. We came
to refer to this fine-textured deposit as the "muck zone."
As along the foreshore reef flat environment fronting
Eloaua Village today, there was in Lapita times a low-
energy tidal flat lying between the stilt-house and the
former beach slope, which had trapped organic refuse
discarded by the site's inhabitants. Here was another
unanticipated payoff of the waterlogged condition of
this Lapita site, for the abundant plant remains con-
sisted of a wide range of economic taxa, such as Tahi-
tian chestnut (Inocarpusfagiferus),vi apple (Spondiasdulcis),
Canarjum almond, and others (see Volume II). For the
first time, a Lapita site had yielded an abundance of
direct, macrofloral materials of ethnobotanical signifi-
cance.19 We closed the 1986 excavations at ECA on 25
September, although two more weeks of intensive work
were required to complete the processing of shell

FIGURE 4.6 View of the Area B excavation during the 1986 field season, with the E expansion being excavated
through Zone B. Note the use of pumps to keep the water table low, and to provide water for wet sieving.
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FIGURE 4.7 Excavating in Zone C of the S expansion of Area B, during the 1986 field season. Several wooden
posts can be seen emerging from the Zone C sediments.

midden, and to prepare all other materials for shipment
to Seattle.

THE 1988 SEASON

The third season at Talepakemalai began on 22 Sep-
tember 1988, with Dana Lepofsky andJason Tyler act-

ing as site supervisors. We were again ably assisted by a

crew of 10 to 15 Eloaua men and women. After re-

cutting the now overgrown W200 transect line and re-

locating our Area B datum, cleared run-

ning N-S along the W250 line, 50 m W of our 1986
transect and parallel to it. This newW250 transect started
on top of the former beach ridge and cut across the
former shoreline feature, out over the buried reef flat.

As with the 1986 transect, test units were laid out at 10
m intervals, commencing at N70 and running continu-
ously to N200, a total of 14 units.20 We expected this
transect to provide a second stratigraphic and geomor-
phological sequence to assist in the interpretation ofthe
site's depositional history, to reveal the extent of stilt-
house structuresW andN of Area B, to further sample
the buried foreshore zone of anaerobically preserved
plant remains (the "muck zone"), and to provide samples
of shellfish remains for our shell technology and inver-
tebrate exploitation studies. In all these respects, the
W250 transect served admirably. As in 1986, hand-op-
erated bilge pumps were used to keep the pits (often
reaching depths of 1.8 m) from flooding, and to pro-
vide water for wet-screening.
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FIGURE 4.8 View of Area B during the 1986 excavation, with the S expansion partly excavated through Zone B. Note
the standing water in the previously excavated (1985) area, due to the Ghyben-Herzberg aquifier which continually
flooded the deeper portion of the excavation, and which had to be pumped dry every morning.

A further innovation of the 1988 excavations was
the use of volumetrically controlled samples for fine-
screening and flotation, to test whether our samples were
biased towards larger-sized items. While all excavated
sediment was routinely wet-screened through 5 mm
mesh,21 we took 1-liter bulk samples of sediment from
every level, and processed these in our field laboratory
by flotation with wet-sieving of the non-floating frac-
tion through 0. 125-inch mesh. Flotation involved pour-
ing the bulk sample into a bucket which had the bot-
tom removed and was covered with a fine mesh. The
floating fraction was skimmed off and air-dried; this
material was subsequently examined by Lepofsky for
small plant remains.22 The non-floating residue was then
wet-sieved through 0. 125-inch mesh and air-dried. The
small vertebrate remains recovered from fine-sieving
were subsequently examined by V. Butler to check for
size and recovery bias in her analysis of the ECA fish
remains.

As the W250 transect excavations proceeded, it
became evident that stilt or pole structures had formerly
been erected over the reef flat throughout the zone
sampled by the transect, as many test units N of the
former shoreline (situated at about N105) yielded one
or more preserved wooden posts or stakes in upright

position. Thus the stilt structure exposed in Area B
proved to be just one of a complex of pole-supported
structures that extended over a zone some 100m from
the original beach line.

As our transect excavations progressed from S to
N, examination of the pottery assemblages revealed
changes in the relative frequency of vessel forms and
decorative techniques and motifs. Having completed a
preliminary analysis of the Area B ceramic assemblages
from the 1985-86 seasons, 1 now knew that differences
along the W250 transect reflected chronological changes
in the Lapita pottery ceramic complex (represented
stratigraphically in Area B). This pattern became appar-
ent as we approached theN end of the W250 transect,
where dentate-stamped pottery was replaced by incised
pottery. In short, there was an age-progression along
the W250 transect.23 The most likely hypothesis was that
the shoreline had rapidly prograded while the
Talepakemalai Site was being occupied, and that as the
shoreline migratedN, the zone ofpole houses had gradu-
ally shifted to theN as well.

When Unit W250N190 came down upon two es-
pecially large wooden posts-associated exclusively with
incised pottery (which I already knew to be dominant
at the terminal end of the Mussau Lapita ceramic se-
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quence)-I decided to expand the excavations in this
vicinity. Because the sandy deposits here were completely
unconsolidated and susceptible to collapse (especially
as one penetrated below the water table), we were not
able to open up an extensive area.24 However, two blocks
of 4 m2 each, offset 1 m N-S and E-W, were gridded
out and designatedArea C (Fig. 4.9). These exposed an
array of no less than 20 posts and stakes, along with an
assemblage of incised pottery, obsidian, and other cul-
tural materials, providing an excellent sample ofthe late
end of the occupation sequence at Talepakemalai.

We also expanded excavations at the Area B local-
ity, with a new 4 m2 block defined by Units W200-201/
N144-145, separated by a 1-m baulk from the S edge
of the 1986 Area B excavation. Our aim in opening this
new block at Area B was primarily to obtain a closely
controlled sample of molluskan midden for analysis by
our marine biologist colleague Dr. Catterall. However,
this also permitted us to obtain an additional sample of
ceramics and other materials which, because we were
able to impose particularly good stratigraphic control
(having previous knowledge of the stratigraphic se-
quence from previous seasons), we were subsequently
able to use for detailed temporal analysis of the ce-
ramic sequence in Area B.

Finally, we carried out a series of corings using a
10-cm diameter bucket augerW along the N140 grid
line 50 m to W300, in order to track the subsurface
extent of the organic zone containing preserved plant
remains. These cores, combined with the transect op-
erations, revealed that the waterlogged part of the
Talepakemalai Site extends over an area of at least 10,000
m2 lyingN of the old shoreline feature. All of this area
is also N of the zone of surface sherd distribution, with
the combined total area for cultural deposits at ECA
something in excess of 82,000 M2. This makes ECA the
largest Lapita site yet recorded in either Near or Re-
mote Oceania.25

The 1988 season at ECA ended on October 12,
and all units were back-filled. Over three field seasons,
a total of 84 m2 was excavated at the site, reflecting a
volume of - 95 m3 of sediment, 100% of which was
sieved (Table 4.1). Given a total area in excess of 82,000
m2, our excavations represent a mere 0.1% sample of
the site. Yet the acquisition ofthat sample was no small
feat, requiring the expenditure of 849 person-days of
fieldwork, not to mention a much greater amount of
labor in laboratory processing, cataloging, and analysis,

all supported by a small fortune in grant funds. While a
0.1% sample is precisely one order ofmagnitude smaller
than the "mystical" 10% figure cited as minimal bysome
devotees of random sampling, the quantity of cultural
materials produced is daunting: 44,089 ceramic sherds,
94,749 vertebrate faunal remains, 1.43 metric tons of
molluskan shell midden (all ofwhich was weighed and
processed), and hundreds of other artifacts and
manuports. Writing this monograph several years after
the close of our excavations, from the distant vantage
point of Berkeley, I regret that we were unable to ex-
pose at least one complete stilt-house structure. How-
ever, when I remind myself of the effort expended
simply to achieve what we did, I am brought back to
the reality that an excavation of sufficient magnitude to
expose a full structure-minimally 150 contiguous m2
or more-would have consumed financial resources,
time, labor, and equipment far beyond those available.

THEECA SITEEXCAVATIONS

I turn now to a presentation of the main results, begin-
ning with the initial 1985 transects and progressing to
the later areal excavations and transects focused on the
N, waterlogged portion of the site. I concentrate on
the stratigraphy, features, spatial patterning, and chro-
nology of the various excavation units, with only brief
summaries of the cultural materials recovered, as these
latter are the subject are various specialist reports in
Volumes II and III.

THE AIRFIELD TRANSECTS (1985)

The "airfield transects" comprise the initial set of test
units excavated in 1985 along the main NO grid line
parallel to the landing strip, and along the perpendicular
W100, W200, andW400 grid lines. During excavation,
these were designated TP-2 through -12, and are iden-
tified as such on the site plan (Fig. 4.1).6 Along the NO
line, TP-2 (ElOONO) and -8 (W500N0) both proved to
be culturally sterile, serving to define the E-W bound-
aries of the Lapita deposit. TP-3 through -7 all con-
tained cultural materials, but the deposits were uniformly
shallow and heavily reworked by gardening. The strati-
graphic section recorded at TP-6 (W300NO) is fairly
typical:

LAYER I: 0-25/27 cm bs. Color: dark brown (7.5YR
3-4/2). Sandy loam with a dense root mat in
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FIGURE 4.9 Excavation in progress in one of the two 4 m2 excavation units of Area C, during the 1988
field season.

the upper 5 cm. Thoroughly reworked and fea-
tureless. This deposit contains small, worn and
highly weathered potsherds along with some
bone, and marine shell which is "chalky" tex-
tured due to chemical decomposition (result-
ing from humid acids). The contact with Layer
II is gradational over a 3-4 cm zone.

LAYER II: 25/27-35 + cm bs. Color: pinkish white
(7.5YR 8/2). Medium-sand sized calcareous
sediment consisting of sand grains mixed with
reef detritus (water-rolled shells, branch coral
fingers, foraminifera tests, etc.). This deposit is
culturally sterile.

The Layer I deposit in all of these test units yielded
pottery, some with Lapita decorations, but in virtually
all cases the sherds were highly worn and weathered,
and of small size. The poor condition of the sherds

undoubtedly derives from the repeated reworking of
this deposit for root-crop gardening. The thorough re-
working of the Layer 1 deposit had destroyed any fea-
tures which might once have been present, except in
Unit 4 (W1O0NO), where two circular pit or postmold
features were found extending from the base of the
cultural deposit down into the underlying Layer II sand.

The limits of surface sherd and shell midden distri-
bution, as recorded by intensive surface walking, did
not extend farther S than about the S80 line, as shown
by the dashed line on Figure 4.1. TP-12, at W200S50,
was excavated to test this S periphery of the site, and as
with the units described above, yielded only a small quan-
tity ofworn sherds in a thin Layer I deposit.

On the N side of the airfield, TP-10 and -11 were
excavated at W1OON100 and W1OON1 10 respectively.
Neither of these units revealed any features, and only
low densities of small potsherds and some shell and
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bone midden were recovered.
TP-9 was excavated at W400N72, also on the N

side of the landing strip, just S of a steep slope leading
down to a low-lying swampy depression which pre-
sumably represents the position of the Lapita-period
reef flat prior to coastal progradation. The unit itself
was excavated into the top of the mid-Holocene
paleobeach terrace. Because this unit yielded the oldest
14C age determination from ECA, its stratigraphy and
other details are potentially significant. The stratigraphy
of TP-9 follows:

LAYER IA: 0-12/15 cm bs. Color: very dark gray
(1OYR 3/1). This layer consisted of an organi-
cally enriched loam, the modern soil used for
gardening by the Eloaua villagers, and was
heavily penetrated by rootlets. The contact with
Layer IB was gradational.

LAYER IB: 12/15-30/35 cm bs. Color: grayish brown
(1OYR 5/2). A fine-grained sand, this layer is
stained grayish in color from the downwards
percolation of organic materials from Layer
IA. Both Layers IA and IB were midden de-
posits with substantial quantities of pottery and
shell midden.

LAYER II: 30/35-110 cm bs. Color: white (1OYR
8/1-2). Medium to fine-grained calcareous sand
at this layer represents the paleobeach deposit.
The water table was reached at 110 cm bs, and
excavation was terminated.

TABLE 4.1 Summary of the Talepakemalai
Site excavations.

Field Location Units Volume
Season 2(n (3)
1985 Airfield 15 12.00

Transects
Area A 6 6.00
Area B 12 13.20

1986 Transects 13 16.65
(W200)
Area B 12 13.20

1988 Transects 14 18.70
(W250)
Area B 4 4.40
(extension)
Area C 8 10.40

TOTALS 84 94.55

Virtually all cultural materials were confined to Layers
IA-IB, although 9 sherds were found dispersed in the
upper part of Layer II. Layer IA yielded 210 sherds
and 44 pieces of obsidian, and Layer IB yielded 205
sherds and 16 pieces of obsidian. Layers IA-IB also
contained a high density of shell midden, with more
than 20 kg of mollusks recovered.

From the upper part of Layer II, in association
with the 9 dispersed sherds mentioned above, we ob-
tained a sample ofwood charcoal which yielded a con-
ventional radiocarbon age of 3260 + 90 BP, calibrated
to 1687-1441 BC, one of the oldest radiocarbon dates
from ECA or any Near Oceanic Lapita site. The sig-
nificance of this radiocarbon date is discussed further
in Chapter 10.

In all of the airfield transect units, some dispersed
charcoal was present in the Layer I garden-soil deposit.
However, as the dark loam had been repeatedly turned
over and thus incorporated charcoal from burning the
second growth during gardening, it seemed likely that
most of this charcoal derived from post-occupation
activities, and would be inappropriate for assessing the
age of the Lapita occupation. Only in TP-9, with its
deeper cultural deposit, we were able to obtain a char-
coal sample directly associated with Lapita pottery and
midden. As noted above, this sample may indicate that
Lapita cultural activity had commenced on the
paleobeach terrace above the former reef flat as early
as 1500 BC, although an inbuilt "old wood" error factor
could also be present in this case.

AREAA EXCAVATIONS (1985)

AreaA was excavated to provide an expanded sample
ofthe cultural deposits on the paleobeach terrace (.- 1.9
m asl) located just S ofthe Lapita-period shoreline. This
was the same area tested by Bafmatuk et al. (1980) in
1978, and by us at TP-13 in 1985, the latter revealing
ceramics extending down into the basal calcareous sands
for some depth. AreaA consists of six contiguous units
defined by Units W228-229/N100-102 (Fig. 4.10).

Area A Strat%iraphy
Lithologically, the stratigraphy ofAreaA did not differ
appreciably from that evidenced in the airfield transect
test pits, with the upper reworked garden soil overlying
a basal deposit of calcareous sand and reef detritus.
However, while cultural materials in the airfield tests
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were confined to the upper Layer I deposit, in Area A
(as in TP-13) they extended down into the Layer II beach
sands to a depth of 1 m bs. The stratigraphic section of
the S face of Area A was as follows:

LAYER I: 0-18/25 cm bs. Color: Very dark grayish
brown (1OYR 3/2). This sandy loam is exten-
sively reworked through gardening activity, with
many roots in the upper portion. Potsherds are
small and heavily worn. The contact with Layer
II is indistinct and gradational over a - 5 cm
zone.

LAYER IIA: 18/25-45/60 cm bs. Color: White to
very pale brown (1OYR 8/2-3). Coarse-grained
calcareous sand and reef detritus (small
waterworn shells, foraminifera tests, etc.), con-
taining pottery sherds, bone, and molluskan
midden. No charcoal flecking present; no evi-
dent organic staining of the deposit. The de-
posit is weakly cemented in places. A sharp
contact with Layer IIB was evident both in
color and in the degree of cementation.

LAYER IIB: 45/60-90 + cm bs. Color: White (1OYR
8/1). In terms of lithology and cultural con-
tent this deposit is identical to Layer IIA, but it
has been strongly cemented throughout, by
deposition of calcium carbonate bonds
(CaCO) between individual sand grains. It is
this calcium carbonate cement that gives the
deposit its brilliant white color.

As excavation proceeded from the base of Layer
IIA into IIB, it became increasingly difficult-and fi-
nally impossible-to remove the concreted sediment
by trowelling. Because sherds, midden, and artifacts con-
tinued to be exposed, we resorted to the use of a heavy
steel crowbar to break up and prize out the deposit.
This method was far from ideal, resulting in inevitable
sherd breakage, but could not be avoided. Calcium car-
bonate cementation of beach sands as in the Area A
deposit is a phenomenon noted for other early south-
west Pacific coastal sites, such as the Lapita-age depos-
its on Niuatoputapu Island (Kirch 1988a). The deposi-
tion of CaCO3 cement between sand particles is pre-
sumably due to leaching of the carbonates in the upper
sands by rainwater and downward percolation and
deposition. At - 1 m bs the deposit became so strongly
cemented that even the efforts of our strongest work-
man with the steel crowbar were inadequate to break

up the sediment, and excavation had to be terminated.
Although the frequency of sherds had decreased at this
depth, they were still present, and therefore the base of
excavation is probably not the actual base of the cul-
tural materials.

Cultural Content at Area A
AreaA yielded an assemblage of 1,493 ceramic sherds.
In this entire assemblage, only two sherds carried den-
tate-stamped decoration, and there were no instances
of incising. One decorated sherd is from a carinated,
wide-mouthed bowl and has a simple motif using De-
sign Element 5, with lime-infilling. The second sherd,
which is red-slipped, exhibits a single dentate-stamped
line with a right-angle bend.

The majority of the ceramic assemblage is quite
uniform, with a predominately red paste (Munsell color
ranges from lOR 4-5/6-8 and 2.5YR 4-5/6-8) and cal-
careous sand temper. Red slipping (color lOR 4/6) is
present on several sherds. The pottery is low-fired and
inoxidized carbon cores are common. The primary ves-
sel shape represented is a large jar with a restricted ori-
fice and strongly everted rim. Identical pottery was re-
covered from the waterlogged portions of the site
sampled by Area B and the W250 transect, but in those
localities it is a minor type found in association with a
variety of other paste-temper combinations as well as
vessel forms. What makes the AreaA assemblage unique
is the restriction to a narrow range of variation.

Aside from ceramics, another artifact class recov-
ered in significant numbers from Area A is small-to-
medium diameter Conus-shell rings, ofwhich some 18
were excavated. This is a high concentration, a second
feature that differentiates Area A from other parts of
the ECA Site.

Radiocarbon Dating
Because charcoal was wholly absent from the Area A
deposits, radiocarbon age assessment had to be based
on dating midden shell. Two samples of large bivalves,
not waterworn, which were clearly culturally deposited
midden items were selected: a Tridacna gigas valve from
Unit W228N102/3 (Level 3, 12-18 cm bs) and a Hyotissa
hyotis valve from Unit W229N100/9 (Level 9, 72 cm
bs).27 As these samples came respectively from the top
and bottom ofthe Layer II cultural deposit, they should
indicate whether the deposition of Layer II occurred
over a significant time interval. The samples produced
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uncalibrated ages of 3190 + 80 BP (ANU-5084) and
3130 + 80 BP (ANU-5085), strongly overlapping at la.
The Layer II deposit therefore accumulated rapidly, and
the entire AreaA assemblage may be regarded as a single
unit for temporal analysis. The calibration of these ra-
diocarbon ages-based on marine shell samples-to
calendrical ages is significantly influenced by the choice
of a AR correction factor for marine reservoir effect.
This is a complex issue, discussed at length in Chapter
10. Here I simply note that our preferred summed cali-
bration for the two dates (pooled sample) at la is 1500-
1290 BC.28

AREA B AND W200 TRANSECT EXCAVATIONS
(1985-88)

As described above, the excavation of transect Unit
W200N150 (TP-14) during the early days of the 1985
season led to the discovery of waterlogged sediments
containing well-preserved ceramics and other cultural
materials in association with the bases ofwooden posts.
This test unit was expanded to a 12 m2 areal block and
was designated Area B; and in 1986 it was further in-
creased to 24 m2 in 1986. During the 1986 season, we
excavated a series of additional 1 m units along the
W200 transect line (from N100 to N200), thereby situ-
ating the Area B block within a detailed stratigraphic
context. Finally, in 1988 an additional 4 m2 extension to
Area B was excavated in order to procure tightly con-
trolled samples of shell midden and ceramics. The lay-
out of all of these excavations is shown in Figure 4.10.
Because Area B and the W200 transect are closely inte-
grated, I describe the results from both of these opera-
tions together in this section.

Area B and W200 Transect Stratigraphy
The generalized stratigraphy along the W200 transect is
summarized in Figure 4.11, proceeding from Unit
W200N100 at the approximate crest of the paleobeach
ridge (2.01 m asl), out to W200N200 (1.20 m asl). The
stratigraphy of the W200N100 pit was essentially the
same as described above for Area A, consisting of an
organically enriched, disturbed garden soil developed
on otherwise structureless and lithologically uniform
calcareous sands. Beginning in W200N1 10 and extend-
ing through W200N130, however, the stratigraphy be-
came more complex with the presence of a waterlogged
fme-silty deposit containing abundant anaerobically pre-

served plant remains such as coconut and Cananium en-
docarps. The stratigraphic section forW200N120 (IP-
18), shown in Figure 4.12, is fairly typical:

LAYER I: Color: Very dark brown (1OYR 2/2). Dis-
turbed garden soil, with numerous roots. The
sandy loam textured sediment contains much
dispersed charcoal (resulting from burning dur-
ing gardening), along with shell, pottery sherds,
bone, and obsidian. Land crab burrows were
observed at the interface of Layers I and II,
which was otherwise abrupt and clear.

LAYER II: Color: White (lOYR 8/1). Massive de-
posit of medium to coarse-grained calcareous
sand, with considerable CaCO3 concretions in
the upper 10-20 cm. Cultural material is present
throughout, but less densely concentrated than
in Layer I. The lower stratigraphic boundary is
fairly straight, and transitional over a - 3-5 cm
zone.

LAYER III: Color: Gray (lOYR 6/1). Fine-grained
sand to silt textured calcareous sediment, with
some clay-particle sized lenses in the upper 20
cm; very sticky and plastic. This deposit is en-
tirely waterlogged and contains abundant
anaerobically preserved wood fragments, co-
conut shell, and other seeds and seed cases. Also
present are sand-dwelling bivalves such as
Quidnipagus and Veneridae spp., in death posi-
tion with both valves intact, indicating that this
layer was deposited in a sub-tidal environment.
Finely dispersed charcoal flecks are also present
throughout the deposit. The basal contact into
Layer IV is gradual.

LAYER IV: Color: White (lOYR 8/1). Medium to
coarse-grained calcareous sand with reef detri-
tus, similar to Layer II in lithology and struc-
ture. Culturally sterile, this represents the sub-
tidal reefplatform at the period prior to initial
Lapita occupation.

Moving N along the W200 transect, the "muck-
zone" deposits represented by Layer IH in W200N120
disappeared between N130 and N140, to be replaced
by a highly concentrated waterlogged deposit of pot-
sherds and other occupation debris, associated with
wooden post bases. The stratigraphy in Unit W200N140
¢IP-16) is typical:

LAYERI: Color: Verydark gray (1OYR 3/1).A heavily
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reworked, sandy loam garden soil, penetrated
by rootlets and incorporating recent charcoal
chunks and flecks. This deposit contains pot-
sherds, heavily weathered and eroded, along
with shell midden, obsidian, and other cultural
materials. The contact with Layer II is grada-
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FIGURE 4.12 Stratigraphic section of
the E face of Unit W200N1 20.

tional over - 3 cm.
LAYER II: Color: Dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2)

to grayish brown (lOYR 5/2) to light grayish
brown (lOYR 6/2) at the base. The sandy loam
textured sediment, with some gravel-sized coral
inclusions is low in cultural materials. The de-
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posit is fairly loose, and lacks the concretions
present in units further to the south along the
W200 transect. Land crab burrows were evi-
dent throughout this layer. The contact with
Layer Il is irregular but fairly distinct.

LAYERI: Color: White (1OYR 8/1). Coarse-grained
calcareous sand and reef detritus, compact but
with no concretions. Some sherds are present,
but the density ofcultural materials is fairly low.
The water table fluctuates over the basal con-
tact of Layer III and IV.

LAYER IV: Color: White (1OYR 8/1). Lithologically,
this deposit is identical to Layer Ill, but Layer
IV contains a dense concentration of large shell
midden (Tridcnza, Chama, Lambis, Spondylus, and
other genera), coral cobbles, branch coral fin-
gers, and reef-detritus gravel. Pottery sherds are
most heavily concentrated in a - 15-cm zone at
the top of this layer, although cultural materials
extend down to the base of excavation. (This
deposit correlates to Analytic Zone C of the
Area B excavation.)

To theN ofthe AreaB excavation, the stratigraphy
became simplified, consisting ofthe upper garden zone
followed by a thick, structureless deposit of medium-
to-coarse grained calcareous sand, which eventually be-
came water-logged at - 1.45 cm below the Area B da-
tum. The density of cultural materials in the units ex-
tending from W200N160 to W200N200 decreased
steadily, with the latter unit being largely sterile.

The stratigraphy of the Area B excavation itself
was in most respects similar to that just described for
Unit W200N140. Stratigraphic sections of the main
1985-86 Area B block are shown in Figure 4.13. The
following stratigraphic description was recorded for the
E profile of Units W200N144-145 (Area B Expan-
sion) in 1988:

LAYER I: Color: Dark gray (5YR 4/1). Sandy loam,
reworked garden soil, penetrated by roots and
containing dispersed charcoal. Sherds are heavily
worn and eroded, and shell midden is chalky.
The basal contact with Layer II is gradational.

LAYER II. Color: Reddish gray (5YR 5/2). Medium-
grained calcareous sand, with numerous land
crab burrows, containing a low density of cul-
tural materials. The contact with Layer III is
highly irregular although relatively sharp and

abrupt (< 1 cm transition).
LAYER IIA: Color: White (5YR 8/1). Massive, struc-

tureless deposit of coarse-grained calcareous
sand. Some fine, dispersed charcoal flecking is
present. The Ghyben-Herzberg aquifer fluctu-
ates verticallythrough this layer dependingupon
tidal range, so that the extent of water-logging
is variable. However, land crab burrows do
not extend into this deposit. It is in this layer
that the rotted tops ofwooden post bases first
became evident during excavation. Much cul-
tural material is present, and large sherds ex-
hibiting incised decorations lay horizontally near
the top of this layer in the 1988 excavation.
The boundary with Layer IV is gradational and
not very clear.

LAYER IJIB: Color: White (5YR 8/1). Lithologically,
this layer consists of the same coarse-grained
sandy calcareous sediment as in Layer lIIA, but
it is differentiated by the markedly heavier con-
centration of shell midden along with gravel-
sized coral reef detritus.

LAYER IIIC: Color: White (5YR 8/1). Coarse-grained
calcareous sand, with a lower density of shell-
fish midden than in Layer 111JI, but an increased
frequency ofAcropora branch coral fingers. Sig-
nificant quantities of anaerobically preserved
plant remains also appear in this deposit for
the first time. The frequency of pottery and
other artifacts is very low, however, and ap-
pears to cease completely at the base of the
layer.

Several observations regarding the Area B strati-
graphic section are critical to an understanding of the
depositional and post-depositional history in this part
of the site: (1) Layers lIIA to ImC are essentially identi-
cal lithologically, and represent changes in the nature of
cultural deposition into the same geomorphological
context. Deposition of these sediments occurred sub-
tidally, as indicated by the presence of large numbers
ofcomplete shells ofmarine bivalves such as Quidnipagus
sp. and Veneridae spp. which live in continually sub-
tidal, sandy environments. (2) Given that cultural mate-
rials tend to lie horizontally within Layers lIIA to IHC,
and that many matching sherds forming large segments
of vessels were found together in undisturbed contexts
(Fig. 4.14), the deposition of cultural materials must have
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FIGURE 4.13 Representative stratigraphic sections for Area B at Site ECA: (A) S face of units W1 99-
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FIGURE 4.14 A cluster of sherds in situ in Zone C of Area B; several of these sherds came from a
pedestalled bowl decorated with fine-stamped dentate designs.

occurred in a sub-tidal situation that was not subsequently
disturbed by human activities, or subject to high-energy
natural geomorphic processes. Presumably, this is be-
cause the occupation at the site occurred on pole or
stilt-house platforms, with deposition of pottery,
midden, and other materials resulting from purposive
and/or accidental dumping of materials off of these
house platforms. (3) The Layer II deposit, and to some
extent the upper portion of Layer IIIA (the zone of
tidal fluctuation of the Ghyben-Herzberg lens), have
been heavily disturbed by land crabs (Cardisoma sp.)
which burrow down to the water table, but do not
penetrate the water-logged sands. Over many years, these

crabs have depleted Layer II of most of the larger-
sized cultural materials, depositing them in their bur-
row .tips" on the ground surface. Pottery, shell midden,
obsidian, and other materials so removed by the crabs
became reworked into the upper Layer I garden soil
through the repeated gardening that took place over
this part of the site. Layer I thus represents a palimpsest
that incorporates cultural materials removed by post-
depositional activity from varying depths and time pe-
riods.

In sum, the water-logged Layers IIIA to IIIC de-
posits which were sub-tidally deposited have always
remained undisturbed, thanks to their continual aque-
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ous immersion, preventing later disturbance by land crab
burrowing. On the other hand, the upper deposits of
Layers II and I have been significantly disturbed by post-
depositional processes, resulting in the depletion of cul-
tural materials from Layer II (and some internal mixing
due to burrow collapse), and the addition and rework-
ing of cultural materials into Layer I.

Referring to the summary W200 transect diagram
(Fig. 4.11), we can now describe the geomorphological
context of the Area B stilt-house occupation. At the
time the stilt structures were occupied, they covered a
zone - 30m wide, situated - 20m offshore (N) of the
extant shoreline (this shoreline lay between Units
W200N110 and W200N100). Dumping of this shell
midden, pottery, and other debris off of the stilt plat-
forms onto the sub-tidal reef flat resulted in the accu-
mulation of a thick and highly concentrated cultural
deposit, which gradually became buried under calcare-
ous sands as the shoreline prograded northwards. At
the time of occupation, however, the shallow water
reef flat between the stilt sturctures and the shoreline
accumulated a deposit of fine-grained sands and silts
(the .muck zone") trapping large quantities of organic
materials, particularly wood, coconut shells, and other
plant materials (Fig. 4.15). The very fine texture of the
sediments indicates a low-energy depositional environ-
ment, probably because the pole structures themselves
broke the force of wave action before the beach. This
pattern of a zone of stilt structures lying offshore, with
a .muck zone" in the between the beach and houses,
was also replicated along the W250 transect.

Area B Anartic Zones
The cultural context of the Area B excavations is best
analyzed in a set of analyticzones (see Chapter 3) repre-
senting litho-stratigraphic units. The concordance be-
tween excavation levels (see Chapter 3) and these analyti-
cal zones is shown in Figure 4.16 for Area B, and in
Figure 4.17 for the 1988 Area B Expansion. Zone A
corresponds with Layer 1 as described above for the
Area B Expansion, and is the reworked garden soil de-
posit. Zone B, which is divided into B1 and B2 (upper
and lower respectively), corresponds with the crab bur-
row-disturbed sandy deposits underlying the garden soil
and extending into the zone of tidal fluctuation of the
Ghyben-Herzberg aquifer. Zone C, with three subdivi-
sions (C1, upper to C3, basal), corresponds to the per-
manently waterlogged deposits (below - 1.45 cm bd,

FIGURE 4.15 Close up view of anaerobically preserved
plant remains in the face of Unit W200N1 20, within the
'muck zone' sediments. Visible here are parts of a
coconut shell (Cocos nucifera), as well as the endocarp
of a seed of Pangium edule.

corresponding to 0.45m asl) containing the highest den-
sity of cultural materials (Layers IIIA to IIIC). These
analytic zones are used throughout this chapter, as well
as in Volumes II and HI, to present the vertical distribu-
tion of materials excavated at Area B.

Architecture and Features
The 24 m2 excavation block at Area B exposed 33 pre-
served wooden posts or stakes, while the 4 m2 Area B
extension excavated in 1988 exposed an additional six
posts and stakes. A horizontal timber was also exposed
in units W198-199/N149. The details of these wooden
objects are reported in Table 4.2, while plans of the
features are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. A perspec-
tive rendering ofthe completed Area B excavation with
standing posts exposed is shown in Figure 4.20. Varn-
ous views of the Area B and Area B expansion excava-
tions, showing the wooden posts, are provided in Fig-
ures 4.21 to 4.24.

Metrically, these upright wooden objects can be di-
vided into two size classes: (1) posts, with diameters be-
tween - 10-20 cm; and (2) stakes, with diameters be-
tween 3-10 cm. In Area B, the posts are aligned in two
rows running roughly N-S and E-W, which meet in a
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Area B Extension

W200 W200 W201
N144 N145 N144

W201 Analytical
N145 zones

A

B1

B2

1
6 5

nJ9

6 6 C1

C2

9 C3

Disturbed
garden
soil

Large incised sherds
Iying honzontally; finely
dispersed charcoal

Low density

Dense midden
concentration;
dentate sherds

Decreased midden
density; eroded
sherds, branch coral

FIGURE 4.17 Concordance diagram showing the correlation of excavation units, levels, and analytic zones in the 1988
Area B extension excavation. This diagram may be used to determine the proper zone assignment of any excavated
object, given its unit and level provenience.

corner at the conjunction of excavation units W200-
199/N150-15 1, marked by a cluster of three large posts
(see Fig. 4.20). Six small stakes lie immediatelyW of the
corner, and may have supported some kind of adja-
cent, ancillary construction (a walkway, racks, or similar
structures are likely possibilities). The two principal post
alignments may represent main supports for a substan-
tial structure; given that the N-S alignment continues

into the 1988 expansion, the sides of this stilt-house
structure were mmnimally > 8m long.

Posts 1 and 2 from the main corner, and a smaller
stake (No. 30 in Table 4.2) were submitted for radio-
carbon dating; Figure 4.25 shows Post 1 with the samples
removed for dating. The dates all overlap at lcs, and
suggest that the stilt-house structure and associated fea-

tures at Area B were constructed between - 1390-1090
cal BC (see Chapter 10). Posts 1 and 2 were also exam-
ined by Prof. D. E. Yen (Australian National University)
prior to dating, who identified the wood as Intsia bijuga.
Other posts appeared to us, and to our informants
during excavation, as probably being Cordia subcordata.
Gerhard Peekel, a German priest and naturalist who
wrote an important flora of the Bismarck Archipelago,
observed that Intsia bijuga is a common foreshore tree,
whose "wood is extremely hard and is called .ironwood'.
It is excellent for furniture- and building-timber, . . .

resistant to termites" (1984:214-16). Of Cordia subcordata,
Peekel writes that it is a "widespread, abundant beach
tree... The brown, black-veined heartwood is very

strong" (1984:471).
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Because permanent preservation of all of these
posts posed a significant conservation problem, we felt
it preferable to leave these architectural features in situ
where they could be re-exposed if an expanded areal
excavation is undertaken at Area B; most posts and
stakes were therefore not removed. However, Posts 1
and 2 were removed at the close of the 1985 excava-
tion and sent to the Prehistory Department at the Aus-
tralian National University, where they were conserved
byW. Ambrose. These posts both revealed sharpened,
pointed bases with adz marks, as seen in Figure 4.25.

Because the Zone C deposits were deposited sub-
tidally onto the sandy reef flat, there are no features in
the usual sense of hearths, ovens, or pits. However, as
deposition was within a low energy marine environ-
ment without significant disturbance, there are a num-
ber of clusters of sherds and other materials as shown
in Figure 4.18. For example, in Unit W201/N149 we
exposed an in situ, undisturbed arrangement of sherds
representing about two-thirds of a large, beautifully
decorated flat-bottomed dish (Fig. 4.14). This vessel had
evidently been tossed off the stilt-house platförm, pre-
sumably after breaking, where it had landed upside down
on the sandy lagoon floor. Although the impact of land-
ing on the sandy flat fractured the vessel into more than
one dozen sherds, these were not subsequently dislodged.
Similarly, much of a large plainware jar was found in a
similar condition in Unit W201/N150, and half of an
exquisite vessel or cylinder stand with anthropomor-
phic design was exposed in Unit W198-199/N148 (Fig.
4.26). Another feature of interest was a dense concen-
tration of large mollusk shells packed closely around
the bases of wooden posts 20, 21, and 29.

Spatial Patterns in Area B
As described above, Area B exposed what appears to
be two sides of a rectangular structure, originally sup-
ported on wooden stilts or posts, and situated over a
shallow reef flat. In order to determine whether the
distribution of cultural materials in Zone C of Area B
might reflect patterns associated with this structure (such
as differential density of materials to one side of the
post alignments), we plotted the distribution of a vari-
ety of classes of materials (both artifacts and faunal
remains) by grid unit.29 Figure 4.27 is a perspective den-
sity plot of the Area B excavation (oriented in the same
manner as the perspective drawing of posts shown in

Figure 4.20), showing the distribution of plain body
sherds, while Figure 4.28 depicts the distribution of
decorated body sherds. In Zone C3, there is a high con-
centration of plain sherds in the vicinity of the putative
corner of the stilt house, while the decorated sherds
display a fairly uniform distribution. In Zone C2, a rather
different pattern emerges, with both plain and deco-
rated sherds displaying higher concentrations in the S
portion of the main excavation, and extended beyond
in the 1988 AreaB extension. Finally, in Zone C1, which
has the highest overall concentration of ceramics, there
are fairly dense "pockets" both in the S and E portions
of the main excavation, while the 1988 Area B exten-
sion displays a relatively low density.

The distribution of lithic flakes (primarily obsidian,
but also including some chert flakes) is shown in Figure
4.29. In Zone C3, two units to what was presumably
the exterior of the stilt-house structure (on theN and
W) display slightly elevated densities, while in Zone C2
there is a similar high-density unit on theW side of the
N-S post alignment. Zone C1 shows the highest overall
density of lithics (thus correlating with the vertical dis-
tribution of ceramics), with the highest concentrations
again to theN andW of what we interpret as the stilt-
house alignment. This is a pattern which might be an-
ticipated if knapping was taking place on the elevated
stilt house platform, with debris falling or being tossed
off the edges of the platform.

Cultural Content ofArea B
Area B yielded a large assemblage of ceramics and non-
ceramic portable artifacts, as well as faunal materials
(Table 4.3). By far the greatest density of materials oc-
curs in Zone C, the undisturbed waterlogged deposit.
Ceramics, obsidian flakes, andvertebrate fauna increase
steadily in quantity from Zone C3to Zone C1, whereas
shell midden is fairly uniformly distributed. The Zone
C3-1 deposit is directly associated with the wooden stilt-
house architecture. Zone B, above the Ghyben-Herzberg
lens, has a considerably lower density of all classes of
cultural material. ZoneA also has a low density, and the
materials contained in this reworked garden soll appear
to have been deposited largely through the burrowing
actions of land crabs which have removed materials
from lower depths (especially Zone B). ZoneA should
therefore be entirely discounted as a primary occupa-
tion unit in any analysis of the Area B materials.
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TABLE 4.2 Data on wooden posts in Site ECA excavations.

AREA/UNIT POST DEPTH MAX. MIN. LENGTH IDENTIFICATION COMMENTS
NO. (B.D.) DIAM. DIAM.

AREA B
W200N150 B1
W199N151 B2

W199N150 B3

W199N150 B4
W200N1 51 B5
W200N1 51 B6
W198N151 B7

- - - - Intsia biuga
- 18 12 - Intsia biuga

- 17 - - Intsiab#iuga ?

10
3
4

13

W200N149 B8
W199N149 B9
W199N151 B10
W198N151 B11

W198N149 B12
B13

W201N151 B14
W201N151 B15
W201N151 B16
W195N150 B17
W196N151 B18
W196N151 B19
W197N150 B20

W197N150 B21

W200N147 B22
W197N151 B23
W200N148 B24
W200N148 B25
W195N150 B26
W199N147 B27
W198N147 B28
W196N150 B29
W198N148 B30
W200N147 B31
W200N147 B32
W197N1 51 B33

12
20

13

1.59
1.61
1.63
1.27

1.36

1.30
1.68

1.64

1.66

1.68
1.60
1.64

6
1 1
12
7
8

15
7
10
14

9
2
3
10

15

10

5
10

4

1 1
5

17
12

Main corner post; 14C dated (ANU-5790)
Main corner post; base faceted and
sharpened; adz marks visible; inclined on
450 angle towards N; 14C dated (ANU-
5791)
Main corner post; squared off in cross
section, with adz facets clearly visible; dark
black wood

- Intsia b#uga ? Dark black wood, smaller post
- - Small stake
- - Small stake
- - Inclined towards E; rounded in section;

probably structural
- Cordia subcordata ? Brownish wood; circular section
- Cordia subcordata ? Brownish wood; roughly squared

Soft brown wood
- Intsia bijuga Dark black wood; roughly squared in

section; probably structural
- Cordia subcordata ? Soft brown wood
- Cordia subcordata ? Soft brown wood
- - Very soft brown wood; circular section
- Cordia subcordata ? Small oval stake; soft brown wood

16 11 - -

18
3
8
13
1 1

1?

9
3
3
9
9
8

14
2
7
10
7

10
9
2
2
8
7
5

Inclined towards N
Probably structural post
Small stake
Small stake
Part of cluster with posts 21 and 29;
probably structural
Part of cluster with posts 20 and 29;
probably structural
Main structural post
Small stake
Small post/stake
Probably structural post
Possibly structural
Small stake
Small stake
Next to Post 21; probably structural
14C dated (Beta-20452)
Small post
Small post
Small post

continued on next page
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AREA/UNIT POST DEPTH MAX. MIN. LENGTH IDENTIFICATION COMMENTS
No. (B.D.) DIAM. DIAM.

AREA B
EXTENSION

W201 N145 B34 - 4 3 - -

W200N1 45 B35 - 14 13 - - Probably structural post
W200N1 44 B36 - 8 8 - - Inclined towards NW
W201 Ni 44 B37 - 5 4 - - Poorly preserved
W201 Ni 44 B38 - 7 6 - - Inclined towards south
W201 Ni 44 B39 - 8 7 - - Inclined towards east

W200
TRANSECT

W200N120 - - 10.5 - - - Extends from 129-151 cm bs
W200N1 30 - - 4 4 33 - Small stake with adzed point
W200N160 - - 14 13 - - Top of post at 89 cm bs
W200N1 70 - - 10 10 67 - Possibly structural; top at 81 cm bs

W250
TRANSECT

W250N110 1 - 4.5 - 71 -

W250N1 10 3 - 8 - 65 - Adzed to sharp point
W250N1 20 - - - - - - 14C dated (Beta-30681)
W250N1 40 - - - - - - 14C dated (Beta-30682)
W250N1 70 - - - - - - Small stake; 14C dated (Beta-30684)
W250N1 81 1 - 15 - 69 - Base roughly adzed
W250N1 81 2 - 10 - - - Fragmentary

AREA C
W250N1 88 C1 1.81 18 16 - - Main structural post
W250N1 88 C2 1.70 12 10 - - Structural post, near Cl
W250N1 88 C3 1.85 6 5 - Diospyros sp. 14C dated (Beta-30686)
W249N188 C4 1.83 5 4 - - Stake
W249N1 88 C5 1.76 8 6 - - Small post
W249N1 88 C6 1.86 9 8 - - Small post
W249N1 87 C7 1.85 8 5 - - Small post
W250N1 90 C8 1.63 14 12 - - Probably main structural post
W251 Ni 90 C9 1.58 9 7 - - Small post; probably structural
W250N1 91 C10 1.68 9 9 - - Probably structural
W250N1 91 C 1 1.76 11 9 - - Probably structural
W250N1 91 C12 1.71 7 6 - - Small post
W250N191 C13 1.76 11 9 - - Small post
W250N191 C14 1.60 9 6 - - Small post
W250N1 91 C15 1.81 10 8 - - Small post
W251 N191 C16 1.72 6 5 - - Stake
W251 N191 C17 1.75 5 3 - - Stake
W251 N191 C18 1.82 8 - - - Small post
W250N1 90 C19 1.78 10 7 - - Possibly structural
W250N1 91 C20 1.56 20 18 70 Intsia biuga 14C dated (Beta-30687); Main house post;

adzed from two sides to a sharpened
point

W251 N190 C21 - 3 2 - - Small stake
W251 N190 C22 - 7 - - - Small post
W251 Ni 91 C23 - 4 3 - - Small stake
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FIGURE 4.19 Plan of the Area B extension, showing the locations of all wooden posts
and stakes, as well as the postions of other features and artifacts.

FIGURE 4.20 Perspective rendering (from the NW) of the main Area B excavation, showing the positions of wooden
posts and stakes.
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FIGURE 4.21 View of Area B, at the completion of excavations in 1986, with wooden posts exposed but still in situ.
Note that Posts B1 and B2 had been removed at the close of the 1985 season, and thus are absent from this
photograph.

FIGURE 4.22 Close up view of Posts B20
and B21 in the E part of the main

*- Area B excavation (view is from the E
looking W). The top of a smaller post
or stake is also visible.
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FIGURE 4.23 View of the S expansion of Area B, at the completion of excavations in 1986, with wooden posts
exposed but still in situ. Note horizontal timber.

FIGURE 4.24 The Area B Expansion at the close of excavations in 1988, with several
exposed posts and stakes in situ.
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FIGURE 4.25 Posts B1 and B2 after conservation by freeze-drying, and after sampling for
radiocarbon dating. Note that the bases of the posts have been tapered to a point by
adzing, presumably for ease of insertion into the reef flat. The samples for radiocarbon
dating were removed from the outermost growth rings of the posts, and the resulting dates
should therefore give a close approximation of the age of death of the trees, and of
construction of the stilt house.

As indicated above in the analysis of Area B stratig-
raphy, the Zone C materials were deposited sub-tidally
as a result of discard from and accumulation around
the stilt-house structure. Following the abandonment of
this structure, and initial progradation of the shoreline
to the N, the Zone B materials appear to have been
deposited inter-tidally or supra-tidally as a beach front
or foreshore microenvironment. Despite this change in
the environment and mode of deposition (and conse-
quent lack of waterlogging of the Zone B deposits),
the vertical stratigraphy in Area B does present an intact
temporal sequence, which is extremely important for
the analysis of change in ceramic style and other aspects
of Lapita material culture in Mussau.

Figure 4.30 displays the vertical distribution, by ana-
lytic zone, of several class of ceramic decoration on the
sherd assemblage from Unit W200N144 of the 1988
Area B extension. A clear pattern oftemporal change is
evident, with a progression from an early emphasis on
fine dentate stamping, through a middle phase with an

increase in coarse-dentate stamping, to the late deposits
marked by a dominance of incised decoration. This
temporal sequence is mirrored by the horizontal strati-
graphic progression from S to N along the W250
transect (see below). The Area B sequence similarly re-
veals major shifts not only in decorative technique, but
in vessel form, temper, and other attributes. A full dis-
cussion of these trends is deferred to Volume III.

The Zone C deposits at Area B-associated with
the large stilt structure-are notable for the presence of
the variety of shell objects which are sometimes glossed
under the rubric "ornaments." These include many ex-
quisitely executed Spondylus-shell beads and pendants,
Nautilus-shell discs, Conus-shell and Tridacna-shell rings,
large Conus "rectangular units," and other objects. Else-
where (Kirch 1988c; 1997:236-38), I have argued that
such objects functioned as "exchange valuables" in the
complex long-distance exchange system into which the
Mussau Lapita communities were integrated. The con-
centration of such numbers of these "valuables" in Area
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B may be noteworthy. This is especially so in light of
the presence, in Zone C, of a number of elaborately
decorated Lapita ceramic vessels, including pedestalled
bowls, and dishes bearing anthropomorphic designs.
Area B also yielded a unique bone sculpture, a small
anthropomorphic image carved from sea mammal bone
(probably porpoise). This concentration of special ob-
jects and ceramics-unparalleled elsewhere in the ECA
Site, or indeed at other Lapita sites excavated to date-
might support an argument that the Area B stilt-house
was a special-function structure. However, we must not
ignore the fact that the Zone C deposits also contain
heavy concentrations of shell and bone midden, oven
stones, and food-preparation equipment (scrapers and
peeling knives). Thus food preparation (and consump-
tion?) was also a major activity at this structure.

Radiocarbon Dat/ng
Eleven samples from Area B were radiocarbon dated,
and an additional sample was dated from Unit W200/
N120 (FP-18). The samples from Area B included char-
coal, shell, and wooden post bases, while that from
W200/N120 was of coconut endocarp. Details of all
samples, and a thorough discussion of the dates, the
problems associated with their calibration, and their in-
terpretations are given in Chapter 10. Here I note sim-
ply that this suite of radiocarbon dates indicates that the
Area B stilt house was likely to have been constructed
not earlier than - 1300 cal BC, and not later than - 1200
cal BC. Although the house itself was unlikely to have
been occupied or used for more than a century or so,
deposition of cultural materials at the Area B locus con-
tinued until - 1000-900 cal BC, with the later part of this
sequence marked by a shift from dentate-stamped to
incised ceramics, as discussed above. Thus the entire
depositional sequence at Area B spans a period of no
less than - 200 and no more than - 400 years.

THE W250 TRANSECT (1 988)

The W250 transect was excavated to meet certain ob-
jectives outlined for the 1988 field season. The transect
lies 50 mW of Area B and, as with the W200 transect,
extends from the Lapita-period beach terrace (1.73 m
asl) marked by a - 0.7m elevation dropN across a low
flat to N200 at 1.03 m asl, a total distance of 130 m
(see Fig. 4.10). The S portion of the transect, between
W250N70 and W250N110 (situated on the higher

FIGURE 4.26 Finely decorated vessel or cylinder stand as
exposed in situ in Zone C of the Area B excavation.

ground of the paleobeach terrace) consists of dark gray-
brown loam littered with shell midden and potsherds,
supporting a vegetation association of second-growth
scrub Pandanus, Morinda, and other shrubs, ferns, and
grasses. This vegetation results from repeated root-crop
gardening. ProceedingN beyond W250N1 10 and across
the former shoreline, the soil becomes a lighter brown
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TABLE 4.3 Summary of cultural content of Area B, Site ECA (by analytic zones).

CLASS

Ceramics
Plain Body Sherds
Decorated Body Sherds
Plain Rim Sherds
Decorated Rim Sherds
Ceramic Disks

Non-Ceramic Artifacts
Obsidian Flakes
Adz/Adz Fragment
Abraders

Scrapers & Peelers
Fishhooks
Fishhook Preforms
Shell Rings
Other Ornaments

Coral Oven Stones
Manuport/Volcanic Stone

A B, B2 CC c2 C3 TOTAL

1,512

96

21

96

2,882
222

38
157

2

2,580
230

53
207

399 422 309
1

1 1

5 22 28
2 4 3

25 20 27

6 8 11

2 5 4

5 69 7

9 18 49

5,604
655
91

504

483
2

2

46

6
26
28
20

12

103

4,481
417

56
376

3

244

1

3
29

26
20
17

108

39

3,949
240

84
221

9

21,008
1,860

343
1,561

14

sandy loam, lacking surface shell midden and sherds,
covered in climax forest vegetation. Because the soil
here has not been organically enriched from human oc-

cupation, the Eloaua people regard it as infertile terrain
for gardening.

The W250 transect was cleared of vegetation with
bush knives, and a series of profile elevations were taken
with a telescopic level. These elevations were tied to the
Area B datum, and a new permanent datum peg was

established for use during the W250 transect excava-

tions. As with the 1986 Area B excavations, our hand-
operated bilge pumps kept the W250 pits dry, and the
pump out-flow was utilized for wet-sieving the exca-

vated sediment. During the W250 transect excavations
we also took systematic 1-liter sediment samples from
each excavation level for flotation and fine wet-sieving
through 0. 125-inch mesh screens in the field laboratory.

W250 Transect Stratigraphy
The W250 transect provides a stratigraphic profile ex-

tending 130 m from the beach terrace and Lapita-pe-
riod shoreline in the S, to the former reef flat on the N.
A diagrammatic overview of this stratigraphic transect

is shown in Figure 4.31. Detailed sections of all transect
pits were drawn during fieldwork, accompanied by

profile descriptions. Here we provide descriptions of
four units that represent the range of stratigraphic varia-
tion across the transect: W250N80, W250N120,
W250N150, and W250N200.

Unit W250N80. This unit lies at the highest point
of the paleobeach terrace (1.73 m asl), and therefore
occupies the same geomorphic zone as Area A, and as

TP-9 (W400N72). As with Area A, the stratigraphy in
W250N80 was simple, consisting of only two sedimen-
tary deposits:

LAYER 1:0-20/25 cm bs. Color: dark brown (7.5YR
4/2). Sandy loam with a thick root/fern rhi-
zome mat in the upper 5-10 cm, heavily re-

worked by gardening. Sherds in this layer are

typically small and weathered. The contact with
the underlying sand deposit is gradational over
a 3-4 cm zone.

LAYER II: 20/25-75 + cm bs. Color: white (5YR 8/
1). Structureless deposit of coarse-grained cal-
careous sand and reef detritus, becoming more
gravelly textured with increasing depth. Sherds
and shell midden become less frequent with
depth, and were not recovered below 50-60
cm, although this does not correspond with
any evident lithological break. Layer II becomes

213 2,070
4

1 8

22 152

3 18

8 132
14 87

5 53
18 219

87 305
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Zone

strongly cemented at the base of excavation at

-75 cmbs.

The stratigraphy of Unit W250N80 is in all respects
highly similar to that of Area A. Furthermore, the ce-

ramic assemblage recovered from Units W250N70
through W250N100 also closely matches that from Area
A, being dominated by large, plainware jars with re-

stricted orifices and strongly everted rims.
Unit W250N120. The ground surface here is 54 cm

lower than at W250N80, suggesting that the former
unit was originally N of the Lapita-period shoreline;
this was confirmed by excavation. The E face of
W250N120 is shown in Figure 4.32, and the stratigraphic
profile was as follows:

LAYER IA: Color: dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2).
Sandy loam, reworked by gardening. Many
rootlets present in the upper part of this layer
which grades into Layer IB.

LAYER IB: Color: reddish brown (5YR 5/3). A zone

of leaching at the base of Layer I; coarse-

grained calcareous sand, stained gray.

LAYER II: Color: white (5YR 8/1). Massive, struc-

tureless deposit of coarse-grained calcareous
sand, containing a high density of shellfish
midden. The deposit is heavily cemented with
calcium carbonate bonds between individual
sand particles in the upper part, but becomes

FIGURE 4.30 Vertical distribution
(by analytic zone) of several main
ceramic decorative techniques in
Unit W200N1 44 of the 1988
Area B extension.

less cemented to loose with increasing depth.
The boundary with Layer III is gradational.

LAYER III: Color: light gray (5YR 7/1). Coarse-
grained calcareous sand with some fine silt-clay
sized particles mixed in. This deposit contains
anaerobically preserved plant remains as well
as cultural materials such as pottery and bone.
The contact with Layer IV is very abrupt and
smooth.

LAYER IV: Color: white (5YR 8/1). A thin deposit
of coarse-grained, loose calcareous sand con-
taining cultural material. The contact with Layer
V is very abrupt and sharp.

LAYER V: Color: light gray (5YR 7/1). A densely
compacted layer of fine clay-silt textured cal-
careous sediment, lacking any larger-sized in-
clusions. The deposit is full of preserved wood
and a variety of anaerobically preserved plant
remains. Two wooden posts passed through
this layer down into Layer VI, and were sur-
rounded by a mass of rattan-like tough, flex-
ible sticks (- 1.5-2 cm diameter), as shown in
Figure 4.33. These sticks and the posts trapped
a dense accumulation of plant remains (seed
cases, nuts) in a pocket of fine-grained silt-clay.
The thick deposit of plant remains accumu-
lated around the posts in situ. Layer V slopes
steeply from the southeast to northwest; the
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- Plant remains

FIGURE 4.32 Stratigraphic section of the E face of Unit
W250N1 20.

lower stratigraphic boundary is very abrupt and
sharp.

LAYER VI: Color: white (5YR 8/1). A loose deposit
of coarse-grained calcareous sand containing

large midden shells but very little bone, and only
a few water-rolled sherds. Post 2 continued
down through this layer.

Excavation was terminated in W250N120 at 140
cm bs, when the high volume of water flowing into the
pit proved too much to be removed with the hand
pumps, and threatened to collapse the sidewalls. The
tops of the two wooden posts were removed for ra-

diocarbon dating and wood identification.
The depositional sequence in W250N120 began with

deposition on the inter-tidal flat immediately seaward

of the shoreline at the time of initial Lapita occupation
(Layer VI). This inter-tidal zone incorporated a few
water-rolled potsherds and some shell midden. The
construction of a pole or stilt structure is associated
with the next depositional unit (Layer V), and a mass of
organic material was trapped and buried in the fine sedi-
ment which accumulated around the post bases. Aban-
donment of the stilt structure probably occurred dur-
ing or after the deposition of the next two, relatively
thin sedimentary layers (IV and III). Layer II, with its
high density of shell midden, no longer represents an
inter-tidal depositional environment, but rather a beach
ridge accumulation unit, and post-dates the progradation
of the shoreline in a northerly direction.

Unit W250N150. This unit lies - 45 mN (and sea-
ward) of the mid-Holocene shoreline associated with
initial Lapita occupation of ECA, at an elevation of
1.02 m asl. The stratigraphic profile of the E face, shown
in Figure 4.34, was as follows:

LAYER 1: Color: Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2). Silty-
loam, A horizon, heavily penetrated with root-
lets; somewhat reworked through gardening.
The contact with the underlying Layer IIA is
abrupt and sharp.

LAYER IIA: Color: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6). This
appears to be a zone of organic staining due to
the leaching of the A horizon and downward
percolation of organic materials.

LAYER IIB: Color: White (7.5YR N/8). A massive,
structureless deposit of medium-to-coarse
grained calcareous sand, heavily cemented. The
contact with Layer Im is gradational over - 1.5
cm.

LAYER IA: Color: White (7.5YR N/8). Structure-
less deposit of coarse-grained calcareous sand
with a slight fine-fraction admixture of silt-clay.
The contact with Layer IIIB is abrupt.

LAYER ilIB: Color: Light grey (7.5YR N/7). A thin
lens of very fine, silt-clay sized calcareous sedi-
ment, sloping gently towards the north. Abrupt
contact with Layer IHc.

LAYER IIIC: Color: White (7.5YR N/8). Thick de-
posit of coarse-grained calcareous sand, con-
taining considerable cultural material, including
anaerobically preserved plant remains in the
lower portion of the deposit. The contact with
Layer IV is gradational over a 3-5 cm zone.

LAYER IV: Color: White (7.5YR N/8). Coarse-
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FIGURE 4.33 Concentration of sticks and anaerobically preserved plant remains, adjacent to a vertical wooden post, in
the 'muck zone' sediments in Unit W250N1 20.

grained calcareous sand with numerous water-
rolledAcropora branch coral fingers. Various
entire sand-dwelling bivalves, such as Quidnipagus
sp. and Veneridae spp., were recovered in death
position, indicating a sub-tidal, reef platform
depositional environment.

The depositional sequence in W250N150 suggests
initial occupation on a sub-tidal reef flat composed of
coarse-grained sands with reefdetritus includingAcropora
branch coral (Layer IV). A thick deposit of cultural
material including sherds, shell midden, and plant re-
mains (Layer IIIC) subsequently accumulated on top
of the reef platform, with the main source of non-
cultural sediment being calcareous sands. Further sand
accumulation occurred with progradation ofthe shore-
line past the N150 line and towards the present shore-
lne.

Unit W250N200. This unit marks theN end of the
W250 transect, and was situated 10mN of the Area C
excavation, in dense climax forest not presently utilized
for gardening. The stratigraphic profile of the E face,
shown in Figure 4.35, was as follows:

LAYER I: Color: Dark grayish brown (1OYR 4/2).
PresentA horizon with numerous rootlets. The
contact with Layer II is gradational.

LAYER II: Color: Light gray (lOYR 7/1). This
mottled zone has been heavily reworked by the
burrowing of land crabs, whose burrows were
evident during excavation. The deposit of
coarse-grained calcareous sand was essentially
culturally sterile. The contact with Layer Imwas
abrupt but irregular.

LAYER III: Color: White (lOYR 8/1). Coarse-to-
medium grained, compact, calcareous sand,
containing many entire Quidnipagus bivalves in

11 1
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IIIA 7.5YRN/8

IIic 7.5YR N/8

iv 7.5YR N/8C

.Unexcavated..- ..

Acropora sp. branch coral

_ Pangium edule and other plant remains

death position, indicative of a sub-tidal depo-
sitional environment. Limited cultural material
was recovered from the upper part of the de-
posit, and the frequency of sherds and other
cultural debris declined with increasing depth.

The W250N200 unit appeared to be near the N
limit of cultural activity over the former reef platform.
The low density of sherds and other materials appears

to mark the outer fringe of midden dumping from the
stilt-house structure exposed in Area C.

FIGURE 4.34 Stratigraphic
section of the E face of
Unit W250N1 50.

Wooden Posts
Wooden posts were discovered in five of the W250
transect units, schematically indicated on the transect

diagram (Fig. 4.31). Dimensions and other details of
these posts are provided in Table 4.2. The posts are

discretely distributed into two areas or zones. The first
of these is in Units W250N110 and W250N120, im-
mediatelyN of the mid-Holocene shoreline; five posts
were exposed in these two units. Their stratigraphic
position at the base of the cultural deposits-set into
the underlying inter-tidal reef platform-indicates that
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FIGURE 4.35 Stratigraphic section of the E face of Unit
W250N200.

at the time of early Lapita occupation they supported
one or more pole structures situated - 10-20 m off-
shore. One post from W250N120 was radiocarbon
dated, yielding a conventional age of 2860 + 60 BP,
which calibrates to 1209-933 cal BC at la. These posts
correspond with a peak in the density of ceramics, ob-
sidian, oven stones, and other indicators of occupation
(see Cultural Content, below), indicating that they sup-
ported habitation structures. The ceramic assemblage is
characterized by a mix of fine and coarse-dentate
stamped sherds, as well as pedestal sherds with cut-
outs. In general, the ceramic assemblage associated with
the W250N1 10-120 posts is similar to that from Zones
C3-C2 of Area B, and the house(s) that stood along this
part of the W250 transect were probably a part of the
same settlement pattern as the Area B structure. Most
likely there was an array or zone of pole structures par-
alleling the original shoreline at a distance of 10-40 m
offshore.

The W250N130 through W250N150 units revealed
no posts, however another set of wooden post bases
occurs from N160 to N191.3° A total of five substan-

tial posts, each in vertical position, was exposed by this
set of units, while expansion of the W250N191 unit
into Area C (described below) exposed an additional
23 posts and stakes. These posts were set in coarse-
grained sands containing water-rolled branch coral
(Acropora sp.) along with many sand-burrowing marine
bivalves (Quidnipagus and other species in the family
Veneridae). These bivalves were not midden compo-
nents but rather occurred as sets of intact valves in up-
right death position, indicating that they had died in situ
in the sandy matrix surrounding the posts. These shells
indicate that the depositional environment at the time
the wooden post structures were constructed was con-
stantly sub-tidal.

The cultural materials that accumulated around the
wooden post bases in units W250N160 to N191 dis-
play another peak in density (see Cultural Content, be-
low). The high frequency of oven stones, obsidian, ce-
ramics, and other materials corresponding with the posts
thus indicates another set of habitation structures. The
nature of the ceramic assemblage, however, differs from
that associated with the structures in the N1 10-120 zone
described above. Here the ceramics are dominated by
thin-walled jars with everted rims, decorated primarily
by incising and by notching or pinching of the rims.
This pottery corresponds to the upper part of the Area
B sequence (Zone B). We thus interpret the pole or stilt-
house structure(s) in the area of W250N160-191 as a
somewhat later construction, probably after the origi-
nal shoreline had begun to prograde to the N. This in-
terpretation is also supported by the radiocarbon dates
from the W250 transect and from Area C (see below).

Cultural Content alon,g the W250 Transect
The W250 transect yielded a large collection of cultural
materials; patterns of distribution of sherds, midden,
oven stones, obsidian, and other materials along the
transect yield evidence significant for site interpretation.

The spatial distribution of several classes of arti-
facts exhibit similar patterns along the S-to-N course
of the 130-m long transect. In Figure 4.36 we show the
density distributions of undecorated sherds, lithic flakes
(primarily obsidian), and coral oven stones. All of these
materials exhibit a bi-modal distribution pattern, with
density peaks centered on Units W250N1 10-120 and
on Units W250N181-190. These peaks correspond to
the two sets of preserved wooden post bases that we
had interpreted as representing temporally distinct phases

L
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FIGURE 4.36 Distribution of
ceramic sherds, obsidian flakes, and
coral oven stones along the
W250 transect.
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of stilt-house construction and occupation. As would
be expected from an over-water platform habitation-
with midden and trash disposal directly off the plat-
forms into the surrounding shallow water-the density
of cultural materials is highest immediately around the
posts, tapering off to either side. These patterns are
strong evidence that the preserved post bases supported
dwelling structures, upon which domestic activities such
as oven use and food preparation, use of pottery, shell
artifact manufacture, and other tasks took place.

The distribution of anaerobically preserved plant
remains along the W250 transect units is shown in Fig-
ure 4.37. This distribution differs from those examined
above in having a single zone of high concentration,
between units N110-130, corresponding to the main
area of fine silt-clay sediment (the "muck zone") which
was so rich in organic remains. Unit W250N130 espe-
cially, produced a large assemblage of preserved seeds
and nuts, including large numbers of Canarium sp. al-
mond, Dracontomelon dao, Spondias dulcis, Pandanus spp.,

and Cocos nuczfera. All of this plant material accumulated
in the fine sediment around the stilt-house posts, pre-
sumably as cultural refuse of the house's occupants.

Figure 4.38 displays the distribution ofworked shell
of Trochus niloticus and two large cones, Conus litteratus
and C. leopardus. These large marine gastropods pro-
vided raw material for the manufacture of fishhooks
(Trochus) and of several kinds of ornaments or exchange
valuables (Conus).31 While worked shell of both genera
is distributed throughout the length of the transect, it is
especially concentrated in the N100-120 section, again
associated with the earlier phase of stilt-houses.

The W250 ceramic assemblage also displays a
marked distribution along the course of the transect, as
seen in Figure 4.39. At the S end of the transect, sherds
with fine-dentate stamping dominate the ceramic as-
semblage. A considerable increase in the frequency of
coarse-dentate stamping occurs in the middle of the
transect, while theN end in the vicinity of the Area C
stilt-house, is dominated by sherds decorated with in-

FIGURE 4.37 Distribution of anaerobically preserved plant remains along the W250 transect.
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FIGURE 4.38 Distribution of worked shell along the W250 transect.

cised designs. The changing frequency distributions of
decorative technique and vessel form along the W250
transect correspond closely with the vertical, stratigraphic
sequence revealed by the Area B excavation, and con-

firm that a real temporal progression is being tracked
along the course of the W250 transect.

Radiocarbon Dating
Ten samples (four wood, six shell) from the W250
transect were submitted for radiocarbon dating; full
details are reported in Chapter 10. The conventional
14C ages are plotted on the transect diagram (Fig. 4.31).
A wooden post in W250N120 (Beta-30681) yielded a

calibrated age of 1209-933 cal BC. A wooden timber
lying horizontally in W250N140 (Beta-30682) dated to
1316-1129 cal BC, and a second horizontal timber in

W250N170 (Beta-30684) dated to 1490-1222 cal BC.

An upright post in W250N191 (Beta-30687) was dated
to 826-664 cal BC, which was confirmed by other dates
from the expanded Area C excavation, described be-
low. The calibration of six shell samples from the W250
transect depends upon the choice of a AR correction

factor, which for reasons to be discussed in Chapter 10,

is complicated. Full discussion of these shell dates is

therefore deferred to Chapter 10.
When all radiocarbon dates-including calibrated

shell samples-are taken into consideration, the radio-
carbon suite from the W250 transect suggests a chro-
nology of occupation commencing as early as - 1500
BC, with initial cultural activity focused on the paleobeach
terrace at the S end of the transect. One or more pole-
supported structures were constructed immediately sea-

ward of the mid-Holocene shoreline, and probably date
to the period - 1300-1000 BC. These structures were

thus contemporaneous with the Area B stilt house, pre-

sumably forming part of a single village. Following
abandonment of these structures-and progradation
of the shoreline to the N-a new set of pole structures

was erected near theN end of the W250 transect; these
date to an interval of - 1100-800 BC (see below for AreaC
dates).

AREA C EXCAVATIONS (1988)

When Unit W250N190 was excavated into the water-

logged Ghyben-Herzberg lens, four wooden posts were
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exposed in deposits yielding thin-walled potsherds char-
acterized by notched rims and fine incised decoration.
Based on our knowledge of the ceramic sequence in
Area B (from the 1986 excavations), it appeared that
we had encountered a relatively late Lapita occupation,
post-dating the ceramic transition from primarily den-
tate-stamped ceramics to incised pottery. Given the con-
centration of posts (two of them quite massive), it also

seemed likely that there had been a substantial pole-house
structure in this locality. We therefore decided to open up a

number of contiguous units, designated Area CI?

Because the unconsolidated sands in Area C were

very loose and continually threatened to collapse as we

penetrated into the waterlogged levels, it was not pos-

sible to expose a large area with long sidewalls. Area C
thus consists of two 4 m2 blocks separated by a 1-m

1
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baulk, as shown in the plan (Fig. 4.40). Furthermore,
because of the continual danger of sidewall collapse
(which indeed occurred several times), excavation and
pumping had to proceed rapidly. Although these were
less than ideal conditions in which to excavate, we man-
aged to take all eight units down to 1.25 m bs, at which
depth basal reef detritus was exposed.

Area C Stratigraphy
In Area C the stratigraphic section was similar to that
described for Unit W250N200 (see above), with a dark
brownA horizon formed under the heavy forest cover,
overlying light gray to white calcareous sands. Between
20-60 cm bs the sands were weakly cemented, but be-
came loose and unconsolidated once the Ghyben-
Herzberg aquifer was reached. The excavation of
W250N190 revealed that the deposits between the sur-
face and - 60 cm bs were essentially culturally sterile.
Therefore, in the expansion units comprising Area C,
these upper sands were removed by shoveling and were
only cursorily sieved to ensure that no cultural materials
were missed. Below 60 cm, excavation proceeded ac-
cording to standard procedures.

As there were no visible lithological, textural, or color
distinctions in the calcareous sandy deposit, excavation
was conducted by arbitrary levels. During excavation it
appeared that the levels between - 60-80 cm bs yielded
a high density of obsidian flakes (many of large size),
along with incised and notched-rim pottery and shell
midden. From 80-100 cm bs the density of cultural
materials decreased notably. Then from 100-120 cm
there was another concentration of cultural materials
including incised and notched rim pottery (along with a
few classic dentate-stamped Lapita sherds), along with
large midden shells clustered around the bases of the
many wooden posts and stakes. This lower zone also
included a high density of anaerobically preserved plant
materials. For analytical purposes, we have divided the
excavation levels into four zones, as follows: Zone A,
the sterile upper sands to 60 cm; Zone B, from 60-80
cm; Zone C, from 80-100 cm; and, Zone D, from 100-
125 cm (Table 4.4).

Wooden Posts
A total of 20 posts or stakes was exposed in the eight
excavation units comprising Area C. Data on these posts
are provided in Table 4.2. Although no alignment or
patterning could be detected in the limited area exposed,

several of the posts are quite large, with diameters of
15-20 cm. These certainly were structural timbers de-
signed to support some kind of pole house. Two of
these posts were radiocarbon dated (see below), with a
difference in age of 250 years, an age differential matched
by the age range in three shell dates from Area C. One
interpretation is that the posts exposed in the Area C
blocks may have been cut and set in position at differ-
ent times. Given that the vertical distribution of cultural
materials observed during excavation suggested two
phases of deposition, it may be that the posts also rep-
resent two phases of stilt-house construction.

Cultural Content
The vertical distribution of cultural materials in analyti-
cal zones B, C, and D reveals significant differences.
The basal zone D is marked by a high frequency of
anaerobically preserved plant remains (886 itemized
specimens, not including Cocos nucifera endocarp and
wood fragments), and by high densities of both verte-
brate and invertebrate faunal materials (Fig. 4.41). Zone
B, on the other hand, shows the highest densities of
ceramics (more than twice the total in Zones C andD
combined), obsidian flakes, and coral oven stones. These
differences suggest that the activities occurring on the
stilt-house structures in the vicinity ofArea C may have
changed over time. The earlier phase is marked largely
by midden dumping, whereas the later phase is repre-
sented by a broader range of artifacts indicative of
pottery use, shell artifact manufacture, lithic use, and
cooking (oven stones).

As a whole, the ceramic assemblage from Area C
(all zones) is fairly uniform, and is marked overall by a
high percentage of thin-walled sherds, deriving prima-
rily from large jars with constricted orifices and everted
rims. The rim lips are usually decorated with fine tool
notching or finger-pinching (crenate), and red slip is
common, especially on the upper parts of the vessels.
Fine incised decorations also dominate. Despite the
overall consistency of the assemblage, some differences
between zones appear to be significant. For example,
whereas jars predominate throughout the Area C se-
quence, a few bowls are also represented in the deeper
zonesC and D. The onlytwo sherds with dentate-stamp-
ing from Area C were both recovered in Zone C, and
both were water-rolled and eroded, in sharp contrast
with the non-eroded incised and notched-rim sherds
from the same zone. This suggests that the dentate sherds
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FIGURE 4.40 Plan of the 1988 Area C excavations, showing the positions of wooden posts and
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had been deposited on the reef platform and had been
subjected to water action for some period prior to the
deposition ofthe incisedpottery. While the AreaC pottery
is almost exclusively decorated with incised designs, it is
noteworthy that the motifi displayedwith the incised tech-
nique are in most cases the same as those on the den-
tate-stamped pottery from other parts of the site. Two
examples of shell-impressed decoration are also repre-
sented in Area C, both from the upper Zone B context.

The Area C pottery assemblage displays close simi-
larities with that from Site EKQ on the NE part of
Mussau Island. Both assemblages appear to represent a
late phase in the local evolution of Lapita ceramics,
marked by a reduction in the range of vessel forms
(almost exclusively confined to large, thin-walled jars),
and by the restriction of decorative technique to incis-
ing. These changes will be fully described in Volume mI.

Radiocarbon Dates
Three shell and two wooden post samples from Area
C were submitted for radiocarbon dating; details are
presented in Chapter 10. The two posts yielded cali-
brated ages of 1209-924 cal BC (Beta-30686) and 826-
664 cal BC (Beta-30687), suggesting that more than one
phase ofpole structure construction may be represented.
Calibration of the shell sample dates, which depends
upon the AR correction factor, is discussed in Chapter
10. For reasons given there, our best overall estimate
for the occupation period represented by the Area C
assemblage is - 1100-800 cal BC.

SEDIMENTOtOGY OF THE TALEPAKEMALAI SITE

With the discovery in 1985 that the ECA Site had both
paleobeach terrace as well as lagoonal depositional en-
vironments (the latter now containing the anaerobically
preserved stilt-house remains), it became necessary to
understand in some detail the site's complex and dy-
namic geomorphological history. In part, this history
could be reconstructed through our field observations,
including paleo-shoreline indicators as weil as the stratig-
raphy ofexcavated units, especially those along theW200
and W250 transects. An additional source of data po-
tentially bearing on depositional processes was that to
be obtained from laboratory analysis of sediment
samples collected from key stratigraphic layers. Such
samples, which could be compared with modern con-
trol samples taken from active lagoon and seaward

TABLE 4.4 Summary of cultural content of Area C,
Site ECA (by analytic zones).

CLASS B C D TOTAL

Ceramics
Plain Body Sherds 522 209 202 933

Decorated Body Sherds 7 24 15 46

Plain Rim Sherds 5 3 8

Decorated Rim Sherds 35 13 12 60

Non-Ceramic Artifacts
Obsidian Flakes 127 41 38 206

Abrader 2 2

Fishhooks 1 1 2

Fishhook Preform 1 1

Coral Oven Stones 80 6 13 99

ManuportVolcanic Stone 1 1 1 3

beaches, may yield information on the mode of depo-
sition and critical energy levels at the time that the ECA
deposits were laid down. For this purpose, 31 archaeo-
logical sediment samples were collected over the course
of the three field seasons, along with 16 modern beach
and reef/lagoon flat control samples. Laboratory analyses
were carried out largely by Melinda S. Allen in the Uni-
versity of Washington geoarchaeology laboratory, fol-
lowing a protocol we jointly developed.33

FIELD AND LABORATORY METHODS

Field sampling of archaeological sediments followed
methods outlined by Stein (1985), with samples taken
from discrete depositional layers (i.e., not crossing strati-
graphic boundaries). Samples were collected into ster-
ile, heavy polyethylene bags after the stratigraphic sec-
tion of particular excavation unit had been drawn and
interpreted; sample locations were indicated by depth
and notated on the stratigraphic drawings.

Modern Control Samples
Four sets of modern control samples were collected,
all from Eloaua Island. (1) In 1985 we obtained general
samples (GS-1 to -3) from the foot of a seaward beach,
from the top of a lagoon beach, and from the foot of
a lagoon beach, respectively. (2) In 1986, we collected
four samples in conjunction with a measured transect
across the seaward reef flat in front of the Talubagalim
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School, located due W of the ECA Site and fronting
the Malle Channel. These samples (designated RT-1 to -

4) were obtained from the seaward beach slope (RT-1),
the "muck zone" with considerable organic materials
15 m from the beach (RT-2), the "seagrass zone" 50 m
from the beach (RT-3), and the outer zone marked by
the presence of much dead branch coral, 80 m from
the beach (RT-4). (3) In 1988, we took four samples
along the slope of the seaward beach in front of Ave
Male's hamlet, with the elevation of samples above the
reef flat precisely measured by Leitz telescopic level.

The positions of these samples (designated SB-1 to -4),
and the topographic profile of this seaward beach, are
shown in Figure 4.42A. (5) Also in 1988, we took five
samples along the modern Eloaua lagoon beach on the
W side of the island near Site ECA. As with the previ-

ous sample set, these lagoon beach samples (designated
LB-1 to -5) were precisely plotted along a topographic
transect, as depicted in Figure 4.42B. These control
samples, from a seaward beach, seaward reef flat, and
lagoon beach, provide critical comparative data for the
interpretation of the archaeological sediment samples.
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Anattical Methods
Both archaeological samples and modern control
samples were subjected to the same analytical protocol
in the laboratory. Sediment color, which may be useful
for indicating the presence of organics, iron, or gleyed
properties, was described using the Munsell system (both
moist and dry determinations were made). Hydrogen
ion content (pH), which indicates relative acidity or al-
kalinity, was determined using an automatic Altex 70
pH meter, following procedures outlined byjackson
(1958). Samples were prepared by adding distilled wa-
ter to 20 ml of sediment, allowing the sample to stabi-
lize for 1 hour, followed by taking a minimum of three
pH readings (reported values were calculated as aver-

ages of these readings). pH readings were taken for the
1985 samples only.

The following pretreatment procedure was used
to remove organic matter which might adversely influ-
ence grain size analysis. This procedure is based onJack-
son (1958), with the substitution ofsodium hydrochlorite
for hydrogen peroxide (the former is both less expen-
sive and safer to use). The sodium hydrochlorite (com-
mercial chlorox beach) was diluted with hydrochloric
acid to a pH of 9.5, to avoid the possibility of diges-
tion of clay minerals. Sediment samples were immersed
in the dilute solution, and kept over low heat in a fume
hood for several days, with occasional decanting and
centrifuging the liquid portion, and addition of fresh
sodium hydrochlorite. This procedure was continued
until all organics had been removed; samples were then
rinsed in distilled water until all sodium hydrochlorite
was removed.

After this pretreatment was completed, samples
were oven dried at 100°C. A solution of sodium
hexametaphosphate (a dispersing agent) and distilled
water was added to the dried sediment, flasks were

mechanically shaken for 5 minutes, and then allowed to
sit overnight to insure that flocculation was not a prob-
lem. Samples were then wet screened using a 4f geo-

logic sieve to separate the sand fraction from the silt
and clay fractions. The sand fractions were oven dried
and mechanically shaken for 15 minutes through nested
geologic sieves with mesh sizes of -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, and
4Q. The resulting sand fractions were weighed on an

analytic balance to the nearest 1000th g.

The silt-clay fraction was placed in 1000 ml cylin-
ders and sufficient sodium hexametaphosphate solu-
tion was added to fill the cylinders. The pipette method

(Shackley 1975) was used to determine grain size for
this finer fraction. Timed pipette withdrawals were
placed in premeasured beakers, oven dried, and weighed
to the nearest 1000th g.34

Statistical analysis of grain size data were performed
using a computer program developed by the Univer-
sity ofWashington geoarchaeology laboratory, which
calculated and plotted frequency and cumulative per-
centage plots by 0 size, as well as providing summary
textural designations, sample kurtosis, and sorting char-
acteristics (based on Folk 1974).

ANALYSIS OF MODERN CONTROL SAMPLES

Analytic data on the four sets ofmodern control samples
are presented in Table 4.5, and frequency and cumula-
tive plots of grain size distributions for these samples
are shown in Figure 4.43.

General Sediment Samples
The three 1985 control samples are fairly similar in many
characteristics (e.g., white color, alkalinepH averaging
8.4), and in textural terms can be described as gravelly
or slightly gravelly sands, with moderate to very poor
sorting. The coarsest sample is that from the foot of
the lagoon beach which was very poorly sorted and
had the highest percentage of gravel (12.03%).

Eloaua ReefFlat Transect Samples
The seaward reef flat transect samples collected in 1986
provide a series extending from the seaward beach out
across the reef flat, a distance of 80 m. These samples
show much more variation than in the general sediment
samples from 1985. For example, sample RT-2 from
the modern "muck zone" is characterized by relatively
higher quantities of silt and clay, and is a gravelly muddy
sand (the organic content is also reflected in its light
gray color). Sample RT-3, from the seagrass zone, lacks
any gravel-sized component and is largely made up of
silt and clay. Sample RT-4, from the zone of dead coral
near the active reef margin, has the highest gravel com-
ponent (25.12%) of any sample, although it also has
significant quantities of silt and clay; not surprisingly,
then, it is very poorly sorted.

Seaward Beach Samples
The 1988 seaward beach samples provide data on the
variation across an active seaward beach front. Textur-
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ally, all four samples are gravelly sands, and all of their
distributions are marked by leptokurtic kurtosis. The
greatest variation is between the sediment at the foot
of the beach, which contains the highest percentage of
gravel (16.46%) and very little silt-clay, and the sediment
from the sandy flat fronting the beach, which has the
lowest amount of gravel (5.69%) and the most silt-clay
(5.51%).

Lagoon Beach Samples
The five 1988 lagoon beach and adjacent sand flat se-

ries provides data on variation across an active lagoon

shore. This series differs from the seaward beach series
in the overall lower quantity of gravel, and higher quan-
tity of fine particles. Thus only the sample from the
foot of the lagoon beach (LB-3) is characterized as a

gravelly sand, while those samples (LB-1 and -2) from
the higher beach slopes are slightly gravelly sands. In
contrast, the samples from the lagoon flat fronting the
beach are slightly gravelly muddy sands, with extremely
little gravel and reasonably high quantities of silt-clay
(11.76 and 15.13%).

Although the range of variation in the modern con-

trol samples is not extreme, there are sufficient differ-
ences to be able to distinguish between the depositional
environments of seaward and lagoon beaches and their
adjacent sandy flats. Seaward beach sediments are char-
acterized by greater amounts of larger clastics (espe-
cially in the sand and gravel size ranges) than lagoon
beach sediments, reflecting the higher energy levels as-

sociated with wave action along the seaward coastlines.
Also characteristic are the sediments ofthe seagrass flats
with their very high silt-clay fractions, and those of the
dead coral outer reef flat zone with the highest per-

centages of gravel (and very poor sorting overall). The
analyses of our Eloaua control samples presented above
also fit well with the range ofvariation in sediment sizes

described for other atoll systems, such as that of Ifaluk
described by Tracey et al. (1961; see also Wiens 1962).
They provide a set of modern analogues that may be
used to interpret the archaeological samples from Site
ECA.

ANALYSIS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SEDIMENTS

The archaeological sediment samples from Site ECA
were taken from a series of excavation units, both along
the W200 transect line (sampled in 1985 and 1986), and

along the W250 transect line (sampled in 1988). In in-
terpreting these samples, it must first be recalled that
both the W200 and W250 transects are oriented ap-
proximately N-S and are perpendicular to the orienta-
tion of the slope up to the paleobeach ridge (1.75-2.35
m asl) which is interpreted as the shoreline at the time
that the ECA Site was first occupied. Thus as one
progresses from S toN along either transect, one moves
from the paleobeach ridge down across the former
shoreline feature, and out onto what was formerly a
sandy flat. At the same time, it must also be kept in
mind that there is a time-transgressive facies within each
vertical excavation unit, which will reflect the dynamic
changes occurring over time at each micro-locality.

The W200 Transect Series
Analytic data for 13 samples collected along the W200
transect are given in Table 4.6, and selected frequency
and cumulative distribution plots are provided in Fig-
ure 4.44. In Table 4.6, the samples are arranged by ex-
cavation unit and by stratum, proceeding from S to N
along the W200 transect.

The first three samples are from Unit W200N100,
which was excavated into the crest of the paleobeach
terrace (elevation 2.01 m asl). Here the deeper Layer II
sediment, with 16.49% gravel but very little silt or clay
(and hence a gravelly sand), is a good match with a
modern seaward beach sediment (such as control sample
SB-3), consistent with our interpretation of this deposit
as the active beach zone at the time of deposition. The
upper deposits in W200N100, especially Layer IA, have
a much greater percentage of fine particles, reflecting
the later development of an organic soil on top of the
paleobeach ridge (note also the dark color and lower
pH). Layer IA is essentially the modern garden soil cul-
tivated by the Eloaua villagers for sweet potatoes and
manioc.

The next set of samples come from Layer II of
Unit W200N110 (TP19), at 50 cm bs (upper) and 90
cm bs (lower). This excavation unit is situated near the
foreslope of the former paleobeach terrace, and the
sediments are again quite coarse, reflecting a fairly ac-
tive zone of beach deposition. The lower sample, in
particular, is characterized by a high percentage of gravel
(46.30%), indeed higher than that in any of the modern
control samples (note that it does not have as much silt-
clay, however, as in the modern "dead coral" zone
sample, RT-4). This may reflect shoreline conditions
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during the mid-Holocene higher sea-level stand, when
the reef flat fronting the ECA Site would have been
exposed to a slightly higher water level and greater wave

energy at high tide, than is the case at present.
Another set of four samples were taken from the

face of Unit W200N147, part of the 1986 Area B ex-

cavations, and are representative of the sequence of
sediments within the Area B locality. Layer 1, a gravelly
muddy sand, is the organic, reworked garden soil which
caps the area today (note the very dark gray color). Layer

II, a gravelly muddy sand but with less gravel-sized par-

ticles and a lighter gray color, shows a grain-size distri-
bution characteristic of an active beach zone (similar to
control sample GS-2). The two samples from Layer III

(the waterlogged zone of Area B) are both gravelly
muddy sands that are very poorly sorted, with a con-

siderable range in particle sizes from gravels through
silt-clays. The Layer IIIA sample is a good match with
control sample RT-2, from the modern "muck zone"
in front of Eloaua village, while the IIIB sample is a
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FIGURE 4.44 Representative plots of
sediment grain size distributions from
archaeological sediment samples,
ECA Site.

relatively close fit with RT-4, the "dead coral" zone.

Indeed, these samples reinforce our stratigraphic inter-

pretation that the Area B stilt house was originally con-
structed over an open reef flat (marked by the presence
of much dead Acropora branch coral). Over time there
was a facies change as the "muck zone" migrated sea-

ward, probably in consort with a gradual seaward (S to
N) progression of the active beach front. Thus the
samples from W200N147 show a local micro-facies
progression over time from (1) open reef flat, to (2) a

.muck zone" characterized by a higher percentage of

fine particles (incorporating organics and anaerobically
preserved plant remains), to (3) an actively prograding
beach slope, and finally to (4) an organically enriched
soil developing on the old beach terrace.

The final set of three samples comes from
W200N170, some 20 mN of the Area B excavations.

Here again the transition from Layer III to Layer II is

best interpreted as a shift over time from a more ex-

posed, open reef flat (Layer III) to a prograding beach
deposit (Layer II), and eventually to the formation of
an organically enriched soil deposit (Layer I), correlat-
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ing with the gradual S toN progradation of the shore-
line through this locality.

The W250 Transect Series
Analytic data for 17 samples collected along the W250
transect are given in Table 4.7, and selected frequency
and cumulative distribution plots are provided in Fig-
ure 4.44. In Table 4.7, the samples are arranged by ex-

cavation unit and by stratum, proceeding from S toN
along the W250 transect.

Unit W250N80 is situated on the paleobeach ter-

race, S of the slope representing the former shoreline.
Layer II, a structureless sand deposit, displays sediment
characteristics that compare favorably with a lagoon
beach sediment (such as control sample GS-2). Some
30 m to the N, Unit W250N1 10 is immediately N of
the former shoreline feature. The deepest stratum, Layer

IV (- 120-170 cm bs), was described in the field as a

"fine silt-clay with anaerobically preserved plant remains
and upright [in situ] posts." Thus it is not surprising that
the sediment sample from Layer IV is a gravelly
muddy sand with characteristics not unlike the mod-
ern .muck zone" control sample (RT-2). Layer III
(- 100-120 cm bs) is similar, with a slightly lower fre-
quency of gravel-sized particles. Layer II (- 25-100 cm
bs), however, displays quite a different set of sediment
characteristics, being a gravelly sand with a much lower
frequency of silt-clay. Thus in the W250N1 10 unit one
can see a facies change over time from a typical "muck
zone," which would have fronted the original foreshore
when this was perhaps 20-30 m to the S, to a beach
foreshore at a slightly later point in time. This is in keep-
ing with our geomorphological interpretation of a S to

N progradation of the shoreline along the axis of the

TABLE 4.7 Analytical data for archaeological sediment samples from the W250 Transect, Site ECA.

Unit Layer Gravel Sand Silt X SD Textural Sorting Skewness Kurtosis
% % % Class

W250N80 II 12.36 86.89 0.75 -0.01 1.01 gS poor coarse leptokurtic
W250N110 II 14.39 81.19 4.42 -0.20 1.18 gS poor stronglyflne very

leptokurdc
W250N110 lll 9.00 72.18 13.14 1.04 2.20 gmS very strongly fine platykurtc

poor

W250N1 10 IV 16.63 69.10 14.26 1.15 2.30 gmS very strongly fine platykurtic
poor

W250N1 30 lll 13.17 84.23 2.60 -0.05 1.34 gS poor strongly fine very
leptokurtc

W250N1 30 IX 3.98 75.60 20.42 1.91 1.99 (g)mS poor near platykurtlc
symmetrlcal

W250N140 lll 0.31 51.62 48.07 3.67 1.15 (g)mS poor strongly leptokurtlc
coarse

W250N1 40 IV 14.03 74.27 11.70 1.08 2.10 gmS very fine platykurtlc
poor

W250N1 50 II 15.07 73.78 11.15 0.82 2.11 gmS very strongly fine mesokurtlc
poor

W250N150 IIIA 12.09 71.06 16.85 1.15 2.21 gmS very strongly fine very
poor patykurtc

W250N150 IIIC 3.25 86.20 10.55 1.21 1.77 (g)ms poor strongly fine mesokurtc
W250N1 50 IV 19.35 72.68 7.97 0.49 1.88 gS poor strongly fine mesokurlc
W250N170 111 2.65 66.13 31.22 2.64 1.95 (g)mS poor strongly platykurtic

coarse

W250N170 IV 15.74 70.87 13.39 1.21 2.19 gmS very fine platykurtic
poor

W250N190 80-85 cm 9.11 81.55 9.35 1.23 2.00 gmS poor fine platykurtlc
W250N200 II 7.68 90.49 1.83 0.79 1.48 gS poor fine mesokurtlc
W250N200 lll 5.82 84.64 9.53 1.20 1.88 gmS poor strongly fine platykurtle
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W250 transect.
A similar time transgressive change can be detected

in the samples from Unit W250N130. The deeper Layer
IX sample (- 150-180 cm bs) represents a slightly
gravelly muddy sand with considerable silt-clay content,
whereas the higher Layer HI sample ( - 35 cm bs) shows
a change to a gravelly sand with very little silt and a
higher gravel content, typical of a beach slope (com-
pare control samples SB-3 and LB-3). Thus again, we
see a temporal shift from reef flat to beach foreshore.

In Unit W250N140, the two analyzed samples
show a temporal progression from a gravelly muddy
sand in Layer IV (- 110-150 cm bs), to a slightly gravelly
muddy sand with much higher silt-clay content in over-
lying Layer III (- 60-110 cm bs). This is then overlain
by Layer II, described in the field as a "structureless
massive deposit of coarse-grained calcareous sand"
(Layer II was not sampled for laboratory analysis). The
W250N140 temporal progression would then seem to
reflect the gradual "migration" of a "muck zone" along
a S to N course, with Layer III representing this zone
when it was concentrated in the vicinity of this unit, and
Layer II representing the beach foreshore which even-
tually replaced and covered it over.

Moving farther to theN along the transect, we took
a set of four samples from the W250N150 pit, which
perhaps even more clearly than in W250N140 show the
temporal migration of the "muck zone" along a S toN
track, as reflected in the micro-facies of this unit. The
deepest deposit exposed in excavation, Layer IV (- 100-
120 cm bs), was described in the field as a coarse-grained
sand "containing numerous water-rolledAcropora branch
coral fingers," and as having Quidnipagus and Veneridae
bivalves in death position. This description is matched
by the sediment texture with a high percentage (19.35%)
of gravel, indeed the highest percentage of gravel from
any sediment sample taken along the W250 transect.
The closest analog here would seem to be the "dead
coral" zone from the seaward reef transect (control
sample RT-4). Both our field description and the ana-
lytical data strongly suggest that Layer IV represents the
original reef flat. Layer IIIC (- 60-100 cm bs), which
was subsequently deposited over the Layer IV reef flat,
has a significantly reduced gravel component (only
3.25%) and increased silt-clay content. In the field we
noted that this stratum contained anaerobically preserved
plant remains, andthus represents the onset ofthe "muck
zone" as it moved gradually from S to N. Layer IIIA

( - 40-60 cm bs) is an even more poorly sorted sedi-
ment, with a greater range of gravels to silt-clays. This is
then capped by Layer II (.- 20-40 cm bs) which while
also very poorly sorted, shows a shift towards more
gravel and less silt-clay fraction.

With Unit W250N170 one is now - 60mN ofthe
original position of the shoreline associated with the
mid-Holocene higher sea-level stand. Here we sampled
the two deepest strata, which once again show the pro-
gression of the muck zone over the underlying reef
flat. Layer IV ( - 90-150 cm bs), a very poorly sorted,
gravelly muddy sand, represents the original reef flat in
this locality. Layer III (- 75-90 cm bs), which is quite
thin in this unit and which contained anaerobically pre-
served wood, coconuts, and other plant remains, shows
averyhigh silt-clay content (31.22%) andvery little gravel.
In these characteristics, it seems most similar to the
seagrass zone of the seaward reef transect (control
sample RT-3) and may indeed have been a patch of
reef flat dominated by seagrasses. This was later cov-
ered by a thick deposit of structureless coarse-grained
sand (Layer II, not analyzed), which represents the final
stage of beach progradation.

The final three samples from the W250 transect are
from Area C and from a unit 10mN of Area C. These
are all either gravelly muddy sands or gravelly sands,
with characteristics not unlike the modern sand flat
samples, especially that from the seaward beach transect
(sample SB-4). This suggests that the Area C vicinity
was a sandy, tidally exposed flat at the time of stilt-
house occupation, an interpretation consistent with our
field observations.

SEA-ZEVEL CHANGEAND DEPOSITIONAZ
HISTORYATECA

The 1985 discovery of preserved wooden post bases
and other organic materials in a waterlogged deposi-
tional context at Area B of the ECA Site was the first
indication that Lapita settlements in the Bismarck Ar-
chipelago had incorporated stilt or pole-structure ar-
chitecture constructed over shallow reef environments.
Subsequently, other sites such as Apalo (FOJ) in the
Arawe Islands, the Kreslo Site (FNT> offNew Britain,
and the reef flat pottery sites on Buka, confirm that this
was a widespread Lapita settlement pattern in Near
Oceania (Gosden andWebb 1994; Specht 1991; Wickler
1995; see also Kirch 1997:162-88). Understanding the
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depositional history of such sites requires a geomor-
phologically-informed research and excavation strategy,
along with a careful consideration of evidence for local
changes in relative sea level and sediment budgets. The
transect excavation strategy utilized at ECA permitted
a detailed reconstruction of the micro-geomorphology
and depositional sequence for the period from the mid-
second millennium BC until about two thousand years
ago. Initially, we attempted to interpret the field evi-
dence in terms of a model of relative sea level stability
during this time period. Increasingly, however, our field
evidence (relative elevation levels of the paleobeach ter-
races in relation to modern sea level, evidence ofwave
cut notches, etc.) convinced us that a drop in sea level
must have been responsible for the progradation of
the coastal terrace on this part of Eloaua Island, result-
ing in the burial and preservation oftheECA stilt-house
occupation deposits. This view was reinforced by a spate
of studies during the late 1980s indicative of a mid-to-
late Holocene higher sea level in the SW Pacific.

A rapid rise in sea levels following the end of the
Pleistocene is a global phenomenon that has been widely
recognized for some time (Fairbridge 1961; Shepard
1963). More controversial-because they depend upon
a complexity of local conditions and processes-have
been the details of the eustatic sea level curve in the
mid-to-late Holocene, especially the matter of whether
there have been higher-than-present stands. Bloom (1980,
1983) modeled some of the global diversity in these
Holocene curves, and suggested that a + 1-2 m stand
existed in the South Pacific during this period. Substan-
tial geomorphic and radiometric evidence from a vari-
ety of islands now supports this interpretation of a + 1-
2 m high sea level during the period between - 4-2 kyr
BP. In Fiji, Nunn (1990:304) concluded that the coasts
.experienced a middle to late Holocene sea-level maxi-
mum some 1-2 m above present mean sea level." This
conclusion is supported bywork by Miyata et aL (1990),
and similar results are presented by Ash (1987) for Viti
Levu island. On Mangaia in the Southern Cook Islands,
Yonekura et al. (1988) report evidence for a + 1.7 m
stand between 3400-2900 BP. In French Polynesia,
Pirazzoli and Montaggioni (1986, 1988; Montaggioni
and Pirazzoli 1984) describe evidence from various is-
lands for a MSL between +0.8 and 1.0 m beginning

6-5.5 kyr BP and lasting as late as 1.2 kyr BP. In Western
Samoa, Rodda and his colleagues summarize various
evidence for Holocene higher stands, while Isla

(1989:361-363) reviews a comparable range of evidence
for several Pacific Islands. In developing a
morphodynamic model for landscape change and coastal
terrace formation at the To'aga Site on Ofu Island,
American Samoa, Kirch (1993) synthesized these and
other data relating to this Holocene high-stand. The ra-
diocarbon chronology for To'aga suggests that the
drop in sea level from the mid-Holocene high stand
down to the modern level occurred sometime around
2000 BP. Recent and continuing geomorphological re-
search has added additional evidence to support such
an interpretation for a mid-Holocene higher sea level
stand throughout much of the SW Pacific (Allen 1998;
Dickinson 1998, 1999, in press; Dickinson and Green
1998; Dickinson et al. 1994, 1998; Fujimoto et al. 1996).

While we have no directly dated evidence from
Mussau for a higher sea level during the mid Holocene,
the presence of wave-cut notches along the exposed
limestone cliffs of Eloaua, Boliu, and other islands of
the group corresponds well with the + 1-2 m higher
stand reported by the investigators cited above. In 1988,
we measured several profiles of such wave-cut notches,
discussed and illustrated in Chapter 2. All of these are
indicative of a higher sea level of - + 1-1.5 m. Gosden
andWebb (1994) similarly discuss coastal cliff profiles
in the Arawe Islands offNew Britain, which have an
older solution or wave-cut notch 1 m above the
present high water mark. While there is no means to
directly date these notches in eitherMussau or the Arawe
islands, they are no older than Holocene in age, given
coastal erosion rates.

In sum, a widespread and consistent pattern of ra-
diometrically dated shoreline features provides strong
evidence for a higher sea level ranging between - + 1-2
m over the SW Pacific, from at least 5 kyr BP, and last-
ing until sometime between 2-1 kyr BP. This is matched
by the evidence of wave-cut notches along the Mussau
islands. After - 2 kyr BP sea level fell (perhaps fairly rap-
idly) to its present position. This mid-to-late Holocene
sea level curve thus provides an important dimension
for a model of coastal terrace formation at the
Talepakemalai Site.

Progradation, resulting in the formation of a coastal
terrace such as that at ECA, can be defined as the "pro-
gressive formation of new land by sedimentation irre-
spective of the tendency of sea level movement"
(Chappell 1982:71). Sea level changes, whether due to
glacio-eustacy or tectonic movements, or both, are im-
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portant as controlling factors for the sediment budget,
but alone they do not provide a sufficient model of
progradation. As Chappell emphasizes, ". . . sea level
changes alone cannot be used to account for coastal
changes. In fact, for the last 6000 years, the sedimentary
budget is the more important factor" (1982:71). The
sediment budget can be thought of as the net sum of
sediment input, minus the loss of sediment from trans-
port. In the case of the ECA Site, there is no significant
source of terrestrial sediment. Rather, the terrace has
been formed wholly from calcareous sands and larger
clastics of biogenic reef origin (coral heads and shingles,
shell fragments, branch coral fingers, etc.). To explain
the rapid progradation of the Eloaua coastal flat dur-
ing the first millennium BC, resulting in the burial of the
stilt-house occupation deposits, requires a mechanzsm for
a substantial increase in marine biogenic sediment load.
This mechanism is provided by the rapid drop in sea
level at this time, which exposed the outer reef edge
and reef platform to wave erosion, thus generating an
increased quantity of calcareous sediment.

The occupation sequence and depositional history
of the ECA Site, in relation to the controlling geomor-
phic mechanisms of relative sea level change and in-
creased sediment budget, can be summarized as fol-
lows (also depicted diagrammatically in Figure 4.45).

STAGE 1, -3,500 BP

At the time of initial settlement of the Talepakemalai
Site, the active beach ridge ranged from 0.70 to 1.35 m
higher than the modern beach ridge and was situated in
the vicinity of units N80-N100 between the W200 and
W250 transects. This paleobeach terrace reflected the
then higher sea level stand of - + 1 m. Construction and
occupation of stilt-structures over the sub-tidal, sandy
reef flat, which began at about N1 10 and continued N,
resulted in the deposition of a dense accumulation of
shell midden, ceramics, oven stones, and other cultural
materials underneath and surrounding these structures.
Furthermore, a zone of fine-grained sediments depos-
ited in the low-energy sub-tidal environment between
the beach and the stilt houses trapped organic remains
such as wood, coconut, and seeds. A modern analog
for this kind of low energy sub-tidal depositional envi-
ronment that traps organic materials such as discarded
coconut half shells is provided by the seaward fore-
shore fronting the modern Eloaua Village (Fig. 4.46).

On the paleobeach terrace itself, cultural activities re-
sulted in the incorporation ofplainware sherds, midden,
and other materials into the loose calcareous sands (ex-
emplified by the AreaA excavations).

STAGE 2, -2,800 BP

By this date, which represents the later occupation phase
at ECA as marked culturally by the dominance of in-
cised ceramics, coastal progradation had commenced,
and the beach had migratedNto cover the remains of
the original zone of stilt houses. A new zone of stilt
structures now stood between about N160 to N190,
and a similar pattern of midden and ceramic deposi-
tion under the structures resulted. A thin "muck zone"
organic deposit accumulated between the beach and
the stilt structures. Cultural activities along the now-
prograded beach resulted in the deposition of incised
ceramics into the beach sands over the now buried ear-
lier (Area B) occupation zone (as reflected in the vertical
distribution ofcultural materials in the AreaB sequence).

STAGE 3, POST-2,500 BP

Around the mid-first millennium BC, the stilt-houses at
ECA seem to have been abandoned altogether, as
progradation increased in tempo, and the sand spit con-
necting the formerly separatedN and S parts of Eloaua
Island became joined. As progradation advanced, the
materials on the former reef flat which had been sub-
tidally deposited were flooded by the Ghyben-Herzberg
aquifer, thus preserving them in a waterlogged, anaero-
bic condition. This low-lying, newly prograded terrain
was colonized by typical coastal vegetation such as Pan-
danus, Pisonia, Calophyllum, and othertrees. Disturbance
of the buried cultural deposits was limited to the bur-
rowing actions of land crabs which, fortunately, did
not penetrate into the Ghyben-Herzberg aquifer. The
organically enriched cultural deposits situated on the
older, higher beach terrace (in the vicinity of the mod-
ern airfield), however, were cultivated in a pattern of
relatively short-falbow shifting cultivation. This repeated
shifting cultivation resulted in extensive disturbance and
mixing ofthe occupation materials situated on the higher,
original beach terrace.

In addition to portraying the depositional sequence
at Talepakemalai along a series of diagrammatic
transects, as in Figure 4.45, we can suggest what a map
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FIGURE 4.46 View of the seaward foreshore fronting Eloaua Village, at low tide, with the fine-grained 'muck
zone' sediments exposed (Emussau Island visible in the distance). The vertical posts are the remains of two
abandoned stilt house dwellings. Note the presence of numerous coconut half shells (endocarps), wooden
timbers, and other organic remains Iying on and in the fine-grained sediments at the foot of the gentle
beach slope. A similar depositional environment presumably characterized the ECA Site at the time of its
Lapita occupation.

of the original coastal topography of this part of
Eloaua Island would have looked like at - 3,500 BP. As
seen in Figure 4.47, Eloaua was actually divided into
two separate islands, with a broad, sub-tidal sandy reef
flat lying between. The northern end ofthe main Eloaua
Island was occupied by the Talepakemalai Lapita settle-
ment, while across the channel on the southern shore of
the smaller island was another Lapita settlement, repre-
sented by the Etakosarai (ECB) Site (see below).

THE ETAKOSARAI SITE (ECB)

The ECB Site was first reported by Egloff (1975:15),
who excavated two 1 by 2 m tests there in May, 1974.
Egloff's report on the site was minimal:

The excavations at ECB indicate that the deposits are

quite shallow, having a depth in most places of no
greater than 15 to 25 cm. What deposits there are at
ECB appear to be restricted to an irregular midden - 20
metres in diametre. Also, the sherds recovered at the site
are quite battered due to the shallow and exposed
nature of the deposit (1975:15).

Egloff reported that the two test pits yielded a total of
359 potsherds plus 24 "special" sherds, 0.7 g of bone,
and 40.7 g of obsidian (1975, table 7). He combined
the ceramics fromECA andECB in his analysis, noting
no evident differences between the two assemblages,
describing both as falling "weil within the accepted range
for the Lapita style" as then known from the Watom
and Ambitle Island sites (1975:25).

In 1985 I relocated the ECB Site with Ave Male's
assistance and determined that it was substantially larger
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than the "20 m diameter" mound described by Egloff.
Although the deposits did appear to be relatively shal-
low and somewhat disturbed by gardening, additional
test excavations seemed warranted in order to better
understand the site's stratigraphy, determine its areal
extent and size, obtain materials for radiocarbon dat-
ing, and generally to increase the sample of cultural
materials. During the 1985 season I excavated six 1 m2
units along a single transect bisecting the site. In 1986,
Hunt was assigned the task of extending the excava-
tions at ECB and dug an additional 13 units, bringing
the total sample size up to 19 m2. The following ac-
count combines the results of the 1985 and 1986 sea-
sons at ECB.35

THE SETTING

Site ECB is situated in theW part of Eloaua Island, at a
place known as Etakosarai ("place of red soil"), justW
of a trail that crosses the island at its narrowest point.
The traditional landowner is Mr. Aimalo Lavatea of
Lomakunauru, whose family has made gardens there
for many years. At the time we worked there, ECB was
largely planted in manioc, and the site's surface was lit-
tered with large midden shells, obsidian flakes, and sherds
(including many bearing both dentate-stamped and in-
cised decorations) which had been brought to the sur-
face by the action of digging sticks (Fig. 4.48). The gar-
dened area was - 50 by 60 m, and the surrounding veg-

FIGURE 4.47 Suggested configuration of the NW part of Eioaua Island during the period of Lapita
occupation at Talepakemalai (-3,500-2,800 BP). Note that at this time there were two separate
islands, with an area of shallow reef flat separating them. The Talepakemalai (ECA) and
Etakosarai (ECB) sites would have been intervisible across this reef flat.
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FIGURE 4.48 View of the ECB Site during the 1986 excavations.

etation consisted of second growth with Pandanus, Ca-
suarina, Morinda, Macaranga, and some immature
Calophyllum. One of Egloff's 1974 test excavations had
not been backfilled so we were able to determine the
precise location of at least one of his units.

The site occupies gently sloping terrain which rises
from the cross-island trail for an elevation gain of - 1
m. The trail itself is situated on low-lying sandy ground,
and we suspected that the slope on which the site lies
was probably a paleobeach terrace, which formed at

the mid-Holocene sea level stand. To theW of the site
this terrace adjoins an uplifted block of limestone which
rises to an elevation of 51 m asl. Our geomorphologi-
cal interpretation is that at the time ECB was occupied,
the low-lying marshy terrain between ECB and ECA
(- 1 km to the E) consisted of an open reef or sand
flat, certainly awash at high tide if not continually under
water. Thus the ECB and ECA sites faced each other
across this reef or sand flat, and Eloaua comprised two

separate islands at that time. With sea level fall to the
modern level (probably - 2000 BP), this flat accumu-
lated a deposit of calcareous sand between 0.5-1 m asl
and was colonized by a typical halophytic vegetation
aciation (Pandanus, Tenninalia, Calpyllum,Baningtonia,
and other taxa).

EXCAVATIONS AND STRA TIGRAPHY

A contour map and plan of the excavated units at ECB
is provided in Figure 4.49. We estimate that the area
containing cultural materials covers - 3,000 m2.

THE 1985 TRANSECT

From August 25-27, 1985, six 1 m2 tests were exca-
vated along a single E-W oriented transect which ran
from the low-lying terrain E of the area of surface
sherd scatter and up across the sloping garden. The
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transect units were not equally spaced, because we had
to work around the active manioc plantings, but from
E to W the units spanned a total distance of 90 m. Our
excavations demonstrated that cultural materials were
concentrated on the higher groundW of the trail, with
almost nothing recovered in the test unit at E40N0,
which was positioned on the low-lying terrain that we
inferred to be the old reef flat.

THE 1986 EXCAVATIONS

In 1986 I oriented Hunt to the site, and we reestab-
lished the 1985 E-W transect line so that the additional
test units were positioned on the same grid. As seen in
the site plan (Fig. 4.49), these were spaced at regular 10-
m intervals runningN and S of the baseline, to form a
grid of units that we hoped would allow us to assess
spatial patterns of artifact and midden distribution within
the main area over which cultural materials were con-
centrated.

STRATIGRAPHY

Although there were minor variations from unit to unit,
including the overall depth of cultural deposit, the stratig-
raphy was more-or-less consistent over the entire area
excavated. A representative profile of the unit situated
at E1S21, is illustrated in Figure 4.50. The four main
layers distinguished in this and other sections are as fol-
lows:

LAYER 1: Typically 10-15 cm thick. Dark brown
(7.5YR 4/2) sandy loam, A horizon, much re-
worked by gardening with numerous rootlets
and scattered charcoal from garden burning.
Sherds in this deposit are typically small and
heavily worn or eroded. The boundary with
Layer II is diffuse.

LAYER II: Ranges from 5-15 cm thick. Reddish-yel-
low (7.5YR 6/6) sandy loam, fine-grained with
considerable shell midden. The boundary with
Layer mI is fairly sharply marked.

LAYER III: Thickness varies considerably over the
site, but is typically from 30-60 cm thick in the
central part of the tested area. The sediment is
light gray (lOYR 7/2), medium-grained sand
and contains abundant shell midden. This de-
posit is frequently heavilycementedwith CaCO3
concretions, apparently due to repeated wet-

ting and drying from the fluctuating water table.
In several units it was necessary to use an iron
crowbar to break up the concretions.

LAYER IV: This is the basal, culturally sterile deposit,
consisting ofwhite (1OYR 8/1), coarse-grained
calcareous sand with some waterworn shells
and coral rubble. Towards the E end of the
transect, this deposit also included numerous
Tellinidae shells with both valves intact, indicat-
ing a sub-tidal depositional environment.

Layer IV clearly represents a paleobeach terrace
deposit that accumulated during the mid-Holocene
higher sea level stand and represents the original surface
on which the Lapita occupation at ECB was established.
Layer III seems to be a largely intact cultural deposit
which accumulated on this beach slope, while Layer II
is best interpreted as a post-occupation accumulation
of beach sand that was probably under a stable vegeta-
tion cover for some time. This was subsequently dis-
turbed and reworked by gardening, creating the Layer
I/11 distinction.

No features of any kind (such as earth ovens or
pits) were encountered during our excavations, leading
us to conclude that the Lapita occupation at ECB prob-
ably consisted of stilt-houses situated on a sloping beach
fronting the sandy reef flat to the E. The Layer III de-
posit thus accumulated as detritus dropped or was dis-
carded from these houses. Unlike the situation at ECA,
no wooden posts or other non-carbonized plant mate-
rials have survived at ECB, because the deposits lie
above the Ghyben-Herzberg aquifer which created the
anaerobic conditions at ECA.

SEDIMENT ANALYSIS

Four sediment samples were collected during the 1985
test excavations at ECB, three samples from Test Unit 1
(Layers IA, IB, and If) and one sample from Test Unit 2
(Layer II). Samples were analyzed using the same meth-
ods described above for sedimentology of the ECA
Site. The samples from Test Unit 1, located near what
was probably the paleobeach ridge, display a temporal
progression from a very poorly sorted, slightly gravelly
muddy sand (mean 0 = 1.77 + 2.59), white (lOYR 8/
2) in color represented by Layer II, to a very poorly
sorted, gravelly muddy sand (mean 4 = 1.64 _ 3.15),
yellowish brown (1OYR 5/4) in color. This is capped
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by the organically enriched gardened soil covering the
site today, Layer 1. Texturally, this layer is also a gravelly
muddy sand (mean o = 4.24 + 4.5 1) that is extremely
poorly sorted and incorporates much more silt-clay than
the underlying sands; Layer 1 is also much darker in
color (lOYR 3/2, very dark grayish brown). lt has a pH
of 7.74, whereas the underlying sand deposits have pH
levels of 8.09 and 8.14 respectively. The Layer II de-
posit in Test Unit 2, situated at the foot of the former
paleobeach ridge and therefore probably representing
a tidally exposed sand flat at the time of deposition, is
characterized as a very poorly sorted, gravelly muddy
sand (mean 0 = 2.10 + 3.42), white in color (1OYR 8/
2), with a pH of 8.03. This sample, with a relatively
high percentage of silt and clay fractions, compares well
with the sand flat modern control samples (e.g., sample
LB-4). In sum, the sedimentological analysis of samples
from ECB is entirely consistent with our field geomor-
phological interpretations.

RADIOCARBON DATING

Three radiocarbon dates were obtained for Site ECB
(see Chapter 10 for sample details). Two of these (ANU-
5086, -5087) each consist of valves of Hyotissa hyotis
midden shell from the Layer I and Layer II deposits
obtained in 1985. These shell samples yielded nearly iden-
tical conventional ages of 3120 + 80 (ANU-5086) and
3150 + 80 BP (ANU-5087); calibration of these dates is
discussed in Chapter 10. The third sample (Beta-20453)
was obtained in 1986 from Unit ElS11 (TP-9) from
the undisturbed Layer III and consisted of several large
pieces ofwood charcoal which were dispersed through
the deposit at a depth of - 71 cm bs. This sample yielded
a conventional age of 3200 + 70 BP, which when cali-
brated yields an age range of 1597-1414 BC. For rea-
sons given in Chapter 10, we believe that the best over-
all estimate for the age of the ECB Site is - 1520-1300
cal BC, and that the site is penecontemporaneous with
Zone C1 of Area B at Site ECA.

CULTURAL CONTENT

The ECB excavations yielded a cultural assemblage, in-
cluding ceramics with both dentate-stamped and incised
decorations. Non-ceramic artifacts include several abrad-
ers, a number of scrapers/peelers, three shell fishhooks
and several Trochus-shell hook preforms, 16 Conus-shell
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FIGURE 4.50 Stratigraphic profile of the N face of Unit
El S21 at the ECB Site.

rings, and a number of other items. There was a fairly
large number of manuports at ECB, totaling 244 for
an average density of 12.8/m2, almost exactly the same
density as at Area B of ECA (12.7/m2). The faunal
assemblage is dominated by fish and turtle bone, with a
few bird bones, one Odontocete bone, and three pig
bones.

THE ETAPAKENGAROASA SITE (EHB)

The EHB Site, on Emananus Island, was first reported
by Allen et al. (1984:9-10) who were taken there by "a
local resident [Saupa] who produced a classically deco-
rated, large Lapita rim sherd, which he had found in the
hole left by a fallen tree." They reported the locality
name as Karasa, and in 1985 we were told the name
was Erauwa, but we were later informed that the cor-
rect toponym is Etapakengaroasa. Allen et al. (1984:10)
found a second Lapita sherd as well as some sherds
with incised decoration, and obsidian, and they specu-
lated that excavations might "clarify the relationship of
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the incised and dentate stamped lapita pottery." I un-
dertook test excavations at EHB in 1985, and further
transect units were excavated by Hunt in 1986.

volcanic oven stones, shell midden, sherds, and obsid-
ian flakes that had been brought to the surface by the
crabs. Based on the surface distribution of cultural ma-
terials, we estimated that theEHB Site covers - 1,150 m2.

THE SETTING
EXCAVATIONS AND STM& TIGPAPHY

Etapakengaroasa is situated on the NE side of
Emananus Island, on the lagoon shore, a short distance
E of a small hamlet occupied by Pastor Ororea and his
family (UTM coordinates GU883255). Geomorpho-
logically, the site consists of a narrow (- 55 m wide)
paleobeach terrace which lies at the base of a steep slope
rising up to the island's upraised limestone plateau. This
terrace, which has a slightly higher berm (1.35 m asl) on
its seaward edge, presumably formed during the mid-
Holocene higher sea-level stand, and indeed, the depo-
sition of calcareous sand here may have been encour-
aged by the presence of Lapita stilt-houses. Today the
lagoon shore in front of the terrace consists of a man-
grove swamp, but this is unlikely to have existed at the
time the site was occupied. An elevation profile across
the site (Fig. 4.51) shows the structure of the beach ter-
race and berm in relation to the mangrove swamp.

The terrace is presently in old second growth and
coconut, but has been repeatedly gardened in the past; a
new garden had been cleared in 1985 - 75 m E of our
test pits. In addition to gardening disturbance, land crabs
(Cardisoma sp.) have extensively bioturbated the site's
deposits. Crab burrows were everywhere across the site,
and the ground surface was littered with fire-cracked

Although the extensive crab burrowing did not bode
well for undisturbed stratigraphy, we nonetheless de-
cided to test EHB during the 1985 season in order to
obtain a sample of pottery and other cultural materials
for comparison with those from ECA. Two test pits
were excavated from 1-2 September. Two radiocar-
bon dates obtained from these 1985 tests indicated that
the Lapita occupation at EHB was relatively early, and
this was confirmed by an analysis of the ceramics, which
are marked by a high frequency of very fine dentate-
stamping. 1 therefore decided that additional excava-
tions should be undertaken in 1986, primarily to ex-
pand our sample size of the ceramic assemblage and
associated cultural materials. T. Hunt excavated seven
more 1 m2 units between 28 October and 4 Novem-
ber, 1986, bringing the total excavated area to 9 m2, a
roughly 0.8% sample of the total area with surface cul-
tural material.

1985 TEST EXCAVATIONS

We first cleared a transect through the second growth
covering the site, running from the mangroves across

FIGURE 4.51 Elevation profile across the EHB Site, as measured by telescopic leveling in 1985.
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the beach terrace to the slope of the limestone escarp-
ment, a total distance of 85 m. The transect was staked,
and an elevation profile taken with a Leitz level and
stadia rod (Fig. 4.5 1). Two test units were gridded out,
20 m apart, along this transect line. Unit 1, - 50m in-
land of the terrace berm, was excavated to a depth of
95 cm bs, when the water table was reached and the
mucky sediment could no longer be screened. The en-
tire depth of deposit here, which consisted of a dark
grayish brown sand loam (lOYR 4/2), appeared to have
been penetrated and disturbed by land crab burrows.
Unit 2, closer to the berm, was excavated to 65 cm bs
with great difficulty, due to considerable calcium car-
bonate cementation of the calcareous sand below 20
cm. We were able to break through this cemented de-
posit only by using a 2 m long iron crowbar. At 65 cm
bs the cemented sand became coarse grained and was
mixed with coral rubble (Acropora branch coral fingers,
etc.), and showed signs of recrystalization, probably due
to continual wetting by the fluctuating Ghyben-Herzberg
aquifer. Even with the crowbar, this deposit was virtu-
ally impossible to excavate, and the unit was terminated
at 70 cm bs.

1986 TRANSECT EXCAVATIONS

In late October, 1986, Hunt set up his datum on the
coastal trail which runs along the terrace berm, and
gridded out seven test units along two intersecting
transects. His N-S transect (which ran along the crest of
the berm) had four units spaced at 20m intervals, while
his E-W transect (which intersected the N-S transect at
Unit ON2OW) had three units spaced at 10m intervals.36

STRATIGRAPHY

Hunt reported the stratigraphy as being more-or-less
uniform over the entire 40 by 60m area covered by his
two transects. Representative profiles of the ON1OW
and ON2OW transect units are shown in Figure 4.52.
Three layers were defined:

LAYER I: 0-25/40 cm bs. A dark grayish brown
sandy loam (1OYR 3/2), organically enriched
with abundant rootlets. This layer has been ex-
tensively reworked due to gardening activity.
The contact with Layer II is diffuse and varies
in depth.

LAYER II: 25/40-100/125 cm bs. A gray to dark

grayish brown (1OYR 5/1 to lOYR 4/2) cal-
careous sand, with frequent CaCO3 concretions
in the upper part of the layer, in some cases
covering almost the entire unit. The concretions
decrease with depth, and the lower part of the
Layer II deposit is within the zone of tidal fluc-
tuation of the water table, and thus continually
moist. Most of the cultural material was de-
rived from Layer II. This layer is also exten-
sively penetrated by crab burrows.

LAYER III: 100/125 + cm bs. A coarse to medium-
grained white (1OYR 8/1) to light gray (1OYR
7/1) sand, not cemented and continually wet.
Mixed with the sand areAcropora branch coral
fingers, waterworn coral pebbles, and numer-
ous Quidnipagusandsmall Tellina bivalves indeath
position (both valves intact), indicating that Layer
III was deposited sub-tidally.

From this relatively simple stratigraphy, we would
infer that the Lapita occupation began over a tidal la-
goon flat just offshore from the upraised limestone slope
of Emananus Island. Presumably, this settlement con-
sisted of stilt houses as at ECA although no preserved
posts were found at EHB. Potsherds, shell midden, and
other cultural debris began to accumulate under and
around the houses, gradually accumulating the Layer II
deposit and also trapping fine lagoonal sands which
form the matrix of this sediment. Layer 1 probably
developed through the post-depositional reworking of
the Layer II midden deposit by gardening.

Because there is no meaningful internal stratifica-
tion within Layer II, and also because of the extensive
land crab disturbance which has doubtless led to con-
siderable mixing, we have treated the cultural deposit at
EHB as a single assemblage. We did, nonetheless, check
for any significant trends in ceramic change by depth,
with a negative result.

RADIOCARBON DATING

Two marine shell samples (a Tridacna gigas and aHyotissa
hyotis valve), one from each of the two 1985 test pits,
were radiocarbon dated (see Chapter 10 for details),
yielding conventional ages of 3470 + 90 BP (ANU-
5088) and 3380 + 90 BP (ANU-5089). These suggest
that theECB Site was occupied contemporaneously with
the earlier Area B settlement at ECA. Calibration of
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FIGURE 4.52 Stratigraphic section of Units ON1 OW and ON2OW at the EHB Site.

these dates depends upon the AR correction factor, and
is discussed further in Chapter 10. Based upon the na-

ture of the EHB ceramic assemblage, the site is likely to
date to the early part of the Lapita sequence in Mussau,
and an age estimate of - 1500 cal BC is preferred.

CULTURAL CONTENT

The two seasons of excavations at EHB yielded a mod-
est sample of the site's material culture, including 7,552
ceramics (of which 523 were diagnostic sherds), 783
non-ceramic objects, and 553 vertebrate faunal speci-

mens. The pottery includes a significant quantity of
sherds with fine dentate-stamping, as well as pedestal
feet, both traits indicative of the earlier part of the
Mussau ceramic sequence, and thus consistent with the
radiocarbon dates. The majority of non-ceramic arti-

facts are comprised of flakes and cores (395 specimens),
and of manuports (336 specimens).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ECA, ECB, and EHB sites encapsulate a consider-
able range of variation, in size, structure, and cultural
content. All three sites appear to have incorporated stilt-
house architecture, and all were situated in similar geo-

morphic settings on paleobeach terraces or over shal-
low tidal reef flats. However, EHB at a little over 1,000
m2area could hardly have been more than a small ham-
let, about the same size as the Nenumbo (RiF-2) Site in

the eastern Solomon Islands, intensively studied by Green
(Green 1976; Sheppard and Green 1991). Site ECB is

slightly larger at around 3,000m2 in area, but again within
the range that is best identified as a hamlet. NeitherEHB
nor ECB is likely to have been occupied by more than
a few households, perhaps only a single extended house-
hold in each case. In contrast, the ECA Site which cov-

ers at least 82,000 m2 can properly be designated a "vil-
lage," and indeed is the largest Lapita site yet on record.
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There is reasonably good evidence as well that ECA
has some significant internal spatial differentiation, es-
pecially between activity areas on the paleobeach ter-
race (Area A) and those of the stilt-houses over the
tidal flat (Area B). These spatial patterns will be ana-
lyzed and discussed in greater detail in the conclusion to
Volume III, after the presentation of faunal and floral
materials, ceramics, and other portable artifacts.

Chronologically, EHB and ECB were probably
occupied for relatively short time periods, perhaps 100
years or less in both cases, and in this respect they also

contrast with ECA which seems to have had continuous
occupation within its overall boundaries for a period of
at least 500 years, and possibly as long as 700-800 years.37
ECA was first settled around the mid-second millen-
nium BC. EHB was probably in use during the period
between - 1400-1200 BC, and thus contemporaneous
with the earlier part ofthe occupation sequence at ECA;
this is indicated both by the radiocarbon dates and by
comparison of the ceramic assemblages from these sites.
The ECB Site seems to have been inhabited at a slightly
later date, probably sometime between - 1000-800 BC.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

.In this regard, it is important to note that the airfield was
constructed manually, without the aid ofearthmoving equip-
ment, and follows the natural topography.

2 For these transect surveys, "mean sea level" was taken to be
the high tide as measured on September 9, 1988 at 2:30 pm.
The difference between this high water and the reef platform
exposed at the foot of the seaward beach during low water is
0.52 m.

'These low-level aerial photos were flown in March 1944, evi-
dently as a U. S. armed forces reconnaissance mission. Prints
(but unfortunately no negatives) were obtained after the war's
end by Edwin G. Bryan of the B. P. Bishop Museum (Hono-
lulu), and curated in the Pacific Scientific Information Center
formerly under Bryan's direction.

4 Indeed, the Eloaua villagers expressed considerable resent-
ment that the Seventh Day Adventist Mission had preempted
the use of a large part of this prime gardening land for the
airplane landing strip, apparently without any compensation.

5Use ofthe organically enriched coastal soils of Lapita occupa-
tions by islanders for intensive root-crop cultivation has in most
cases resulted in severe archaeological site degradation. Many
Lapita sites, such as RL-2 in the Reef Islands (Green 1976) or
NT-90 on Niuatoputapu (Kirch 1988a), have been thoroughly
reworked in their upper portions, with intact features remain-
ing only at the basal contact with underlying beach terrace sands.

6These technical details of airstrip construction are important
from an archaeological viewpoint, because the relatively minor

extent of landscape rearrangement means that the site's depos-
its were not massively disturbed in the 1973 construction ef-
forts. Disturbance appears to have been limited primarily to the
airstrip path itself, and then only to the upper 20-30 cm of
deposit. The major impact of the airstrip on the site has been to
seal in a zone 30 m wide by 600m long under crushed coral,
which for obvious reasons remains off limits to archaeological
excavations.

7Egloff's remark pertains to the absence of charcoal, since it
appears that he did not regard midden shell, or bone, as suit-
able materials for radiocarbon dating.

8Regrettably, the proposed thesis on theECA excavations was
never completed. In 1985, I met with Resonga Kaiku at the
PNG National Museum, who showed me the 1974 and 1978
collections which, according to the then Curator of Prehistory,
Pamela Swadling, had become mixed and impossible to cor-
rectly provenience. It is now unlikely that a final report on the
1978 materials will ever be completed.

9 The onlypublished report concerningthe 1978PNG National
Museum expedition (Bafmatuk et al. 1980) is a popular ac-
count, giving no maps, plans, or other details of the excavation.
In 1985, Ave Male showed us two wooden stakes which had
remained standing from the 1978 excavations, with a shallow
depression between them. These stakes were - 9m apart, sug-
gesting that this was the size of the excavation partly depicted
by photos in Bafmatuk et al. (1980). This National Museum
trench lay - 7mW of our W200 transect line, and the trench
would have been situated between about W207N97 and
W207N106 on our grid system.
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10 Given the lack of a formal site report, and no details on this
"coral oven", it is difficult to determine exactly what kind of
feature this was. In our far more extensive excavations in 1985-
86, we never encountered any formal oven or hearth features.
We did, however, frequently find patches of calcareous sand
which had been partly cemented as a result of post-deposi-
tional precipitation ofCaCO3. I strongly suspect that the pur-
ported "oven" feature was not a combustion feature at all, but
such a pocket of concreted sand, as this matches well with the
description by Bafmatuk et al. (1980:78) of a "single rock-hard
clump" of consolidated "coral."

Anson also erroneously reports the GX-5498 date as 3300 +
180 BP (1986:162).

12 The first set of transect units excavated in 1985 was initially
numbered TP-1 to 15, and are referred to in field notes and
earlier reports by these sequential numbers rather than by their
coordinate grid locations.

13 While no detailed report on the 1978 PNG National Mu-
seum excavations was ever prepared, the photos published in
Bafmatuk, Egloff, and Kaiku (1980:8 1) reveal that their trench
did not penetrate below the dark loam garden soil. We presume
that the white calcareous sand underlying this dark loam was
interpreted as culturally "sterile", and no attempt was made to
test into these sands for the presence of cultural materials.

14 Up to this point, all depths in test excavation units had been
recorded with respect to local ground surface. With the com-
mencement ofthe Area B excavation, we established a perma
nent datum (at 1.91 m asl), and began taking all depth measure-
ments with the use of a surveyor's level and stadia rod. This
datum was subsequently maintained throughout all three exca-
vation seasons.

15 The water saturation of the ECA sherds proved to be a
continuing problem beyond the drying stage, as in the labora-
torywe found that salts left within the sherds began to migrate
towards the surface, causing exfoliation and cracking. This ne-
cessitated a major time andmoney investment in intensive labo-
ratory conservation, described in full in Chapter 1.

16The archaeologists were excited by the prospects of recover-
ing-forthe first time-actual perishable architecture of Lapita
age. The Eloaua people, on the other hand, saw the discovery
of the preserved post as confirmation of one of their oral
traditions that a special "haus matmat" or burial house had
formerly stood in the area known to them as Talepakemalai.

17The pumps were mounted on sturdy wooden blocks for
stability during operation. Both pumps worked very weil, but
abrasion by the sandy sediment-laden water caused the rubber

diaphragms to give out, and it was vital that we had replace-
ment diaphragms. The greatest problems were encountered
with the 1.5-inch corrugated plastic hose which had been sup-
plied to us for use with the pumps by the marine outfitters in
Seattle. Pieces ofsandandcoral rubble continuallybecame caught
in the corrugations and caused the hose to split, immediately
resulting in a loss of suction. Only an ample supply of fabric
"duct tape" saved the day.

1 In 1985 we had employedmen exclusively in the excavations,
but when I asked for excavation assistants at the start of the
1986 season, we were approached by a delegation from the
village Women's Committee to ask whether archaeologists had
a stricture against equal opportunity employment! Surprised
though by no means upset over this feminist protest, we hired
equally by gender, a practice we continued in the 1988 field sea-
son as well. I can attest that the work benefited as a result, and
thank the Eloaua Women's Committee for their contribution
to the curtailment of gender bias in Oceanic archaeology.

19 The recovery ofthese plant remains coincided with the visit
to our field camp ofHoilyMcEldowney, then a Ph.D. student
at the Australian National University on herway to Manus to
commence field work on traditional subsistence practices. Hoily
and I both recognized the potential significance of the plant
remains being recovered, and I here wish to acknowledge the
stimulus of having her present to discuss these matters, and to
assist me in making modern botanical reference coilections and
in commencing ethnographic inquiries relating to traditional
arboricultural practices on Eloaua,workthat was to be extended
in 1988 byDana Lepofsky.

20Later in the season, one additional transect unit, W225N150,
lying half-way between theW200 andW250 transects, was exca-
vated under the supervision ofN. Araho ofthe PNG National
Museum.

21Exception was made for the upper, dry zone in the transect
pits, which prior experience had proved to be very low in den-
sity ofcultural materials. These upper deposits were dry-screened
through 7mm mesh. A complete record of dry/wet method
and of specific mesh size used was made for each excavation
level, and forms part ofthe permanent site records, to assist any
future analyses ofthe coilections.

22 This flotation work, extremely time-consuming and tedious,
yielded little in the way of plant remains, evidently because
most ofthe preserved seeds and nut cases were large enough to
be captured by the 5 mm mesh. Nonetheless, we consider the
effort expended in this workworthwhile since it eliminates any
doubt concerning potential size bias in our paleoethno-botami-
cal collections.
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23 Of course, age is represented not only along the horizontal
axis, fromN to S along the transect, but vertically within any
given test unit.

24To open up a large block, as at Area B, would have necessi-
tated the use ofwooden or steel bulkheads to prevent the walls
from collapsing, as well as more powerful pumps. This equip-
ment was not available to us, and would be essential in any
future efforts to open up this part of the ECA Site.

While Iam reasonably confident that theW250 transect reached
theN extent of subsurface cultural deposits in the vicinity of
Unit W250N200, I would be the first to point out that the full
extent of these waterlogged deposits to the E andW remains
undetermined. Further sets of intensive transects will be re-
quired to achieve this objective, well beyond the resources of
our 1988 expedition. Suffice it to say that sufficient questions
remain unanswered to engage more than one future generation
ofarchaeologists at Talepakemalai.

26TP-1 was intended to be excavated at the E200NO grid local-
ity. When TP-2 at E1O0NO proved to be sterile, however, a
simple shovel test was put down at TP-1, also confirming a
complete absence of cultural material.

27In earlier reports (e.g., Kirch andHunt 1988b: 167) the Hyotissa
was identified as Pycnodonta, a taxonomic error that was subse-
quentlycorrectedL

28 Here 1 must correct the interpretation presented in the pre-
liminary report on the 1985 ECA excavations (Kirch 1987:167,
178) that the AreaA assemblage reflected a late phase of Lapita
pottery, post-dating that recovered from Area B. This interpre-
tation was made, largely on the basis of comparisons with
other "Lapitoid" assemblages from the southwest Pacific, be-
fore radiocarbon dates were obtained from Area A. At the time
it seemed the most likely hypothesis to explain the Area A
assemblage, but clearly cannot be sustained.

29 Much of this work was undertaken by Steve Midgely, under
mydirection, and reported in his Anthropology SeniorHonors

Thesis at the University of California, Berkeley (Midgely 1992).
Figures 4.27 to 4.29 are adapted from his thesis.

30Unit W250N170 didnot contain avertically-positionedpost,
but did yield a large horizontal timber which may have derived
from the collapse of a stilt-house.

31 The counts displayed in Figure 4.38 are of actual worked
pieces, the detritus of shell artifact manufacture, which were
sorted and separated from other non-modified shell midden
of these taxa during molluskan midden analysis.

32 Note that Unit W250N190 is part ofboth theW250 transect
andArea C. Therefore, in tables and graphs reporting materials
from the transect and Area C, this unit is counted in both cases.
However, in summary statistics for theECA Site as awhole, the
W250N190 materials are counted only once.

33 I thank Dr. Allen for her assistance in this analysis, although
all responsibiity for interpretation ofthe results rests with me.

34 The time-consuming pipette method was used only for the
1985 and 1986 samples. The 1988 samples were analyzed only
by mechanical sieving.

35 In 1986 T. L. Hunt accepted the responsibility of excavating
and reporting on Site ECB. Despite repeated requests, after 12
years Hunt had not produced a site report. Fortunately, I had
retained copies of his 1986 fieldnotes, and from these (as well
asmyown notes from 1985) have written the present account.
The same situation pertains to Site EHB.

36 Unfortunately, Hunt's site map only shows the excavation
units, and no other features oftopography, nor does it precisely
link his transects to my 1985 test pits. However, his notes indi-
cate that his unit 0N20W was positioned 6.10m S ofmy Unit
2, so it is evident that our excavations were made in the same
part of the site.

37 The uncertainty here over the total occupation span forECA
derives from the problems of calibrating radiocarbon ages that
date to the first millennium BC, as discussed further in Chapter
10.
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CHAPTER 5

LAPITA ROCKSHELTERS OF

ELOAUA AND MUSSAU ISLANDS
(SITES EHM, EHN, EKO, EKP, AND EKQ)

MARSHALL 1. WEISLER

INTRODUCTION a Leitz level, stadia rod, and metric tape were used for
the 1986 field season, five mapping the larger, more complex rockshelters of EKP

During the 1986 field season, five and EKQ on Mussau Island. A 1 m grid was estab-
rockshelter sites were excavated or lished at EKQ to facilitate collection and provenience

.K(S.:tested, three on Eloaua Island and two of surface artifacts. At the Eloaua shelters a baseline in
/ \ on Mussau Island, yielding evidence of 1 m divisions was oriented through the longest axis of

both Lapita and post-Lapita period occu- each site. Test pits were designated consecutively, and
pations. This chapter reports the results of measured 1 m2. At EKO and EKP test pits were joined

these rockshelter excavations; detailed discus- to form trenches perpendicular to the long axes of the
sion of faunal remains and artifacts recovered from these sites and across the dripline.
sites will be presented in Volumes II and III, respec- Excavation proceeded by stratigraphic units. Within
tively. these divisions, arbitrary levels or spits were excavated

by trowel in 5, 10, or 20 cm increments for finer vertical
GENERAL EXCAVATION METHODS control. Five mm mesh screens were used to sieve site

matrix except at EHN where a 7 mm mesh was used.
Investigation of each site included preparation of a de- At Site EKQ, when black, greasy, cultural layers were
tailed map noting elevation contours, location of dripline encountered, making recognition of cultural material
which delimited the sheltered area, and one or more difficult in the screens (especially obsidian flakes and
elevational cross-sections. Grid or test pit layout, cul- charcoal), the site matrixwas wet screened with sea water.
tural features (e.g., stone pavements, walls, and modern After screening, cultural material was sorted into the
posts), surface artifacts, and midden concentrations were following classes and bagged separately: (1) shell; (2)
also plotted. On Eloaua, the smaller sites (EHM, EHN, bone; (3) obsidian; (4) pottery; and (5) charcoal includ-
and EKO) were mapped by compass and tape, whereas ing macrobotanical remains. Artifacts found in situ were
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plotted by x, y, and z coordinates. Specimens recovered informants said was done during World War II to con-
in screens were provenienced to level or, where pos- ceal a hiding place. With a constricted entrance of just
sible, unit quadrant. over 4 m, the cave opens to a height of 1.4 m dropping

Stratigraphic units were defined primarily by sedi- to less than 0.5 m towards the back. The rear third of
ment color and texture and designated with Roman the cave has active stalactites and is home to several
numerals from top to bottom. Profile descriptions fol- dozen flying foxes (Pteropus sp.). Sunlight penetrates
low terminology of the U.S. Department of Agricul- the cave to - 9 m, and it is within this area that most
ture Soil SurveyManual. Standardized sediment colors cultural material was found.
were assigned by reference to the Munsell Soil Color Three 1 m2 test pits were excavated in 20 cm spits
Charts (1975). Because EKQ is an important site with a and all sediments were dry-sieved through 5 mm screens.
deep and complex stratigraphic record, sediment One unit was excavated just inside the dripline, another
samples were taken for detailed lab analyses (described near the center of the lighted area, and the third to-
below). wards the rear of the cave (Fig. 5.1)1. The cultural stra-

Charcoal samples for radiocarbon assay were taken tum was barely discernible, consisting of dark reddish
where possible, otherwise a vertical sequence of marine brown (5YR 3/4) silt with water-rounded pebble-sized
shellfish was acquired from most sites. Because of the limestone, coral, and shell (Fig. 5.2). Limestone pebbles
prohibitive cost of transporting field specimens back graded to cobble size near the 50 cm base of excava-
to the U.S. for analysis, all marine shellfish were identi- tion. The sediment had a loose consistency and broke
fied to the lowest taxonomic level in the field lab and into small peds during excavation. At the rear of the
discarded, while voucher specimens were retained for cave below the stalactites, the peds were larger due to
each taxon. When large quantities of undecorated ce- leaching of calcium carbonate through the profile. This
ramics were recovered, such as at EKQ, a complete also contributed to the dark reddish gray (5YR 4/2) sedi-
sample was taken from only one test pit. Otherwise, all ment color near the base of excavation where limestone
cultural material was retained for further study. bedrock was encountered. Rootlets were common in

the upper 10 cm of the deposit. No features were en-
ELOAUA ISLAND EXCAVATIONS countered and sparse cultural materials were found

throughout the deposit, but somewhat more frequently
The S portion of Eloaua Island is dominated by a large near the lower half of the stratum.
limestone escarpment, the base of which was eroded Artifacts include two obsidian flakes (mean weight,
by wave action during the mid-Holocene higher sea level 1.5 g) from Lou Island sources (all sourcing assignments
stand (see Chapter 2). Several incised notches, typically byM. S. Allen) andtwo Tridacna shell flakes (mean length,
wider than they are deep, are found on the E side of the 31.25 mm; weight, 6.2 g; both with cortex, one with
island and provided natural shelters for habitation. Not dorsal flake scars). Five workedAnadara shell valves have
all shelters bear evidence of prehistoric occupation, a mean weight of 18.12 g and average length of 52.04
however, and test excavations at three locales are de- mm. They were all worked or showed evidence of use
scribed. The three sites, EHM, EHN, andEKO form a along the dorsal margins which were straight, irregular,
cluster (UTM Coordinates GU948257) at the base of a or convex. Two base sections of Trochus niloticus are prob-
limestone cliff, atop a scree slope - 50 m inland from ably ring fragments and weigh 6.0 and 25.0 g, and are
the shoreline, inland of a mangrove swamp that sepa- 42.29 and 67.86mm long. Both show percussion flak-
rates the locale from the lagoon and reef-protected coast. ing on one or two sides. A Tridacna-shell adz blank made

from the margin of a T. maxima shell weighs 85.0 g and
SITEEHM has the following measurements: length, 92.84 mm;

thickness, 10.17; midpoint width, 56.41; poll width,
A large solution cave 24.5 m deep and 10.4 m in maxi- 24.41; and cutting edge width,61.28. Only two undeco-
mum width, EHM is the most S site of the cluster and rated, shell-tempered body sherds (mean weight, 4.5
is marked by a large Ficus tree (Fig. 5.1). The level dirt grams) were found near the base of excavation.
floor of the cave covers 152 in2. Several courses of coral Some 3.2 kg of marine shellfish, identified to 27
cobbles and boulders are stacked at the entrance, which taxa, were recovered from Site EHM (Table 5.1). Sev-
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FIGURE 5.1 Plan of
Site EHM.
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FIGURE 5.2 Stratigraphic section of the E
face of Units 1-3, Site EHM.

enty-four percent of all shellfish by weight came from
Unit 3, closest to the entrance, where there is the most
available light. Gastropods totaled 38.4% of all shell-
fish with Strombus maculatus, Turbo cf. setosus, and Trochus
niloticus accounting for most of the weight. The domi-
nant bivalves (61.65% by weight) includedAnadara sp.

and Tridacna sp. Some 49 pieces of crustacea (weight,
25.0 g) were recovered from Units 1 and 3; a single piece
of echinoderm weighed 3.0 g. A badly disturbed hu-
man burial was located at the base of Unit 3, and only
three bones could be positively identified as Homo sapi-
ens, although 18 pieces of medium mammal and 20 of
medium vertebrate may also be human. One fish bone
concluded the bone inventory.

The lack of a well-developed cultural stratigraphy,
few artifacts and food remains, and no hearth features
suggest that the EHM cave site was used infrequently.
No chronometric dating was carried out but the ceram-
ics and obsidian source tentatively suggest a post-Lapita
occupation.

SITEEKO

This rockshelter is located 11 mW of SiteEHM and is

situated at the top of a scree slope. The shelter mea-

sures 10m wide and 2.5 m deep inside the dripline (19.5
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TABLE 5.1 Invertebrate fauna from sites EHM m2 of actual usable space) where the ceiling rises from
and EKO. (Weight in grams).

-
1.3-3.1 m in height (Fig. 5.3). A 1 by 2.5 m long trench

was excavated in the middle of the site across the
Molluskan Taxon Site Site dripline. Some 1.54 m3 of deposit was excavated in 20

EHM EKO cm arbitrary levels and dry-sieved through 5 mm screens,
Gastropods requiring 10 person-days of labor.
Trochus niloticus 155 435 Three cultural layers were identified atop a lime-
Trochidae 45 80 stone bedrock base. The average thickness of the com-
Turbo cf setosus 265 385 bined cultural layers was 60 cm along the trench. The
Turbo marmoratus 360 top cultural layers evidenced intensive hearth and earth-
Turbo operculae 30 layers*oven activity, while ash content decreased with depthNeritidae 15 30 and the volume of coral cobbles increased with boul-
Cerithiidae 5 10 ders present in the lowest layer (Fig. 5.4). The stratigra-
Cerithium nodulosum 40 145 X
Strombus cf maculatus 290 455 phy of excavation Units 1 to 3, W profile, was as fol-
Lambis lambis 50 995 lows:

Cypraeidae 120 220 LAYE1R I: Cultural layer, gradual, wavy boundary, very
Polinices spp. 275 ashy, silty dark gray (1OYR 4/1 to 5/1) sedi-
Fusinus sp. 15 ment, with ash pockets, charcoal chunks, and
Vasum ceramicum 40 cultural materials. Few limestone cobbles, loose
Conidae 60 190 consistency, non-plastic, easy excavation with
Terebridae 80 trowel, dense roots and rootlets; deposit thor-
Thaididae 10 oughly reworked by crabs, and hearth and earth
Stellaria solaris 50 10 oven activity.
Miscellaneous gastropod taxa 5 100 LAYER II: Cultural layer, abrupt, wavy boundary, less
Landsnails (by count) 5 70 ash, silty very dark gray to black (1OYR 3/1 to
Bivalves 2/1) sediment, with limestone cobbles (few
Arca sp. 700 water-round coral sediments < 5 cm) and cul-
Anadara sp. 675 tural material; loose consistency, non-plastic;
Spondylus sp. 70 140 some disturbance, but less than Layer I.
Lucinidae 35 90 LAYER Im: Cultural layer, abrupt, smooth boundary,
Chama sp. 110 650 much less ash, mostly subrounded limestone
Cardium sp. 40 20 cobbles (some water-rounded) and boulders
Fragum sp. 5 5 with a silty dark brown (lOYR 4/3) matrix, loose
Tridacna maxima 230 570 consistency, non-plastic, non-sticky; large shell
Tridacna gigas 90 250 midden and land snails noted.
Tridacna squamosa 150 LAYER IV: Sterile, limestone bedrock.
Tridacna spp. 370 1300
Hippopus hippopus 230 3640 Artifacts recovered included workedAnadara sp.
Gafrarium sp. 40 5 valves (mean weight, 16.0 g), a Trochus-shell fishhook
Tellinidae 10 blank (1.0 g), and three ring fragments made from
Tapes sp. 5 5 Trochus. Some 37 obsidian flakes had a total weight of
Mytilidae 40 20.4 g (mean, 0.55 g); 27 of these were sourced to Lou
Miscellaneous bivalve taxa 45 300 Island, one to Talasea, and 9 were of uncertain origin.

Ceramics were the most numerous artifact class account-
Crustacea 25 51 ing for 125 specimens weighing 588 g. The assemblage
Echinoderm 3was typified by undecorated, shell-tempered, body

sherds. Two had volcanic temper and are noticeably
thicker than the shell-tempered sherds. Only one sherd
was dentate-stamped (volcanic sand temper, thickness
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I 10.3 mm), and five were rim sherds (4%).
--ipIinl Some 11.5 kg of shellfish were recovered with 32%

comprising gastropods (mostly Lambis lambis, Strombus
sp., and Trochus niloticus), and 68% bivalves including

; </ W Tridacnasp., Hippopus hippopus, andAnadara sp. One piece
- -: - \ / of medium mammal bone and 80 pieces of crustacea

were also inventoried (see Table 5.1).
|A-- \F13T7TY12| AsAshel sample (Turbo marroratus) from Unit 1, Layer

III yielded a conventional radiocarbon age of 3200 +
70 (Beta-25669), calibrated to 1150-942 BC, thus sug-
gesting a mid-Lapita age for initial occupation of the
site (see Chapter 10).

The EKO Site was the most intensively used of the
Eloaua rockshelters and saw initial occupation - 3,000

0 1 m years ago. The relatively small size of the site and the
presence of large Lapita villages a short distance away,
suggests that the shelter was probably used intermit-
tently by a few people at a time. The artifact assem-

- . - - - lGrid N blage, while larger than that of the surrounding shel-
ters, contains a restricted set of functional classes asso-
ciated with food preparation. Indeed, the upper layers
are thoroughly reworked from hearth and earth-oven
activity. While not a major habitation locale, the site adds
definition to the Eloaua Island settlement pattern dur-
ing Lapita times.

SITEEHN
A

1- X ~ n31 21 1 I This overhang shelter is located a short distance from
A' EKO, just above the mangrove mud flats. The relatively

level shelter floor measures 6.6 m wide by 2.2 m deep
FIGURE 5.3 Plan of Site EKO. and slopes abruptly down towards the sea beginning

0cm312
_~~~~~~~~~~

0
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1 m beyond the dripline (Fig. 5.5). In the center of
the floor, a single 1 m2 unit was excavated in 20 cm
arbitrary levels by T. L. Hunt on 3 October 1986.

The unit was excavated to a depth of 70 cm bs where
we encountered limestone cobbles indicating in situ, de- A
composing bedrock. All sediments were dry sieved with
7mm screens. Two layers were defined: Layer I, a gray-
ish brown (10YR 5-6/2), fine, "powdery" sediment with ::- A'
angular limestone cobbles; and Layer II consisting of
angular cobbles in a poorly sorted white (1OYR 8/2) . /
matrix grading to decomposing limestone bedrock (Fig.
5.6). I.- -.

The sparse artifacts included five pieces of worked I
Trochus and seven obsidian flakes (six sourced to Lou // Grid N
and one to Talasea). No bone was recovered although
4.0 kg of mollusks were dominated by bivalves of Dripline1
Tridaca,Anadara, and Hippopus. Steepslope

No chronometric dates were obtained, but the - A'
sparse artifacts and weakly developed cultural layer
points to only intermittent use of this shelter.

SUMMARY OF THE ELOAUA ROCKSHEL TERS

While not major habitation locales, the cluster of | \.m
rockshelters situated along the S shore of Eloaua Is-
land are important components for understanding the

..

overall island settlement pattern. These three sites were
probably occupied or utilized by small groups for short
periods of time beginning as early as 3,000 years ago.
The artifact assemblages are meager, but do evidence FIGURE 5.5 Plan of Site EHN.
the use of pottery for cooking, and perhaps for storage.
Two volcanic-tempered sherds (one of which is den-
tate-stamped) suggest at least some link with Lapita com-
munities on Mussau. WorkedAnadara valves are present lets and villages during at least a portion of the Lapita
whose dorsal margins are consistent with scraping soft peirod, thus provide another dimension to the overall
material, perhaps tubers, breadfruit, and coconut. Ob- island settlement pattern of Eloaua Island.
sidian flakes may have been used for minor cutting tasks
and there is some evidence of working Trochus gastro- MUSSAU ISLAND EXCAVATIONS
pods into ornaments such as arm rings. Tridacna flakes
and an adz preform suggest manufacture of this im- During October and November 1986, two rockshelters
portant wood-working tool. Aside from these purely were excavated in theNW part ofMussau Island, in the
economic activities, the Eloaua rockshelters provided vicinity of Tanaliu Village (see Fig. 3.1). One objective
ready-made shelters for persons who may simply have in choosing these sites was the possibility that they might
wanted to get away from the confines or close scrutiny reveal a pre-Lapita settlement of the main island, as the
of village life. Additionally, the rockshelters may have LHP had shown to be the case with rockshelters and
been the locales for small-group picnics or day fishing caves in New Ireland, and has more recently been dem-
sorties along this section of the coastline. The shelters, onstrated for Manus Island (Fredericksen et al. 1993).
which were presumably integrated with the larger ham- Unfortunately, these sites proved-for geomorphologi-
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cal reasons to be made clear below-not suited to the ingHippopus hippopus, Spondylus sp., Turbo setosus, Chama
preservation of such a pre-Lapita record. They did, how- sp., Codakia sp., Tellina sp., Trochus sp., Cypraea cf.
ever, add considerably to our knowledge of the later maun'tiana, Cerithidae, and Neritidae. John Poli (a resi-
Lapita period, especially Site EKQ. dent of Pomanai Village) related that his grandparents

occupied the EKP Site and had dug earth ovens in the
SITE EKIE EATULAWANA ROCKSHELTER NE corner of the shelter. Some of the surface shellfish

may date to this period. The excavation crew commented
About a 20 minute walk S of Pomanai Village along the that within a 15 m radius of the site, nine species of
NW coast of Mussau Island, then 0.5 km inland fol- trees and shrubs were important sources of edible fruits,
lowing an unnamed stream which meanders through nuts, and leaves, one provided raw material for rope,
low-lying terrain with dense stands of sago (Metroxylon while other plants supplied wood for house, furniture,
sp.) palm, is the limestone rockshelter of EKP at and canoe construction.
Eatulawana (UTM coordinates GU836494). It is the larg- Prior to excavation of EKP, the interior and scree
est of several shelters at the base of an uplifted lime- slope was cleared of vegetation. A baseline, oriented
stone block that trends NE-SW for - 100 m. The block 3140 MN and thus perpendicular to the dripline, was
is 15-20 m high at its SW end which is near the river. A staked at 1 m intervals. Five 1 m2 units of a discontinu-
scree slope fronts EKP for - 25 m and descends onto ous 7 m long trench were excavated in 10 cm arbitrary
the broad swampy flat. The rockshelter measures 11 m levels during 14 person-days of work (Fig. 5.7). One
wide at the entrance, 6 m deep, and the ceiling height is unit was excavated in 5 cm levels to provide finer verti-
5.4 m at the dripline. The usable level floor area is 50 m2 cal control and all sediments from 2.25 m3 were sieved
(Fig. 5.7). Surface cultural material is limited to a few through 5 mm mesh. From the cultural layer, the count
small undecorated sherds and marine shellfish includ- and weight of all rocks > 5 cm was inventoried to deter-

mine the presence and intensity of roof-fall. A total of
268 rocks weighing 47.75 kg (mean, 178 g) was collected
from four units as follows: Unit 1, 49 rocks, 3,200 g;

FIGURE 5.6 Stratigraphic section of the Unit 2,74 rocks, 8,100 g; Unit 3, 88 rocks, 11,800 g; and
test unit in Site EHN. Unit 4, 57 rocks, 24,650 g. Most rocks were found at

Unit 4 located at the dripline where roof-fall and mate-
0 cm rial from the vertical cliff surface contributed to the

deposit.
Layer I, a black silty organic-rich cultural layer

(7.5YR 2/0 to 10YR 3/2), was uniform throughout the
length of the trench and averaged 14 cm thick. Cobble-

50 sized chunks of decomposing limestone were encoun-
tered towards the base of the layer. The matrix is plas-
tic, of loose consistency with dense rootlets and few

East roots. The gradual boundary is wavy. An otherwise ster-
ile-looking deposit, Layer II was stained from leaching

O cm of the upper dark cultural layer and represents a transi-
tion from Layer I to the C horizon. The sediment is
very sticky, compact, silty-clay which was difficult to ex-
cavate. There was virtually no cultural material and no
roots. A yellowish-brown decomposing limestone bed-

| p so~~~~~~5 rock is Layer r :. A stratigraphic profile is shown in Fig-l

Few artifacts were recovered from the excavations
but included 8 obsidian flakes with a total weight of 3.4

South g (mean weight, 0.43 g) and 63 calcareous-tempered,l

l
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plain body sherds weighing 107 g with a mean of 1.70 g. in Volume III). The stones appear unmodified and are
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Bedrock 111 Site EKP

uting 44% of the total weight with dominant taxa such bance is evident from crab burrows, and excavation for
as Turbo andLambislamb s.Hipopshippopusand Spondylus earth ovens and posts.
sp. were the most prevalent bivalves, accounting for 56% Objectives of my research included: (1) prepara-
of the assemblage. tion of a site map; (2) collection of surface artifacts

The Eatulawana rockshelter (EKP) was probably plotted to 1 m2 grids; and (3) excavation of at least 2 m2
not a primary habitation locale due to the limited quan- to determine the depth and nature of the deposits and
tity and restricted functional range of artifacts, low den- to obtain samples of artifacts, subsistence remains, and
sities of food remains, lack of hearths and earth ovens, dating material. From 16-22 November 1986, we spent
and a thin, weakly developed cultural deposit. The close a total of 47 person-days completing these objectives.
proximity of the sago palm stands near the stream be- After clearing the site area of shrubs and grasses, a 27
low the site may have attracted short-term visitors to m long, E-W baseline was established roughly parallel
the area for harvesting and processing sago palm pith to the dripline. Several shorter baselines perpendicular
into flour. The EKP locale would have been a conve- to this axis facilitated plotting of surface artifacts and
nient shelter for residing during such short periods of preparing a contour map at 25 cm intervals.
time. Two 1 m2 units were excavated, one on either side

of the dripline. Some 4.8 m3 of cultural and natural
SITE EKQ, EPAKAPAKA ROCKSHELTER deposits were passed through 5 mm mesh sieves. The

dark, "greasy" layers were water-screened with sea wa-
Two kmN along the coast from Pomanai Village, then ter to facilitate recovery of obsidian flakes and charred
a five minute walk inland on the S side of an unnamed bones that otherwise would have been difficult to iden-
drainage is the Epakapaka rockshelter (UTM coordi- tify within a black sediment matrix.
nates GU833523) situated at the base of an upraised
limestone block nearly 30 m high. The landowners are STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL SEQUENCE OF EKQ
John Poli and Denny Epeli of Pomanai Village. The
shelter is 24 m wide (E-W) at the entrance, and 7.4 m The detailed description of the EKQ stratigraphy, as
deep with a relatively level protected area of 88 m2 (Fig. revealed in the S profile of Unit 2, is presented below
5.9). At the dripline, the ceiling height is 2.1 m descend- (see Fig. 5.10):
ing to 1.4 m at the rear of the shelter. The surface cul- LAYER I: 0-7 cm bs; probably post-occupation sur-
tural deposit extends outside the shelter for 100 m2 face (after 1945) of relatively sterile, black (5YR
and is marked by marine shellfish, potsherds, and other 2.5/12) silt; structureless; consistency: loose,
artifacts. Inside, at the W end of the shelter, is a low noncoherent (dry), slightly sticky (wet); slightly
pavement, 1.5 m in diameter, consisting primarily of a plastic; no roots, few rootlets; abrupt, smooth
single course of water-rounded, tabular coral and lime- boundary.
stone cobbles. At the rear center of the shelter are the LAYER II: 1-46 cm bs; fairly homogeneous cultural
remains of three forked posts (12-15 cm in diameter) layer, no discrete features in profile, charcoal
that previously supported a low sleeping platform, ac- chunks, reworked ash pockets; very dark gray
cording to informants who also related that villagers (lOYR 3/1) sandy-silt, limestone pebbles and
lived here during World War II. More recent site distur- cobbles (probably reworked ceiling collapse),
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o cm burrows; gradual, wavy boundary.
LAYER III: 34-118 cm bs; cultural layer, few discrete

hearths, ash, charcoal chunks, fire-altered lime-
stone, very dark gray (10YR 3/2) silt, few gravel-
sized sediments; structureless; weakly coherent
(dry), slightly sticky (wet); slightly plastic; few

77l7,7771. |roots and rootlets; clear, wavy boundary.
LAYERTV:88-146cm bs; cultural layer dense hearths

ash lenses, fire-altered I'mestone, black (5YR
2.5/1) sandy silt; structureless; weakly coher-
ent (dry), sticky (wet); slightly plastic; few roots
and rootlets; diffuse, smooth boundary defined
by the increase of gravel towards boundary with

100
~~~Layer V.

LAYER V: 134-180 cm bs; cultural layer, charcoal
<D F6_1

CD ~~~~~~~~~chunks and flecks throughout; black (10YR 2/
CD ~~~~~~1)sandy gravel with much water-rounded coral

v | (1OYR7/3)bepebblesand cobbles; structureless; slightly hard
consistency (dry); non-sticky (wet); nonplastic;
very few roots, no rootlets; sharp, smooth
boundary; pocket of weakly cemented sand.

v
~~~~~~~~LAYER VI: 173-198 cm bs; sterile, very pale brown

qxmb0 (lOYR 7/3) beach sand; structureless;
MM noncoherent (dry), non-sticky (wet); nonplastic;

no roots or rootlets; abrupt, smooth bound-
VI ary; area of weakly cemented sand.

LAYER VII: 178-225 cm bs; sterile, very pale brown
200 I(10YR 7/3) beach sand matrix within water-
, dsrounded coral gravel, pebbles, and cobbles;

structureless; noncoherent (dry), non-sticky
bouny(wet); abrupt, wavy boundary; difficult to exca-

vate due to rocky nature of layer; area of weakly
cemented sand.

ix ~~~~~~~LAYER VIII: 209-237 cm bs; same description as
Layer VI.

LAYER IX: 220-260 cm bs; same description as Layer
KIjAsh, discrete WZ' Cobble VII.

boundary
Ash, patchy dO Ovenstone In sum, nine layers were identified, five cultural and

Wll Fired sediment FD Sediment samples four natural.' Layer I-a dark silt-was probably de-
posited during and after the 1940s. Layer II appears thor-

FIGURE 5.10 Stratigraphic profile of the S face of oughly reworked, and is a homogeneous, very dark gray
Unit 2, Site EKQ. loam with ash pockets and dispersed charcoal. The next

cultural layer (11) is less disturbed, but still dark in color
with charcoal and ash and few discrete hearths in a sandy
matrix. Numerous scoop hearths and ovens define Layer

but very little coral; structureless; loose consis- TV. The basal cultural deposit, Layer V, consists of dark
tency, noncoherent (dry), slightly sticky (wet); sediment with gravel to cobble-sized material. Layers
slightly plastic; few roots and rootlets; few crab VI to IX are generally devoid of cultural material and
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represent separate beach-building episodes. full in Chapter 10, we believe that a calibrated age range
Analytic data for the various stratigraphic layers in of - 1200-900 BC is the best interpretation for these dates.

EKQ (Munsell colors, pH, and percent organic matter,
calcium carbonate) are presented in Table 5.2. Sediment BURIAL FEATURE
colors were determined using the Munsell Soil Color
Charts (1975) for dry, moist, and wet conditions. For An extended, well-preserved human burial was encoun-
dry color, 5 gm samples were heated at 1000C for 30 tered in excavation Unit 1, Layer III, from 49 to 55 cm
minutes; color of moist sediment was determined di- bs. A burial pit was not identified. The lower half of
rectly from the field sample bag, and a small amount of the individual was exposed from the pelvis to the feet,
distilled water was used for preparing sediment for wet while the remainder of the burial extended E into an
determinations. (Only dry and wet colors are reported unexcavated portion of the site. The burial was lying
here as dry and moist values were identical.) pH results on its back, oriented E-W with the cranium at the E
were an average of 5 determinations made with a slurry end. The metacarpals were positioned at the proximal
of 20 g of sediment and 20 ml of distilled water using ends of the femurs indicating that the arms were laid
an AutexpH meter. Percent organic matter and calcium parallel to the body. Fusion of the greater trochanter
carbonate utilized the loss-on-ignition method (Dean indicated an adult of uncertain age and the narrow width
1974; Stein 1984). of the sciatic notch suggested the individual was a male.

No grave goods were encountered. A large, tabular stone
RADIOCARBON DATING OF EKQ (46 cm long) was positioned over the knees. The bones

were removed to continue the excavation of the unit.
Five radiocarbon age determinations on marine shell As requested by the landowners, however, after excava-
were processed from both excavation units represent- tion the pit was backfilled to the level of the intact por-
ing four stratigraphic layers (see Chapter 10 for details tion of the burial, the human bones were replaced, and
of all samples). The upper prehistoric deposit (Layer the unit was filled to ground level.
II) dated to 740 + 70 (Beta-25036), which gives a cali-
brated age of AD 1510-1650. The ages for samples from CULTURAL CONTENT OF EKQ
Layers III to V (Beta-20454, 21789, 25670, and 25671)
were slightly inverted considering the age-depth corre- More than 13,000 artifacts were recovered from the
lation, but gave consistent conventional ages of 3280 + excavations, and the majority of ceramics, obsidian, and
70,3030 + 80 3270 + 80, and 3190 + 90 BP, suggesting bones were recovered from Layers IH and IV (Fig. 5.11).
that the entire deposit from Layers Ell to V represents a Faunal remains and artifacts will be described in detail
relatively short time interval. For reasons explained in in Volumes II and III. Some 12,463 mostly shell-tem-

TABLE 5.2 Sediment analytic data for excavation Unit 2, Site EKO, Mussau Island.

Layer Munsell Color Munsell Color Organic Matter Calcium Carbonate pH
(Dry) (Wet) (%) (%)

5YR 5/1 5YR 3/1 4.68 82.99 8.52

11 5YR 4/1 5YR 2.5/1 7.01 82.86 8.70
III 5YR 6/1 5YR 3/1 5.17 79.98 8.31
IV 5YR 5/1 5YR 3/1 6.34 75.76 8.15
V 5YR 4/1 5YR 2.5/1 4.76 81.20 8.30
VI 7.5YR 8/2 7.5YR 6/2 2.85 93.71 8.77
VII 7.5YR 8/2 7.5YR 6/2 3.18 93.76 9.04
VIII 7.5YR 8/2 7.5YR 6/2 7.11 90.21 9.07
IX 7.5YR 8/2 7.5YR 6/2 3.81 93.16 8.94
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FIGURE 5.11 Stratigraphic distribution of cultural materials in Site EKQ.

pered, plain body sherds (average weight of 1.54 g) TABLE 5.3 Ceramic summary data for
were collected. This equals 3,463 sherds per m3 of ex- Epakapaka (EKQ) Rockshelter.
cavated deposit. Vessel portion and decorative technique
for the EKQ ceramics are summarized in Table 5.3. Category Count
Some 3.9% of the ceramic assemblage was decorated, Sherd Type
and the stratigraphic distribution of dentate-stamped, Rim + lip 452
incised, and decorated rims are presented in Figures 5.12 Rim + neck - lip 57
and 5.13. Decorated rims, both notched and tool-im- Carination 14
pressed, are present throughout the ceramic sequence. Rim + neck + carination 2
Aside from < 10 g of dentate-stamped sherds in Layer Base 12
I ofUnit 2-which is probably a result of disturbance- Body sherds 11,957
all the ceramics were deposited - 1200-900 cal BC. There Total sherds 12,463
are relatively more dentate-stamped sherds in the lower Body sherds (total weight) 18,387
portion of the deposit, decreasing towards the top. Due Eroded sherds* (total weight) 3,182
to the small size of individual sherds, it was not pos- Total sherd weight (g) 21,569
sible to determine vessel shape during the preliminary Decorative technique
analysis. Additional notes on the EKQ ceramics will be Dentate-stamped 26
provided in Volume HI. Incised 158

Some 745 obsidian flakes were recovered from the Knobbed 3
surface (11 pieces) and from both excavation units. The Red-slipped 1
distribution of obsidian from excavation Unit 1, by Notched rim 385

i i 1 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Toolimpressed lip 1weight, is Illustrated in Figure 5.14. Although obsidian Tool impressed lin
is present throughout the deposits, 90% of the materialToadertd49
by weight was recovered from Layersm and v. Thi is1Sl n id nat
precisely where there is a marked increase in obsidian
from Admiralty Island sources (see Volume III for ad-
ditional details regarding obsidian sourcing).
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FIGURE 5.12 Stratigraphic distribution of decorated ceramics in Site EKQ, Unit 1.
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FIGURE 5.13 Stratigraphic distribution of decorated ceramics in Site EKQ, Unit 2.

Of all the excavated rockshelters, EKQ had the materials. Nine Conus shell rings are separated here into
greatest diversity of shell artifacts manufactured from narrow and wide groups, with mean widths of 7.0 and
Anadara, Conus,Pinctada, Spondhylus, Tridana,and Trochus. 14.1 mm, respectively. Two artifacts made from the
Two Anadara valves have rounded and polished distal black-lipped pearl shell (Pinctada sp.) included one cut
margins consistent with use against relatively soft plant piece (23.7 x 9.8 mm) and one probable fragment of a
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vegetable peeler (37.1 x 28.2 mm). A bi-conically drilled correlated (Pearson's r = 0.8424). Most bone recovered
Spondylus bead measures 11.1 x 5.4 x 3.1 mm. The single was predictably of fish, with a relatively high number
Tridacna artifact is a small expanding flake. of pelagic species identified (see Volume II; and, Butler

Trochus-shell artifacts include one-piece angling fish- 1994). Human bone, as described above, other mam-
hooks, trolling hooks, and manufacture debris from mal, flying fox (?), and bird were also inventoried. Echi-
making such hooks, described in greater detail in Vol- noderm, crustacea, and chiton were found in small quan-
ume III. Most of the worked Trochus shell in the EKQ tities. Additional data and analyses of the EKQ midden
deposits appears to have been related to the manufac- are provided in Volume II.
ture of trolling hooks. Diagnostic debitage was formed Although the Epakapaka rockshelter was occupied,
by the removal ofthe basal whorl ofthe Trochus niloticus presumably intermittently, over a 3,000 year period, in-
shell. These pieces, numbering - 65% of the debitage, tensive use-as evidenced by rapid accumulation of ar-
are identified by thick, angular chunks of shell exhibit- tifacts and midden, and presence of many hearths and
ing portions of the flat base and side whorls. Other earth ovens-was confined to layers III to V, a period
manufacturing debris, consisting of - 30% of the total, dating to - 1200-900 cal BC. The upper layers, occupied
include Trochus shellfragments which contain only whorl much later (- cal AD 1510-1650), are thoroughly mixed
portions higher up on the shell; other, nondescript frag- and homogeneous and are virtually devoid of pottery,
ments make up the remaining 5% of the assemblage. A have much less obsidian, and less bone midden. This
small part of this worked shell assemblage might have undoubtedly reflects a change in site use which may be
resulted from opening shells for meat extraction, but related to island-wide settlement patterns.
experimental tests would be required to more accurately
separate food from artifact debris. SUMMARYOF THE MUSSAU ROCKSHEL TERS

More than 15 kg of marine shellfish were identified
to 51 taxa. The average weight of individual pieces was While no Pleistocene, or pre-Lapita, cultural deposits
0.85 g. Thirty-seven gastropod and 14 bivalve taxa were were identified from the test excavations at the EKP
identified. As seen in Figure 5.15, the relationship of and EKQ shelters, this does not preclude the possibil-
shellfish weight to number of taxa for each spit is highly ity that other rockshelters may contain evidence of Pleis-
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FIGURE 5.14 Stratigraphic distribution of obsidian in Site EKQ.
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FIGURE 5.15 Stratigraphic distribution of shellfish in Site EKO.

tocene or early Holocene occupation ofMussau Island. unlikely. Additionally, most ofthe Mussau Island coast-
Only two sites have been tested and, in hindsight, this line remains unexplored and the NE region, inland of
NW region of the island may not have the oldest up- Bai and Etalat villages, should be worth investigating.
lifted rockshelters. In this regard, the preoccupationlev- With 2.60 m of stratified deposits, the EKQ
els at EKQ were beach-building events that are close to rockshelter provides the deepest stratigraphic sequence in
current sea levels, and were therefore presumed to be Mussau. Layers HI to V, occupied during the Lapita pe-
tidally awash at the time of the + 1.5 m mid-Holocene riod, demonstrate-by obsidian content and decorated
higher sea level (see Chapter 2). Thus even if EKQ had ceramics-interaction with other Lapita communities
been previously occupied during the late Pleistocene, throughout the group. This brief investigation of
any deposits of that age would have been eroded out Mussau Island has added an important dimension to
of the site during the later Holocene high stand. Con- understanding the overall settlement patterns of the
sequently, discovering older cultural deposits atEKQ is Mussau Group.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

Thanks to Martin Fisher and Lisa Holm for redrafting the I This differs slightly from the preliminary account ofEKQ
figures. reported in Kirch et al. (1991).

2The Munsell colors given here were taken moist, in the field.



CHAPTER 6

THE BOLIU SITE
(SITE EKE)

PATRICK V. KIRCH

On September 18, 1985 while return- ever, and it was not until the 1988 season that the Boliu
E ing by boat from a trip to Palakau, I Site was finally investigated. As discussed in Chapter 1,

, landed on Boliu Island and conducted one major objective for this final season was the exca-
' a surface reconnaissance, finding two vation of a site with potential to elucidate the post-

archaeological sites (EKE and EKF). Lapita occupation period in Mussau. My initial choice
/\ . The EKF Site, situated on the island'sN was a large shell midden on Ekaleu Island (Site EKR,

\'~i/~ perimeter behind a small mangrove see Chapter 9), but I could not obtain permission to
swamp, did not appear promising for ex- work there. The EKE Site on Boliu seemed an equally

cavation, being heavily bioturbated by land good choice, and Jason Tyler was assigned the task of
crabs (see Chapter 9). In contrast, the extensive EKE directing this excavation. Tyler began work at EKE on
Site situated on the narrow neck of low-lying land in October 16, 1988 and worked there continuously until
the island's center presented an attractive prospect for November 24. I was present during the initial period
excavations. A series of large, undulating shell midden of site mapping and opening up of the first transect
mounds (up to 1.5 m high) suggested relatively deep units, and followed the progress of Tyler's excavations
cultural deposits, and on their surfaces we found sev- until I left Mussau on October 29. Tyler also received
eral Terebra-shell adzes, a Trochus-shell armband frag- considerable assistance from Nick Araho of the PNG
ment, some obsidian flakes, and two small potsherds National Museum during the first two weeks of exca-
of a dark reddish color with a dark mineral temper. vations at EKE.
Shell midden littered the surface, with large Anadara, Tyler, who was to have written up the EKE Site
Tridacna, Strombus, and Trochus shells being especially report under my supervision, prepared the final site
common. maps and a preliminary stratigraphic interpretation, but

The landowner,Joseph Kuiavua, whose house stood failed to complete a final written report. It has thus fallen
near the site, was receptive to the idea of excavations, to me to author this chapter, using Tyler's and Araho's
We were unable to carry out such work in 1985, how- field notes. Fortunately, the notes and records were well
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maintained throughout the excavation, and the task has tively level plateaux, the latter with a thin soil veneer
been fairly straightforward, aided by the fact that I was intensively cultivated for taro, yams, and manioc.A single
able to observe the first completed transect pits and large Syzigium fruit tree stands sentinel on top of the
their stratigraphy prior to leaving Mussau in 1988. NE block, and a low density midden scatter was ob-

served near it, which was also test excavated (see be-
THE SETTING low). TheN coastline is rimmed with a small mangrove

swamp, and the EKF Site lies between these mangroves
Boliu Island, one of the smaller offshore islands with a and the limestone escarpment.
surface area of - 1 kiM2, lies between Eloaua and Mussau Sea cliffs surround most of the SW uplifted block,
islands. Boliu is surrounded by extensive reefs and and a typical incised notch marking the mid-Holocene
seagrass beds, with a large lagoonal basin to the W, + 1.5 m sea level stand is clearly visible; a cross-section
making it an excellent base for fishing and shellfish gath- of this was measured and is illustrated in Chapter 2 (see
ering. The island is shaped rather like a barbell (Fig. 6.1), Fig. 2.16). This high stand played a significant role in the
with blocks of upraised reef limestone at the SW and island's recent geomorphological history, for the low-
NE ends, connected by a low-lying spit of unconsoli- lying sandy spit that connects the two uplifted limestone
dated calcareous sands (on which the EKE Site is situ- blocks would have been tidally awash. The fall in rela-
ated). The SW limestone block has a maximum eleva- tive sea level to its modern stand resulted in deposition
tion of 20 m, and the NE block 26 m asl. Both of of the calcareous sands and silts that make up the spit,
these elevated blocks have steep escarpments and rela- accreting simultaneously from theSW andNE, and even-

FIGURE 6.1 Map of Boliu Island,
showing the general location 9

of sites EKE and EKF _

_EKE _t|~~~~~~~~~~K

MALL C&dV:

26 mas E u s a u

<0ttE-EQ I20m as { sln
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tually joining the two separate islets together. stone escarpment at the N perimeter of the mapped
The EKE Site covers most of the low-lying sand area; a similar steep rise occurs just S of the mapped

spit between the two uplifted blocks, as shown in Fig- area as well. As can be seen from the topographic con-
ure 6.1. Tyler made a detailed surface topographic map figuration, if one walks E from the island's present W
of much of this area, with a contour interval of 10 cm, shoreline following roughly the N250 transect line, one
shown here in Figure 6.2. From this map a three di- first crosses a low sandy flat (- 0.2-0.4 m asl) covered in
mensional block diagram projection was computer-gen- typical strand vegetation (Wesserchimidia, Scaeola, Panda-
erated, here reproduced as Figure 6.3. The map and nus, Casuanrna), -40 m wide. There is then an abrupt rise
block diagram clearly show the edge of the steep lime- in elevation from - 0.4 to - 1.2 m asl. On top of this

FIGURE 6.2 Topographic map of the EKE Site area, with contour intervals at 10 cm. Grid is oriented N-S.
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FIGURE 6.3 Three-dimensional block
diagram representation of the surface

topography of the EKE Site, with
vertical exaggeration x 10.

rise the ground surface changes dramatically from loose drop from 1.2 m back down to 0.4 m asl, and an-
sand to a grayish-black loam, obviously rich in charcoal other sandy flat largely devoid of surface cultural mate-
and other organic materials, and littered with large num- rials. This low-lying sandy flat continues until one reaches
bers of gastropods and bivalves, many showing typical the island's E shoreline another 120 m distant.
breakage patterns due to meat extraction. It is thus evi-
dent that one is now standing on a deposit which is at EXCAVATIONS
least partly anthropogenic, made up in large measure
of shell midden and other cultural materials. During EXCAVATION PROCEDURES
our initial reconnaissance, we found several Terebra-shell
adzes, obsidian flakes, and other artifacts in this area. Based on our close examination of the EKE Site area
Although much of this elevated ridge is nearly level, while laying out a metric grid system in mid-October
there are also three or four discrete mounds which rise 1988, it was clear that the site was both extensive (with
above the surrounding terrain (Fig. 6.4); these can be an area of - 2 ha) and probably complexly stratified.
clearly discerned on the topographic map, with grid Large areal excavations were not within the scope of
centers at roughly E115N375, E160N335, E150N285, our project, and the best approach to gain an overall
and E200N175. These mounds appeared to have been assessment of the site's stratigraphy and range of cul-
culturally deposited, probably as midden dumps, an hy- tural deposits appeared be to apply the transect testing
pothesis later confirmed by our excavations in two of method used at Site ECA. We realized that there would
them. Continuing this "walking tour" along the N250 be a potential drawback in that it might not be possible
line, at 130 m from our starting point on the island's to precisely correlate stratigraphic zones from unit to
W coast, we reach another major topographic break, a unit (especially as we had a spacing interval of 25 m
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FIGURE 6.4 View of
the central part
of the EKE Site,
showing the low,
undulating
mounds under
coconut palms
and other
economic trees.

between units), but felt that sampling more of the total the original transect unit, to create a lx2 m excavation
site area was more important than concentrating on one block. This was done to increase the sample size of
or two smaller sample areas. cultural materials and to clarify aspects of stratigraphy

With this approach and objectives in mind, a grid was at these locations. Along the N200 (E-W) transect line,
laid out over the site after the low brush growing under we excavated three units between EB 00 and E150, and
coconut, Inocarpus, Syzigium, and other large trees was a fourth unit at E325. After these transect units were
cleared by hand with bush knives. The grid was oriented completed, an additional 1 m2 test was excavated at
so that it was aligned with the main axis of the sandy spit E117N372, in the top of another evident shell midden
which makes up the central part of Boliu Island (Fig. 6.5). mound situatedE ofJoseph Kuiavua's house, an areawhere
Stakes were placed at 25 m intervals, and surface eleva- Terebra-shell adzes had been noted on the surface. Finally,
tions were taken with a Leitz level at every 10 m, using the another test pit was dug on top ofthe elevated limestone
high tide line on the island'sW coast as a datum.' We plateau N of the site, where a small midden deposit
chose the E200 line as the primary transect for initial was observed in the vicinity of a large Syzigium fruit
excavations, as this ran N-S down the center of the tree. In all, a total of 19 m2 was excavated at the EKE

- 1.2 m high "midden flat" that made up the site, and Site. Excavation, screening, and recording procedures
also bisected the highest of the discrete mound fea- followed standard Mussau Project methodology, as
tures, with a high point of 1.7 m asl in the vicinity of described in Chapter 3.
E200N175. A second, E-W cross-cutting transect was
chosen along the N200 line. Elevation profiles along THEE200 TRNSECT
these two transect lines are shown in Figure 6.6.

Test units (each 1 in2) were excavated at 25-in in- The stratigraphy and cultural content of the EKE Site is
tervals along the E200 transect from N350 to N100, as best described by proceeding along the E200 transect
shown in Figure 6.5. In two locations (at N305 and from S to N, as the deposits can be grouped into roughly
N174-175) a second unit was opened up adjacent to four horizontal zones or sets of facies.
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FIGURE 6.6 Elevation profiles along the N-S (E200) and E-W (N200) transect lines at Site EKE. Vertical scale
exaggerated x 10.

DEPOSITS AT THE S END OF THE TRANSECT is calcareous sand tempered, with some red slip, in many
respects similar to the Lapita plainware assemblage from

The S part of the transect covers the area from N100 AreaA at Site ECA.
to N150 along the E200 grid line, at the base of the
limestone escarpment rising up to the island's SW up- THE SEQUENCE AT UNITS E200N I 74-175
raised block. In the vicinity of E199N100, limestone
outcropping was visible on the surface, and the total At E200N175, we were now atop the largest of the
depth of soil was only 30-40 cm, when cemented reef shell midden mounds with a surface elevation of - 1.7
limestone was exposed in the base of the excavation. m asl, and some 30 cm higher than the surface elevation
Shell midden was sparse, and the only artifact recov- at E200N150. This excavation, which penetrated to a
ered was an armring fragment. Twenty-five m to the total depth of 200 cm bs, yielded a more complex se-
N, the concentration of shell midden began to increase, quence than the three units to the S, and to gain a larger
with a few worn sherds and some obsidian, and the sample and clarify the stratigraphic sequence, Unit
depth of deposit increased to 65 cm bs. In the N174E200wasopened upiadjacent tothe firsttest. In
E200N150 test, a significant concentration of calcare- brief, we discovered that the deposits containing cal-
ous-sand tempered, reddish plainware sherds began to careous-sand tempered Lapita plainware- which had
appear at ~60cm bs, andcontinued until nearthe base been exposed in E200N150 to the S-continued be-
of the excavation at 140 cm bs. These ceramics did not neath the high shell midden mound, which had later
include any decorated sherds, but most of the material capped them with 120 cm of post-Lapita shell midden
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deposition. Thus two separate occupation phases were tested to 200 cm bs, and proved to be com-
present at the E200N174-175 locale. pletely sterile below 180 cm.

Strat%iraphy In depositional terms, two major episodes are evi-
The stratigraphic profile of the W face of Unit denced. During the earlier period, represented by Lay-
E200N175 is shown in Figure 6.7, and a view of the ers II and III, this area was an open beach foreshore,
completed excavation in Figure 6.8. The main deposi- and the presence of abundant venerid bivalves in Layer
tional units were as follows: m indicates that it was deposited subtidally (these shells

Layer IA. 0-70 cm bs. Very dark brown (1OYR2/ were naturally deposited, not midden material). A Lapita
2) loam with much shell midden, with a period occupation was associated with this depositional
"greasy" texture due to the high concentration phase, likely involving one or more stilt-house struc-
of fine charcoal and organic materials charac- tures as no features indicative of an on-ground occupa-
terize this first layer. Within this layer at - 20 cm tion were exposed (and, the area would have been tid-
bs, was a thick bed of concentrated, large shells, ally awash). The interface (Layer IC) containing some
probably a single dumping event. clay content between Layers II and IB seems to repre-

Layer IB. 70-120/130 cm bs. The transition to this sent a period of landscape stability when no deposition
lower part ofthe shell midden deposit is gradual took place, and is likely to postdate the drop in sea level
with no sharp break. In this lower zone the from the mid-Holocene + - 1.5 m stand, and thus the
midden was very dark grayish brown in color progradation of the shoreline N of this area. The in-
(10YR3/2), and not as "greasy" as in the upper corporation of a significant quantity of calcareous pot-
component, but still contained large midden tery in this zone could well have resulted from the bur-
shells. rowing activities of terrestrial crabs. After some time,

Layer IC. At the base of the deposit, just above the deposition at this locus began again, now in the form
interface with Layer II, was a zone of light of shell midden dumping and occupation in the imme-
brown to gray sediment containing some clay diate vicinity (given the high charcoal content and pres-
mixed with calcareous sand. This transitional ence of oven stones). Deposition was fairly rapid, and
zone is likely to represent an old soil surface (A led to a vertical accumulation of more than 1 m of
horizon), which may have been vegetated and shell midden deposit.
stable for some time prior to the deposit of
Layer I. Although in the profile this zone ap- Cultural Content
pears to be only 5-10 cm thick, the excavation Table 6.1 summarizes the stratigraphic distribution of
notes indicate that it spanned as much as 20 cm some of the main categories of cultural materials in the
in some parts of the unit. Calcareous-sand tem- EKE Site. As can be seen, important changes are asso-
pered pottery first appears in this deposit. ciated with the transition from Layers 11 to IB. Calcare-

Layer II. 130-150 cm bs. Coarse-grained calcare- ous-sand tempered pottery, present in significant quan-
ous sand, white (1OYR8/2) in color, with very tities in Layers Il and II, as well as in the transitional IC
little shell but a significant quantity of reddish, deposit, are absent in Layers IB and IA. On the other
calcareous-sand tempered plainware ceramic hand, significant numbers of burnt coral oven stones
sherds occur in this layer. There were pockets occur in throughout Layer I, indicative of cooking ac-
of heavily concreted (CaCO) sand distributed tivities in the vicinity. The differential concentrations of
throughout the layer. shell midden are also notable.

Layer III. 150-180 cm bs. Fine-grained calcareous
sand, white (1OYR8/1) in color makes up this Radiocarbon Dating
layer, with small Veneridae bivalves included. Four samples, all consisting of midden shell (Tridacna
Ceramics and other cultural materials were and Hippopus valves) were submitted from Unit
scarce, and largely confined to the upper part E200N175 for radiocarbon dating (see Chapter 10 for
of the deposit, but did include a single dentate- sample details). The upper two samples, from Layer IA
stamped Lapita sherd. This sand deposit was (Beta-30690) above the thick lens of shells and from
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FIGURE 6.7 West face of Unit
E200N1 75 at the EKE Site.

Sediment samples See text for discussion.

Layer IB (Beta-3069 1), yielded conventional 14C ages of the stratigraphic sequence in this area accumulated
of 910 + 70 and 870 + 60 BP, while a sample from quite rapidly, probablywithin the periodfrom calAD
Layer IC (Beta-30692) yielded a slightly older age of 900-1500 (see Chapter 10). A single sample of Hippopus
1140 + 60 BP. These three dates suggest that the entire shell from Layer II (Beta-30693), associated with the
shell midden mound which makes up the upper half calcareous-sand tempered Lapita plainware, yielded a
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FIGURE 6.8 View of EKE Unit
E200N1 75 after excavation. ._

conventional age of 3420 + 70 BP (1416-1263 cal BC), from the underlying Layer II, and deposited them on a
entirely consistent with our interpretation of a Lapita stable land surface.
period occupation. These four dates also confirm our
stratigraphic interpretation of a long depositional hia- UNIT E200N200
tus associated with the Layer IC interface, and heighten
the likelihood that the presence of calcareous-sand tem- Moving N along the E200 transect line the next unit
pered sherds in this zone reflects a long period of land- was situated on the slope of the same large midden
crab burrowing which would have brought sherds up mound sampled by E200N174-175. Not surprisingly,

TABLE 6.1 Cultural content of Unit E200N1 75.

Category Layer IA/B Layer IC Layer II Layer III

Ceramic Sherds 6 74 47 20

Flakes 5 10 4 -

Shell Adzes 3 - -

Worked Trochus (no.) 12 12 - 9

Total Bone (NISP) 125 38 16 2

Pig Bone (NISP) 8---

Oven Stones 50 28 --
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then, the stratigraphy was somewhat similar here to that was building at this time, it may have been that the locus
found 25 m to the S. In E200N200 the upper 40-50 cm of occupation had shifted from the S part of the transect
bs consisted of a black to dark brown, "greasy" tex- to this area, remaining on the prograding shoreline.
tured shell midden (Layer I), which then changed to a
brown sand and clay loam mixture (Layer II) to a depth DEPOSITS AT THE N END OF THE TRANSECT
of - 100 cm bs. Terebra-shell and Tridacna-shell adzes,
along with small quantities of a dark red, non-calcare- The final part of the E200 transect lies from N305 to
ous tempered ceramic ware were recovered from these N350, an area where the ground surface rises slightly as
layers. A sample of Laevicardium midden shell (Beta- one approaches the base of the steep limestone escarp-
30694) from the base of Layer II was radiocarbon dated, ment. In these test units, the deposits were shallow, and
yielding a conventional age of 540 + 70 BP (cal AD 1689- consisted of a thin upper midden deposit (darker in
1910), suggesting that this entire deposit may have ac- color, but not so concentrated as in units to the S), over-
cumulated rapidly, quite possibly as "sluff" or wash lying gray to white calcareous sands containing Lapita
down the slope of the midden mound. plainware ceramics. In Unit E200N305 a dentate-

Afteratransitionalzoneoflightbrownsand(Layer stamped Lapita sherd was also found. In Unit
III), the profile changed first to white, coarse-grained N350E200, which lay at the base of the steep scarp, the
calcareous sand (Layer IV), followed by white fine- deposit was no more than 10-40 cm thick, overlying
grained sand containing numerous venerid bivalve shells cemented reefal limestone; only one worn sherd and
(Layer V), to a total overall depth of 200 cm bs. These three obsidian flakes were found in this unit. In essential
lower deposits (Layers IV and V) thus correlate with respects then, the N part of the E200 transect mirrors
the lower layers in E200N174-175, and like the latter, the sequence in the far S part of the transect.
also contained quantities of calcareous-sand tempered
Lapita plainware. THEN200 TRANSECT

DEPOSITS FROM N225 TO N275 The N200 transect cross-cut the E200 transect on an E-
W axis, joining at Unit E200N200 (Fig. 6.2). The

Units N225, N250, and N275 along the E200 transect westernmost unit, E100N200, located near the present
are completely off the high shell midden mound, on shoreline on the low sandy flat, proved to be com-
the relatively level flat which is - 1.2m asl (see Fig. 6.2). pletely sterile. Moving E, E125N200 was also on this
In these three units, the stratigraphic sequence was es- flat, just below the 1.2 m rise, and yielded only a mini-
sentially identical, with only minor variations, consisting mal amount of cultural material, including one armring
of: (1) a relatively thin upper deposit of dark gray to fragment.
black, "greasy" textured shell midden (typically only 20- Unit E150N200 was situated on the slope itself, at
25 cm thick), with Terebra-shell adzes and a few non- - 1 m asl. This was excavated to the water table at 100-
calcareous sand tempered sherds; (2) overlying grayish- 120 cm bs, but no ceramics were recovered. Rather, the
brown to white calcareous sands containing calcareous- upper deposits consisted of shell midden, and produced
sand tempered, reddish plainware, and also including a a Triacna-shell adz and a worked pearl shell disc. Thus,
few sherds with incised decorations. Again, this sequence this part of the EKE Site seems never to have had a
is consistent with an interpretation of an earlier Lapita Lapita period occupation.
period occupation, followed by a much later occupa- The final unit along the N200 transect was
tion characterized by heavy shell midden dumping. In E325N200, near the island's W shoreline, again on a
this area, however, the presence of incised sherds in the low-lying sandy flat. Here there seems to have been some
lower deposits suggests that the Lapita occupation was occupation, as both a Terebra-shell adz and a Tridacna-
towards the late end of the Lapita period, perhaps com- shell adz were recovered, along with four small sherds
parable in time to the Area C: deposits at Site EGA. If, of uncertain type. The water table was reached at only
as we suspect, the shoreline was rapidly prograding and 40 cm bs, and the deposits may well have been mixed
the sand spit connecting the two parts of Boliu Island through land-crab burrowing.
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THESEQUENCEATE! 7N327(TPI) in excavating the site was to obtain a good sample of the
post-Lapita period in Mussau, we were only partially suc-

After the transect excavations were completed, an ad- cessful, for the Boliu sequence appears to have a lengthy
ditional 1 m2 test unit was excavated at grid Unit hiatus between thesetwo occupation phases. Nonetheless,
El 17N372, into the top of another shell midden mound a good sample of material culture and faunal materials
on which Terebra-shell adzes had been found. The exca- dating to the mid-second millennium AD was obtained, as
vation reached a total depth of 180 cm bs, at which well as additional insights to the Lapita period.
cemented reefal limestone was exposed. The stratigra- Initial human occupation-or at least use-of Boliu
phy consisted of two components, which graded into Island dates to - 1400-1200 cal BC, when the Lapita
each other: (1) an upper deposit (Layer I) from 0-80 plainware and a few dentate-stamped sherds were depos-
cm bs, of black (10YR2/1), "greasy" textured shell ited in subtidal sandy deposits at both the N and S ends
midden, much like that in the upper deposits at of the E200 transect. At this time we would infer the
E200N174-175; overlying (2) a very dark grayish brown + 1.5 m higher sea level to have been in existence, so
(10YR3/2) loam (Layer II) in which the quantities of that the sandy spit now connecting the two upraised
shell midden decreased significantly with depth. limestone blocks making up the island had not yet been

Layer I produced seven Terebra-shell adzes and a deposited. Boliu was thus two islets, with a narrow chan-
large quantity of shell midden. The only potsherd in the nel or tidal flat between them. The deposits of Lapita
unit was recovered from the interface of Layers I and sherds, obsidian, and other cultural materials at the N
II (80 cm bs), and is a body sherd with unique punctate and S ends of the transect seem to imply the presence
decorations (see Volume I). Another Terebra-shell adz of two small Lapita sites, each just off their respective
was found near the base of the excavation, at 160 cm escarpments, facing each other across a channel per-
bs. Although no radiocarbon dates were run for this haps 75 m wide. The quantity of ceramics and other
unit, it seems likely that the entire deposit is relatively cultural materials, however, is hardly sufficient to sug-
late, certainly within the last thousand years. The period gest that these were permanently occupied hamlets, and
of deposition probably corresponds to the upper part the dominance ofplainware with only a handful of deco-
of the shell midden deposit in E200N174-175. rated sherds, also contrasts strikingly with the situation

at even the smallerECB andEHB Lapita sites (see Chap-
TESTEXCAVATION ON THE ter 4). It seems likely that these were not permanently
UPRAISED PZATEAU (TP2) occupied settlements, but temporary or intermittently

utilized sites, perhaps fishing camps,2 and/or houses
While reconnoitering Boliu Island, Tyler observed a small where persons planting tree crops or gardens on the
midden scatter on top of the limestone plateau N of limestone plateaux of Boliu stayed temporarily. What-
the EKE Site, in the vicinity of a large Syzigium fruit ever their function(s), these minor Lapita sites add an-
tree. A 1 m2 test unit was placed - 8 m from the base other variant to the range of Lapita settlement types
of the tree. The deposit consisted of a reddish brown evidenced in Near Oceania.
soil overlying limestone which was reached at 30-40 cm This kind of relatively ephemeral or temporary use
bs. Cultural material was confined to the upper 20 cm, of the area between the two uplifted limestone blocks
and consisted of a substantial amount of shell midden of Boliu probably continued for some time, even as
(27 kg), 81 oven stones (2.8 kg), a small quantity of the sea level dropped and the sand spit began to accu-
bone, and four small, eroded sherds with non-calcare- mulate along the central portion of the E200 transect,
ous temper. The deposit was not dated, but is clearly as evidenced by the deposition of plainware in this part
post-Lapita in age. of the transect, including some incised sherds compa-

rable to those from Area C ofECA, or from the EKQ
SUMMARY rockshelter site. Eventually, perhaps by early in the first

millennium ADr, the locus seems to have been completely
The EKE Site has two major phases of occupation, abandoned for habitation. Then, by 700 BP but possi-
one of Lapita age and cultural affinity, the other dating bly earlier, renewed occupation commenced, this time
to the second millennium AD. Given that our objective associated with shell midden dumping and the accumu-
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lation of several large shell midden mounds. The mate- well as significant quantities ofpigbone (Nevermann 1933;
nal culture associated with this phase is not unlike that eth- see Chapter 2). Also noteworthy are small quantities of
nographically documented for the German colonial pe- non-calcareous tempered hard-fired red pottery, pre-
nod, with Terebra-shell adzes and Trochus-shell armrings, as sumably trade ware (possibly ofAdmiralty Islands origin).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

1 Tyler recorded the tidal range along this shoreline over several 2Indeed, given that the channel between these two Lapita sites
days, finding that the maximal range was 0.5 m. at the N and S ends of the transect would have been tidally

awash, an effective fishing strategy might have been to lay a
seine net across this channel.



CHAPTER 7

AN ACERAMIC MIDDEN ON EMUSSAU ISLAND
(SITE EKS)

MARSHALL 1. WEISLER

Emussau is a nearly circular island - 2 revealed in this gardening zone, and a cultural layer was
km E of Eloaua Island and 1 km SE also recorded in five recent wells towards the inland
of Boliu Island (Fig. 7.1). The island's extent of the site, -100 m from the shoreline. Numer-
NW coast displays a protected sand ous artifacts and large pieces of shellfish (especially Lambis

( beach with excellent canoe access, sp.) were scattered over the site surface. Other surface
while the remainder of the coastline is features include large mounds (3.8 to 14.3 m in diam-

fronted by a fringing reef 100-300 m eter) up to 1.3 m high, surrounded by level areas 20 by
wide. The island is low lying, with its high- 30 m in size. Excavation of two of these mounds re-

est point (in the center of the island) only 4m vealed dense concentrations of shellfish and bone
asl. The interior of the island is covered in a variety of midden suggesting that they are prehistoric shell-midden
economic trees. Emussau is not permanently inhabited dumping features, similar to those at the EKE Site on
today, although it is used periodically as a camp site for Boliu Island.
youth groups of the SDA church. Informants told us
that prior to the arrival of the SDA mission, the island EXCAVATIONS
had a permanent settlement.

The EKS Site (UTM coordinates GU957283) is OB/ECTIVES
located immediately inland from the protectedNW coast
of Emussau Island and covers an area of at least 260 m Four field tasks were completed during October 1986
N-S by 285 m E-W (74,100 m2). Although the area is with five assistants totaling 22 work days. These included:
covered by a 2-3 cm lens of sterile white sand, small (1) an elevation transect from near the center of the
mounds (less than 50 cm across) had been heaped in island through the site to the shoreline; (2) excavation
rows for sweet potato cultivation over a 8,000 m2 area of four 1 m2 units; (3) recording the weight of rocks
(Fig. 7.2). Consequently, a dark midden sediment was along a secondary baseline to determine the relation-
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FIGURE 7.1 Aerial view of Emussau Island.

ship of suspected refuse mounds to adjacent flat areas excavation unit. As suspected, the level area was rela-
of the site; and, (4) field identification of all shellfish. tively free of larger rocks while the peripheral mounds
The results of these objectives are described below. contained larger material consistent with use as a dump-

ing area (Fig. 7.4).
METHODS All cultural material was field sorted into five classes:

shell, bone, obsidian, charcoal, and artifacts. Bone and
Beginning near the center of Emussau Island at an el- obsidian were weighed and counted and retained, while
evation of 4 m asl, a 400 m long transect was taken shellfish were tabulated by count (NISP), weighed, and
through the archaeological site to the shore (Fig. 7.3). discarded. Voucher specimens of all identified shellfish
This was accomplished by determining elevations with taxa, alongwith artifacts andcharcoal, were retained.
a Leitz hand level, stadia rod, 50 m tape, and compass.
Concentrations of shellfish and artifacts were noted as STRA TIGRAPHY
well as surface sediment type (sand, coral rubble, etc.),
and plants were identified by local name and uses. As suspected from observing discard behavior at mod-

Excavation of four 1 m2 units followed basic pro- ern villages on Eloaua, the stratigraphy revealed from
cedures described elsewhere in this volume. Two units units excavated on mounds was quite different from
were excavated into suspected refuse mounds, while that in the flat areas. The discrete mounds found around
two additional units were placed on adjacent, flat habi- flat areas were formed from dumping shellfish, bone,
tation areas. Natural stratigraphy was followed by exca- and other food remains, and the cultural layers were
vating with trowel 20 cm arbitrary levels within strata. well defined with dense concentrations of midden. The
All excavated sediment was sieved through 5 mm (Unit adjacent flat areas, however, contained minor amounts
2) or 7mm mesh (Units 1, 3, and 4), either dry-screened of midden and only a weakly developed cultural layer.
(Unit 1) or, in the case of Units 2-4 with "greasy" black The details of these contrasting stratigraphies are pre-
cultural deposits, wet-screened. A total of 4.9 m3 was sented below, and in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
processed from the excavations.

A 55 m long elevation transect was taken through a STRATIGRAPHY OF UNIT 2, E PROFILE, MOUND
level area and adjacent mounds to quantify the surface
material along a 1 m wide transect. All material greater LAYER I: Sterile, white (1OYR 8/1), loose sand that
than 5 cm in maximum diameter was weighed for each covers gardening area; 1-3 cm thick.
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FIGURE 7.2 t_
View of the EKS
Site at the time
of excavation,
showing the

numerous small
mounds for

sweet potato
cultivation.

Unit 3 in the
foreground.

LAYER IA: Cultural, black (7.5YR 2/0), sandy loam, share sediment characteristics described for
few coral pebbles; structureless; noncoherent Layer lIIA.
(dry), slightly sticky (wet); slightly plastic; dense LAYER IIIB: Sterile, very pale brown (1OYR 8/3)
roots in upper 15-20 cm; gradual, clear bound- sandy gravel with compact coral pebbles.
ary. LAYER IV: Sterile, very pale brown (1OYR 8/3) sand.

LAYER JIB: Cultural, black (7.5YR 2/0), "greasy", LAYER V: Sterile, very pale brown (1OYR 8/3)
sandy loam; dense, large shellfish (many Lambis gravely sand with coral pebbles.
sp.) made excavation difficult with trowel; struc- LAYER VI: Sterile, very pale brown (1OYR 8/3)
tureless; noncoherent (dry), slightly sticky (wet); sand.
slightly plastic; more compact than Layer IIA; LAYER VII: Sterile, very pale brown (1OYR 8/3)
gradual, clear boundary. gravely sand with coral pebbles.

LAYER IIC: Cultural, very dark gray (7.5YR 3/0) LAYER VIII: Sterile, very pale brown (1OYR 8/3)
probably from leaching of upper layer into rela- compact sand. Water table at 196 cm.
tively sterile deposit; less shellfish, more coral
pebbles; structureless; noncoherent (dry), non- STRATIGRAPHY OF UNIT 4, E PROFILE, OFF MOUND
sticky (wet), compact; gradual, wavy bound-
ary. Radiocarbon sample Beta-20455 was taken LAYER IA: Modern gardening zone, dark gray
from this layer at 80-100 cm bs. (1OYR 4/1) sandy loam, very few coral pebbles,

LAYER mA: Sterile, gray (1OYR 5/1) sand, with few loose consistency, non-plastic, non-sticky, few
coral pebbles; structureless; noncoherent (dry), roots, rootlets common, sharp, wavy bound-
non-sticky (wet); nonplastic; abrupt, sharp ary.Low quantities ofshellfish.
boundary. Layers III tO VIII represent beach- LAYER IB: Transition to sterile subsoil, light brown-
building events which are analogous to deposi- ish gray (10YR 6/2) sand, very little coral, loose
tional features found on the shoreline. They all consistency, non-plastic, non-sticky, few roots,
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FIGURE 7.3 Elevation transect across the EKS Site.
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FIGURE 7.4 Weight of rock greater than 5 cm through a level area with adjacent mounds, EKS Site.

rootlets common, gradual, wavy boundary. FEATURES
LAYER II: Sterile subsoil, very pale brown (1OYR

8/2) sand, very little coral, loose consistency, No subsurface features such as hearths, pitS, or post molds
non-plastic, non-sticky, few roots, rootlets corn- were encountered. One human adult burial was found
mon, gradual boundary. already exposed in a well located near the S extent of
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Unit 2 DATING

A single radiocarbon age determination was obtained
for 41.8 g of wood charcoal found dispersed through-
out Unit 2, Level 5, and yielded a conventional age of
350 + 60 BP (Beta-20455; cal AD 1445-1640).

50cm
IIB

CUL TURAL CONTENT

9 ~~~~~~~Mostlyshell artifacts were recovered from both surface
and subsurface contexts and are briefly described here

1 oc under shell taxon. Three A nadara valves have irregular
IIIA but quite pronounced wear along their margins, indi-
IIIB cating that they were used for rough scraping tasks. The

lip of a Cassis shell had been ground into a chisel, mea-
IV I suring 133.2 mm long. Two large Cypraea shell dorsa

L1 50 were each flaked into oblong shapes, presumably to be
v 150 ground and used for vegetable scrapers. A marginal piece

of Pinctada-shell valve may have been used for cutting
VI purposes.
Vi. Shell adzes are well represented in the EKS assem-

Vill blage. Manufacture and use of Terebra-shell adzes is in-

dicated by 21 specimens. Unfinished Terebra-shell adzes
include nearly whole shells with the whorl removed by

FIGURE 7.5 Profile of excavation Unit 2, flaking, to more refined specimens that had been flaked
into a plano-convex cross-section. The five finished speci-
mens have a mean length of 86.0 mm. Only the whorl
end was shaped into the cutting edge. Tridacna-shell adzes

Unit 4 made of both Tridacna gigas and T. maxima are also
represented. The butt section ofone T. gigas adz is slightly

10 pointed, and is plano-convex in cross-section (49.7 mm
__-20 wide and 21.2 mm thick). A large flute section of Tridacna
30 (81.8 mm wide), and an umbo section, both have bat-

|1_ ~ 7 <|40 tering along several edges suggesting use as

___--__ 50
hammerstones. Two possible adz blanks are made of

- 60 T maxima, while a third preform from the valve mar-
gin measures 87.7 mm long, 40.8 mm wide (at midsec-

7-0 tion), and 8.7 mm thick.
As is typical of late prehistoric or protohistoric sites

in Mussau, Trochus niloticus shell rings and manufacture
FIGURE 7.6 Profile of excavation Unit 4, detritus were common at EKS. Most of these were
E wall, Site EKS.

unfinished ring fragments from 54.2 mm long to half-
rings with an exterior diameter of 83.7 mm. These un-
finished rings exhibit flaking and partial grinding along

the site. Bones were not collected, but assumed to be the interior margins. The largest individual shell mea-
an adult basedon size. Orientation could not be ascer- sured 110.4 mm at the base. It is significant that no
tamned. Two Trochus arm rings were present on the up- "chunky" basal whorl fragments (typical of fishhook
per arm. and trolling lure manufacture debris in Lapita contexts
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such as ECA and EKQ) were recovered at EKS, sug- of the sites excavated in Mussau, suggesting that this
gesting that the Trochus shells were being used exclu- feature was clearly a midden dump. Gastropods ac-
sively for armbands. The mean width of nine whole counted for 48% of total weight and included predomi-
and fragmentary finished (i.e., fully ground) shell rings is nantlywhole or large pieces of Strombus maculatus, Lambis
5.5 mm. Two whole rings have maximum diameters lambis, and Trochidae. Fifty-two percent byweight were
of 57.0 and 61.7 mm. bivalves, mostlyAnadara sp., Chama sp., and Tridacna

Non-shell artifacts from EKS included: anAcropora maxima. In striking contrast with the earlier Lapita ce-
branch-coral abrader (133.3 mm long, 22.5 mm diam- ramic sites, pig bone (Sus scrofa) was abundant. A wide
eter); a plano-convex Porites coral block abrader (82.6 x range of inshore fish species were also present in the
38.8 x 16.3 mm); a slate-pencil sea urchin (Heterocentrotus bone midden.
sp.) with wear facets on its distal end; a volcanic stone
fragment with a flat worn surface (64.1 x 29.3 x 10.3 SUMMARY
mm); a pumice nodule (39.0mm maximum length) with
a flat worn surface; a large pumice cobble (165 mm EKS is a late prehistoric midden site typified by an ab-
diameter) with sharpening grooves; a dense beachrock sence of ceramics, low quantities of obsidian, Trochus
cobble with pecked holes, possibly finger grips; a basalt niloticus shell rings, both Tridacna-shell and Terebra-shell
(?) adz front section, elliptical in cross-section (48.2 mm adzes, and abundant pig bone. Unlike Lapita-age sites,
wide and 28.8 mm thick) with battering, ax-like wear this aceramic site is located close to and parallel to the
along the cutting edge; and nine small obsidian flakes. modern shoreline and discrete dumping mounds are

Some 83.51 kg of mollusks were recovered from oftentimes found surrounding level habitation areas,
the four excavation units. One mound unit contained much like the modern villages found throughout the
55.55 kg from 1 m3, a particularly high density for any Mussau group.



CHAPTER 8

ELUNGUAI, AN ACERAMIC SITE ON ELOAUA ISLAND
(SITE EHK)

NICK ARAHO

\ The Elunguai Site, designated EHK tigation of open sites of apparently non-Lapita age, I
min thePNG National Museum site in- had the opportunity to join the Project as liaison officer
ventory, was first recorded during the for the PNG National Museum. After assisting Kirch
1984 reconnaissance survey byJ. Allen with the final season of excavations at Talepakemalai

\ andJ. Specht (Allen et al. 1984:10-11). (Site ECA), and aiding Tyler in initiating the EKE Site
.,\ . According to their report: transect excavations on Boliu Island, I was able to spend

running east from Elunguai hamlet on Eloaua is a the remainder of my stay in Eloaua testing the EHK
site which spans the areas known as Elunguai, Site.2 This chapter summarizes the results obtained from

Talepakengi, Talewoko, Elosaurum and Eumua. This
open site is about 1 to 1.5 m above high tide level and isi
25-40 m wide. It is covered with gardens and regrowth, is admittedly limited, sufficient material was nonetheless
and coconuts. The site appears to be a series of obtained to add to our understanding of the post-Lapita
discontinuous shell scatters, with obsidian and highly- phase of prehistory in Eloaua Island.
fragmented pieces of pottery. None of the sherds is
diagnostic of Lapita. Although the pottery seen is very
small and poorly preserved, test excavations may THE SETTING
produce diagnostic pieces and allow the site to be
placed into a context relative to the Lapita sites (Allen The EHK Site occupies two geomorphic terraces-
et al. 1984:10-11).. ..

separated by an escarpment of elevated coral lime-
Kirch further reconnoiteredEHK during the 1985 stone-immediately SE of the small hamlet called

and 1986 field seasons, collecting a few shell artifacts Elunguai. The majority of the site, as revealed through
from the surface of manioc gardens on the low beach exposure of the dense shell midden by gardening ac-
terrace behind the mangroves.' During the 1988 Mussau tivities, is coterminous with a low beach terrace of un-
Project field season, when Kirch had decided that sig- consolidated calcareous sands (Fig. 8.1). This terrace,
nificant effort needed to be directed toward the inves- situated 6 m asl, has a maximum width of 70 m and
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a total length of 500 m. The seaward edge of the ter- face midden distribution. After intensive survey, how-
race is marked by a distinct exposure of weathered ever, we discerned that there was a slightly elevated
coral, which evidently represents a former, uplifted reef "mound" in one part of the lower terrace, which was
edge, probably of late Pleistocene age. Seaward of this, partly tested by our excavation units.
the terrace drops abruptly down into a mangrove The upper or higher terrace to the SW lies - 13 m
swamp. The inland edge of the lower terrace is marked asl. Surface shell midden was also scattered over this
by the base of a steeply sloping bank with numerous terrace, although the density appeared to be significantly
coral limestone outcrops, representing a yet older up- lower than on the lower terrace, and the soil lacked the
lifted reef edge. characteristic dark-grey organically enriched color. How-

The lower terrace is covered with a dark grey-brown ever, three small but discrete mounds were observed
sandy loam, clearly anthropogenically enriched through on the upper terrace, including one on which two test
the addition of shell midden, charcoal, and other debris units (E529-530N228) were excavated.
of human occupation.3 This lower terrace is regularly
cultivated by the inhabitants of the Eloaua hamlets, pri- EXCAVATIONS
marnly for manioc (Manihot esculenta) , and coconut palms
have been planted along the seaward margin of the Five 1 m' test units were excavated at EHK, three on
terrace. This gardening activity had disturbed the upper the lower terrace and two on the upper terrace. The
20-30 cm of the dense midden deposit, exposing a sur- three units on the lower terrace were oriented along a
face scatter ofAnadara sp., Chama sp., and other mol- transect across the terrace on the E300 grid line, at N300,
lusk species, as well as artifacts.4 N290, and N270 (Fig. 8.1). Units E300N300 and

Although surface midden was scattered over the E300N290 were situated 10 m apart at the ends of a
entire lower terrace area (covering - 1,650 m2), there low mound feature which measured - 10 x 1.5 m. Unit
were no discrete features which would have aided in E300N270 lay 20 m furtherW along the same transect,
the selection of particular areas for positioning excava- closer to the foot of the limestone escarpment. Eleva-
tion units. Choosing a location for excavations was fur- tions were taken along the E300 transect, and a profile
ther complicated by the mosaic of newly cleared gar- across the lower terrace is shown in Figure 8.2. On the
den areas, older gardens going into fallow, and second- upper terrace, the two units were adjacent forming a 1
ary growth which partly obscured the pattern of sur- by 2 m trench, at grid location E529-530N228.

FIGURE 8.1 Map of the EHK Site showing the location of excavated units.
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\ ~~~~~~Burial ,'
\\ *~~~~~~~~E300N300 Lower terrace

\ m>>>>\5E300 N290

~ ercMon ihe erc

\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mound
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FIGURE 8.2 Elevation profile across the lower terrace of the EHK Site, along the E300 transect.

Because the cultural deposit in the lower terrace test midden and culturally sterile. This is therefore
units was quite sticky and difficult to screen, it was wet the original beach terrace formation upon which
sieved using water obtained from a nearby well. Sedi- human habitation initially began. In E300N300
ment from Unit E300N300 was sieved with 5 mm this sand deposit was excavated to a depth of
mesh, while that from all other units was sieved with a 1.5 cm bs, when a compact deposit of coarse
7 mm mesh. Excavation proceeded in 20 cm levels, sand and numerous Acropora branch coral frag-
except where natural stratigraphy was encountered. ments was exposed. In the other two (land-

ward) units, bedrock consisting of weathered
STRATIGRAPHYOF THE LOWER limestone was encountered underlying Layer Ill.
TERRACE UNITS

To summarize the depositional sequence at EHK,
A fairly consistent stratigraphy was revealed in the three there are two stratigraphically distinct occupation phases,
transect units, and allowed the layers in each unit to be represented by Layers I and II. Layer II, the earlier oc-
correlated with each other, as seen in Figure 8.3. The cupation, commenced on a coastal beach terrace and
following layers were present: resulted in a shell midden accumulation, but without a

LAYER I: Averaging 25-30 cm thick, this is a black, heavy input of charcoal or other carbon-rich organic
greasy textured loam with considerable clay material. This was superseded by the Layer I occupa-

content, and much organic material, including tion, which differs from Layer II in the higher shell
a high density of shell midden. The black color midden density and in the enrichment of this deposit
clearly derives from a great deal of finely-dis- with carbonaceous material which has given the deposit
persed charcoal. This layer was present in units its black color and "greasy" texture.
E300N300 and E300N290, but in Unit The only feature exposed during excavation was
E300N270 it was replaced by a light brown part of a human burial in E300N290, revealed in the
clay with a very low density of shell midden. SW part of the unit at 35 cm bs. The feature continued
This latter clay seems to represent material which into the S wall of the unit, and only a femur and a few
has eroded from the upper terrace and escarp- other post-cranial bones were exposed. At the request
ment slope and been deposited through slope of the landowners, these skeletal fragments were re-
wash. buried in the unit at the conclusion of the excavation.

LAYER II: This is a light brown sandy loam, averag-
ing 20 cm thick, and also containing shell STRATIGRAPHYOF THE UPPER
midden especially in Unit E300N300 where the TERRACE UNITS
density of shells was quite high.

LAYER III: Also extending across all units, Layer III The two continuous test units in the upper terrace re-
consists of white, calcareous sand lacking shell vealed a shallow cultural deposit, with a dark gray to
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black garden soil (heavily reworked) containing shell was recovered from the surface, and a preform of a
midden, which graded rapidly into a brown clay at - 20 small Tridacna-shell adz was excavated from the top of
cm bs. At - 40 cm bs the weathered limestone bedrock Layer II in E300N300. From Layer I of E300N300
was exposed. Although shell midden was present in rela- we also recovered a roughout (not ground) of a Trochus-
tively high density, this deposit has been extensively re- shell armring. In Unit E300N270, Layer I, we found a
worked, and no intact stratigraphy remains. thick shell ring (broken) which may have been part of a

Tridacna-shell ring preform. A number of Anadara
RADIOCARBON DATING antiquata shells which probably functioned as net weights

were also found in both Layers I and II.
Two samples of midden shell (both of Anadara From Unit E520N228 in the upper terrace, we re-
antiquata) from Layers I and II of Unit E300N300 were covered a Terebra-shell adz at 10 cm bs, and a possible
submitted for radiocarbon dating (see Chapter 10 for shell fishhook preform at 20 cm bs. A coral abrader
sample details). The sample from Layer I (Beta-30688) was found in Unit E520N228. The two upper terrace
yielded a conventional age of 1080 + 60 BP, which cali- units also yielded a total of 17Anadara antiquata valves
brates to AD 940-1070 at 1a(. The sample from Layer II with rough perforations, which may have functioned as
(Beta-30689) yielded a conventional age of 1560 + 70 net weights.
BP, which calibrates to AD 460-620 at 1y (both calibra-
tions based on AR = -320). These dates suggest that the FAUNAL MATERIALS
earlier occupation phase at EHK began in the middle
of the first millennium AD, while the upper occupation As noted earlier, the Layer I deposit on the lower ter-
dates to the beginning of the second millennium AD. race contains dense shell midden, especially in the vicin-
There is every reason to think that occupation on the ity of the low mound. Unit E300N300 had a Layer I
coastal terrace at EHK was continuous over this time density of 56.7 kg/m3, and Unit E300N290 a density
span, although the location of individual dwellings and of 31.5 kg/m2. The earlier Layer II deposit has a much
shell midden dumps could have shifted over time. lower shell midden density of 9.32 kg/m3 in Unit

E300N300, and of only 1.45 kg/m3 in E300N290. In
CULTURAL CONTENT OF EHK both layers, the dominant shell taxa were Strombus

lubuanus, Lambislambis,Anadaraantu uata, and Chama sp.,
With a total excavation area of only 5 m2, the sample of although many other taxa were also represented.
cultural materials fromEHK is rather limited. Nonethe- The upper terrace shell midden had an even higher
less, the assemblages from Layers I and II of the lower density of - 81.5 kg/m3 as represented in Unit
terrace are particularly important as they provide infor- E530N228, one of the highest shell midden densities
mation on the post-Lapita period in Mussau. recorded for any of our Mussau sites. The same taxa

dominated in this part of the site as on the lower ter-

ARTIFACTS race.
The vertebrate faunal sample fromEHK totals 216

Although Allen et al. (1984:10-11) reported the pres- NISP, and is dominated by fishbones. However, there
ence of "highly fragmentedpieces of pottery" at EHK, is also significant representation of pig (Sus scrofa), as
our excavations failed to yield additional sherds. Most well as small quantities of odontocete, bird, snake, and
likely, this is a matter of sample size, with pottery being turtle; further details of the faunal assemblages will be
a rare item in the EHK deposits. presented in Volume II.

In Unit E300N300 we discovered a Terebra-shell
adz at the base of Layer II, associated with anAnadara- CONCLUSIONS
shell net sinker. This adz is significant, as it can be asso-
ciated with the AD 460-620 radiocarbon date, and is Excavations at the EHK Site revealed the presence of
thus the earliest Terebra-adz in the Mussau artifact as- intact stratification in a coastal habitation site with two
semblages (see Volume III). Another Terebra-shell adz main phases of occupation, spanning the late first and
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early second millennia AD. As such, this site adds impor- later prehistoric assemblage of Terebra-shell and Tridacna-
tant data for the construction of a cultural sequence for shell adzes, and Trochus-sheli armrings in association with
Mussau in the post-Lapita period. Of particular note is pig bone and high-density shell midden dumping; this
the presence of a Terebra-shell adz in association with a assemblage shows close parallels with the upper strati-
radiocarbon date of AD 460-620 (calibrated), the oldest graphic deposits at EKE (Boliu Island) and EKS
date for this diagnostic artifact type in Mussau. The Layer (Emussau Island).
I assemblage on the lower terrace also contains a typical

NOTES TO CHAPTER 8

'Although Kirch extensively searched the heavily gardened site 2This project was suggested to me by P. Kirch, who had real-
for further evidence of the "very small and poorly preserved" ized the potential significance of the EHK Site for the post-
pottery reported by Allen et al. (n.d.), no further sherds were Lapita periods on Eloaua, and who provided funds for the
recovered, nor has additional pottery resulted from my own excavation through his NSF grant.
test excavations. We do not dispute the report by Allen et al.
that sherds were found at the EHK Site (since similar post- The anthropogenic loam ofthe lower terrace, extensively uti-
Lapita pottery is indeed known from other Mussau sites, such lized by the Eloaua islanders for manioc cultivation, is very
as EKE and EKU), but simply comment that the failure to similar to the soil on the higher portions of the ECA Site, also
obtain additional sherds suggests that pottery is an extremely used for root crop gardening; see Chapter 4.
rare item in theEHK Site deposits. A large Tridacna-shell adz
preform and a Terebra-shell adz were also collected on the site 4Some additional disturbance in ungardened parts of the ter-
surface at the commencement of excavations in 1988. race had resulted from the burrows of land crabs.



CHAPTER 9

SITE SURVEYS AND MISCELLANEOUS EXCAVATIONS
(SITES EKL, EKU)

PATRICK V. KIRCH

WITH MARSHALL 1. WEISLER

\ In addition to the excavations reported central plateau extensively used for swidden cultivation
in Chapters 4 through 8, two minor of root crops. Today settlement is concentrated along

$ excavations were carried out at sites the E-central coastline. In addition to the several sites

A EKL and EKU. We also made recon- on Eloaua which were excavated (ECA, EHK, EHM,
naissance surveys throughout the off- EHN, EKO; see Chapters 4 and 5), we recorded the

shore islands, and to several localities on following sites:
Mussau Island, locating a total of 39 ar-

chaeological sites (Fig. 9.1). This chapter Site EKA
records the results of these minor excava- Coordinates: GU898278. This site, which has the top-

tions and of our surveys. The latter may be of particu- onym Saumerei, is reputedly the location of a village or
lar interest when renewed archaeological work is car- hamlet which was still occupied at the time the SDA
ried out in Mussau in the future. The first author de- mission arrived (ca. 1930). Near the W end of Eloaua,
scribes surveys and sites on the offshore islands, Mussau the site is on a sandy flat which abuts the uplifted lime-
Island, and in the SE Region. The second author dis- stone escarpment. Shell midden and some oven stones
cusses theNW Region. The grid coordinates given for were noted on the surface, but no pottery or obsidian
surveyed sites are all in the Universal Transverse Mercator was observed. Some large fruit trees are still standing in
system, Zone 55. this location.

RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYS Site EKB
Coordinates: GU899275. This coastal site, bearing the

THE OFFSHORE ISLANDS toponym Tapakevouvou, was said by Aimalo Lavatea
to have been a former village site. The shoreline has

ELOAUA ISLAND eroded away (ossibly as much as 50 in), leaving a de-
flated "pavement" of large midden shells (Hyotissa,

As seen in Figure 9.1, Eloaua is by far the largest of the Tridacna, and other taxa) and oven stones on the reef
offshore islands in the Mussau group, with an elevated flat at the foot of the beach.
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Site EKH ing pottery sherds and obsidian flakes throughout the
Coordinates: GU928264. This site consists of a scatter area, but only a single incised sherd. I attempted to gain
of shell midden (including Anadara, Conus, Lambis, permission to excavate here in 1985, but the landowner
Chama, and Cypraea species) on the upraised limestone was away from the island, and none of the family mem-
plateau, just above the steep escarpment overlooking bers locally resident were willing to give permission in
the lagoon shore of Eloaua. The shell was chalky and his absence.
often burnt as a result of swidden gardening. The site
extends from an area of second growth into more Site EHD
mature forest, and covers an area of at least 0.5 ha. I Coordinates: GU869265. Also discovered by Allen and
searched for both obsidian and ceramics, but none were Specht in 1984, this is reported as an open shell midden
observed. scatter, lacking pottery, - 100m inland ofTaluemalunga

Village.
Site EKI
Coordinates: GU928264. This is a natural fissure in the Site EHE
limestone cliff just seaward of Site EKH. The fissure Coordinates: GU873260. On the inland plateau of
was not explored as we did not have ropes or climbing Emananus, this is a traditional habitation locality visited
equipment, but informants said that there were human by Allen and Specht, whose informants said it was called
skeletal materialsnwithin. Etatokatangaro. About 15 minutes walk from

Taluemalunga Village, it is a shell midden scatter at which
Site EK/ two small sherds were also found.
Coordinates: GU942262. This is a scatter of shellfish
midden, of undetermined extent, in scrubby second Site EHF
growth, on the elevated plateau just above the bluff Coordinates: GU873265. About 100 m inland of
which descends to the coast near a small hamlet. The Taluemalunga, this is another traditional habitation site
range of shell taxa present was similar to that at EKH. visited by Allen and Specht in 1984, and reported by

them to be a small shell midden scatter.
Site EKK
Coordinates: GU945260. A fairly extensive area of shell- Site EHG
fish midden in a dark gray to black soil, covering per- Coordinates: GU871260. Like EHF, this traditional
haps as much as 1 ha. Some obsidian flakes were ob- habitation locus (shell midden scatter) - 10-15 minutes
served on the surface. walk inland (S) of Taluemalunga Village, is another vis-

ited and reported by Allen and Specht.
EMANANUS ISLAND

Site EHH
Emananus is the second largest of the offshore islands, Coordinates: GU875265. With the toponym Emak, this
and like Eloaua has a central plateau used for shifting is the final traditional habitation locus seen by Allen and
cultivation. Modern settlement is confined to a few small Specht in 1984, a shell midden scatter said to be 100 m
hamlets along the lagoon shore. In addition to the exca- inland of Talemalunga Village.
vation of Site EHB (see Chapter 4), we recorded the
following sites: Site EKT

Coordinates: GU880251. This site is a shallow cave or
Site EHC rockshelter located on the island's SW coast, immedi-
Coordinates: GU874266. This site was recorded by ately behind a mangrove swamp.
Allen and Specht during their 1984 reconnaissance and
bears the toponym Taluemalunga. Allen et al. (1984:10) BOLIU ISLAND
describe it as follows: "Throughout the village area is a
series of shell mounds standing up to 150 cm above Boliu Island,which lies betweenEloauaandthemain
the ground surface and extending for 250 m along island of Mussau, actually consists oftwo upraised lime-
the beach and up to 40-50 m inland." They report find- stone blocks, connected by a narrow sand spit, giving
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the island a dumbbell shape. The island is surrounded EKALEU ISLAND
by extensive fringing reefs, and a large lagoonal basin
lies to the W, a rich source of fish and invertebrates. Ekaleu is a small island situated at the NW end of the
Today the island has only a single, small hamlet occu- Malle Channel, - 3.5 km from Eloaua. There is a pro-
pied by one extended family group. Boliu Island was tected sandy beach on the SE where canoes can land
initially reconnoitered during the 1985 field season, when readily, while the W coast has a small fringing reef. The
two sites were discovered (EKE and EKF). The EKE island is low-lying and was probably an awash reef dur-
Site was intensively investigated during the 1988 field ing the mid-Holocene higher sea-level stand. Ekaleu Is-
season, and results are reported in Chapter 6. land was the locus of a coconut plantation established

during the German colonial period, and the island is
Site EKF still covered in tall coconut palms. It is also home to a
Coordinates: GU948307. This open midden deposit is large population of coconut robber crabs (Birgus latro).
situated on a narrow, low-lying coastal beach terrace
which lies at the base of a steep slope (the upraised Site EKR
limestone escarpment of Boliu Island) behind a small Coordinates: GU879308. The site is located at the SE
mangrove swamp. There was a thin scatter of shell end of the island and consists of a large midden mound
midden on the surface, probably brought up by land atop which sits the abandoned house and copra drier
crabs, whose burrows were everywhere and have prob- of the German plantation. The mound surface is lit-
ably extensively disturbed the cultural deposits. One small tered with large midden shells (Lambis, Tridacna,Anadara,
Tridacna-shell adz was found on the surface, near the Strombus, Conus, and other taxa), and several Terebra-shell
little inlet where we were able to land our dinghy be- and Tridacna-shell adzes were found as well. The height
tween the cliff and the mangroves. of the mound (up to 3 m asl) suggests that there may

be a fair depth of deposit, and the excavation potential
EBOLO ISLAND seems excellent. We intended to excavate at EKR, but

were unable to secure permission from the landowner.
Ebolo Island was briefly reconnoitered on September
18, 1985, when we landed on the SW coast at an inlet in EBANALU ISLAND
the mangroves surrounding much of the island. We
walked across the island along a roughly N-S transect, Ebanalu is a small-sized island, mostly consisting of el-
through a grove of coconut palms to theNE end where evated reefal limestone, with small coastal terraces on
there was a copra drying shed. The terrain throughout the N and S sides. The island lies - 1 km S of Mussau
the coconut plantation was fairly open, with flat, low- Island and is surrounded by extensive reefs. The up-
lying calcareous sandy sediment. Given the low-lying raised plateau is extensively gardened by a small popu-
nature of the terrain (maximum elevation is only 1.5 m lation residing in a hamlet on the NE tip of the island.
asl), Ebolo Island was probably a reef during the mid-
Holocene higher sea-level stand. Over much of this ter- Site EKV
rain in the island's center we observed a low-density Coordinates: GU875338. Shell midden and artifacts
scatter of shell midden, and - 10 small obsidian flakes were found to be distributed over virtually the entire
(the latter were collected). The midden and flakes sug- surface of this small island, and the site number thus
gest that the island was occupied at some time, most pertains to the island as a whole. Locally, the density of
likely in the post-Lapita period as no sherds of any kind shell midden varies, but no areas devoid of midden
were observed. Excavation potential appeared to be were seen. In some places the shell midden is remark-
poor, except for a low ridge just inland of the NE ably dense, as on parts of the elevated limestone pla-
point, where the shell midden appeared to be slightly teau exposed by gardening. We collected numerous
more concentrated, and the possibility of some intact Tridacna-shell and Terebra-shell adzes, as well as a few
stratigraphy was greater. small potsherds and obsidian flakes. On the S side of
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the island we noted a substantial rockshelter in the face Site EKC, Lomakunauru Village
of the limestone escarpment, with a width of - 10 m Coordinates: GU996295. This extensive site covers the
and depth of 28 m. There appears to be a substantial area of Lomakunauru Village. Between the modern
deposit in the shelter floor, and two Terebra-shell adzes houses, along paths, and in various modern pit expo-
were found on the surface. sures, one readily observes a dark gray to black midden

deposit and abundant shell midden. There are also a
ENOANAULU ISLAND number of low mounds which appear to be midden

dumps. I collected two Tnidacna-shell adzes, six Terebra-
Enoanaulu, lying - 1.5 km SE of Ebanalu and 1.5 km shell adzes, one small potsherd, and a number of ob-
off the coast of Mussau Island, consists mostly of el- sidian flakes from the surface. This site has excellent
evated limestone, with a maximum elevation of 58 m excavation potential.
asl. There is a small settlement on the NW tip of the
island, and some shifting cultivations are cultivated on Site EKM
the elevated plateau. Coordinates: GU947322. This site is situated near the

mouth of Schadel Bay (on the W side) and can be ap-
Site EKW proached from the sea by way of a small inlet through
Coordinates: GU888326. This site was only briefly re- the dense mangrove which fringes this part of Mussau
connoitered but appeared to be a fairly dense midden Island. Behind the mangroves there is a low sandy flat
deposit extending from the coastal flat up onto the pla- with a small grove of coconut palms. Crab burrows in
teau. There were numerous small, worn potsherds, and this flat reveal the presence of a buried midden, prob-
although none with decoration were seen, the density ably of low shell density. No artifacts were seen. Ave
of ceramics suggested that this could be a Lapita pe- Male said that traditional house sites were also located
riod site. on the elevated limestone plateau inland of this beach.

MUSSAU ISLAND Site EKN
Coordinates: GU928322. As with Site EKM, this is a

The majority of our efforts in the Mussau Project were slightly elevated beach terrace situated behind a man-
concentrated on the offshore islands, for reasons given grove swamp along the S shore of Mussau Island. We
in Chapter 1. However, we did make brief reconnais- noted extensive shell midden mounds, similar to those
sance forays to the SE part of Mussau, and Weisler at the EKE Site on Boliu Island, and found Terebra-shell
reconnoitered parts of theNW in conjunction with his adzes and obsidian flakes on the surface. Some of the
excavation of two rockshelter sites. For the most part, midden mounds are 1 m or more in height, and 8-12 m
however, Mussau Island remains archaeological terra in- in diameter.

cry~~~~~~fliLi ~~~~~~The NW Region

THE SE REGION (BY MARSHALL 1. WEISLER)

Site EHO, Roitano Village During a stay of several weeks in the village of Tanaliu,
Coordinates: HU023347. This site, which had been re- while excavating the EKQ and EKP rockshelter sites
ported by Allen and Specht during their 1984 recon- (see Chapter 5), Weisler was able to reconnoiter theNW
naissance, is a partly disturbed midden on the grounds region of Mussau Island for other archaeological sites.
of an SDA church in Roitano Village. The church is
situated on an old beach terrace ~150 m inland, and in Site EKZ
leveling the ground for the church foundation, shell Ealingasa Cave (Coordinates: GU857491) is located 3.5
midden, obsidian flakes, and sherds of a sand-tempered, km E of Tanaliu Village, a walking distance of 3 hours
thin-walled ceramic ware were exposed. We made a from Pomanai Village at the coast. The area surround-
small surface collection of obsidian andpotsherds, but ing the site is called Elonatu. I was told of this site by
did not excavate. several men aged in their 20s and 30s while staying in
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Pomanai Village. This site proved difficult to find, and ....

we had to enlist the aid of an older man who remem-
bered visiting the site as a youth.

Situated at an approximate elevation of 100 m asl,
the site was formed by the collapse of a limestone sink Dripline
which formed a sheltered overhang (14 m wide by 2.5 A
m deep) on the W side. The ceiling height is 1.6 m at
the back of the shelter rising to 8.4 m at the dripline
(Fig. 9.2). TheN extent opens to a cave-at least 25 m Slope
long-with active, dense speleothems making explora- . :::
tion difficult. No evidence of human use was seen. The
level floor of the shelter within the sinkhole was par- A A?
tially cleared; an earth-oven depression and a few ma-
rine shellfish (Mytilidae and Tellinidae) were recorded.
A small exploratory hole excavated with a machete to
30 cm revealed a few plain, shell-tempered, body sherds.

Site ELA N L KiTh
A 10-minute walk from Magean Village (the most N N ::
village of Mussau Island) is Etalavevanga shelter (Co-
ordinates: GU832542). The landowners are Deku and
Maena Matua. There are small overhang shelters along /
the length of the limestone block at the coast. Some Cave
shelters are 2 by 3 m in area with ceiling heights of 1.25 Dense
m. The largest shelter with the most concentrated sur- speleothems A?
face cultural deposit was mapped with compass and
tape. The area inside the dripline measured 10.5 wide
(N-S) by 2.5 m deep. The ceiling height at the rear of
the shelter is 80 cm rising to 2.4 m at the dripline (Fig. Grid N
9.3). The cultural deposit extends for at least 2.5 m out-
side the dripline; one obsidian flake and marine shellfish
includingTridacnagigas,Trochidae, Turbosp.,Cypraeasp.,
Drupa morum,D. grossularia, and Codakia tigerina were re-
corded.

Site.. ..E.
At Ewa, E along the main path for 10 minutes from
ELA is another overhang shelter measuring 12 m wide
(SE-NW), - 4 m deep, with a maximum ceiling height FIGURE 9.2 Plan of Site EKZ, Mussau Island.
of 3 m at the dripline (Coordinates: GU835544). The
shelter is adjacent to the inland side of the main path,

- 25 m from the beach. The level shelter surface was a tween Magaen and Pomanai villages. Dense vegetation
dark, gray-black color with plentiful ash. Turbo sp. ap- on either side of the path, as well as time constraints,
peared to be the dominant shellfish. One small pot- preclue determining the areal extent of the site. Six
sherd was collected. obsidian flakes were collected on the path.

Site EKX Site EKY
An open site (Coordinates: GU832538) was found on About 4 km N of Pomanai Village are several shelters
the first hill S of Magean Village on the main path be- located along the base of an upraised limestone block
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150 m inland from the coast along the N side of an
unnamed drainage. The area along the base of the block
was examined in the early morning hours while it was
still somewhat dark. One shelter measured 9 m wide
and 3 m deep; another, 4 by 2 m. Shellfish and very
dark ashy ground suggests intensive hearth activity.No /
maps or collections were made.I

MISCELLANEOUS EXCAVATIONS

THE ENUSAGILA SITE (EKL) Drip::ne..... .... ~.) / Dripline
Enusagila, smallest of the coral islets comprising the
Eloaua-Emananus "atoll," is situated midway between I
the two larger islands along the S edge of the lagoon __,_____
(Fig. 9.1). We reconnoitered the islet in 1986 and again A :_____ A'
in 1988, discovering a small shell midden eroding out
of the E sand spit. The islet is low, with a maximum
elevation of only - 1 m above sea level. The islet's inte-
rior is relatively flat and open, shaded with a canopy of

~~~~~Edge oflarge trees (Pisoniagrandis) in which a population of frig- cultural
ate birds (Fregata sp.) roosts,' resulting in a surface de- deposit
posit of guano over the islet's interior (and a rather rank /
odor!). There are numerous coconut palms and, near : /
the E end of the islet, some fruit trees (Pangium edule, I /
Terminalia catappa). Some croton hedges in this area are /
said to mark a traditional burial ground ("ples matmat").
The islet'sN lagoon shore has been heavily colonized
by mangroves, which trap fine sandy sediment resulting Grid N
in a lagoonward progradation of the islet. In contrast,
the S exterior shoreline is undergoing activewave erosion. o im

Erosion of the seaward coast had exposed a shell
midden deposit along the SE tip of the islet (UTM
coordinates GU909260). The midden was dominated
by large Hyotissa hyotis oysters, Chama sp., and Tridacna A A'
spp., and much of the shell appeared to have been burnt. _______________________________________A
A number of volcanic oven stones were observed in
the eroded midden bank. John Saupa of Emananus, FIGURE 9.3 Plan of Site ELA, Mussau Island.
who visited the site with us in 1986, said that there had
formerly been a small group of houses located here,
and he pointed out the rotted base of one wooden
house post sticking out of the ground on the surface of limited test excavation would be warranted. On Sep-
the narrow E sand spit. tember 30, J. Tyler returned to Enusagila with a local

The absence of pottery in the eroding midden bank, crew and excavated a single 1 m2 test excavation into
and Saupa's statement that there had formerly been a the highest part ofthe E spit, nearwhere the shell midden
small hamlet suggested that the site might be represen- was actively eroding along the S shoreline. Because the
tative of the late prehistoric to early post-contact peni- deposit was essentially uniform throughout, excavation
ods. In 1988, after re-visiting the islet, we decided that a was conducted in arbitrary 20-cm levels. The deposit
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consisted of a brown (1OYR 5/3) calcareous sand. The sherds, obsidian, shellfish midden, and Tridacna-shell and
only artifact recovered was a single fragment of bottle Terebra-shell adzes covered an area of - 2.1 ha. The site
glass, 30 cm below surface. No bone, pottery, or ob- was brought to our attention by Mr. Aimalo Lavatea
sidian was present. The shell midden was densely con- who had collected a handful of sherds on the surface.
centrated, totaling 24.85 kg for the entire unit, and much We were particularly interested in this site because
of this showed evidence of having been burned, pre- the sherds were clearly not Lapita ware, and were in
sumably through cooking the mollusks on open fires. association with Terebra-shelladzes that wereknown only
Volcanic and burned coral oven stones were also from post-Lapita sites. During the 1986 field season, T.
present; these are enumerated in Table 9.1. Hunt excavated five 1 m2 test units along a single N-S

A complete valve of Spondylus sp. bivalve from level transect positioned across the center of the site (i.e., the
4 was submitted for radiocarbon dating in order to area with surface artifact distribution). The transect units
assess the maximum probable age of the midden de- were spaced at 10 m intervals.
posit. This shell yielded a conventional age of 330 + 60 The stratigraphy was consistent across all transect
BP (Beta-30695), calibrated to AD 1880-1945 at 16, or units and consisted merely of two layers:
to AD 1833-1955 at 26 (based on the 20-year marine LAYER I: 0-15/28 cm bs. A black (5Y2.5/1), or-
calibration curve with a AR value of 0 + 0). ganically enriched loam (A horizon) and gar-

The EKL test excavation confirmed that this shell den soil, with abundant shell midden and char-
midden deposit is entirely of historic (post-European coal. The boundary with Layer II is diffuse.
contact) age. The site was probably little more than a LAYER II: 15/28 cm to base of excavation. A yel-
small hamlet, possibly occupied by a single extended lowish brown (10YR5/4) sandy loam with an-
household. The dominant shell midden suggests that gular cobbles and outcrops of decomposing
the site was occupied prior to the conversion of the limestone; culturally sterile.
Mussau islanders by the SDA mission in 1930, because
eating shellfish was prohibited by the SDA missionaries The Layer I deposit clearly represents an in situ oc-
(a ban that continues strongly in effect today). Both the cupation, but unfortunately has been somewhat mixed
radiocarbon date and the single piece of historic glass and reworked due to gardening. The shallow depth (av-
would be consistent with an occupation date in the early erage 25 cm) suggests that the occupation was not lengthy.
colonial period, ca. AD 1900-1930. A combined sample of mammal bone (almost cer-

tainly Sus scrofa) from Units 2 and 5 was submitted to
THESINAKASAESITE (EKU) Beta Analytic for radiocarbon dating, and yielded a con-

ventional radiocarbon age of 740 + 70 BP (Beta-25930),
Sinakasae is the name of a small contemporary hamlet with a calibrated age range of AD 1222-1284 (see Chap-
situated on an upraised limestone terrace on the SE end ter 10 for sample details). This confirmed our hypoth-
of Mussau Island, near the larger settlement of esis that the EKU Site post-dated the Lapita period,
Lomakunauru (UTM coordinates GU986314). The site and indicates an early second millennium AD age for its
largely corresponds to this hamlet, and a scatter of occupation. This is consistent with evidence from the

TABLE 9.1 Cultural content of the EKL test excavation.

Level Mollusks Oven Stones
Taxa Weight (g) Number Weight (g)

1 (0-20 cm) Hyotissa, Tridacna, Laevicardium, Neritidae 800 | 10 1 50

2 (20-40 cm) Hyotissa, Chama, Tridacna, Laevicardium, Anadara 4,000 74 800

3 (40-60 cm) Hyotissa, Chama, Strombus luhuanus 8,000 42 800

4 (60-80 cm) Hyotissa, Chama, Spondylus 1 2,000 9 200

5 (80-100 cm) Hyotissa 50 0 0
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EKE (Boliu Island) Site for use of Terebra-shell and and a black pyroxene temper. Decorations on some
Tridacna-shell adzes at this time period, along with small sherds consist of parallel rows of simple tool-impressed
quantities of dark red pottery. rectangular punctations. Aside from the Tridacna-shell

The ceramics from EKU will be described in Vol- and Terebra-shell adzes already noted, the site is note-
ume III. They consist of sherds with a dark red paste worthy for considerable quantities of pig bone.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 9

'It was these birds that first brought Enusagila Islet to dusk one evening. Commenting on the birds to Ave Male, he
our attention, when a large flock of perhaps 80 of these mag- told me that they were returning to their roost on Enusagila
nificent frigates glided majestically over our Eloaua house at ('ples belong ol').



CHAPTER 1 0

A RADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY FOR

THE MUSSAU ISLANDS

PATRICK V. KIRCH

In 1988 I reviewed the 79 extent ra- of Lapita occupation in the Bismarck Archipelago was
diocarbon dates clearly associated with to be resolved.2 For other sites from which we exca-

l dentate-stamped Lapita ceramics vated key assemblages, such as ECB, EHB, EKQ, and
' (Kirch and Hunt 1988a),I an exercise EKE, it was equally important to establish age and oc-

that demonstrated how inadequately cupation sequences through the use of multiple sample
dated most Lapita sites were. No less suites.

/jt than 66% of dated sites had only one or As shown in Table 10.1, a total of 51 samples was
two 14C age determinations, and only six dated from ten excavated sites. Thirty samples (59%)

sites had more than four determinations are from Talepakemalai (ECA), while the remainder are
(Kirch and Hunt 1988a, fig. 2.6). Especially troubling distributed among the other nine sites. Forty-one samples
was the observation that "where multiple dates have are associated with Lapita cultural materials, while 10
been obtained from a single [Lapita] site, their distribu- samples come from post-Lapita contexts. The samples
tion reveals how potentially misleading a single date were processed by two laboratories, 17 dates by the
drawn from that suite might be. Consequently, local se- Radiocarbon Dating Research Laboratory of the former
quences built on few radiometric data must be open to Department of Prehistory, Australian National Univer-
doubt" (Kirch and Hunt 1988a:28). sity (H. Polach andJ. Head), and 34 dates by Beta Ana-

In the Mussau Project I resolved to establish as firm lytic, Inc. (M. Tamers). The samples dated by theANU
an "absolute" chronological framework as feasible laboratory were all obtained during the 1985 field sea-
within the cost constraints of radiocarbon dating. Es- son, while those dated by the Beta Analytic laboratory
pecially for the critical ECA Site, it was essential to pro- were obtained from the 1986 and 1988 field seasons.
cure an extensive run of "'C dates-on different kinds Of the 51 dated samples from Mussau, 20 were previ-
of sample materials from the full range of stratigraphic ously reported in Kirch and Hunt (1988b), and an addi-
and depositional contexts-if the disputed chronology tional six were listed in Kirch et al. (1991, table 2); the
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TABLE 10.1 Radiocarbon age determinations ens, or similar combustion features are absent. As a re-
from Mussau sites. sult, only 17 of our 51 dates from Mussau are on char-

coal (8 samples), wood (8 samples), or coconut en-
Site Charcoal Wood Shell Other Total docarp (1 sample). The other 34 samples represent ma-

rine shell and, in one case (from the EKU Site), mam-
ECA 6 8 15 1 30 mal bone (presumably Sus scrofa).
ECB 1 2 3 The use of marine shell samples has both advan-
EHB 2 2 tages and disadvantages. The shells selected for radio-

carbon dating were all of shallow-water bivalve and
EKQ 5 5 gastropod species collected for food and/or for in-

EKU b 1 dustrial purposes by the prehistoric Mussau inhabitants.
EKO 1 1 Species used in dating include the large bivalves Tridacna

spp. (8 samples) and the closely related Hippopus hippopusEKS 1 1 (3 samples), Hyotissa hyotis (7 samples), Spondylus sp. (3
EHK 2 2 samples), Anadara antiquata (2 samples), Chama sp. (2
EKE 5 5 samples), and Laevicardium sp. (1 sample), and the gas-

tropods Turbo spp. (5 samples) and Strombus luhuanus (1
EKL 1 1 sample).3 All of these taxa provided important food
Total 8 8 33 2 51 sources, and some (such as Tridacna, Spondylus, and Turbo)

a were also used as raw materials for manufacturing arti-
Coconut endocarp facts. In selecting shell samples for dating, we were careful

b Mammal bone to avoid specimens that showed signs of water-rolling
or weathering, and which might have been a compo-
nent of the natural beach or lagoon-floor environment.

remaining 25 samples are reported here for the first We are reasonably confident that all dated shell samples
were originally gathered while live on the Mussau reefs,

thee. either for food or for raw material, and were culturallyThis chapterpresents an overview ofthe Mussau deposited in their respective sites. Ifwe are correct in this
radiocarbon chronology, as well as a comprehensive assertion-and we have no reason to suspect other-
listing of all dated samples, including information on wise-then the clear advantage of these shell dates is
provenience, sample description, laboratory treatment, that they will not have any inherent "in-built age" factor.
conventional age and 613C, and calibrated age ranges That is to say, the dated age of the shell should repre-
and intercepts (Appendix 10.1). sent the time period at which the living mollusk was

gathered by a human and taken from reef flat to occu-
METHODS pation site.4

Shell samples, unfortunately, do pose a thorny prob-
In selecting samples for dating, priority was given to lem with regard to calibration, and to correlation with
wood charcoal or to non-carbonized wood (such as charcoal and wood samples. The calibration issues are
the stilt-house post bases in Areas B and C of the ECA complicated and significant, and I discuss these exten-
Site) or other organic material (such as coconut endocarp) sively below. With regard to correlation, we made a
when these were available. This decision reflects the more particular effort to obtain paired sets of shell and
straight-forward calibration of wood or wood char- wood/charcoal samples, and were successful in dating
coal using the terrestrial calibration curve. Unfortunately, such paired sets at ECA (Areas B and C) and at ECB.
charcoal or wood were not as common in the Mussau These paired sets, discussed further below, provide a
archaeological deposits as they are in some other Pa- critical basis for assessing the best-fit calibration method
cific islands contexts. In ECA and other Mussau Lapita to be applied to the Mussau shell samples.
sites, this partly reflects the nature of the Lapita occu- Laboratory methods, as reported by the ANU and
pation on stilt-houses, so that typical hearths, earth ov- Beta Analytic, Inc. labs respectively, were standard. The
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ANU lab reported that the 1985 charcoal samples were nologically derived calibration curves. However, the
examined for rootlets, treated with hot 10% HC1, rinsed, calibrated age ranges thus derived are essentially sets of
and dried; shell samples were cleaned of their exterior probability distributions; thus as Specht and Gosden
surfaces with a dental drill and crushed before combus- rightly observe, in interpreting suites of calibrated ra-
tion. For the wooden posts fromECAArea B, the slightly diocarbon ages "we are matching different distributions
degraded exterior surface of the wood was first scraped to look for patterns in them, rather than dealing with
clean, followed by the removal of a piece of the outer point determinations which will easily give us delimited
1-2 cm of solid wood; this was chopped into small periods with clear beginnings and ends" (1997:187).
fragments, washed with distilled water, and the cellu- The calibration of samples grown in a marine envi-
lose extracted for dating. ronment (such as mollusks) presents additional prob-

The Beta Analytic, Inc. laboratory pretreated char- lems than for wood or charcoal samples which were
coal samples by first examining for rootlets, followed grown in a terrestrial environment, because marine con-
by a hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates, rinsing to texts are typically not in isotopic equilibrium with at-
neutrality, with a subsequent hot alkali soaking to take mospheric 14C (Stuiver and Braziunas 1993). The world's
out humic acids. After rinsing to neutrality, another acid oceans are a sink for old carbon, creating a "reservoir
wash followed another rinsing to neutrality. Shell samples effect" (Taylor 1987:126-32), in which marine samples
were pretreated by etching away the outer layers with such as shell yield ages that are somewhat older than
dilute acid; they were then attacked with further acid to their apparent true age. Unfortunately, this reservoir ef-
produce carbon dioxide which was used as the carbon fect is not a constant, and is known to vary historically
source for dating. All benzene syntheses and counting over time, and geographically over space. Oceanic res-
proceeded normally. Any variations from these stan- ervoir effects are known to be especially salient along
dard procedures are discussed for specific samples in continental coastlines where there is significant upwelling
Appendix 10.1. of deep water. Whereas the "model surface ocean" (0-

75m depth) typically yields reservoir ages between - 200-
CALZBRA TION 400 years older than the atmospheric age, the "model

deep ocean" can yield reservoir ages of up to 1800
As most archaeologists are painfully aware (but col- years older (Stuiver and Braziunas 1993, fig. 5A). Taylor
leagues in related fields, and the reading public at large (1987:129-31, table 5.6) provides examples of paired
is typically ignorant of the conversion of a radiocar- shell and charcoal dates from California demonstrating
bon "date" into a calendar age is anything but a straight- that even in a single locality, the apparent ocean reser-
forward process. Even leaving aside the question of voir effect can range from -800 to + 170 years!
whether the dated sample properly represents the "tar- Determining the specific reservoir effect for any
get" event for which an age assessment is sought (Dean particular marine environment is a complex problem,
1978), problems of calibration arise from secular effects especially when one takes into account the probability
(the major secular trend in 14C, along with the so-called of temporal variation. As Taylor (1987:127) suggests,
Suess and de Vries effects), from reservoir effects (particu- "one approach to investigating the reservoir effect in
larly for marine samples), and from isotopicfractionation. marine shells [is] to examine the 14C activity of contem-
Fractionation effects are largely controlled through mea- porary samples to determine if the initial 14C concen-
surement of 683C values and conversation of the ra- tration in such materials could be significantly different
diocarbon age to a "conventional" age prior to calibra- from that of standard terrestrial organics." However,
tion for secular effects (Stuiver and Polach 1977). Fur- this requires the radiocarbon analysis ofpre-bomb shell
ther, thanks to several decades of careful radiocarbon samples, collected before 1950, after which time the
dating of dendrochonological samples, secular effects widespread testing of thermonuclear weapons injected
can be accounted for back to 12,000 BP, at least for large quantities of artificial 14C in the atmosphere. Un-
terrestrial samples (Stuiver and Kra 1986; Stuiver, Long, fortunately, we do not know of any such pre-bomb
and Kra 1993). Computer programs such as CALIB collections of marine shells from Mussau which could
and OXCAL now make it possible to rapidly calibrate be analyzed so as to provide an assessment of the local
conventional radiocarbon ages based on dendrochro- reservoir effect prevailing duringthe early 20th century.
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Lacking such a direct assessment of the local reser- Clearly, the calibration of marine samples from
voir effect specific to Mussau, one may apply the gen- Lapita sites remains a problematic issue, for several rea-
eralized "model surface ocean" calibration for marine sons: (1) local reservoir effects have not been empiri-
samples developed by Stuiver and colleagues (Stuiver, cally established for specific localities where Lapita sites
Pearson, and Braziunas 1986; Stuiver and Braziunas are situated; (2) the possible range of temporal varia-
1993). In this model, the "surface ocean" is a zone from tion in such reservoir effects is unknown; and (3) it is by
0-75 m deep, and the resulting calibration curve is a no means evident that a "model surface ocean" based
smoothed version of the atmospheric curve, offset by on a zone 75 m deep will apply to mollusks grown on
an average age of -373 years from the latter (Stuiver et reef flats only a few meters deep, or in lagoons with
al. 1986:982). In theory, for samples such as mollusks relatively little circulation or exchange with pelagic wa-
grown in the "surface ocean," the application of this ters. It is conceivable that there may be much variability
marine calibration curve to conventional 14C ages (those in reservoir effects between samples grown on exposed
which have already been corrected for isotopic frac- outer reef margins (where there is considerable surge
tionation effects), should bring these ages into line with action and mixing of water) and those grown on shal-
those from contemporary true-age samples grown in a low reef flats, in protected seagrass beds, or in lagoonal
terrestrial environment. It must be stressed, however, basins (see Chapter 2 for descriptions of these environ-
that this "surface ocean" model is only a first-order ap- ments in Mussau). Indeed, as I will argue for specific
proximation, with well documented local variations (as cases below, there is some empirical evidence for dif-
in New Zealand, where such variation has been tested). ferential reservoir effects in different coastal situations
Where the specific local reservoir effect has been em- within the Mussau Islands.
pirically determined through analysis ofpre-bomb ma-
rine samples, the generalized model may then be ad- CORRELATINGMUSSAUMARINEAND
justed through the application of a AR correction fac- TERRESTRIAL SAMPLE PAIRS
tor, which either adds to or subtracts from the average
-373 year offset of the model calibration curve. Spe- One potential approach to resolving the problem of
cific A\R values for Pacific Ocean localities vary consid- determining a specific reservoir effect for any Lapita
erably, ranging from 115 + 50 years for Hawai'i, 140 + site is to obtain paired sets of marine and terrestrial
45 years for Eniwetok Atoll 57 + 23 for Samoa, and samples from identical stratigraphic contexts, as Taylor
45 + 30 for the Society Islands, to -5 + 35 years off the (1987:130-31) has done for the University Village Site
coast of Australia, and -25 + 15 or -31 + 13 for New in California, and as Hunt and Kirch (1987) did for
Zealand waters (Stuiver and Braziunas 1993, fig. 16; samples from the Manu'a Islands in American Samoa.5
Higham and Hogg 1995; McFadgen and Manning 1990; The key assumption here, of course, is that such pairs
Phelan 1999). of samples do indeed represent the same event, or events

In calibrating marine samples from Lapita and other that were penecontemporaneous. In all cases this as-
Oceanic archaeological sites-virtually all of which are sumption needs to be supported on independent ar-
from localities where the specific local reservoir effect chaeological and stratigraphic criteria.
has not been empirically determined-different investi- Within our suite of dates from Mussau, we have
gators have applied varying AR values. Kirch and Hunt two sets of such paired marine and terrestrial samples.
(1988b:162) used a weighted average of the mid-ocean The most secure of these, in that we can be reasonably
values from Hawai'i, Eniwetok, and the Society Islands confident that all samples derive from a tight cluster of
(100 ± 24), while Spriggs (1990a) used a AR value of 0 behavioral events, consists of two wood and two shell
+ 0. Most recently, Specht and Gosden (1997:177) cali- samples from Zone of Area B, at Site ECA (samples
brated a series of 14C ages from the Bismarck Archi- ANU-5790, -5791, -5081, -5082). The two wood
pelago not using the marine calibration curve at all, but samples are from posts that were clearly part of the
rather the bidecadal atmospheric calibration curve off- same stilt-house structure, and since they still retained
set by a standard -400 years. (Their method would have their bark and had visible adzing marks cutting through
roughly the same effect as using the marine calibration the bark, were clearly cut fresh for construction pur-
curve with AR = 0.) poses (i.e., there is no potential "old wood" factor).
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The two shell samples (of Tridacna gigas and Hyotissa is not appropriate to this situation, since it yields age
hyotis valves) represent culturally-deposited midden which ranges for the shell samples that are appreciably younger
accumulated directly around the posts during the initial than those for the stilt-house posts.
phase of stilt-house occupation. On archaeological and Stuiver and Braziunas suggest that "with a pair of
stratigraphic criteria these four samples all represent contemporaneous wood and shell samples from a single
events that should have occurred within a short time location, the reservoir deficiency may be calculated with-
span, and hence be of equivalent age. Figure 10.1 is a out a direct calibration to the calendar time scale"
plot of the calibrated pairs of wood/shell dates from (1993:152-53). Using their figure 15 (a plot of Holocene
Area B in which the shell samples are calibrated on the surface-ocean 14C ages versus atmospheric 14C ages) one
"model surface ocean" curve with a AR value of 0. may convert a measured wood 14C age "to a model
Clearly, the fit is not good, with a resulting summed marine 14C age, which, when deducted from the mea-
probability plot (the lowest distribution curve in the fig- sured shell 14C age, yields AR" (1993:153).6 Following
ure) that is strongly bimodal. Since our independent ar- this method, the mean 14C age of the two Area B wood
chaeological/stratigraphic evidence tells us that these posts is 2940 years, which converts to a model marine
samples must be of equivalent age, the evident conclu- 14C age of approximately 3300 years (as calculated on
sion is that the "model surface ocean" calibration curve Stuiver and Braziunas' figure 15B). If we then deduct

FIGURE 10. 1 OXCAL calibration plot for matched pairs of wooden posts and associated shell samples
from Area B of Site ECA. The shell samples have been calibrated using the standard "mixed ocean
model" marine calibration curve. Although all four samples should date the same "target events",
note the discrepancy between wood and shell samples.
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this model age from the actual measured 14C ages for sists of wood charcoal (Beta-20453), and two of which
the two shell samples, we derive AR values of -290 (for are valves of the large mollusk Hyotissa hyotis (ANU-
ANU-508 1) and -350 (for ANU-5082) respectively, or 5086, -5087). In this case the three samples are not from
a mean AR of -320 years. the same excavation unit, but they are from the same

If we re-run the calibration of the four paired stratigraphic context since theECB Site has only a simgle,
wood/shell samples from Area B using the atmospheric shallow occupation component. Archaeological evidence
decadal curve for the wooden posts, and the marine (stratigraphic and artifactual) strongly suggests that this
curve with a AR value of -320 for the midden shells, small site was occupied for a relatively short time span
we obtain the summary plot shown in Figure 10.2, with (see Chapter 4), and we therefore would not expect
a high degree of concordance between all four samples. dating samples from ECB to display a lengthy tempo-
The combined probability distribution is strongly ral distribution. Figure 10.3 is a plot of the calibrated
unimodal, as should be the case for a group of samples age ranges, again applying the atmospheric decadal curve
that on independent archaeological/stratigraphic crite- for Beta-20453, and the model surface ocean curve with
ria represent temporally equivalent or penecontemp- AR = 0 in the case of the two marine shell samples. As
oraneous events. with the previous ECA Area B test pairs, the results are

A second test of this type can be run with a set of again widely divergent, yielding a completely bimodal
three samples from the ECB Site, one of which con- probability distribution. There are three possible expla-

FIGURE 10.2 OXCAL probability plot for the same matched pairs of wooden posts and associated shell
samples from Area B, Site ECA, shown in Figure 10.1, but with the shell samples calibrated using a AR
value of -320. Note that all calibrated ages are now consistent, with a unimodal summed probability.
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FIGURE 10.3 OXCAL calibration plot of matched pairs of charcoal and shell samples from the ECB Site.
Marine samples are calibrated using the "mixed ocean model" standard marine calibration curve.
Note discrepancy between charcoal and shell dates.

nations: (1) the site was occupied in two discrete epi- Mussau region, we can apply a -320 AR value (since
sodes with a hiatus of 500-600 years, an interpretation using a higher value of -350 or -370 would essentially
for which there is no archaeological support; (2) the mean that there was no reservoir effect whatsoever), to
charcoal sample represents wood which was already obtain a new plot as shown in Figure 10.4. We can see
500-600 years old when it was burned, a conceivable that the three samples are now brought into reasonably
but less probable scenario in the humid tropics, where close correspondence, with the charcoal sample still
wood rots or is consumed by termites rapidly; or (3) as slightly older (as might be expected from burning wood
with the Area B paired samples, the "model surface that was somewhat older than the target event), but with
ocean" marine calibration curve has produced ages for a combined probability distribution that is unimodal, as
the shell samples that are too young by several centu- we would predict on the basis of our independent ar-
ries, because the local marine reservoir in which the chaeological criteria.
Mussau samples were originally grown was different. These two tests with matched sample pairs indicate
The third option seems to be the most probable. that the ocean reservoir effect for Eloaua Island was

If we again apply the method of Stuiver and relatively slight, with an offset from the atmospheric
Braziunas (1993) for the ECB paired samples, the re- curve of perhaps only 50 years. Applying a standard
sulting AR values are -350 and-370 years, slightly more "model surface ocean" calibration curve (with its aver-
than those derived in the case of the ECA Area B paired age offset of 373 years) is therefore inappropriate, as it
samples (-320). Taking a conservative view that there yields ages that are considerably too young in compari-
must be at least some reservoir effect at work in the son with wood and charcoal samples that-on inde-
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pendent archaeological/stratigraphic grounds-repre- the "typical" oceanic reseroir effect of 373 years or
sent the same events. more? There are several possibilities. First, recall that

It is worth noting that this is not the only case in Stuiver et al.'s "model surface ocean" represents a wa-
which matched sample pairs from a Pacific archaeo- ter body some 75 m thick, incorporating upwelling deep
logical context have suggested a strongly negative AR ocean waters which are continually mixed with the sur-
value. From the To'aga Site on Ofu Island, American face layer. Yet as we know from our own marine bio-
Samoa, Kirch (1993:89) reported two samples, one of logical surveys of the Eloaua reefs carried out by C.
charcoal (Beta-35603) and one of Tridacna maxima shell Catterall (see Chapter 2), the reef flats, seagrass beds,
(Beta-35604), from the same stratigraphic context in and other microhabitats for Tridana, Hyotissa, and other
Layer IIIB of Unit 23. Applying the method of Stuiver mollusks utilized for food and raw materials by the
and Brazinus (1993) to this matched pair, one derives a Lapita people are typically only - 1-3 m deep, and are
AR value of -230. Although not as strongly negative a frequently exposed or nearly exposed at low tide. More-
value as those calculated for the Eloaua and Emananus over, the tidal range itself is minimal (- 1 m), and the
islands samples, the To'aga samples provide additional wave energy regime unusually low, resulting in a much
empirical support for the idea that the "model surface slower rate of hydraulic exchange between open ocean
ocean" does not always provide a best approximation and reef/lagoonal water bodies than would be the case
for calibrating prehistoric marine shell samples from in a higher-energy environment. It seems likely that these
Pacific islands sites. geomorphological and bio-geochemical conditions of

How can we explain this apparent deviation from the Eloaua inshore environment could minimize the

FIGURE 10.4 OXCAL calibration plot of the same matched pairs of charcoal and associated shell
samples from Site ECB shown in Figure 10.3, but with the shell samples calibrated using a AR value of
-320. Note that all calibrated ages are now consistent, with a unimodal summed probability.
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overall marine reservoir effect. The shallow water depth crohabitat variation). For example, while the larger
and frequent tidal exposure of reefs off Eloaua may bivalves (such as Tridacna and Hyotissa) calibrate best
well create a situation in which there is substantial atmo- when a AR value of -320 is used, certain other taxa,
spheric isotopic exchange, so that the shallow-water reef particularly Turbo sp., produce best fit results usingAR
organisms are more nearly in equilibrium with atmo- = 0. Tridacna and Hyotissa mollusks are sessile species
spheric '4C levels. Of course, this is simply an hypoth- that inhabit shallow water, low energy environments,
esis, but in the face of the paired sample tests discussed whereas Turbo occupies the outer reef margins where
above, it offers the best available explanation.7 there is substantial wave action and open-ocean ex-

Based on the linked sample-pair tests from ECA change. These different habitat preferences may well
Area B and from ECB, I am reasonably satisfied that result in different reservoir effects. Certainly this is an
the marine shell samples from ECA and ECB should hypothesis that bears empirical testing
be calibrated with a AR value of - 320,8 and the fol- Heavy reliance on marine sample dates for the con-
lowing discussion of results is based on such calibra- struction of a cultural chronology for the Mussau Is-
tions.9 Doubtless, however, some colleagues will remain lands is admittedly less than ideal, given the lack of real
unconvinced that the local reservoir effect in Eloaua is empirical knowledge concerning local reservoir effects
significantly less than for the "model surface ocean," and their variability, both in relation to reef
and will prefer to take the more conservative approach microecology and geomorphology, and over time.
of applying the worldwide model average value. In the Some will argue that attempting any kind of calibration
appendix, therefore, I have reported the CALIB cali- of the marine samples is pushing the data too far. My
brated ages using the standard marine curve (i.e., with own view is that we must try to make the best hand of
AR = 0), while the OXCAL calibration ages have been the cards that the vagaries of the archaeological record
run with AR = -320 for Eloaua Island samples, or with have dealt us. Others are welcome to attempt their own
AR = 0 for other localities, where the latter value pro- reworking ofmy calibrations on whatever bases they
duces the best fit calibration. prefer;allprimarysampledataareprczidedintheappendixfor

While the paired sample tests from ECA Area B thispurpose. The onlything that all Pacific archaeologists
and ECB-and the derived value AR = -320-bring would probably agree on is that the problem of ma-
the marine samples from those sites into line with asso- rine reservoir effects and the calibration of marine shell
ciated wood, charcoal, and coconut shell samples, this samples from Oceanic sites are issues urgently requiring
is not the case with marine samples from sites elsewhere intensive and fine-grained research.
in the Mussau group. In particular, the suite of marine
sample dates from the EKQ rockshelter on Mussau ROGUE DATESAND "CHRONOMETRIC HYGIENEJ
Island's NW coast display their archaeological "best-
fit" calibration (when judged by the criterion of similar A final methodological matter is that of handling what
ceramic assemblages) when these are calibrated using a Holdaway and Porch (1996) have called "rogue" dates,
value ofAR = 0. It may be that what is at play here are which in turn raises the issue of "chronometric hygiene."
differences between the kinds of reef environment sur- Most archaeologists have experienced samples which
rounding Eloaua-Emananus, and those found along the they initially expected would yield an accurate age esti-
coastal fringe ofNW Mussau. Unlike the broad, shal- mate for a "target event" (in the sense of Dean 1978),
low, low-energy reef flats of Eloaua, the coastline in and then turn out to produce wholly unacceptable re-
the vicinity of the EKQ Site has a narrow fringing reef sults, sometimes even wildly off the mark. This is gen-
with a high-energy surge regime (in addition, the dated erally because the actual "dated event"-for a variety
samples from EKQ were primarily surge-zone gastro- of possible reasons-is in fact completely separate or
pods such as Turbo spp.). This situation is likely to be unrelated to the target event. Such rogue dates can re-
more representative of a typical mixed "surface ocean" sult from intrusive contamination orpost-depositionally
reservoir condition. mixed deposits, from the burning of old wood in which

Another possible factor in the complex equation the dated event is the growth period of the tree rather
affecting local reservoirs may be variation between than the cultural act of burning, or for other reasons
molluskan taxa (which itself could correlate with mi- such as laboratory error, improper pretreatment, and
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so on. Spriggs (1989, 1990a, 1996) and Spriggs and or, for that matter, for any Lapita sites in the Bismarcks,
Anderson (1993) have attempted to develop an exhaus- and it is not surprising that Specht and Gosden (1997:185
tive protocol for eliminating such potential rogue dates passim) questioned whether it accurately dates the Lapita
by applying "chronometric hygiene." With Specht and occupation at ECA. It is not entirely possible to rule
Gosden (1997:177), however, I prefer to apply a mini- out an "old wood" factor for ANU-5080, and it is
mal degree of chronometric "flossing," focusing on the conceivable that the date might be older than the cul-
more obvious problems that arise in cases of contex- tural deposit with which it is associated. On the other
tual or stratigraphic security, vertical consistency of hand, we cannot reject it out of hand, for the age is not
samples within a stratigraphic sequence, and the ever- wildly inconsistent with additional samples from ECA
present possibility of "old wood" dates. Fortunately, Area A, or with samples from Site EHB (which on
the Mussau 14C series as a whole has only a small num- ceramic criteria appears to be one of the earliest Lapita
ber of such potentially problematic dates, and these are assemblages in the Bismarcks).
discussed as appropriate. Two samples of marine shell (Tridacna and Hyotissa

valves) were dated from Area A (ANU-5084, -5085),
RESULTS also on the paleobeach terrace, and yielded strongly over-

lapping results suggesting rapid deposition. Figure 10.5
CHRONOLOGY OF THE LAP/TA SITES shows a summed probability distribution of these dates

TALEPAKEMALAI (ECA) using the marine calibration curve with AR = -320. The
summed calibrated range at 16 is 1500-1290 BC. This is

Talepakemalai is the most intensively dated of our slightly younger than the date for TP-9, but overlaps
Mussau sites, with 30 samples. It is also a large site (in- significantly with it.
deed, the largest Lapita site on record), with a complex There are two additional samples from deposits
and unusual horizontal stratigraphy owing to its reef- on the paleobeach terrace, both from the S end of the
flat stilt-house occupations and geomorphological se- W250 transect (Beta-30676 and -30677), both on shell.
quence of coastal progradation. There have been vary- The first, from a large Turbo marmoratus operculum, yields
ing attempts to interpret its chronology, both prelimi- an unacceptably old age range when calibrated withAR
nary efforts on my part (e.g., Kirch 1987a, 1988b; Kirch = -320 (2060-1750 cal BC), but an age which overlaps
and Hunt 1988b; Kirch et al. 1991), using only the samples reasonably with the TP-9 and Area A dates when cali-
available from the 1985 and 1986 field seasons, and by brated with a AR = 0 (1660-1410 cal BC). As discussed
others who did not have access either to the entire suite earlier, Turbo spp. gastropods are reef-edge, surge-zone
of dates, or to the full details of stratigraphic prove- dwellers which might be expected to have a different
nience (Specht and Gosden 1997; Spriggs 1990, 1996). reservoir effect from shallow-water reef flat bivalves
With the stratigraphic and other contextual details on such as Hyotissa, and for which the mixed open ocean
record here (see Chapter 4), and the full suite of dates model calibration curve (with AR = 0) may be quite ap-
available in Appendix 10.1, I now attempt a careful and propriate. The second sample, a Spondylus value, yielded
reasoned definition of the chronology of this key site. I an age determination quite close to the AreaA dates when
begin with the three samples from that part of the site calibrated with AR = -320 (1500-1320 cal BC).
which was always supratidal (i.e., the + 2 m paleobeach Taking all five samples from the paleobeach terrace
terrace on which the modern airfield lies), turning then into consideration, we obtain the summed probability
to Area B and the W200 transect, then to the W250 distribution shown in Figure 10.6, in which the summed
transect series, and finally to Area C. age range is 1580-1310 cal BC at 1a. Admittedly, this

result depends upon the differential marine calibration
The Paleobeach Terrace and Area A of the Turbo and bivalve samples as noted above; some
A single wood charcoal sample (ANU-5080) was ob- may find this an unacceptable manipulation of the cali-
tamned from the base of the Lapita cultural deposit in bration curves. Nonetheless, and without overly push-
TP-9 (Unit W400N72), which yielded a high probabil- ing the point, a case might be made for the paleobeach
ity (0.97) calibrated age range at 1Gs of 1660-1440 BC. terrace deposits at ECA to be slightly earlier (by 100-
Admittedly, this is one of the oldest 14C ages for ECA 150 years) than those on the adjacent reef flat (i.e., the
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FIGURE 10.5 OXCAL calibration plot for two shell samples from Area A of Site ECA, with summed
probability distribution.

Area B and W250 transect stilt-house deposits). If so, calibrated age range is 1300-1050 BC at 1Gy.
this has important culture-historical implications, because For Area B we have a substantial suite of dates,
the ceramics from the paleobeach terrace deposits con- including the paired marine-terrestrial set already dis-
sist almost exclusively of red-slipped plainwares, with cussed above under "Calibration," as well as other shell
only small numbers of dentate-stamped pottery. More- and charcoal dates, totaling 10 samples from Area B
over, the single dentate-stamped sherd from TP-9 is a proper and another two samples from the 1988 Area B
particularly delicate and finely-executed example with extension. For reasons made clear in Chapter 4, the in-
close parallels from EHB, whose assemblage I regard ternal stratigraphic context in Area B must be taken into
as likely to be the earliest in the Mussau Lapita sequence. account when interpreting this suite of dates, which rep-
These culture-historical implications will be more fully resent both the stilt house itself (samples ANU-5790, -
explored in Volume III, when the details of the ceramic 5791, Beta-20452), shell samples stratigraphically-asso-
assemblages are presented. ciated with the posts in Zone C3 (samples ANU-508 1, -

5082), and samples from stratigraphically higher Zones
Area B C2 (ANU-5078), Cl (ANU-5075, -5076, 5077, and -
Moving from the paleobeach terrace toward Area B, a 5079; Beta-30673), and B1 (ANU-5083). This complex
sample of anaerobically-preserved coconut endocarp stratigraphy has not been fully appreciated by others
(Beta-20451) was dated from the fine "muck zone" at who have attempted to interpret the published dates

- 130 cm bs in Unit W200N120. This specimen is in a from ECA (e.g., Specht and Gosden 1997), being un-
context equivalent tO Zone C in Area B (although which aware that Zone C is not a single component.
subzone of Zone C cannot be easily specified), but it On strictly archaeological and stratigraphic criteria,
was situated 20 cm above the base of the cultural the earliest cultural activity at Area B was the construc-
materials in this unit, and so should provide a less-than- tion of the stilt house represented by the tWO align-
maximal date for cultural deposition in this area. The ments of posts described in Chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.18).
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Figure 10.7 shows a summary plot of the calibrated field season, to obtaindatablecharcoal) whichmusthave
ages for the three dated posts. The overall agreement beendqeosited intheprogradingforeshore,almostcertainlyafter
between the samples is good, although the probability thestilt-houseitselfhad been abandoned. Unfortunately, all of
distribution has a fairly wide temporal spread, from cal these samples have quite large associated error factors,
1390-1090 BC at 10.10 A combined plot for ANU-5790 so that when they are calibrated as in Figure 10.8, they
and -5791 along with the two marine shell samples from yield long, attenuated probability distributions, spanning
stratigraphically-associated Zone C3 was already pre- the entire first half of the first millennium BC. The
sented in Figure 10.2, and has roughly the same tempo- summed probability distribution for these five charcoal
ral distribution. samples is cal 1000-350 BC at 1o, and 1300-100 BC at

Five charcoal samples were collected from Zones 2cy. While these samples are admittedly younger than
C) and C1. It cannot be overly stressed that these con- those for the stilt-house, and in correct stratigraphic re-
sisted of very finely dispersed charcoal flecks (collected lationship, they are less than ideal for tightly fixing an
painstakingly out of near desperation, during the 1985 age span for the upper part of Zone C. One additional

FIGURE 10.6 OXCAL calibration plot of five samples from the paleobeach terrace of Site ECA, with
summed probability distribution.
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FIGURE 10.7 OXCAL calibration plot of three samples from wooden posts of Area B at Site ECA, with
summed probability distribution.

sample from Zone C1 is Beta-30673, a specimen of samples from Area C with a similar ceramic assem-
Spondylus shell. Applying aAR = -320 correction to the blage, dominated by incised decoration.
marine calibration curve for this sample yields an age The entire Area B suite of samples can be summa-
range of cal 1420-1250 BC at la, or 1500-1150 BC at 16. rized as a combined calibration plot depicted in Figure
Note that this range overlaps with the extended prob- 10.9, and as a set of boxed age spans plotted against
ability distribution of the dispersed charcoal dates, and the atmospheric calibration curve in Figure 10.10. While
while one would want to be cautious about placing too the broad temporal spans of the Zone C21 charcoal
much weight on a single marine sample, it might sug- samples make these samples inadequate for precise dat-
gest that the deposition of Zone C1 actually followed ing, the sequence as a whole holds together, and can be
fairly rapidly after the construction, use, and abandon- reasonably interpreted. The first phase was marked by
ment of the Area B stilt-house. the construction of the stilt-house, probably not much

The final sample to be considered from Area B is earlier than - 1300 cal BC but also not likely to be later
ANU-5083, a Hyotissa shell from Zone B1, the strati- than - 1200 cal BC. This was followed by the abandon-
graphic zone in which incised motifs and notched-rim ment and, presumably, disintegration of the structure,
globular vessels dominate the ceramic assemblage, hav- and by continued deposition of cultural materials in the
ing largely replaced the dentate-stamped ceramics of Area B locus, marked by a shift from a dominance of
Zone C. Calibrating this sample with the marine curve dentate-stamped ceramics to incised ceramics in Zone
and the preferred AR = -320 value, we obtain a range B1. This upper part of the Area B sequence probably
of cal 1040-830 BC at k6, or 1160-790 BC at 16. Given dates to 1000-900 cal BC, although on the basis of the
the stratigraphic position of this sample, as well as the charcoal dates it could extend as late as 700 cal BC. In
nature of the associated ceramic assemblage, this age short, the entire depositional sequence at Area B most
seems reasonable. Indeed, it is consistent with several likely spans a period of 200-400 years duration, a not
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FIGURE 10.8 OXCAL calibration plot of five charcoal samples from Zone C of Area B, Site ECA, with
summed probability distribution.

unreasonable estimate given the degree of ceramic an overall horizontal (and temporal) progression begin-
change indicated in the sequence. ning with fine-dentate stamped pottery, changing to

coarse-dentate stamped, and ending with incised ceram-
The W250 Transect ics (especially in Area C at the N end of the transect).
From the W250 transect we dated three wood samples This parallels the vertically expressed ceramic sequence
(Beta-30681, -30682, and -30684), two from posts and within Area B, andwe should thus expect that the W250
one from a smaller stake, and six samples of marine suite of dates should exhibit a similar age range.
shell. Because these samples come from a number of 1 A summary plot of all nine samples from the W250

2m excavation units spaced out over a distance of 130 transect is shown in Figure 10.11. The three wood
m from N to S, precise stratigraphic correlations are samples suggest that construction of stilt houses along
difficult. The specific contexts from which these samples the transect spanned a period of - 300-400 years, from
were obtained have been discussed in Chapter 4, and possibly as early as 1400-1300 cal BC until - 1000 cal BC.
their locations are plotted in Figure 4.31. For our pur- This is completely consistent with the age span for Area
poses, it will be most useful to examine this suite of B. When we turn to the shell dates, however, it is obvi-
nine samples as a group, to assess how the overall tem- ous that Beta-30676 (a Turbo shell) is either a "rogue,"
poral range corresponds to that derived from Area B. or that for some reason a A\R value of -320 is not ap-
The ceramic sequence from the W250 transect shows propriate. Indeed, when this sample was examined as
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FIGURE 10.9 OXCAL summary plot of calibrated ages for 1 2 radiocarbon samples from Area B of Site
ECA.
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FIGURE 1 0.10 OXCAL summary box plot of 1 2 radiocarbon samples from Area B of Site ECA,
plotted against the decadal radiocarbon calibration curve. Note that due to the "4flattening" of
the calibration curve between -800-400 BC the error ranges in calibrated ages become
lengthened for samples in this age range.

part of the suite of dates from the paleobeach terrace, plications of this possibility will be more fully treated in
it was found to correlate acceptably with a AR = 0 Volume III.
value. Beta-30680, when calibrated with AR = -320, is
also slightly older than anticipated, although at 26 it Area C
overlaps with the earliest wood sample. It is notewor- Finally, there is the suite of five samples from Area C,
thy that both of these older shell dates come from the S at theN end of the W250 transect, with deposits domi-
end of the transect, on the outer fringe of the + 2 m nated by incised ceramics and marked by a concentra-
paleobeach terrace (also the location of the early date tion of wooden posts indicative of one or more stilt
from TP-9, ANU-5080). The remaining four shell dates houses (see Chapter 4). The stratigraphic evidence at
all fall within the range from - 1500-1200 cal BC, over- Area C suggested that there had been two discrete tem-
lapping reasonably well with the wood sample dates. poral phases of occupation and deposition of artifac-

Taken as a suite, the W250 samples reinforce the tual materials, although there need not have been a long
interpretation of Lapita occupation at ECA through- hiatus between these. The dated samples from Area C
out the second half ofthe first millennium BC. Although include two wooden posts (Beta-30686 and -30687) and
the two earliest shell dates could be rogues, they might three marine shells (Beta-30674, -30675, and -30685).
also lend support tO the notion that initial occupation at The calibrated age ranges for the Area C samples
ECA commenced on the +2 m paleobeach terrace, are plotted in Figure 10.12. The two wooden post
where they are associated with almost exclusively red- samples yield age ranges entirely consistent with expec-
slipped plainware ceramics. The culture-historical im- tations from the upper part of the Area B sequence
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FIGURE 10.11 OXCAL summary plot of calibrated ages for nine radiocarbon samples from the W250
transect of Site ECA. Shell samples were calibrated with a AR value of -320.

(i.e., Zone Bl). Sample Beta-30686 has an age range of calibrated with a A\R value of -320. The other two shell
1130-910 cal BC while Beta-30687 has a highest prob- samples, however, have calibrated age ranges that are
ability (0.76) distribution centered between 850-760 cal slightly older than anticipated, although they are still
BC. Shell sample Beta-30685 also accords well with the within the overall range for the Lapita occupation at
wooden samples, with a range of 970-810 cal BC when ECA. It is possible that they represent midden shell
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which had been discarded in the Area C vicinity prior by as much as 100-150 years; (3) the earlier phase of stilt-
to the construction of the later stilt-houses associated house occupation associated with dentate stamped ceram-
with the incised ceramics. Discounting these two slightly ics can be assigned to a period from - 1300-1100 cal BC;
older shell samples, a reasonable overall estimate for and (4) the later phase marked by a shift to coarse-
the temporal span at Area C (and for its incised ceramic stamped dentate and then nearly exclusively incised ce-
assemblage) would be - 1100-800 cal BC. ramics took place from - 1100-900/800 cal BC. In ag-

gregate, Talepakemalai seems to have been settled con-
ECA Summary tinuously for at least 400-500 years, and possibly as long
To briefly encapsulate a rather lengthy and complex dis- as 600 years. There is no evidence in the areas of the site
cussion, we may reasonably conclude the following: (1) we sampled for occupation after - 800 cal BC.
there is strong evidence for Lapita occupation at ECA
commencing no later than - 1350 cal BC, with the dis- ETAKOSARAI (ECB)
tinct possibility of occupation having commenced as
early as - 1500 cal BC; (2) the earliest use of the site may Three samples (two shell, ANU-5086 and -5087; one
have been on the + 2 m elevated paleobeach terrace, and charcoal, Beta-20453) were dated from this small, single
could have pre-dated the Area B stilt-house construction component Lapita site. The samples were discussed

FIGURE 10.12 OXCAL calibration plot of five radiocarbon samples from Area C of Site ECA. Shell
samples were calibrated with a AR value of -320.
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above (under "Calibration") because they provide one Figure 10. 13B, with a summed age range of 1460-1200
of the key sets of matched shell/charcoal pairs that cal BC at 1 6.
allows us to derive a potential local (Eloaua Island) AR I am not entirely comfortable with either set of
correction factor of -320 for the marine calibration calibrated ages. The values resulting from the applica-
curve. A plot of the calibrated probability distributions tion of a AR = -320 seem to produce results that are
for the three samples was given in Figure 10.4. As ar- slightly too old when compared with the suite of ages
gued earlier, all three samples can be expected to pro- from the earliest parts of the ECA Site. At the same
vide good estimates for the age of this site, and should time, given the nature of the EHB ceramic assemblage,
form a single, unimodal distribution, as there is no ar- the calibrated ranges derived from using AR = 0 are in
chaeological or stratigraphic evidence to suggest other my view definitely too young. My hunch is that the true
than a single, relatively short-duration occupation at this age of EHB is - 1500 cal BC, a value that lies approxi-
site. The charcoal sample could have a slight in-built age mately mid-way between the two sets of calibrations
factor if it represented old wood, but this is unlikely to shown in Figure 10.13. On the available evidence, I do
have been on the order of more than - 100 years.11 The not think it possible to resolve this issue further; again,
summed, calibrated age range for ECB based on all the necessity of further research on marine reservoir
three samples is 1520-1300 cal BC at 16, and 1630-1170 effects becomes patently obvious.13
cal BC at 2a. Based on the ceramic assemblage at ECB,
which includes significant quantities of fine-dentate EPAKAPAKA (EKQ) AND OTHER ROCKSHELTERS
stamped pottery, the occupation of this site should be
expected to correlate closely with the Zone C, phase at As discussed in Chapter 5, the EKQ rockshelter con-
Area B of ECA. The summed age range of 1520-1300 tains 2.6 m of stratified deposits, of which the lower
cal BC is therefore a reasonably good fit. 2.2 m includes a late Lapita component dominated by

incised ceramics in many respects similar to those from
ETAPAKENGAROASA (EHB) Area C at the ECA Site, while the upper 0.4m is aceramic.

Four samples were dated from excavation Unit 2 at
Like ECB, the EHB Site is small and was presumably EKQ, and one sample from Unit 1; all are of marine
occupied for a relatively short period of time. The ce- shell. Four of these samples (Beta-20454, -21789, -25670,
ramic assemblage is dominated by sherds with particu- and -25671) are associated with the incised ceramics,
larly fine dentate-stamping, and by a large number of while one (Beta-25036) is from the upper aceramic de-
pedestaled bowls, both traits strongly suggestive of an posit.
early phase in the Mussau Lapita ceramic sequence. Un- The four samples from the lower cultural deposits
fortunately, there was no anaerobically preserved wood yielded reasonably consistent conventional 14C ages of
at EHB nor were we able to obtain charcoal samples. (in order from oldest to youngest) 3280 + 70 3270 +
Two samples of marine shell were therefore dated, 80,3190 + 90, and 3030 + 80 BP, although they are not
yielding reasonably consistent uncalibrated (conventional) in totally correct stratigraphic order. While there might
14C ages of 3470 + 90 and 3380 + 90 BP."2 have been some mixing or movement of deposit dur-

Assigning a calibrated age range to Site EHB, of ing the course of occupation in this intensively utilized
course, depends entirely on the AR value applied to the rockshelter, or some post-depositional disturbance (pos-
marine calibration curve. If one accepts the calculation sibly by burrowing land crabs), the dates are close enough
of a local AR value of -320 based on the two sets of that the most probable explanation is simply a case of
matched marine/terrestrial samples from Eloaua Island very rapid deposition, as they all overlap at 26. In any
sites ECA and ECB as argued earlier, the EHB shell case, there is close enough agreement in the four sample
dates are calibrated as shown in Figure 10. 13A, and have ages that we are justified in combining them.
a summed age range of 1860-1590 cal BC at l6. If one As with Site EHB, however, the question arises of
prefers to take the more conservative (but probably what AvRvalue to applytothe marine calibration curve.
inaccurate) approach of using a value of AiR = 0, then Here the local littoral-reef conditions adjacent to the
the calibrated probability distributions are as shown in EKQ Site are relevant. Unlike the situation at Eloaua
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FIGURE 10.13 OXCAL calibration plots for two shell samples from Site EHB. (A) Calibrations and summary
probabilities using a AR value of -320. (B) Calibrations and summary probabilities using a AR value of 0.
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Island, where the reef flats and seagrass beds are broad LAPITA COMPONENT AT BOLIU ISLAND (EKE)
and shallow ( - 1 m depth), and the wave energy regime
is very low, the coastline fronting the EKQ Site has only Because our main objectives in excavating at EKE were
a narrow fringing reef (- 100 m wide) with high-en- to sample the post-Lapita phase middens, only a single
ergy wave and surge action. The submarine topogra- sample (Beta-30693) associated with the older, Lapita-
phy plunges steeply down immediately outside of the phase deposits at EKE was dated. This came from
reef edge, conditions in which upwelling and mixing Layer II of Unit E200N175, in association with red-
of deep ocean water over the reef edge can be antici- slipped, calcareous-sand tempered plainware, andyielded
pated. Thus it might be expected that mollusks grown a conventional 14C age of 3420 + 70 BP. Depending
on the fringing reef flat adjacent to EKQ would reflect upon the AR value applied to the marine calibration
a more typical "surface ocean" reservoir effect, in which curve, one obtains age ranges of 1410-1240 cal BC (AR
case we would be best advised to apply a AR value of = 0), or 1790-1600 cal BC (AR = -320) at 16. The sec-
0, rather than the -320 value derived from our matched ond of these calibrated age ranges appears to be too
marine/terrestrial pairs from ECA and ECB on Eloaua old, although it is not inconsistent with the shell dates
Island. Moreover, three of the EKQ samples include from the paleobeach terrace at ECA, where the depos-
Turbo spp. shells which, as was seen in the case of ECA, its are similarly characterized by a dominance of red-
seem to yield their best fit calibrations with a value of slipped plainware ceramics. However, a younger age
AR = 0. range of 1400-1200 cal BC is also entirely reasonable.

This supposition is borne out by calculating the
summed probability distributions for the four EKQ CHRONOLOGYOF THE Po0 T-LAPI TA SITES
shell samples from the lower cultural deposit with the
two different AR values. Using AR = -320 produces a ELUNGUAI (EHK)
summed probability distribution that is patently too old
(1630-1320 cal BC at P3) in comparison with dates for Two sets ofAnadaraantiquata bivalves, both with arti-
the highly similar incised ceramic assemblage at Area C ficially-chipped surfaces, were submitted for "4C dating
of the ECA Site. If, however, we use AR = 0, on the from the EHK midden on Eloaua Island. Since these
assumption that the reservoir effect on the Pomanai area mollusks inhabit seagrass beds or shallow-water sandy
fringing reef was more typical of the "model surface flats, they are likely to have minimal reservoir effects as
ocean," we get the probability distributions shown in indicated by our matched terrestrial/marine sample pairs
Figure 10.14, which has summed age ranges of 1230- from ECA and ECB on Eloaua Island, and I have there-
930 (prob. 0.91) and 880-830 (prob. 0.09) cal BC at 1c6. fore calibrated them using AR = -320. The sample from
These overlap with the age range for Area C at ECA, the earlier, Layer II occupation (Beta-30689) yielded an

1100-800 cal BC. The occupation of the lower com- age range of cal AD 460-620 at 16. This was associated
ponent at the Epakapaka rockshelter most likely oc- with a Terebra-shell adz, the earliest dated instance of
curred during the period - 1200-800 cal BC. this distinctive artifact type in the Mussau sequence. The

The only other dated rockshelter is Site EKO on Layer I occupation deposit dates to cal AD 940-1070
Eloaua Island, from which a single sample of Turbo (Beta-30688), although there is no particular reason tO
marmoratus shell yielded a conventional age of 3200 + believe that human use of the EHK Site was not con-
70 BP. Since Turbo shell specimens from other contexts tinuous from the mid-first millennium AD until the be-
yield their best fit calibrations with AR = 0, applying ginning of the second millennium AD. The Layer I de-
this value to the marine calibration curve gives a result posit contains both Terebra- and Tridacna-shell adzes, and
of 1130-930 cal BC at to. This would place the use of Anadara net sinkers.
this small rockshelter within the same time span as the
late phase occupation at Site ECA (e.g., the Area C de- BOLIU ISLAND (EKE)
posits), a temporal assignment perfectly consistent with
the small assemblage of largely plain, shell-tempered The post-Lapita component at the extensive EKE
pottery from EKO. midden site on Boliu Island was dated with three shell
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FIGURE 10.14 OXCAL calibration plot for four radiocarbon samples from the ceramic phase component
of Site EKQ, and summary probability distribution.

samples (Beta-30690, -30691, and -30692) from Layers Gibb's sampler of the OXCAL program, with 29,496
I and IC of Unit E200N175, and with one sample (Beta- iterations used). Based on these calibrated ages, we can
30694) from Unit E200N200. In the case of the EKE reasonably suggest that the post-Lapita midden-dump-
Site samples, there are no clear grounds for deciding ing phase at EKE spanned a period from cal AD - 900-
whether a AR value of 0 or of -320 should be applied, 1500.
although it might be argued that the latter is preferable
given that three of the samples are of Tridacna spp. EMUSSAU ISLAND (EKS)
shell, and these taxa are represented in the Eloaua Island
matched terrestrial/marine pairs that yielded the -320 The aceramic EKS midden site on Emussau Island was
AR value (see "Calibration"). Calibrated age ranges us- dated with a single sample of wood charcoal obtained
ing both sets ofAR values are given in the appendix. from the midden-dump mound trenched by Unit 2.

Figure 10.15 displays a sequence plot of the four The sample came from Layer IIC, just above the sterile
post-Lapita phase 14C age determinations from EKE, beach sand (Layer IIIA) at the base of the cultural de-
with the three samples from Unit E200N175 in their posit (see Chapter 7). The calibrated probability plot
correct stratigraphic order, and that from E200N200 associated with this sample has a bimodal distribution,
as the most recent sample. The overall agreement of and it is probably best in this case to use the 26 range as
the sequence is very high (A = 91.0%, based on the a more accurate estimate of the probable true age: cal
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FIGURE 10.15 OXCAL sequence plot of four radiocarbon samples from Site EKE, in stratigraphic
order.

AD 1440-1650. This confirms the late age of the site as adzes and non-Lapita dark red sherds, such as EKE
judged by the site's artifact content and by oral tradi- and EHK.
tions of the Eloaua Island people that this was a known
habitation locus. Essentially, then, the site dates to the POST-LAPITA COMPONENT AT EPAKAPAKA
"proto-historic" period. ROCKSHELTER (EKQ)

SINAKASAE (EKU) The Layer II, post-Lapita aceramic cultural deposit in
the EKQ rockshelter was dated with a single sample of

As related in Chapter 9, the EKU Site on Mussau Island Turbo shell (Beta-25036). As with other shell samples
was test excavated in 1986 because surface collections from this site, I have applied a AR value of 0. This
there revealed the associated presence of Terebra-shell yields an age range of cal AD 1510-1650 at 16, suggest-
adzes with a few sherds of non-Lapita, dark red py- ing that the upper part of the site is quite late,
roxene-tempered pottery. To obtain a 14C age estimate penecontemporaneous with the EKS midden site on
for the thin, single-component cultural deposit at EKU Emussau Island. This also implies a long hiatus in the
we submitted a sample of 9lg of mammal bone frag- use of the EKQ Site between the Lapita phase and the
ments, almost certainly representing pig bones, as iden- aceramic phase.
tifiable S. scrofa teeth and bones were plentiful in the
deposit. The extracted collagen yielded a conventional ENUSAGILA ISLAND (EKL)
age of 740 + 70 BP, with an associated age range of cal
AD 1200-1300 (0.91 probability) at 16, orof cal AD As related inChapter9,anerodingmiddenonEnusagila
1120-1400 at 26. This calibrated age range is consistent Islet was tested in 1988, and a single sample of Spondylus
with those from other sites also containing Terebra-shell shell was submitted for 14C dating (Beta-30695). The
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conventional 14C age for this sample is 330 + 60 BP. In armrings, non-Lapita pyroxenic-tempered sherds, and
this case the OXCAL calibration yields same results abundant pig bone.
whether we apply AR = 0 or -320, of cal AD 1880- What is most striking in Figure 10.16 is the blank
1945, a result consistent with the discovery of a frag- middle section of the graph, the unfilled space between
ment of bottle glass in the midden, indicative of a post- - 800 cal BC and cal AD - 500, representing a period of
contact age. perhaps 13 centuries for which we simply have no evi-

dence at present. In Volume Ill, the implications of this
CONCLUSIONS gap will be further explored and discussed. For the

moment, I will simply remark that this gap is not the
An overall chronology for the Mussau archaeological obvious result of a sampling bias on our part, for we
sequence as currently defined is summarized in Figure made real efforts to define the post-Lapita components
10.16. The Lapita period in the Mussau Islands spans a of the Mussau sequence. Rather, it may reflect a real
period of at least 500 years, and possibly as long as pattern in the archaeological record of the offshore is-
700-800 years; the uncertainties are at both ends of the lands, which may have witnessed a long period of rela-
Lapita period. Thus, while the dated wooden posts from tive disuse. This should not be taken to indicate the ab-
Area B and from the W250 transect leave no doubt that sence of a continuous archaeological sequence in the
Lapita settlements had been emplaced on Eloaua by Mussau Islands. Rather, this record tells that future re-

- 1400-1300 cal BC, several shell and two charcoal dates search in Mussau will need to target the large main is-
from the ECA paleobeach terrace hint at settlement one land more intensively, for it certainly must be there that
or even two centuries earlier (i.e., - 1600 cal BC at the the missing middle segment will be revealed.
earliest). The early dates from the ECA paleobeach ter- The 51 14C age determinations from Mussau con-
race are potentially reinforced by the suite of dates from stitute one of the largest suites of dates from any single
EHB and ECB, depending of course on the preferred locality in the Bismarck Archipelago, with multiple de-
AR value used in calibration. What makes this possibility terminations on six different Lapita sites, and for six
of an early set of dates more compelling is their asso- post-Lapita assemblages. Alongwith other suites of dates
ciation with ceramic assemblages that are distinctive from such localities as the Arawe Islands, Kandrian and
from those associated with the Area B stilt-house at Talasea regions ofNew Britain, Watom Island, the Duke
ECA. On the ECA paleobeach terrace, these are largely of Yorks, and Nissan Island, the empirical basis for a
red-slipped plainwares, while at EHB they constitute a radiocarbon chronology of the Lapita period in the
distinctivey fine-dentate stamped assemblage with a high Bismarcks has improved significantly since I reviewed
percentage of pedestalled bowls. the situation a decade ago (Kirch and Hunt 1988a).

At the late end of the Lapita sequence, we are also Nonetheless, as a recent review of the evidence sug-
confronted by some uncertainties regarding the precise gests (Specht and Gosden 1997), this expanded chro-
timing of the transition from coarse-dentate stamping nometric database has raised as many new questions as
(associated with flat-bottomed, flaring-side dishes) to it has answered.
largely incised decoration. The best estimate for the Area While the time frame for Lapita in the Bismarcks is
C and the EKQ assemblages, which are dominated by now more closely resolved than it was a decade ago
incised ceramics, is that they date to - 800 cal BC, but the (we can, for example, clearly eliminate as a "rogue" the
error ranges do not completely rule out a slightly later 3900 BP date [GX-5499] fromECA obtained by Egloff,
date. we have now reached the point where our models re-

For the post-Lapita sites, our six assemblages pro- quire chronometric resolution on the order of a single
vide a largely continuous sequence from cal AD - 500 century or less. Yet as this chapter has made painfully
up through the proto-historic and even post-contact evident, we still face intractable problems in the calibra-
periods. The sample sizes are perhaps smaller than we tion and correlation of 14C dates derived from different
would have liked, but there is considerable consistency kinds of sample materials, especially shell. No less than
inthe material culture assemblages throughout this 1500 two-thirds of 61 dates from Bismarck localities other
year long time span, including such distinctive traits as than Mussau listed by Specht and Gosden (1997, ap-
Terebra-shell and Tridacna-shell adzes, Trochus-shell pendix 3) are on marine shell, as are 65% of the samples
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FIGURE 10.16 Inferred ages of Mussau excavated sites and site components.

we dated from Mussau. We have some evidence that whereas the current unresolvable variation in the marine
marine reservoir effects were not the same throughout samples that make up two-thirds of our Lapita chro-
the Bismarcks, and indeed the Mussau evidence strongly nometric database is on the order of + 200 years. Until
suggests that there were significant local variations even these thorny problems of precise calibration and corre-
within a single geographic group of sites, as well as over lation between marine and terrestrial samples are re-
time. In practical terms, the situation we are confronted solved, we will continue to confront the conundrum
with is this: we would like to be able to calibrate our that our models have outpaced our technical capacity to
chronologies to a resolution of perhaps + 50 years, test them.

NOTES TO CHAPTER I 0

1 Spriggs (1990, 1996) provided updated versions of the Kirch 2By "disputed chronology," IJam referring to the various posi-
and Hunt Lapita date list, in which he incorporates various tions on the timing of initial Lapita assemblages, as stated by
plainware ceramnic sites lacking classic dentate-stamped pottery. Anson (1983, 1986), Allen (1984), Kirch et al. (1987) and oth-
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ers. Much of the dispute at the time of the 1985 Lapita Home- information sufficient to indicate whether any ofthese samples
land Project revolved around the validity of the early GX-5499 are matched pairs, in which case they might provide the addi-
date obtained by Egloff from ECA (see Chapter 1). Fortu- tional independent tests ofAR values for the Bismarcks re-
nately-and as a direct result of our extensive dating program gion. Unfortunately, for virtually all ofthe other Bismarck sites
at ECA-we can now definitively dismiss the Egloff date as listed by Specht and Gosden, the available samples seem to be
erroneous. exclusively of charcoal or of shell, precluding the possibility of

such linked sample-pair tests.
'While it might have been advantageous to select only a single
taxon of marine shell for dating at all sites, this was not pos- 8 I fully appreciate that the matched pairs did not produce
sible as good specimens of midden shell or industrial detritus completely consistent results, and that the value of -320 is only
from a particular context which we wished to date did not an approximation. As will be clear below, however, this value
always include a preferred species. Whenever possible, we chose yields calibrations that are a far better "fit" with the archaeologi-
the large bivalves Tridacnaispp, Hippopus, or Hyotissa. The first cal evidence than using either the standard "model surface ocean"
two genera are both in the family Tridacnidae, while Hyotissa is model, or any other AR value that has been applied to Lapita-
in the family Ostreidae. age sites. Being at heart an unrepentant inductivist, I prefer to
4 . . . . . . follow the path down which the empirical archaeological record
This statement requires a minor qualifier, in that the outer- itself leads me.
most shell layers were etched away with acid in the radiocarbon
laboratory pre-treatment process. Thus the dated shell itself In applying a AR value of -320, I have not used an additional
presumably represents material that is a few years older than error factor because I have no empirical basis on which to base
the actual date the mollusk was gathered; however, this differ- such a + term. Doubtless some error factor is inherent, but I
ence in age is presumably only a matter of a few years or a prefer not to impose a strictly arbitrary value.
decade at most, and hence is insignificant in terms of the inher-
ent error range in the radiocarbon dates themselves. 10 Specht and Gosden (1997:187-88) have suggested that the

5Phelan (1999:100-101) observes that a AR value of -230 de- Area B posts "should be regarded as younger than the maxi-
* . 1 . . , , \ ~~~~~~~~mumof their age rariges " on the grounds that "the nature ofrived from a set of paired samples reported by Kirch (1993b) ies n bthegu itha "the nureiof

for the To'aga Site in Samoa is at variance with a AR value of the dated wood is not given, but even if it was the surviving
+ 57 that he has calculated from three moder samples, and on outside part of the posts, this cannot be assumed to represent
this basis suggests that there may be "some problem of asso- the youngest growth of the trees prior to their being cut down."
ciatiobetween these 2 determinations." To thecontrary, set The "nature of dated wood" is described in Chapter 4, and theclation between these 2 dleterminations." lTo the contrary, sets 'etfe yehooa'tD .Yna en

of matched pairs presented here strongly suggest that the -230 species was id b h
value is valid, and that there is likely to be a greater range in AR Intsia bijuga, a hardwood described by Peekel as being "com-
values than has hitherto been recognized. It must also be re- mon on the foreshore, but also not rare in inland forest"

membered that AR estimations based on "modern" pre- (1984:214). Peekel also relates that the "wood is extremely hard
bomb) samples do not necessarily apply to prehistoric samples, and is called'ironwood"', and is excellent for "building-tim-

asitis well know that reservoir effectsdisplaytemoralber" (1984:214-16). The ECA posts had decomposed rem-
as it is wellnownthareservoreffectdisplaytemporalaswell nants of bark on their outer surfaces, and the portions datedas geographic variation. did not extend more than 2 cm into the outerwood layers, as

6Stuiver and Braziunas (1993) indicate that for southern hemi- can be seen in Figure 4.25 where the sampled cuts are clearly
sphere samples a further 40-year correction must be applied. visible. In short, the dated wood does indeed date theyoungest
However, since Mussau is only barely S of the equator, I have growth ofthe trees prior to their being cut, and as bark was still
not applied this additional correction. present there is no possibility whatsoever that old logs were

used. Indeed, it is not clearwhy the builders of the Area B stilt
'The argument advanced here for a minimal oceanic reservoir house would possibility have wanted to use old (and hence
effect on the Mussau reefs will not necessarily apply elsewhere probably rotted or termite-ridden) logs when fresh wood is so
in the Bismarcks, since local reef geomorphology, tidal range, abundant along the foreshores of the Bismarck Archipelago.
and energy regimes would have to be considered in each case. In sum, there is no basis whatever for Specht and Gosden's
However, it is intriguing that in the date list for the FOH Site at speculations that the Area B posts should be regarded as younger
Makekur in the Arawe Islands provided by Specht and Gosden than their actual age ranges.
(1997, appendix 1), the marine samples when calibrated with a
400-year reservoir offset seem to yield ages that are inconsistent l' This statement is based on the absence of large, long-lived
with the charcoal samples by again being somewhat too young. rainforest trees on the offshore coral islands, and on the rapid
However, the authors do not present detailed stratigraphic rate of decomposition of dead wood in the humid tropics.
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12 Specht and Gosden (1997:181-84) have questioned differing reservoir effects. One is that reservoir effects are not
whether ANU-5088 was in "direct relationship" with the constant and could have varied locally over time. Another is
ceramics at EHB, and "regard this sample as potentially beach that the mollusks gathered by the EHB Site inhabitants could
material rather than as shell associated with the Lapita occupa- have come from a different marine microenvironment, per-
tion." I can assure them that the sample was in direct asso- haps one more exposedto open ocean exchange, such as from
ciation with the EHB ceramics, and that it gave every ap- the more exposed reef slopes on the S side of the Emananus-
pearance of being culturally-deposited midden shell. Enusagila area, and thus be more representative of the "model

surface ocean." All this is merely to point out that even in a
13 There are a number of reasons why mollusk samples from local region such as Mussau we should not necessarily expect
different sites or depositional contexts in Mussau could reflect that reservoir effects will be constant over time or space.
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APPENDIX 10. 1
MUSSAU PROJECT RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATIONS

EXPLANATORY NOTE:

The "conventional age" is as defined by Stuiver and Polach (1977), and has been adjusted for the 13C/'4C ratio. The
"CALIB calibrated age" ranges were produced using the CALIB radiocarbon calibration program (Rev. 2.0; Stuiver
and Reimer 1986), using either the terrestrial curve or, for marine samples, the marine curve with AR set to 0 + 0
(Stuiver, Pearson, and Braziunas 1986). The calibrated values given are the ranges (intercepts in parentheses) at 1 and
26r. The "OXCAL calibrated age" ranges were produced using Version 2.18 of the OXCAL calibration program,
with marine samples calibrated according to the AR values given for each sample. Calibrated ages are ranges
(respective probabilities in parentheses) at 1 and 2a.

ECA SITE
ECA SITE, AIRFIELD TRANSECTS
ANU-5080
Provenience: Airfield transect (1985); TP-9 (W400N72), Level 6 (40-70 cm bs).
SampleDescnption: Woodcharcoal.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; treated with hot 10% HCl, rinsed and dried.
ConventionalAge: 3260 + 90; ö13C = -24.0 O/.O (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1687 (1526) 1441, cal BP 3636 (3475) 3390 at l6; cal BC 1740 (1526) 1324, cal BP

3689 (3475) 3273 at 26.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1670 (0.03) 1660, 1640 (0.97) 1440 at la; BC 1900 (1.00) 1300 at 26.
Comment/Associations: This sample was obtained from the base of the Lapita cultural deposit at the contact with

underlying sterile sand on the paleobeach terrace. The wood charcoal was concentrated but did not form
part of a discrete feature such as a hearth. There is a possibility that the charcoal was derived from burning
old wood (such as driftwood), and hence could have an "in built age" factor. It is one of the oldest samples
from the ECA site.

ECA SITE, AREA A
ANU-5084
Provenience: AreaA (1985); Unit W228N102, Level 3.
SampleDescription: Single valve of Tridacnagigas marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with a dental drill; sample crushed. No chemical treatment.
ConventionalAge: 3190 + 80; 613C = 0.0 O/OO (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1150 (1020) 915, cal BP 3099 (2969) 2864 at l6; cal BC 1260 (1020) 830, cal BP

3209 (2969) 2779 at 26.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1520 (1.00) 1330 at 15; cal BC 1630 (1.00) 1240 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: Culturally-deposited midden shell with no evidence of water-rolling, in direct association

with quantities of red-slipped, plainware vessels (primarily globular jars with everted rims).

223
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ANU-5085
Provenience: AreaA (1985); Unit W229N100, Level 9.
SampleDescription: Single valve ofHyotissa hyotis marine shell (erroneously identified as Pycnodonta sp. in Kirch and

Hunt 1988b).
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with a dental drill; only well preserved portion dated. No chemical

treatment.
ConventionalAge: 3130 + 80; 813C = 0.0 o/ (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1049 (942) 846, cal BP 2998 (2891) 2795 at l6; cal BC 1190 (942) 790, cal BP 3139

(2891) 2739 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1450 (1.00) 1260 at l6; cal BC 1540 (1.00) 1140 at 2cY.
Comment/Associations: Culturally-deposited midden shell with no evidence of water-rolling, in direct association

with quantities of red-slipped, plainware vessels (primarily globular jars with everted rims).

ECA SITE, W200 TRANSECT
BETA-20451
Provenience: Unit W200N120 (TP 18), Level 9 (130 cm bs); Layer III.
SampleDescription: Anaerobically-preserved pieces of coconut (Cocos nucifera) endocarp, weighing 73.4 g (moist).
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; given a hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Repeatedly

rinsed to neutrality and subsequently given hot alkali soaking to take out humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 2950 + 70;613C -24.0 o/ (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1315 (1212, 1202, 1192, 1141, 1132, 1118, 1115) 1051, cal BP 3264 (3161, 3151,

3141, 3090, 3081, 3067, 3064) 3000 at la; cal BC 1410 (1212, 1202, 1192, 1141, 1132, 1118, 1115) 937, cal
BP 3359 (3161, 3151, 3141, 3090, 3081, 3067, 3064) 2886 at 2a.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1300 (1.00) 1050 at 16; cal BC 1400 (1.00) 990 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample collected from the "muck zone" deposit of fine silt-clay containing abundant

anaerobically-preserved plant remains, stratigraphically equivalent to the Zone C deposits at Area B. Sample
was collected from a level - 20 cm above the base of the cultural deposit.

ECA SITE, AREA B
ANU-5075
Provenience: Area B (1985), Unit W200N149/7; Zone C1.
SampleDescription: Fine wood charcoal, dispersed in calcareous marine sand matrix.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; treated with hot 10% HCI, rinsed and dried.
ConventionalAge: 2370 + 120 BP, 613C = -24.0 O/.O (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 761 (406) 364, cal BP 2710 (2355) 2313 at la; cal BC 800 (406) 134, cal BP 2749

(2355) 2083 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 770 (0.24) 680, 660 (0.08) 620, 600 (0.68) 370 at la; cal BC 800 (1.00) 150 at

26.
Comment/Associations: From the upper portion of Zone C, probably after the abandonment of the stilt-house.

Large error range renders the sample of limited use in precise temporal assignment of this zone.

ANU-5076
Provenience: Area B (1985), Unit W200N151/8, Zone C1.
SampleDeserption: Fine wood charcoal flecks, dispersed in calcareous sand matrix.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; treated with hot 10% HCl, rinsed and dried.
ConventionalAge: 2430 + 230 BP, 613C = -24.0 O/O (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 820 (516, 467, 433) 212, cal BP 2769 (2465,2416,2382) 2161 at lT; cal BC 1187

(516, 467, 433) AD 48 at 26.
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OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 850 (1.00) 200 at l6; cal BC 1 100 (1.00) AD 100 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From the upper portion of Zone C, probably after the abandonment of the stilt-house.

Large error range renders the sample of limited use in precise temporal assignment of this zone.

ANU-5077
Provenience: Area B (1985), W201N151, Level 9, Zone C1.
SampleDescription: Finely dispersed charcoal flecks in calcareous sand matrix.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; treated with hot 10% HCI, rinsed and dried.
ConventionalAge: 2450 + 160; 613C = -24.0 0/0. (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 800 (752, 720, 708, 695, 586, 585, 538, 533, 521, 463,447) 390, cal BP 2749

(2701, 2669, 2657, 2644, 2535, 2534, 2487, 2482, 2470, 2412, 2396) 2339 at 16; cal BC 969 (752, 720, 708,
695, 586, 585, 538, 533, 521, 463, 447) 133, cal BP 2918 (2701, 2669, 2657, 2644, 2535, 2534, 2487, 2482,
2470, 2412, 2396) 2082 at 26.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 770 (1.00) 400 at l6; cal BC 950 (1.00) 150 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From the upper portion ofZone C, probably after the abandonment of the stilt-house.

Large error range renders the sample of limited use in precise temporal assignment of this zone.

ANU-5078
Provenience: Area B (1985), Combined sample from Units W199N150 and W200N150, Levels 18, Zones C2-3.
SampleDescnption: Finely dispersed charcoal flecks in calcareous sand matrix.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; treated with hot 10% HCI, rinsed and dried.
ConventionalAge: 2600 + 160; 613C = -24.0 o/

0
(estimated).

CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 967 (797) 437, cal BP 2916 (2746) 2386 at lcy; cal BC 1209 (797) 390; cal BP 3158
(2746) 2339 at 2a.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 950 (1.00) 400 at 16; cal BC 1250 (1.00) 350 at 26.
Comment/Assoctations: From the upper portion ofZone C, probably after the abandonment of the stilt-house.

Large error range renders the sample of limited use in precise temporal assignment of this zone.

ANU-5079
Provenience: Area B (1985); Combined sample from Unit W200N150, Levels 12 and 13, Zone C1.
SampleDescription: Finely dispersed charcoal flecks in calcareous sand matrix.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets; treated with hot 10% HCl, rinsed and dried.
ConventionalAge: 2840 + 115; 613C = -24.0 o/OO (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1213 (1010) 836, cal BP 3162 (2959) 2785 at la; cal BC 1384 (1010) 800, cal BP

3333 (2959) 2749 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1220 (1.00) 890 at la; 1400 (1.00) 800 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From the upper portion of Zone C, probably after the abandonment of the stilt-house.

Large error range renders the sample of limited use in precise temporal assignment of this zone.

ANU-5081
Provenience: AreaB (1985); Unit W200N151, Level 11, Zone C3.
SampleDescription: Valve of Tridacnagigas marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with dental drill; shell crushed. No chemical treatment.
ConventionalAge: 3010 + 80; 613C = 0.0 o/00 (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 898 (811) 771, cal BP 2847 (2760) 2720 at la; cal BC 1000 (811) 720, cal BP 2949

(2760) 2669 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 920 (1.00) 760 at RT; 1040 (1.00) 650 at 2a.
Comment/Assoctations: Shell midden directly associated with wooden posts in Zone C3; associated with dentate-

stamped Lapita ceramics.
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ANU-5082
Provenience: Area B (1985); Unit W201N149, Level 12, Zone C3.
SampleDescription: Valve ofHyotissa hyotis marine shell (erroneously identified as Pycnodonta sp. in Kirch and Hunt

1988b)
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with a dental drill; sample crushed. No chemical treatment.
ConventionalAge: 2950 + 80;61C = 0.0 /o/ (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 826 (781) 739, cal BP 2775 (2730) 2688 at l6; cal BC 920 (781) 540, cal BP 2869 (2730)

2489 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 890 (.671) 690, 680 (.011) 660 at li; 950 (.954) 510 at 2G.
Comment/Associations: Shell midden directly associated with wooden posts in Zone C3; associated with dentate-

stamped Lapita ceramics.

ANU-5083
Provenience: Area B (1985); Unit W200N149, Level 3, Zone B1.
SampleDescniption: Single valve ofHyotissa hyotis marine shell (erroneously identified as Pycnodonta sp. in Kirch and

Hunt 1988b).
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with a dental drill; sample crushed. No chemical treatment.
ConventionalAge: 2810 + 80; 613C = 0.0 o/o (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 751 (596) 446, cal BP 2700 (2545) 2395 at lay; cal BC 790 (596) 380, cal BP 2739 (2545)

2329 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1040 (1.00) 830 at l6; cal BC 1160 (1.00) 790 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From Zone B1, and associated with a predominance of incised and notched rim ceramics.

ANU-5790
Provenience: AreaB (1985); Unit W200N150; Post B1.
SampleDescription: Artificially modified, anaerobically-preserved wooden post base; identified as Intsia bijuga by D.

E. Yen. Wood partially degraded.
Laboratory Treatment: Surface scraped clean. Wood chopped into small fragments. Sample washed with distilled

water. Cellulose extracted for dating.
ConventionalAge: 2950 + 80; 6'3C = -24.0 o/*0.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1368 (1212, 1202, 1192, 1141,1132,1118,1115) 1021,calBP3317 (3161, 3151, 3141,

3090, 3081, 3067, 3064) 2970 at 1a; cal BC 1427 (1212, 1202, 1192, 1141, 1132, 1118, 1115) 929, cal BP 3376
(3161,3151,3141,3090, 3081, 3067, 3064) 2878 at 2a.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1310 (1.00) 1040 at li; 1410 (0.98) 980, 960 (0.02) 930 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: One ofthree main corner posts for the stilt-house structure in Area B, associated with dentate-

stamped ceramics.

ANU-5791
Provenience: Area B (1985); Unit W199N151, Post B2.
SampleDescraption: Artificially modified, anaerobically-preserved wooden post base; identified as Intsia bijuga by D.

E. Yen. Wood partially degraded.
Laboratory Treatment: Surface scraped clean. Wood chopped into small fragments. Sample washed with distilled

water. Cellulose extracted for dating.
ConventionalAge: 2930 + 80; 613C = -24.0 °/o
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1308 (1210, 1204, 1190, 1177, 1153, 1144, 1130, 1121, 1112) 1012, cal BP 3257

(3159, 3153, 3139, 3126, 3102, 3093, 3079, 3070, 3061) 2961 at li; cal BC 1410 (1210,1204,1190,1177,
1153, 1144, 1130, 1121, 1112) 905, cal BP 3359 (3159, 3153, 3139, 3126, 3102, 3093, 3079, 3070, 3061) 2854
at 2a.
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OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1270 (1.00) 1020 at 1l; 1390 (1.00) 920 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: One of three main corner posts for the stilt-house structure in Area B, associated with

dentate-stamped ceramics.

BETAÄ-20452
Provenience: Area B; Unit W198N145, Post B30, Level 7, Zone C3G
SampleDescription: Waterlogged wooden post base; dated portion weighing 136.5 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Rinsed

repeatedly to neutrality, and given a hot alkali soaking to remove humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 3050 + 70; 613C -24.0 /o (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1429 (1372, 1359, 1354, 1337, 1320) 1135, cal BP 3378 (3321, 3308, 3303, 3286,

3269) 3084 at 16; cal BC 1492 (1372, 1359, 1354, 1337, 1320) 1054, cal BP 3441 (1372, 1359, 1354, 1337,
1320) 3003 at 2a.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1420 (1.00) 1220 at li; cal BC 1510 (0.02) 1480, 1460 (0.98) 1090 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: Small post or stake from Zone C3 of Area B.

BETA-30673
Provenience: Area B (1988 extension); Unit W201N145, Level 6, Zone C1.
SampleDescription: Complete single valve of Spondylus sp. marine shell; weight 224.1 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3110 + 70; 613C = + 0.6 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1007 (915) 835, cal BP 2956 (2864) 2784 at 16; cal BC 1110 (915) 790, cal BP 3059

(2864) 2739 at 26.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1420 (1.00) 1250 at 16; 1500 (1.00 1150 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Culturally-deposited shell (probably raw material for bead manufacture) from the upper

portion of Zone C.

ECA SITE, W250 TRANSECT
BETÄi-30676
Provenience: Unit W250N90,Level2
SampleDescription: Complete opercula of Turbo marmoratus marine shell weighing 155.8 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3590 _ 110; 613C = + 1.9 o/0.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1660 (1517) 1410, cal BP 3609 (3466) 3359 at 16; cal BC 1790 (1517) 1290, cal BP

3739 (3466) 3239 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 2060 (1.00) 1750 at l6; cal BC 2250 (1.00) 1600 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Date appears to be slightly too old. The sample comes from the paleobeach terrace.

BETA-30677
Provenience: UnitW250N100,Level2
SampleDescription: Complete valve of Spondylus sp. marine shell, weighing 313.2 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3170 _ 70; 613C = + 1.2 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1099 (997) 906, cal BP 3048 (2946) 2855 at l6; cal BC 1220 (997) 830, cal BP 3169

(2946) 2779 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1500 (1.00) 1320 at 16; cal BC 1590 (1.00) 1240 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample comes from the elevated paleobeach terrace.
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BETA-30678
Provenience: UnitW250N1 10, Level 4
SampleDescription: Very large Chama sp. marine shell; artificially chipped aroundthe ventral margins. Weighed

167.8 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3190 _ 80; 813C = +2.1 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1150 (1020) 915, cal BP 3099 (2969) 2864 at l6; cal 1260 (1020) 830, cal BP 3209

(2969) 2779 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1520 (1.00) 1330 at l6; cal BC 1630 (1.00) 1240 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample comes from the foreshore slope of the paleobeach terrace.

BETAi-30679
Provenience: Unit W250N1 10, Level 15.
SampleDescription: Hinge portion of large Tridacna gigas marine shell, weighing 840.3 g. The shell had been

artificially chipped, probably as a Tridacna adz preform, although no grinding was evident. The specimen was
16.6 cm long, 11.5 cm wide, and 1.6 cm thick.

Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3080 + 70; 513C = + 2.3 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 976 (890) 811, cal BP 2925 (2839) 2760 at la; cal BC 1070 (890) 780, cal BP 3019

(2839) 2729 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1400 (1.00) 1220 at la; cal BC 1470 (1.00) 1110 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample comes from the deepest level of Unit W250N1 10, from shell midden deposit

directly associated with wooden stilt-house posts representing a structure that stood at the foot of the
former beach slope.

BETA-30680
Provenience: UnitW250N120,Level6
SampleDescription: Large Chama sp. marine shell, weighing 197.8 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3320 + 80; 613C = +2.8 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1323 (1228) 1099, cal BP 3272 (3177) 3048 at 16; cal BC 1410 (1228) 990, cal BP

3359 (3177) 2939 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1680 (1.00) 1480 at li; cal BC 1770 (1.00) 1390 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample age appears slightly too old; possibly older shell incorporated into deposit.?

BETA-30681
Provenzence Unit W250N120, Level 9
SampleDescription: Anaerobically-preserved base ofwooden post, weighing 382.1 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Rinsed

repeatedly to neutrality, and given a hot alkali soaking to remove humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 2860 + 60; 6'3C = -30.5 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1209 (1049, 1039, 1016) 933, cal BP 3158 (2998, 2988, 2965) 2882 at l6; cal BC

1290 (1049, 1039, 1016) 838, cal BP 3239 (2998, 2988, 2965) 2787 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1130 (1.00) 930 at l6; cal BC 1260 (1.00) 900 at 26r.
Comment/Associations: Sample is from a structural post of a stilt-house which was constructed about 20mN of

the original shoreline.
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BETA-30682
Provenience: Unit W250N140, Level 6
SampleDescription: Fragments of anaerobically-preserved wooden post, weighing 147.1 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Rinsed

repeatedly to neutrality, and given a hot alkali soaking to remove humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 2970 + 50; 613C = -28.1 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1316 (1257, 1244, 1233, 1215, 1199, 1194, 1139, 1134) 1129, cal BP 3265 (3206,

3193, 3182, 3164, 3148, 3143, 3088, 3083) 3078 at 16; cal BC 1389 (1257, 1244, 1233, 1215, 1199, 1194,
1139, 1134) 1016, cal BP 3338 (3206, 3193, 3182, 3164, 3148, 3143, 3088, 3083) 2965 at 2a.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1310 (1.00) 1100 at l6; cal BC 1390 (1.00) 1040 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample represents a structural beam, presumably from a stilt-house structure.

BETA-30683
Provenience: Unit W250N150, Level 7
SampleDescription: Complete, large single valve ofHippopus hippopus marine shell, weighing 1195.2 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3140 + 80; 613C = + 2.7 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1066 (962) 861, cal BP 3015 (2911) 2810 at 16; cal BC 1200 (962) 800, cal BP 3149

(2911) 2749 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1470 (1.00) 1270 at l6; cal BC 1570 (1.00 1160 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Associated with small quantities ofpottery and a pearl shell peeling knife.

BETA-30684
Proveunence: Unit W250N170, Level 3
SampleDescription: Base of anaerobically-preserved small wooden stake, weighing 95.6 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Rinsed

repeatedly to neutrality, and given a hot alkali soaking to remove humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 3100 + 110; 613C = -28.6 o/0*.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1490 (1409) 1222, cal BP 3439 (3358) 3171 at 16; cal BC 1680 (1409) 1051, cal BP

3629 (3358) 3000 at 26.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1520 (1.00) 1220 at l6; cal BC 1650 (1.00) 1000 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Associated with small quantities ofplain ware ceramics.

ECA SITE, AREA C
BETÄ-30674
Proventence: Area C (1988); Unit W249N188, Level 2.
SampleDescription: Complete single valve ofHippopushippopus marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3110 + 70;613C = + 1.0 o/.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1007 (915) 835, cal BP 2956 (2864) 2784 at l6; cal BC 1110 (915) 790, cal BP 3059

(2864) 2739 at 26.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1420 (1.00) 1250 at l6; cal BC 1500 (1.00) 1150 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Midden shell associated with the earlier oftwo occupation phases; date appears slightly too

old based on associated wooden post (Beta-30686), although calibration with AR = 0 brings it into good
concordance.
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BETAi-30675
Provenience: AreaC (1988); Unit W249N188, Level 4.
SampleDescription: Most of the ventral margin of a large Tridacna derasa marine shell, with the hinge area artificially

removed, weighing 356.2 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3110 + 80; 613C = + 1.9 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1020 (915) 826, cal BP 2969 (2864) 2775 at l¢; cal BC 1150 (915) 780, cal BP 3099

(2864) 2729 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1430 (1.00) 1240 at l¢; cal BC 1520 (1.00) 1120 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Midden shell or manufacture detritus associated with the earlier oftwo phases of stilt-house

occupation in this area; associated with incised ceramics. Age appears to be slightly too old when calibrated
with AR of -320, but agrees well with associated post (Beta-30686) if calibrated with AR = 0.

B'ETA-30685
Provenience: Area C (1988); Unit W250N188, Level 2.
SampleDescription: Complete valve ofHyotissa hyotis marine shell, in excellent condition.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 2770 + 70; 613C = + 1.8 o/.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 711 (518) 401, cal BP 2660 (2467) 2350 at la; cal BC 760 (518) 370, cal BP 2709

(2467) 2319 at 2G.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 970 (1.00) 810 at l6; cal BC 1080 (1.00) 770 at 2a.
Comment/Assoczations: Midden shell associated with the later oftwo stilt-house occupation phases at Area C;

associated with incised ceramics. Reasonably good concordance with associated post (sample Beta-30687).

BETA-30686
Provenience: Area C (1988); Unit W250N188, Post C3.
Sample Description: Anaerobically-preserved post base ofDiospyros sp. wood in excellent condition: Weighed

301.0 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Rinsed

repeatedly to neutrality, and given a hot alkali soaking to remove humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 2850 + 70; ö13C = -24.5 o/.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1209 (1047, 1044, 1013) 924, cal BP 3158 (2996, 2993, 2962) 2873 at l6; cal BC

1292 (1047, 1044, 1013) 832, cal BP 3241 (2996, 2993, 2962) 2781 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1130 (1.00) 910 at 1¢; cal BC 1260 (1.00) 840 at 2¢.
Comment/Associations: Structural stilt-house post deriving from the earlier oftwo occupation phases at Area C.

BETA-30687
Provenience: Area C (1988); Unit W250N191, Post C20.
SampleDescription: Portion of anaerobically-preserved post of Intsia bijuga wood in excellent condition, weighing

661.0 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Rinsed

repeatedly to neutrality, and given a hot alkali soaking to remove humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 2600 + 60; 613C = -27.3 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 826 (797) 664, cal BP 2775 (2746) 2613 at l6; cal BC 894 (797) 453, cal BP 2843

(2746) 2402 at 2i.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 850 (0.76) 760, 690 (0.09) 660, 630 (0.15) 560 at lc6; cal BC 910 (0.65) 750, 720

(0.35) 530 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: Structural stilt-house post associated with the later oftwo occupation phases at Area C.
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ECBSITE
ANU-5086
Provenience: 1985 transect Unit 1, Level 1.
SampleDescription: Single valve ofHyotissa hyotis marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with dental drill; sample crushed. No chemical pretreatment.
ConventionalAge: 3120 + 80; 613C = 0.0 o/ (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1034 (926) 835, cal BP 2983 (2875) 2784 at 16y; cal BC 1170 (926) 790, cal BP 3119

(2875) 2739 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1440 (1.00) 1250 at l6; cal BC 1530 (1.00) 1130 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From disturbed (gardened) Layer I context, but representing midden shell from the Lapita

period occupation.

ANU-5087
Provenience: 1985 transect Unit 1, Level 2.
SampleDescnzption: Single valve ofHyotissa hyotis marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with dental drill; sample crushed. No chemical pretreatment.
ConventionalAge: 3150 + 80; ö13C = 0.0 o/.o (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1083 (976) 877, cal BP 3032 (2925) 2826 at l6; cal BC 1220 (976) 800, cal BP 3169

(2925) 2749 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1480 (1.00) 1290 at 16; cal BC 1580 (1.00) 1180 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From the Layer II deposit, representing Lapita period midden shell.

BETAi-20453
Provenience: 1986 transect Unit 9, Level 5 (71 cm bs).
SampleDescription: Wood charcoal, weighing 95.9 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given a hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates, and

repeatedly rinsed to neutrality. At this stage the sample consisted of a powder, and was therefore not given
the standard alkali treatment.

ConventionalAge: 3200 + 70; 613C = -24.0 o/ (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1597 (1492, 1478, 1463) 1414, cal BP (3546 (3441, 3427, 3412) 3363 at l6; cal BC

1685 (1492, 1478, 1463) 1321, cal BP 3634 (3441, 3427, 3412) 3270 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1600 (0.12) 1560, 1530 (0.88) 1410 at la; cal BC 1680 (0.97) 1380, 1350 (0.03)

1310 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample is from the intact cultural deposit, Layer m. There is a possibility for an in-built age

factor if this was old wood.

EHBSITE
ANU-5088
Provenience: 1985 transect Unit 1, Level 9. (Note that ANU-5088 was incorrectly listed as coming from site ECB

in Kirch [1987, table 1].)
SampleDesc7iption: Single valve of Tridacnagigas marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with a dental drill; only well preserved portion dated. No chemical

pretreatment.
ConventionalAge: 3470 + 90; 613C = 0.0 o/o. (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1495 (1401) 1299, cal BP 3444 (3350) 3248 at l6; cal BC 1600 (1401) 1190, cal BP

3549 (3350) 3139 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1880 (1.00) 1650 at la; cal BC 1990 (1.00) 1520 at 2G.
Comment/Associations: Associated with fine dentate-stamped Lapita ceramics.
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ANU-5089
Provenience: 1985 transect Unit 2, Level 6. (Note that ANU-5089 was incorrectly listed as coming from site ECB

in Kirch [1987, table 1].)
SampleDescription: Single valve ofHyotissaehyotis marine shell.
Laboratory Treatment: Surfaces cleaned with a dental drill; only well preserved portion dated. No chemical

pretreatment.
ConventionalAge: 3380 + 90; 613C = 0.0 o/.. (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1401 (1299) 1190, cal BP 3350 (3248) 3139 at RT; cal BC 1490 (1299) 1030, cal BP

3439 (3248) 2979 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal BC 1750 (1.00) 1520 at la; cal BC 1880 (1.00) 1430 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Associated with fine dentate-stamped Lapita ceramics.

EKQSITE
BETA-20454
Provenience: Unit 1, Level 11,Cultural Layer IV (1986).
SampleDescription: Marine shell fragments (species not identified), totaling 99.28 g. Collected by hand during

excavation byM. Weisler.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3280 + 70; 613C = -0.49 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1263 (1167) 1049, cal BP 3212 (3116) 2998 at 1a; cal BC 1360 (1167) 960, cal BP

3309 (3116) 2909 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0) Cal BC 1250 (1.00) 1040 at 16; cal BC 1340 (1.00) 950 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Associated with fine, thin-ware, incised ceramics.

BETA-2 1789
Provenience: Unit 2, Level 17, Cultural LayerV (1986).
SampleDescription: Marine shells (Strombus sp.; Turbo spp. operculae; Quidnipagus sp. plus miscellaneous fragments),

totaling 85 g. Collected during excavation by M. Weisler.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layer etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3030 + 80; ö13C = -0. 1 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 915 (826) 781, cal BP 2864 (2775) 2730 at la; cal BC 1020 (826) 740, cal BP 2969

(2775) 2689 at 26.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0) Cal BC 920 (1.00) 770 at RT; cal BC 1060 (1.00) 690 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: Associated with fine, thin-ware, incised ceramics.

BETA-25036
Provenience: Unit 2, Level 3, Cultural Layer II (1986).
SampleDescription: Turbosetosus marine shell, weighing 150 g.
Laboratoriy Treatment: Sample pretreated by etching away the outer layers with dilute acid; sample then attacked

with further acid to produce carbon dioxide, which was used as the carbon source for dating.
ConventionalAge: 740 + 70; 513C = + 1.9 o/
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1500 (1566) 1659, cal BP 450 (384) 291 at RT; cal AD 1460 (1566) 1690, cal BP 490

(384) 260 at 2a.
OXCAL Calibrated Age: (AR = 0) Cal AD 1200 (.62) 1310, 1360 (.062) 1380 at RT; AD 1050 (.013) 1080, 1150

(.941) 1400 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: Sample is from the upper, aceramic portion of the site.
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BETA-25670
Provenience: Unit 2, Level 9, Cultural Layer 11 (1986).
SampleDescription: Two specimens of artificially fractured marine shell, totaling 112 g. The species represented are

Turbo marmoratusand Triducnamaxima.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3270 + 80; 513C = + 2.0 o/*0.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1263 (1150) 1020, cal BP 3212 (3099) 2969 at la; cal BC 1370 (1150) 920, cal BP

3319 (3099) 2869 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0) Cal BC 1250 (1.00) 1020 at 16; cal BC 1350 (1.00) 920 at 2a.
Comment/Assoctations: Associated with fine, thin-ware, incised ceramics.

BETA-25671
Provenience: Unit 2, Level 13, Cultural Layer IV (1986).
SampleDescrzption: Three entire shells and four apical fragments of Strombusluhuanus marine shell, totaling 103 g.

The fractured specimens are evidently the result of cultural extraction of the meat. The specimens were in
good condition, with some surface coloration still extant.

Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3190 + 90; ö13C = + 3.4 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1167 (1020) 906, cal BP 3116 (2969) 2855 at 16; cal BC 1290 (1020) 810, cal BP

3239 (2969) 2759 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0) Cal BC 1140 (1.00) 900 at lai; 1260 (1.00) 810 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Associated with fine, thin-ware, incised ceramics.

EKOSITE
BETA-25669
Provenience: Unit 1, Level 4(1986).
SampleDescription: Large piece of the body whorl of Turbo marmoratus marine shell, weighing 238 g. The shell

had been artificially fractured, probably as a result of artifact manufacture. The exterior surface was slightly
chalky, but the shell showed no signs of water-rolling.

Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched awaywith dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3200 + 70; 6'3C = +2.3 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1150 (1034) 942, cal BP 3099 (2983) 2891 at l6; cal BC 1250 (1034) 860, cal BP

3199 (2983) 2809 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0) Cal BC 1130 (1.00) 930 at li; cal BC 1240 (1.00) 850 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: The dated sample is associated with a small assemblage of largely plain ware ceramics of

Lapita affinity, and with Turbo-shell fishhook manufacture detritus and workedAnadara shells.

EKUSITE
BETA-25930
Provenience: Units 2 and 5, Level 1 (1986).
SampleDescription: Sample consisted of several fragments of medium mammal bone, totaling 91 g. The frag-

ments were primarily split pieces of long bone shafts, almost certainly of pig (Sus scrofa), and represent food
remains.

Laboratory Treatment: On arrival in the laboratory, the sample was dry, tan in color, and in very weathered
fragments. About 25% of the sample volume was adhering soil matrix. All components were first physically
scrubbed clean and then subjected to varying acid solutions until collagen was extracted; this was synthesized
and counted. Because the quantity of actual carbon remaining after pretreatment was only 0.7 g, triple
normal counting time was carried out to reduce attendant statistical counting error.
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ConventionalAge: 740 + 70; 6'3C = -22.1 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1222 (1277) 1284, cal BP 728 (673) 666 at l6; cal AD 1160 (1277) 1390, cal BP

790 (673) 560 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1200 (0.91) 1300, 1360 (0.09) 1380 at l6; cal AD 1050 (0.01) 1080, 1120 (0.99)

1400 at 26.
Comment/Associations: The dated sample is associated with Terebra-shell and Tridacna-shell adzes, and with small

quantities of a dark red, pyroxene-tempered (non-Lapita) pottery.

EKSSITE
BETA-20455
Provenience: Unit 2, Level 5 (1986).
SampleDescription: Wood charcoal weighing 41.8 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Sample examined for rootlets, then given hot acid wash to eliminate carbonates. Repeatedly

rinsed to neutrality, and subsequently given a hot alkali soaking to take out humic acids; process repeated.
ConventionalAge: 350 + 60; 613C -24.0 o/00 (estimated).
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1445 (1494, 1502, 1506, 1605) 1640, cal BP 505 (456, 448, 444, 345) 310 at l6; cal

AD 1430 (1494, 1502, 1506, 1605) 1660, cal BP 520 (456, 448, 444, 345) 290 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1460 (0.44) 1530, 1550 (0.56) 1640 at la; cal AD 1440 (1.00) 1650 at 2a.
Comment/Associations: Sample dates the base of the aceramic midden dumping mound. Associated with Trochus-

shell armrings and Terebra-shell adzes.

EHKSITE
BETA-30688
Provenience: Unit E300N300, Level 1, Layer I (1988).
SampleDescription: Nine valves ofAnadara antiquata marine shell, with some artificial fracturing, totaling 166.9 g.

Exterior shell surfaces were slightly chalky.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 1080 + 60; 613C = + 1.1 o/o
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1276 (1305) 1348, cal BP 674 (645) 602 at l6; cal AD 1230 (1305) 1410, cal BP 720

(645) 540 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal AD 940 (1.00) 1070 at l6; cal AD 890 (1.00) 1160 at 26.
Comment/Associations: This sample dates Layer 1, the later oftwo occupation phases at EHK, associated with

intense shell-midden dumping, Terebra-shell and Tridacna-shell adzes, and Trochus-shell armrings.

BETA-30689
Provenience: Unit E300N300, Level 3, Layer 1 (1988).
SampleDescription: Six valves ofAnadara antiquata marine shell, totaling 127.9 g. Valve edges were artificially

chipped, and the exterior surfaces were slightly chalky.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 1560 + 70; 613C = + 0.9 o/.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 772 (852) 929, cal BP 1178 (1098) 1021 at 16; cal AD 690 (852) 1010, cal BP 1260

(1098) 940 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal AD 460 (1.00) 620 at l6; cal AD 390 (1.00) 680 at 26.
Comment/Associations: This sample dates Layer 11, the earlier oftwo occupation phases on the coastal terrace at

EHK. The sample is associated with a Terebra-shell adz.
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EKESITE
BETAi-30690
Provenience: Unit E200N175, Level 1, Layer IA (1988).
SampleDescnption: Three valve fragments of Tridacna maxima marine shell, totaling 190.9 g. Exterior shell surfaces

slightlychalky.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 910 + 70; 5'3C = +2.2 o/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1402 (1441) 1479, cal BP 548 (509) 471 at la; cal AD 1320 (1441) 1530, cal BP 630

(509) 420 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal AD 1 110 (1.00) 1270 at l6; cal AD 1040 (1.00) 1300 at 2i.
Comment/Associations: Sample dates the post-Lapita midden-dumping phase at EKE, and is associated with

Terebra-shell adzes.

BETA-30691
Provenience: Unit E200N175, Level 3, Layer IB (1988).
SampleDescription: Single valve of Tridacna maxima marine shell, with chipping along the ventral margin; exterior

surface slightly chalky. Weight 231.0 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 870 + 60; &13C = +2.1 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1431 (1462) 1500, cal BP 519 (488) 450 at la; cal AD 1400 (1462) 1550, cal BP 550

(488) 400 at 2a.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal AD 1170 (1.00) 1290 at l6; cal AD 1080 (1.00) 1320 at 2G.
Comment/Associations: From shell midden mound.

BETTA-30692
Provenience: Unit E200N175, Level 6, Layer IC (1988).
SampleDescription: Artificially flaked massive hinge portion of a Tridacna gigas marine shell, probably prepared as

an adz preform. The hinge measured 10.8 cm long, 6.8 cm wide, and 2.4 cm thick, with a weight of 243.5 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 1140 + 60; 813C = +2.5 o/.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1233 (1276) 1305, cal BP 717 (674) 645 at l6; cal AD 1170 (1276) 1350, cal BP 780

(674) 600 at 26y.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = -320) Cal AD 900 (1.00) 1020 at li; cal AD 810 (1.00) 1060 at 26.
Comment/Associations: From shell midden mound.

BETTA-30693
Provenience: Unit E200N175, Level 9, Layer 1 (1988).
SampleDescrnption: Fragment ofHippopushippopus marine shell valve.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 3420 + 70; 613C = +2.70/

00

CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal BC 1416 (1362) 1263, cal BP 3365 (3311) 3212 at l6; cal BC 1490 (1362) 1170, cal BP
3439 (3311) 3119 at 26.

OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0) Cal BC 1410 (1.00) 1240 at li; cal BC 1490 (1.00) 1140 at 2a. (AR = -320) Cal BC
1790 (1.00) 1600 at l6; cal BC 1880 (1.00) 1520 at 26.

Comment/Associations: From lower stratigraphic component, associated with calcareous sand tempered Lapita
plain ware ceramics.
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BETA-30694
Provenience: Unit E200N200, Level 5, Layer 1 (1988).
SampleDescnzption: Fourvalves ofLaevicardium sp. marine shell, weighing 71.1 g. Exterior shell surfaces slightly

aLky.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 540 + 70; &`C = +2.70/00.
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1689 (1812) 1910, cal BP 261 (138) 40 at l6; cal AD 1650 (1812) 1950, cal BP 300

(138) 0 at 2a.
OXCAL Calibrated Age: (AR = -320) Cal AD 1420 (1.00) 1530 at l6; cal AD 1370 (1.00) 1640 at 26.
Comment/Associations: Associated with Tridacna shell and Terebra shell adzes, and with dark red, non-calcareous

tempered ceramics.

EKL SITE
BETA-30695
Provenience: Unit 1, Level4 (1988).
SampleDescrzption: Single valve of Spondylus sp. marine shell, weighing 46.6 g.
Laboratory Treatment: Outer shell layers etched away with dilute acid.
ConventionalAge: 330 + 60; 613C = + 1.5 o/*
CALIB CalibratedAge: Cal AD 1955': (1955:-') 0:, cal BP 0'- (.-) 1950 at la; cal AD 1955:- (1955:-) 1955':, cal BP 0Q-

(0",c-) 0 at2c.
OXCAL CalibratedAge: (AR = 0, -320) Cal AD 1880 (1.00) 1945 at 16; cal AD 1833 (1.00) ... at 26.
Comment/Associations: Sample dates a late (post-contact) midden deposit containing a fragment of European

bottle glass.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

When the 1985 radiocarbon results were originally trans-
mitted to us by theANU Radiocarbon Dating Labora-
tory, all shell samples were reported as having 613C val-
ues of 0.0, as listed in the Appendix. While this volume
was in final proof, however, Prof. Matthew Spriggs of
theANU informed me that actual 613C values had been
run for these samples, and he was able to obtain the
original data from the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory.
Calculation of the conventional radiocarbon ages for
these samples in some cases will be slightly affected by
using these 613C values, although the difference is not

great. Although it has not been possible to modify Chap-
ter 10 or Appendix 10.1, the actual 613C values for these
samples are reported here for the record:

Sample ANU-5082, 5'3C = 1.7 + 0.2 o/0.
Sample ANU-5083, ö13C = 1.9 + 0.2 o/0.
Sample ANU-5084, 613C = 2.3 + 0.2 o/0.
Sample ANU-5085, 613C = 2.0 + 0.2 o/0.
Sample ANU-5086, 613C = 1.6 + 0.2 0/0.
Sample ANU-5087, 613C = 1.4 + 0.2 o/0.
Sample ANU-5088, &13C = 2.4 + 0.2 o/0.
Sample ANU-5089, 513C = 2.4 + 0.2 o/ .
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